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Welcome to Segments, A Journal of Constructed Languages, and the official publica�on of
the /r/conlangs subreddit team. Within this journal, you will find ar�cles produced by
members of our community.

Phonology was chosen as the topic and theme for this inaugural issue as it o�en provides
the founda�on and backbone for the rest of a language’s development, and is one of theways
to give a language a dis�nc�ve character. Throughout this Issue, there are ar�cles that focus
on phoneme inventories, on phonotac�c decisions, on in-depth analyses of single
phonological features, on historical sound changes, and so much more. There are ar�cles for
conlangers of every level, and both beginners and advanced conlangers will find something
newwithin.

We hope you enjoy this Issue, and we hope you will add your voice and perspec�ve to
future Issues in order to make Segments an even more wonderful and comprehensive
resource!

Please email segments.journal@gmail.com if you would like to contribute.
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to the inaugural issue of Segments.. This has been a dream of mine for the conlang community
for a long, long �me, and I am so grateful to my fellow Segments. team members for making it
a reality, and above all, I am so thankful to our wonderful community for flooding us with
submissions and keeping up the hype and excitement around what has become for us a major
passion project. I specificallywant to thank Slorany for the incredible amount of effort they put
into making this dream a reality. Truly indebted!

I’ve read each and every one of the ar�cles in this Issue mul�ple �mes, and I want everyone
to know not just how happy I am that we got so many submissions, but how impressed I am
with the standard and quality of the submissions! Honestly, my main goal when bringing up
this project was that I wanted there to be a solid compendium of quality work that a)
showcases the brilliance of our community, and b) can serve as an educa�onal resource on any
given topic. From the ar�cles we have go�en for this issue, I can safely say we blew both of
those goals out of the water.

I hope you all enjoy the journal. One thing that Segments. and conlanging have in common
is that they are both massive labors of love, and you can honestly see and feel that in each
ar�cle here. Thank you for taking your �me to support and encourage conlang ar�stry! I hope
to see Segments. con�nue to succeed well into the future!
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ǂa ɳṵĩ is my newborn attempt at a serious click-heavy conlang. Would like to have something both
naturalistic and that I can pronouncemyself. Sound-wise it takes inspiration fromKhoisan languages (ǃXóõ
and Gǀui mostly) with foreign elements that I like here and there. The grammar is isolating, but this post is
really about the phonology.

Inventory
The phonology of ǂa ɳṵĩ is an absolute mess, even as a huge simplifĳication on the typical Khoisan

inventory. However way you slice it (and there are many ways to see it) it's a crazy lot of phonemes anyway.
I like to think in terms of overall phonemic distinctions. There is no phonemic distinction of voicing at all
in the whole language. Rather it has one of nasality (two-way, oral/nasal) and one of glottalization (three-
way, modal/creaky/full closure). The vowels follow that scheme pretty clearly; you have a simple fĳive-
quality system + diphthongs.

The modal/creaky distinction really only exists for stressed syllables, while nasality is always
distinguished.

As advertised, no voicing distinction. The coronals are divvied up into Dentals, "Cerebrals" (basically
apical or subapical retroflex), "Laminals" (laminal palatal or postalveolar) and Laterals. (The reason I'm
using these obtuse names is because otherwise the pulmonic+click phonotactics become infĳinitely
confusing - trust me that it's way easier this way). If you squint your eyes and pretend /l/ kind of acts like a
nasal, you have that oral/nasal contrast realized on each column. Note that no lone fricative exists
phonemically, and that the distinction between stop and afffricate is kind of inconsistent overall (can't
show it in reddit tables but /t͡s̪ ~ t/̪ are not distinguished, for example). Creaky-voiced sonorants do occur,
but not phonemically, as they are predictable from the phonation of the following vowel, while this is not
the case for nasality where you can fĳind, say, minimal pairs for /p/ vs /m/ (more on that later).

Ok, now for the real deal. There are 36 phonemic clicks (which is actually a very small number for the
average Khoisan natlang), though it's better to think of them as diffferent combinations of smaller
components. Specifĳically, you can have:

1. Four possible frontal articulations

My /ǂ/ is more apical than the typical Khoisan [ǂ], andmay be closer to the rare retroflex [ǃǃ]. I don't know
enough to tell and online info is scarce and contradictory. I just know it's a way duller, slightly noisier, less
loud sound than /ǃ/.

2. “Spice” in several forms

I. Plain: the click can just be plain (no "spice"); /ǃ/
II. Fricative-contour: the back release can go into a fricative, which is necessarily uvular; /!͡χ/
III. Ejective-contour: the back release can go into an ejective stop, again uvular; /!͡qʼ/
IV. Nasal: you can have nasal airflow throughout; /ŋ!/
V. (nasal) glottalized: you can close the glottis throughout and release the glottal stop a bit after /!ˀ/.
These clicks are actually also automatically nasal.
VI. Nasal + fricative contour; /ŋ!͡ʁ/
VII."Pre-fricative": you can have a fricative of compatible articulation before front contact, namely
/sǀ̪ ʂǂ ʃ ! ɬǁ/ (this is what the odd names for articulations were for - tongue shape matters more than
position here). These clusters have to be counted as separate phonemes because the fricatives can't
exist by themselves.

A naturalistic click language

Cancrizansby

ǂa ɳṵĩ01

ʔai ʃǃɔ ŋǃɔ̰̃ uǃ͡qʼa mã cṵ aǀe ǂu eɬǁcha ĩɲĩ sǀ̪aǀau ʔḛ ŋǀun̪ã n̪ui iǁˀṵɳã. ʈura ɔ̰ǃˀɔ lɔ̃ɳĩ ǀchɔi ɔ̃ŋǀˀa ʂǂaɲi
“Once upon a time, the NorthWind and the Sun were involved in a dispute about which one of them was

stronger. Suddenly, they were joined by a traveller wrapped in a warm cloak.”

Dental Cerebral Laminal Lateral
ǀ ǂ ǃ ǁ

a e i ɔ u au ɔi ui
ã ẽ i ̃ ɔ̃ ũ aũ ɔi ̃ ui ̃
a̰ ḛ i ̰ ɔ̰ ṵ a̰u ɔ̰i ṵi
ã̰ ḛ̃ i ̰̃ ɔ̰̃ ṵ̃ a̰ũ ɔ̰i ̃ ṵi ̃

The vowels of ǂa ɳṵĩ

The consonants of ǂa ɳṵĩ

Labial Dental Cerebral Laminal Lateral Velar Glottal
Stop p ʈ c k ʔ

Afffricate t͡s̪ ʈ͡ʂ t͡ʃ t
Sonorant m n̪ r, ɳ ɲ l ŋ

ǀ ǂ ! ǁ
Ⅰ ǀ ǂ ! ǁ
Ⅱ ǀ͡ch ǂ͡ch !͡ch ǁ͡ch
Ⅲ ǀ͡qʼ ǂ͡qʼ !͡qʼ ǁ͡qʼ
Ⅳ ŋǀ ŋǂ ŋ! ŋǁ
Ⅴ ǀˀ ǂˀ !ˀ ǁˀ
Ⅵ ŋǀ͡ʁ ŋǂ͡ʁ ŋ!͡ʁ ŋǁ͡ʁ
Ⅶ sǀ̪ ʂǂ ʃ ! ɬǁ
Ⅷ sǀ̪ˀ ʂǂˀ ʃ !ˀ ɬǁˀ
Ⅸ sǀ̪͡qʼ ʂǂ͡qʼ ʃ !͡qʼ ɬǁ͡qʼ



VIII. Pre-fricative + glottalized; /ʃ !ˀ/
IX. Pre-fricative + ejective contour; /ʃ !͡qʼ/

Phonotactics
The advantage of a big inventory analysis is that phonotactics is usually simpler. The ǂa ɳṵĩ syllable is

just CV, where C can be any click or pulmonic consonant phoneme and V is any vowel or diphthong.
(Words have a few more constraints but I won't bore you with that). Still, there are a few restrictions:

Back vowel constraint

The clicks /ǃ ǂ ǁ/ cannot be followed by a front vowel /i e/ (it's impossible, try it. /ǃi/ comes out as [ǃəi] or
[ǃʔi]. The tongue gets flung in the wrong direction). In addition they backen /a/: /ǃa/ > [ǃɑ]. This constraint
holds for:

• non-glottalized /ǃ ǂ ǁ/ (groups I, II, III, IV, VI, VII, IX)
• all uvular contours for /ǃ ǂ ǀ ǁ/ (groups II, III, VI, IX)

The remaining clicks are ok with front vowels. /ǀi/ is cool. (Note that this rule is present in many click
natural languages, though some specifĳics may vary).

Nasality

Consonant-vowel nasality interacts in diffferent directions for clicks and pulmonicss (mostly because
clicks are better described as prenasalized):

• vowel + click must have same nasality, so oral/oral and nasal/nasal. Things like /iǃ̃.../ or /iŋ!.../ are
forbidden.

• pulmonic + vowel cannot be oral/nasal, so /pã/ is forbidden but /mã/, /pa/, /ma/ are all okay.

Glottalization

This one I haven’t yet fĳigured out completely. I have these general ideas:

• sonorant before creaky V becomes creaky: /ma̰/ → [m̰a̰]
• clicks before creaky are usually themselves voiced and creaky /ŋǃa̰/ → [ŋǃa̰̰]
• glottalization distictions before creaky vowels are kind of lost, so /ʔa̰/ vs /a̰/ or /!ṵ/ vs /!ˀṵ/ are sort of
the same to me. Maybe this could be simplifĳied by reviewing the phonemic inventory.

Tone

The language is not explicitly tonal (have some compassion formy oral cavity please) but I have noticed
in speaking that often certain combinations especially in phonations are accompained by semi-
consistent pitch shifts. I think it could conceivably be evolved to shift some phonemic info into tone
registers.

The most obvious of such occurrences is that creaky vowels quite consistently carry low pitch. In
careless speech it happens very often that I miss creaky voice on a vowel but the low tone still always
happens. I think reanalizing this would render ǂa ɳṵĩ a pitch register language, similar to, say, Burmese,
where syllables are assigned to registers that are combinations of pitch and phonation. So what I mark
phonemically as creaky phonation /a̰/ would really be a creaky register which is realized as both creaky

voice and low tone, and a modal low tone [à] could be considered allophonic. That could shift the
language into possibly literal tonal territory where [a] and [à] are phonemically distinct.
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Mwaneḷe is a contructed language I’ve been working on since November 2018. In this article, I’m going to
focus onMwaneḷe phonology, but I’m also going to talk a bit about some of the theoretical frameworks I’ve
used to think about my conlang. I think that learning a bit of theory can be fun for conlangers: It can be a
tool to create new features and processes bottom-up, from scratch (rather than working top-down and
modifying something from an existing natlang). It can also be a fun puzzle to try and analyze processes
you’ve already created in terms of these frameworks. Sometimes you’ll fĳind an analysis that makes
surprising predictions about your conlang. It can feel like discovering your conlang rather than actively
creating it, which I fĳind really rewarding.

First I’ll give an overview of the inventory, phonotactics, and common allophones in Mwaneḷe. Then I’ll
talk about a couple of morphophonological phenomena.⁽¹⁾ Last I’ll talk about two phonological processes
in Mwaneḷe using two diffferent theoretical frameworks. Since one of the things people ask the most about
is Mwaneḷe’s ubiquitous secondary articulations, I picked two processes involving those. I’ll talk about
labialization dissimilation in terms of Harmonic Grammar and velarization spread in terms of
Autosegmental Phonology. For the theoretical bits I’ll link to the original papers that proposed the models
as well as to papers that summarize them in a more digestible way.

Phonemes & Allophony
Consonant Inventory

Mwaneḷe distinguishes four manners of articulation across only three places of articulation. Voicing
contrast only for the stops; all sonorants are voiced and all fricatives are voiceless. Themost notable feature
of Mwaneḷe’s consonant inventory is the abundance of secondary articulations. At each POA/MOA, there
is a pair of consonants distinguished by secondary articulation and traditionally divided into mek ‘light’
and tax ‘dark’ groups. Light consonants are plain coronals, labialized dorsals, and labials, while dark
consonants are plain dorsals, velarized coronals, and labials. Labialized consonants are pronounced
rounded with a strong labial offfglide and velarized consonants are pronounced with velar constriction and

a change to the following vowel which is sometimes more salient than the velarization itself. The
consonant inventory of Mwaneḷe is shown below.

Vowel Inventory

Standard Mwaneḷe has a fĳive-vowel system shown below. Some speakers, especially older speakers from
the North, distinguish two low vowels, /æ/ and /ɑ/, but these have merged for most people. Some vowels
have lax, backed allophones after velarized consonants. These allophones are shown in purple.

Allophony

Velarized coronals are usually pronouncedwith the tip of the tongue on the teethwhereas plain coronals
are usually pronounced with the blade of the tongue on or behind the alveolar ridge. The secondary
articulations of the consonants afffect the quality of the following vowel. For some speakers, the dental/
alveolar contrast and the change in quality of the following vowel may be more salient than the secondary
articulation itself. After velarized consonants, vowels tend to be backed and/or laxed.

(1) a. a e i o → ɑ ɛ ɪ ɔ / Cˠ_
b. /ˈpˠilˠe/ → [pˠɪĺ ̪ɣ ɛ]

Speakers of inland dialects will round front vowels after labialized consonants. This is stigmatized as
non-standard by speakers of other dialects but is widespread and systematic.

(2) a. e i → ø y / Cʷ_
b. /ˈkʷemˠe/ → [kʷǿmˠɛ]

Before /i/ and word-fĳinally after /i/, the coronal fricatives merge to [ɕ] and the velar fricatives merge to
[ç]. Some but not all speakers also palatalize /x/ before /e/.

(3) a. ʃ sˠ → ɕ / _i, i_#
x xʷ → ç / _i, i_#

b. /ˈsita ˈxiki/ → [ɕíta çíki]

Ụṇḍẹṛḍọṭṣ

Miacomet (a.k.a. u/roipoiboy)by

Mwaneḷe Phonology02

We ole, kwuŋo!
“Hello, everyone!”

Labial Coronal Dorsal
Velarized Labialized Plain Velarized Plain Labialized

Stop pˠ bˠ pʷ bʷ t d tˠ dˠ k g kʷ gʷ
Nasal mˠ mʷ n nˠ ŋ ŋʷ
Fricative fˠ ɸ ʃ sˠ x xʷ
Approximant l lˠ j w

i

ẽe

ɪ

ɛ

ɑ

ɔ

u

o

a



Plain voiceless stops are aspirated word-initially.

(4) a. t k → tʰ kʰ / #_
b. /taˈkan/ → [tʰakân]

Underlying velarized labial consonants are not velarized word-fĳinally.

(5) a. pˠ mˠ fˠ → p m f / _#
b. /ˈpˠamˠ/ → [pˠɑ̂m]

Phonotactics

All words in Mwaneḷe consist of alternating consonant and vowel segments. The basic syllable consists
of any consonant followed by any vowel. The fĳirst syllable of a word may consist only of a vowel, and the
last syllable of a word may end in a consonant. The fĳinal consonant may not be any glide, labialized
consonant, or velarized coronal other than /lˠ/. The fricative pairs /x xʷ/ and /sˠ ʃ/ are neutralized to [ç ɕ]
before /i/ (written as ⟨xi⟩ and ⟨si⟩). /x xʷ/ is also neutralized to [xʷ] before /u/. Labialized consonants don’t
occur before /i/ except in a small number of loanwords (including the very common morpheme kwi
‘want’).

The prosodic word consists of one morphological word followed by any number of clitics and contains
one stressed syllable (see §Stress and Pitch). Because a morphological word or a clitic can end in a
consonant and a clitic almost always begins in a consonant, underlying CC clusters are possible at clitic
boundaries. The strategies for resolving these are discussed in §Cluster Reduction at Clitic Boundaries.

The structure of the word in Mwaneḷe is given in 6 using Modifĳied Baerian Notation. The medial syllable
unit is marked with σ, the morphological word is marked with ω, the optional clitic cluster is marked with
κ, and the prosodic word is marked with π. This doesn’t tell you anything that the previous paragraphs
didn’t, it’s just a fun way to represent it more efffectively than the sort of (C)V(CV)(C) stufff I’d otherwise
usually use.

In this, C is any consonant, V is any vowel, C₂ is any of /pˠ t k fˠ ʃ x mˠ n ŋ l lˠ/, (X) is zero or one X, and
(X)* is zero or more X.

Stress and Pitch
The fĳirst syllable in the root of a morphological word is assigned stress. A stressed syllable receives a

falling pitch if it’s the last syllable of a prosodic word (which is possible for words built on monosyllabic
roots) and a high pitch in any other position. Minimal pairs do exist, but they are predictable given the
words’ morphological breakdowns.

When clitics attach to a word with falling pitch on a fĳinal syllable, the stressed syllable is no longer last
in its prosodic word, so it receives a high pitch instead.

Phonological processes
Echo vowels

Mwaneḷemorphological words contain strictly alternating consonants and vowels. Some sufffĳixes consist
only of only a consonant. In order to prevent clusters from forming, some sufffĳixes require an epenthetic
echo vowel, which takes on the same quality as the nucleus of the previous syllable.

If the echo vowel is a back vowel and the last consonant of the root is labial or dorsal then it will be
labialized.

If the echo vowel is /a/, then the consonant is labialized only if the onset of the previous syllable is
labialized. Since the last syllable of sijak begins with /j/, its echo vowel does not cause its fĳinal /k/ to be
labialized, but since the last syllable of xwak begins with /xʷ/, its echo vowel does labialize its fĳinal /k/ to
/kʷ/. This alternation is left over from before /æ/ and /ɑ/ merged. The front /æ/ did not labialize
consonants, but the back /ɑ/ did. Analogical levelling resulted in the pattern most speakers use today.

Northern speakers who preserve the distinction between /æ/ and /ɑ/ consistently only labialize before
the latter. This results in a few verbs which behave diffferently in the Northern dialect, such as uwaŋ to paint
whose nonfuture perfective is [úwaŋʷalˠ] in Southern Coastal Mwaneḷe but [úwæŋælˠ] in Northern
Mwaneḷe.
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This fancy line of notation you see makes use of Recursive Baerian
Phonotactics Notation, which was created by conlangers S. Baer and
L.L. Blumire in 2017. This version is modifĳied to use parentheses for optional
segments rather than stacking with∅.

# #

/taˈkʷu/
[tʰakʷû]
ta- kwu
psv- use
“(it) gets used”

/geˈno/
[genô]
ge- no
orn- width
“fat, heavy”

(6) /ˈtakʷu/
[tʰákʷu]
ta- akwu
psv- misfĳit
“(it) doesn’t fĳit”

(7) /ˈgeno/
[géno]
geno
lizard
“lizard”

/ˈʃun.je/
[ʃúne]
sun =je
woman =prox
“this woman”

(8) /ˈʃun/
[ʃûn]
sun
woman
“a woman”

paḷoḷoḷ
paḷoḷ -ḷ
throw -nfp
“(they) threw”

(9) gwonok
gwon -k
speak -fti
“(they) will speak”

pakwuxwuḷ
pakwux -ḷ
put -nfp
“(they) put down”

(10) wokwoḷ
wok -ḷ
point -nfp
“(they) pointed”



Darkening suffixes

The non-future imperfective sufffĳix -lo, the adverbial sufffĳix -ḷe, and the verb-deriving sufffĳix -luk are
traditionally called “darkening sufffĳixes”. When added to words that end in a consonant, the sufffĳix's
approximant is lost and the last consonant of the root is darkened: velars become plain and coronals and
labials become velarized.

Comparemekuk in example 13 with the related verbmekwu ‘to shine’ derived from the same rootmek
plus the verbalizing sufffĳix -u. Normally a fĳinal /k/ would be labialized to /kʷ/ before /u/, but since -luk is a
darkening sufffĳix, that labialization is blocked.

Cluster Reduction at Clitic Boundaries

Even though morphological words don’t allow consonant clusters, it’s possible for them to occur at clitic
boundaries. There are diffferent processes to break these up. Several clusters are simplifĳied:

(14) a. C₁.C₁ → C₁
b. l.lˠ, lˠ.l → lˠ
c. C.w → Cʷ / C:{mˠ, pˠ, bˠ, fˠ, ŋ, k, g, x}
d. C.w → C / all other C
e. C.j → C
f. t.d → t

Otherwise, most speakers insert short epenthetic vowels to break up remaining clusters. In careful
speech, the epenthetic vowels echo the quality of the previous syllable’s vowel, but in most speech a lax
central vowel is used.

Some speakers, especially women and children who speak Southern dialects or speakers of varieties in
heavy contact with Lam Proj and Mekaḷe, do not insert any epenthetic vowels at all. This is seen as
nonstandard but is likely the beginning of a sound change.

Labialization Dissimilation
Mwaneḷe doesn’t allow words containing three consecutive labialized consonants. If three consecutive

syllables start with labialized consonants, then the middle one loses its labialization.

(15) Cʷ → C / CʷV_VCʷ

There are no roots that violate this constraint, but bound morphemes with labialized consonants or
labializing echo vowels can trigger dissimilation. The process doesn’t occur across word boundaries.

(16) a. kwuŋamwen
*kwuŋwamwen
kwu- ŋwamwen
ven- push
“(they) push towards”

b. pwekeŋwe ŋwuwot
*pwekweŋwe
*pwekweŋe ŋwuwot
pwekweŋ =we ŋwuwot
hub =lnk wheel
“the hub of the wheel”

The consonant /w/ can trigger dissimilation if it’s adjacent to other labialized consonants, but it itself
can’t undergo dissimilation.

(17) a. tajuwaŋakwe gebe
*tajuwaŋwakwe gebe
ta- uwaŋ -k =we gebe
cmp- paint -fti =lnk child
“that the children will paint”

b. tekwowukwemeṇok
*tekwojukwemeṇok
ta- e- kwu- owu -k =we meṇok
cmp- apv- ven- flow -fti =lnk tide
“that the tide will be coming in”

One way to think about this is in terms of something called Harmonic Grammar. Harmonic Grammar ⁽²⁾
uses a series of weighted constraints to choose the surface form from a set of possible candidates. The
process is outlined in 18. First, you take an input and generate a series of possible candidates for the output.
In this case, since we’re talking about labialization dissimilation, we’ll say that you can generate candidates
by labializing or delabializing any of the peripheral consonants in a word. Next, you evaluate each of the
candidates. In HG, each condition has a particular weight. For every violation of that condition that a
candidate has, it incurs a penalty equal to the condition’s weight. Its total score is the sum of all of its
penalties. For example if a candidate has two violations of Cond1 (2) and one violation of Cond2 (3), then
its total score is 2 × 2 + 1 × 3 = 7. Whichever candidate has the lowest score is considered ‘most harmonic’
and gets chosen as the surface form.
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Xakaṭe
xakat -ḷe
Haalcart -adv
“Maruvian (language)”

(12) Aḍoṇe
aḍon -ḷe
Anroo -adv
“Anroo (language)”

mekuk
mek -luk
light -vb
“(it) gets light”

(13) loṭo
lot -lo
search -nfp
“(they) looked for”

xwakwuḷ
xwak -ḷ
learn -nfp
“(they) learned”

(11) sijakaḷ
sijak -ḷ
cut -nfp
“(they) cut”



This might feel kinda mathematical (because it is!) but models like this have been used to accurately
describe complex processes in a variety of languages.

Here are the constraints I propose to describe labialization dissimilation in Mwaneḷe.⁽³⁾

(18) Harmonic GrammarModel

a. *RepW (2): 2-point penalty for each CʷVCʷ sequence;⁽⁴⁾
b. Ident (3): 3-point penalty for each segment in the output that isn’t identical to the

corresponding segment in the input;
c. KeepW (2): an additional 2-point penalty on top of Ident if you change /w/ to [j].⁽⁵⁾

If you say that you can labialize or delabialize consonants (but not move or delete them), then you can
fĳind a set of possible surface forms, and then judge them based on how well they fĳit the diffferent
constraints. In the tables below, I'm using the Optimality Theory hand ☞ to mark the candidate that the
model judges to be ‘most harmonic’.

First I'll use the root ŋwamwen as an example. It gets a two-point penalty for violating *RepW, but
changing either labialized consonant would incur a three-point penalty for violating Ident, so the surface
form is the same as the underlying form.

When you add the prefĳix kwu-, you get an underlying form *kwuŋwamwen with two violations of
*RepW. You can fĳix one of those violations by changing the fĳirst or last labialized consonant, or fĳix both of
them by changing both. However, all of those result in worse penalties than the underlying form. The best-
scoring result is where you change the second labialized consonant, incurring a penalty for violating
Ident, but fĳixing both violations of *RepW at the same time. One violation of *RepW isn’t enough to
outweigh Ident and cause dissimilation, but two violations can be.

You can imagine that if there are n possible labialized consonants, then there are 2n possible outputs in
this system, but I won’t show the worst-scoring ones here.

The fĳirst two constraints work well, unless there’s a /w/ between two labialized consonants. Alone, they’d
predict changing /w/ to [j], like you would with other labialized consonants. That’s where KeepW comes
in. Take kwowukwe for example.

If the surface form is the same as the underlying form, there are two violations of *RepW for a total
penalty of 4. Like with the last example, changing either the fĳirst or last consonant will give you one
violation each of *RepW and Ident for a total penalty of 5. Since the middle consonant is a /w/, changing
it incurs violations of both Ident and KeepW, which results in a total penalty of 5 again, outweighing the
benefĳits of resolving both violations of *RepW. So in the end, the surface form is the same as the underlying
form.

With three quick constraints, you can make an interesting and realistic system. This idea generalizes
pretty well to other sorts of things, like assimilation processes, harmony, and allomorphy. You can use it to
create new systems from scratch, but you can also use it to try and describe systems that you’ve already
created. Sometimes a model you create based on rules you’ve fĳigured out can make surprising predictions,
which you, as the conlanger, get to go and test!

Velarization spreading
Sticking with processes involving secondary articulation, now I’m going to take a look at velarization.

Rule 1 describes a change to vowels after velarized consonants. Velarization can spread rightwards through
transparent consonants to afffect vowels in following syllables. Plain velar consonants are transparent for
all speakers. Plain coronal consonants are transparent for some speakers, especially young speakers of
Southern dialects

(19) a. /ˈmˠekil/ → [mˠɛḱɪl]
b. /ˈdˠako/ → [dˠɑ́kɔ]
c. /ˈtˠesˠelo/ → [tˠɛśˠɛlo] or [tˠɛśˠɛlˠɔ]

Labialized consonants are always opaque, so velarization can’t spread across them. For speakers of
Northern and Inland dialects, plain coronals are also opaque. The vowel /u/ has no distinct allophone
after velar consonants and blocks the spread of velarization.

(20) a. /ˈdˠaŋʷo/ → [dˠɑ́ŋʷo]
b. /ˈbˠuxo/ → [bˠúxo]

Autosegmental Phonology has been a useful tool to analyze spreading and harmony.⁽⁶⁾ It treats segments
and suprasegmentals as being composed of various features, which all exist on diffferent tiers, rather than
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/input/

[output]

cand candcandcand

*R W
I
K W

*RepW (2) Ident (3) KeepW (2) Total
☞ ŋwamwen * 2

ŋamwen * 3
ŋwamen * 3

*RepW (2) Ident (3) KeepW (2) Total
kwuŋwamwen ** 4
kuŋwamwen * * 5

☞ kwuŋamwen * 3
kwuŋwamen * * 5
kuŋwamen ** 6

*RepW (2) Ident (3) KeepW (2) Total
☞ kwowukwe ** 4

kowukwe * * 5
kwojukwe * * 5
kwowuke * * 5



being specifĳically associated with individual segments. Sometimes a single feature can be assigned to
multiple segments, or multiple features can be assigned to a single segment.

Here’s an example of what an autosegmental analysis can look like, using intonation patterns in
Mwanelẹ. Its words have a single tonic syllable: if it’s the last syllable in a word, it’s pronounced with a
falling pitch and otherwise it has a high pitch and following syllables have a lower pitch. How can we
analyze this as just one thing?

Suppose in Mwaneḷe there’s a tone tier above any of the segments. The tonic syllable is assigned a high-
low tone melody. The high tone always gets assigned to the tonic syllable.Whenever possible, the low tone
will spread to the right. When that’s not possible, i.e. when the tonic syllable is at the end of a word, the
high and low tones both get assigned to the same vowel. High plus low equals falling, so the vowel gets a
falling pitch. Both patterns can be analyzed as realizations of the same features! (I came up with this
analysis maybe a year after coming up with the intonation patterns it’s describing. It’s a time I learned
something I didn’t know about my own conlang!)

Here are some examples of what pitch assignment looks like, using the words from example 7. On top
there’s a tone tier, then a segmental tier, then a tier showing the surface realization. Lines from the tier on
top to the tier in the middle show how the features get assigned. One rule in Autosegmental Phonology is
that you can’t cross the lines.

Cool, so what about velarization spread? Suppose that in addition to the tone tier, there’s a tier with
features corresponding to secondary articulation, like +vel for velarized consonants or +lab for labialized
consonants.

In order to fĳigure out what to put there, I’ll propose the following contrastive feature hierarchy for
Mwaneḷe consonants. This puts consonants into groups based on their features. Within each group, you
can distinguish themwith classic features like ±stop, ±nasal, and ±voice, but those aren’t as important here.

Now looking at autosegmental representations, put +vel, -vel and +lab, into the tier corresponding to
secondary articulation, if any segments have those features. The rule in Standard Mwaneḷe is that +vel
spreads rightwards until it hits a segment that already has either -vel or +lab. When +vel spreads onto a
vowel it triggers the allophony in 1.

Labialized consonants are assigned +lab, so they always stop the spread. Plain coronal consonants are
assigned -vel, so they also stop the spread. Plain velar consonants don’t have any of these features: they
don’t stop the spread of +vel, but they can’t trigger velar allophones by themselves either.

The high back vowel /u/ has no distinct allophone after velar consonants and it blocks rightward
spreading of velarization. This could be explained if /u/ is assigned +lab.

Some speakers of Southern dialects allow spreading across plain coronal consonants, which then get
velarized themselves. This can be explained if speakers who allow this only have +vel and +lab as active
features, but not -vel. Without an explicit -vel, there’s nothing to stop the spread.

For the standard and Southern dialects, there ends up not really being a good reason to posit a specifĳic
+lab feature (other than feeling kinda weird about saying that labialized velars are -vel). If labialized
velars and bilabials are assigned -vel you get the behavior you see in Southern Mwaneḷe, and if plain
coronals also get assigned -vel too, then you get the behavior you see in Standard Mwaneḷe.

One argument in favor of keeping the +lab feature is the rule 2, which describes the labialization of front
vowels after labialized consonants. If you have a separate +lab feature, then you can describe that rule as
rightward spreading of +lab, either only to the vowel immediately to the right or until the feature hits a
consonant with -lab (since ±lab is the highest feature on the tree in 22, every other consonant has
-lab so these rules end up being the same).
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geno ‘fat, heavy’(21) geno ‘lizard’

H L

e n og

e n ôg

H L

e n og

é n òg

ḍaŋwo(23) ḍako

++

a ŋʷ odˠ

ɑ ŋʷ odˠ

+

a k odˠ

ɑ k ɔdˠ

buxo(24) baxo

++

u x obˠ

u x obˠ

+

a x obˠ

ɑ x ɔbˠ

bide (Southern Dialect)(25) bide (Standard Dialect)

-+

i d ebˠ

ɪ d ebˠ

+

i d ebˠ

ɪ dˠ ɛbˠ

+

+ -

+ - + -

+ -

+ -

kʷ gʷ ŋʷ xʷ w pʷ bʷ mʷ ɸ k g ŋ x j tˠ dˠ nˠ sˠ pˠ bˠ mˠ fˠ t d n ʃ

(22) Contrastive Hierarchy of Mwaneḷe Consonants



(26) gwele (Northern Dialect)

With the same sets of features, just diffferent spreading rules, you can describe the behavior of each of
the diffferent dialects!

Coda
Here I got to introduce Mwaneḷe phonology and show how I’ve used theoretical models like Harmonic

Grammar and Autosegmental Phonology to describe it. This is defĳinitely going to be chapter 1 of that
Mwaneḷe grammar I promised myself I would write. In each of these cases, I had come up with the
processes fĳirst, and only came up with the analyses later on. For other processes or in other conlangs, I’ve
also used these models to create new rules to play around with.

Any questions about Mwaneḷe or the analyses I used? Did you fĳind a mistake or want to correct
something I got wrong about the theories? Did you use a model like one of these to create something new
in your conlang? I’d love to hear from you! Reach out to me on Reddit PMs at u/roipoiboy or on Discord at
miacomet#5194.
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Di ḍule ḷaxe le!
“Thanks for reading!”

1 Glossed examples for morphophonology use the following abbreviations: adv = adverb, apv =
antipassive, cmp = complementizer, fti = future imperfective, lnk = linking clitic, nfp = nonfuture
perfective, orn=ornative, prox=proximal, psv = passive, vb = verb, ven= venitive.
2 First proposed by Legendre et al.(1990), summarized in section 2 of Potts et al. (2010). Thanks to u/
priscianic for suggesting this to me.
3 Adapted from Guilherme Garcia’s OT architecture.
4 Where Cʷ is any of /mʷ pʷ bʷ ɸ ŋʷ kʷ gʷ xʷ w/ and V is any vowel.
5 Even though it doesn’t make sense right away to change /w/ to [j], they’re treated as a pair in other places
such as in the native script and in language games.
6 First proposed by Goldsmith (1972), summarized by van de Weijer (2006) and discussed by Hyman
(2013).

-+

e l egʷ

ø l egʷ

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/277296693_Harmonic_Grammar_--_A_Formal_Multi-Level_Connectionist
https://web.stanford.edu/~cgpotts/papers/potts-pater-jesney-bhatt-becker-hg2lp.pdf
https://guilhermegarcia.github.io/latex_phonology.html
https://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.1/16388/03188555-MIT.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/304040671_Autosegmental_Phonology
https://linguistics.berkeley.edu/phonlab/documents/2013/Hyman_how_autosegmental.pdf
https://linguistics.berkeley.edu/phonlab/documents/2013/Hyman_how_autosegmental.pdf
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In the late Summer of 2018 I began working on a language called Pakan, a relative to the Kotekkish
language that I had worked on for a long time at that point. Pakan is a head-initial SVO language with little
to no inflectional morphology outside of nouns and pronouns, spoken by early neolithic goatherds
residing in the vast, grassy plains of my conworld – if you browse the r/conlangs subreddit, it’s not unlikely
that you’ve come across them at some point.

I believe there are lots of things that make Pakan both a fun and interesting language, but one of my own
favorite features is its phonology, which is built such that its phonemic stress is made almost obsolete by
the very allophones it produces. How do you develop such a system? In this article I’ll explain how Pakan
got its crazy allophony.

From Kotekkish to Old Pakan
When I fĳirst started working on the Pakan language, I knew for certain that there were a couple of things

I wanted it to be, phonologically: (1) I wanted a language with a simple CV syllable structure, (2) I wanted
few vowels, and (3) I wanted a phonemic /ʔ/ in the language that contrasts with zero onset. Alright, then
why not just do that right away? Here’s why: Pakan was developed from Old Pakan, which in turn was
created from what little I knew about the language that later ended up being called Proto-Kotekko-Pakan
(PKP). PKP’s roots and basic grammatical structures were “uncovered”, so to speak, by internally
reconstructing the Old Kotekkish language, the ancestor to Kotekkish, another language of mine.

Old Kotekkish had three fricatives, /s ɬ ç/, and three semivowels, /j w ʕ/. Ultimately, I ended up tracing
these six consonants back to a set of preaspirated stops: *ʰt, *ʰtˡ, *ʰk, *ʰc, *ʰp, and *ʰq, respectively. This
made them contrast with the stops Old Kotekkish already had, which would also be reconstructed for PKP:
(now in order of place of articulation) *p, *t, *tˡ, *c, and *k. The stop *q was also added to PKP, since it
already had its preaspirated counterpart *ʰq. Both *q and *ʰq were then imagined to have merged into the
/ʕ/ of Old Kotekkish, a sound change resembling one seen in some natural languages.

Old Kotekkish allowed basically any biconsonantal cluster, and if I wanted to achieve my fĳirst goal of
having a language with a strict CV syllable structure, I would have to get rid of this at one point or another,
so I decided to do this already in PKP by assuming that all Old Kotekkish clusters would have arisen from
interconsonantal vowel elision. Then, adding some nasals that would later merge with /n/ in Old
Kotekkish, I ended up with the following inventory for PKP:

• Plain stops: /p t tˡ c k q/
• Preaspirated stops: /ʰp ʰt ʰtˡ ʰc ʰk ʰq/
• Sonorants: /m n l ɲ ŋ ɴ/

With the fĳive vowels /a i u e o/ and all possible diphthongs ending in /a̯ i ̯ u̯/, I was ready to start
developing Old Pakan.

Now, Old Pakan changed very little in terms of phonology from PKP. All diphthongs were inherited
unchanged, and preaspirated stops maintained their preaspiration. In this respect Old Pakan was
phonologically quite conservative. Some places of articulation, however, merged: Palatal stops merged
with the velar ones, and the lateral stops merged with the alveolar ones. Finally, /ɲ/ merged with /n/. And
that was Old Pakan! A CV language with twelve consonants, /p t k q ʰp ʰt ʰk ʰq m n l ŋ ɴ/, fĳive vowels, /a i
u e o/, and a bunch of diphthongs.

From Old to “Modern” Pakan
Developing the sound system of Pakan took a long time, and it went through many iterations before I

ended up with a set of diachronic sound changes that I was satisfĳied with. In the next few paragraphs, I’ll
go over the most important sound changes between Old Pakan and “Modern” Pakan.

The plain stops were aspirated. This is something that happens all the time in natural languages,
especially in stressed syllables. Following this change, the Old Pakan preaspirated stops lost their
preaspiration, leaving us with a two-way distinction between stops: Plain /p t k q/ and aspirated /pʰ tʰ kʰ
qʰ/.

The diphthongs of Old Pakan were simplifĳied, and combined with how vowels shifted around, it
ultimately left Pakan with four vowels /a i y u/. Sometimes in word-fĳinal position, vowels were lost based
on certain rules. So a word like /pʰakʰakʰa/, the nominative of /pʰakʰa/ “Pakan (person)”, for example,
became /pʰakʰakʰ/. This is where some of the important stufff starts happening: As a language that used to
have fĳixed stress on the fĳirst syllable, Pakan started shifting its stress to closed, word-fĳinal syllables with
stops in the coda. When all word-fĳinal consonants were gradually lost over time, it ultimately left behind
two places in a word for stress to fall: on the fĳirst syllable, as in /ˈpʰakʰa/, or on the fĳinal syllable, /pʰaˈkʰa/.

Now is where the allophony comes in. Very often in natural languages, stops become fricatives, and this
is especially true for aspirated ones. Such a change doesn’t have to be universal, however, applying to every
environment. In Pakan, /pʰ tʰ kʰ/ became [f θ x~ch], but only in unstressed syllables. Meanwhile /qʰ/
became [h] unconditionally and later disappeared from the language entirely. Our plain /q/ on the other
hand ended up as /ʔ/, a change that isn’t completely unheard of in natural languages (and would you look
at that! /ʔ/ contrasts with zero onset, and thus my third original goal has been reached!).

The remaining plain stops /p t k/ became voiced [b d g] between vowels, and with this we’re getting
dangerously close to “Modern” Pakan phonology. We’re not quite done yet, though: The voiced variants of
/p t k/ underwent further changes in unstressed syllables, going from [b d g] to [ʋ ɾ ɰ]. This meant that the
plain set of stops /p t k/ got a total of three diffferent realizations: (1) [p t k] (word-initially), (2) [b d g]

Analyze this without stress and my world
would fall apart

Cawloby

Pakan Allophony03
to- rusə -na tauçłə -ce tacə łorə -ne.
3SG.POSS- flesh -NOM fertile -DFNS soil become-PER
[toˈʕusəˌna ˈtau̯çɬəˌce ˈtacə ˈɬoʕəˌne]
“Their flesh became fertile soil.”

A sentence in Old Kotekkish

kehkili -kahka hku hte htonoi -ne tei lea
lamb -NOM.PST little 1SG go -PERF to DIST
[ˈkɛɰ̊kiliˌkɑɰ̊kɑ ɰ̊ku ɹ̪t̊ɛ̪ ˈɹ̪t̊ɔ̪nɔi ̯̩ nɛ tɛi ̯ lɛɑ̯]
“My little lamb went away.”

A sentence in Old Pakan



(stressed medially), and (3) [ʋ ɾ ɰ] (ustressed medially), all in complementary distribution! The very fĳinal
change before we’re done, is the laxing of unstressed vowels, giving us the [ɐ ə ʏ ʊ] as unstressed
allophones of /a i y u/.

Phonetic stress becomes obsolete
And fĳinally we have a language that not only achieved the original three goals I set for it in the very

beginning, but also one that has a whole bunch of allophony. When you combine it all, you get words like
φácha “Pakan” and φachá “Pakan (nom.)” – /ˈpʰakʰa/ and /pʰaˈkʰa/ – that are realized as [ˈpʰachɐ] and [fɐˈkʰä],
respectively. And you get pairs like θúka “game” and θuká “game (nom.)” – /ˈtʰuka/ and /tʰuˈka/ – realized
as [ˈtʰuɰɐ] and [θʊˈgä].

With this much allophony going on, there is almost not a single case where the allophones alone can’t
tell you the stress of the word. This allows a Pakan speaker to do some cool things, but most importantly,
speakers don’t have to be very careful about actually stressing their phonologically stressed syllables – in
fact, I could easily see this evolve into a phonology without phonemic stress but with mad alternations
across paradigms instead.

From a purely aesthetic perspective, the phonology is probably the part of the language where you can
have the most fun. I would encourage everyone to keep experimenting over and over again, not to say that
a complex phonology is inherently better than a simple and straight-forward one, but rather to say that
there’s always a great deal of enjoyment to be had when designing something that turns out truly unique.
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chacha -chá túny θí φí φaφú pátu tá φila -chá θúli kúθy
man -NOM.PST go to on hill but REL buck -NOM.PST mad come
[chɐchɐˈkʰä ˈtunʏ tʰɨ pʰɨ fɐˈpʰu ˈpäɾɐ tä fəlɐˈkʰä ˈtʰulə ˈkʰuθʏ]
“The man went up on a hill but a mad buck came.”

A sentence in Modern Pakan
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One of the most major isoglosses within ODC is whether there’s consonant gradation or not. To the fĳirst
category dialects vii-xii belong, and to the second the rest, including the standard i. In this article, a
diachronical explanation as well as a synchronical description of the gradation processes will be
presented.

First, in order to be able to fully understand what is being talked about, a quick overlook of the dialects
of ODC is in order.

Pictured is a schematic view of the dialects of ODC’s geographical positions. The yellow isogloss marks
turning *ax ix ux into long vowels, the purple merging them into a i u, and the blue forms centralizing

diphthongs. The black isogloss, going perpendicular to these, is those dialects that shorten fĳinal vowels and
keep the open syllable onset lengthening; in lay terms, they have consonant gradation. (Other isoglosses
also exist, but these are some of the most major and relevant ones.)

Now, as an initial example, let’s look at the descendants of Pre-ODC *baxsi ‘river’ and its plural *baxsi-j
‘rivers’, and explain how the variation seen came to be.

The fĳirst vowel’s variation is just shenanigans of *ax. Dialects vi-vii reflect it as ae /aə̯/, i, iv, vii-x merge
it with *a into a /a/, and ii-iii, v, xi-xii invent another long vowel à /ɑː/ (as visualized on the map provided
p25). Had we chosen, say, *piši(-j) ‘fear(s)’ as our word, this would have looked less interesting .

The other thing that varies, the fĳinal vowel and the consonant length, are more interesting to investigate.
If we look at plurals of verbs ending in diffferent vowels, a pattern emerges. (Dialects i ix were chosen
simply because they only difffer on this one isogloss.)

Two patterns shine to us from this mess of data: consonant lengthening in ix only occur when the
syllable was open in Pre-ODC, but fĳinal vowels shorten everywhere. This creates minimal pairs when the
fĳinal vowel comes from *a or *i, and enforces the distinctionwhen it’s from *e, *o or *u. *ax *ix surfacewith
no distinction between plural and singular, which in some cases is solved with analogy to other nouns and
sometimes just left as is.

Of course this doesn’t only apply to plurals. Pre-ODC can be reconstructed as having a future tense in
*-(u)w, with allomorphy depending on whether a *-w was legal to add. In dialects v-xii this has survived,
but the main island dialects i-iv have rebracketed with the common future adverb *ame (ame in v), losing
the morphological future and changing *ame to *uwame (úme in i). With the fact that v-vi don’t gradate
in mind, take a look at the following verb declensions (listed in order of present past gerund future).

Or, "Proto-Sámic liked this"

Bög�lby

The gradation phenomena in
eastern ODC dialects04

ból nemfum pumtu
talk NEG =3pl 1PL =ADJᶻ
/bɔːɬ nəm =fum pfum =tu/
“they don’t talk like us.”

I
II

III
IV

V
VI

VII
VIII

IX
X

XI
XII

*baxsi *baxsi-j
i, iv basi basí

ii-iii, v bàsi bàsí
vi baesi baesí
vii baessi baesi

viii-x bassi basi
xi-xiii bàssi bàsi

*pisǐ *pisǐ-j
i-vi pisí pisí ́
vii-ix pisśí pisí

Word Pre-ODC i ix
Singular Plural Singular Plural

‘bridge’ *ło(-j-)n lǫ loyn lǫ loyn
‘banter’ *sape(-j) sape sapey sappe sapey

‘oak’ *dane(-j-)n danę daneyn danę daneyn
‘blood’ *ge(-j-)x gé gey gê gey

‘air’ *šoša(-j) śeśa śeśá śeśśa śeśa
‘chair’ *ajbo(-j-)š áboś áboyś áboś áboyś
‘hug’ *manuw(~ij) manú maní manu mani

‘corpse’ *ŋamu(-j) ŋamu ŋamoy ŋammu ŋamoy
‘skerry’ *gonVlax(-j) gǫla gǫlá gǫla gǫla



To few’s surprise, tatum as a consonant-fĳinal verb doesn’t gradate, and gets what synchronically must be
analyzed as u~ú as future sufffĳix.Meyŋa gets a w sufffĳix (which changes the vowel quality and drops in vii)
and śóśe does so too (with vii getting a minimal pair). Kugu is interesting. The fĳinal -umakes the future
form get a null sufffĳix (save for in v-vi where it lengthens), creating a minimal pair on g-gg in ix. For
consonants that aren’t g or d, this minimal pair arises in the other gradating dialects too, but g d creates gg-
ʼ and dd-r alternations (if you’re not in dialects x-xi where hiatused vowels that are both short and not the
same form a diphthong. Those are a beast of their own to analyze). This, too, proves support for the
reconstruction that consonants only lengthened in originally open fĳinal syllables.

As shown earlier, *-j -w can trigger gradation alternation. *-x also can give surfacing -CV̆, but if there ever
was a process which created grammatical alternation with it it has long since been lost. However, worth
mentioning is that i has a preposition lęgi ‘away from, without’, which must be posited as a merger of
*lenVgi and *lenVgix: in dialect ix, for example, ‘without’ is lęggi and ‘away from’ is lęgi.

To summarize, ODC long consonants before the vowel occur in Pre-ODC open fĳinal syllables. It
synchronically shows up in many lexemes, and is as a morphophonemic feature often present in present
tense of verbs and singular of nouns, but never in plurals or inflected forms of verbs. The diffferent dialects
have the gradation in virtually the exact same places, although some interdialectal loans muddling this up
are present, especially in dialects ix and viii, being closest to the town and village which are the
geographical, economical and cultural center of the ODC realm.
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‘lie’ *mejŋa *mejŋa-d *mejŋa-g *mejŋa-w
v-vi meyŋa

meyŋad meyŋag
meyŋaw

viii-xii
meyŋŋa

vii meyŋô
‘serve’ *šoxše *šoxše-d *šoxše-g *šoxše-w
v-vi śóśe

śóśed śóśeg
śóśew

viii-xii
śóśśe

vii śóśe
‘drink’ *kugu *kugu-d *kugu-g *kugu-w
v-vi kuʼu

kuʼud kuʼug
kuʼú

vii-viii, x-xii
kuggu

kuʼu
ix kugud kugug kugu

‘come’ *tatum *tatum~d *tatum~g *tatum-uw
v-vi

tatum tatud tatug
tatumú

vii-xii tatumu

1 A explanation of the vowel orthographymight be in order: ę į ǫ ų are nasal vowels, a e~o ê i ô u are short,
ey oy diphthongs, and á à é è í ì ó ò ú ù are long vowels. Not all of these occur in all dialects.
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Yajéé is a conlang I have been working on since October 2020, and it is the most well-fleshed out of any
of my conlangs. A lot of conlangers defĳine their languages by the features included within them (SVO,
ergative, tonal, etc.), and while I don’t believe that any language ought to be defĳined by a single
characteristic feature, Yajéé has made it difffĳicult for me to defĳine it in many well-established typologies,
least of all in its prosody.

Yajéé was designed to be a pitch-accent language, but if I have learned anything from my experience, it
is that pitch-accent is hard, if not impossible, to pin down, a fact confĳirmed by professional linguists and
experienced conlangers alike. In this article, I will examine the prosodic system of Yajéé, and discuss the
many competing methods of describing such a system.

Phonemic Inventory
Consonants

• The non-glottal stops voice between voiced segments.
• Velar, coronal, and retroflex stops do not occur before [i, e, ẽ] except in loanwords.
• Labialized velars only occur before rounded vowels and [ə̃].
• /r/ is phonetically a tap [ɾ] between vowels and a trill [r] in all other environments.
• Laterals do not occur between vowels or fĳinally, except in loanwords.

Vowels

All vowels feature contrastive length.

As you can see, the inventory of Yajéé is quite straightforward, with asymmetrical nasality on the vowels
and a retroflex series.

Phonotactics

Yajéé’s maximum syllable structure is as follows:

CVTN/S#

• C = any consonant
• V = any vowel
• T = tone (marked or unmarked)
• N = any nasal consonant
• S = consonants other than stops or laterals
• / = separates word-fĳinal syllables (right) and other syllables (left)
• # = word boundary

The really interesting stufff is in the prosodic system.

Prosody
Many scholars discuss stress systems and tonal systems as the two major branches of the prosody

continuum (though some languages feature both simultaneously), while languages that do not fĳit neatly
into either of these two categories are either shoehorned into descriptions that don’t accurately represent
their features, or they are placed into a catch-all class that is usually deemed ‘pitch-accent.’ This leads to
vastly diffferent systems being classifĳied as the same phenomenon, and is far less useful to the linguist or
language learner studying such a language.

Underlying system

Yajéé’s underlying system is as follows. The representations shown here are phonemic, and their true
phonetic forms will be discussed in a later section.

Every morpheme is assigned one of three pitch patterns. In an unmarked word, no accent is assigned to
any syllable, leaving all syllables low.

Stuck in the Middle
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Labial Coronal Retroflex Dorsal Glottal
Stops p t ʈ k kʷ ʔ

Afffricates tʃ
Fricatives s ʂ h
Nasals m n ɳ

Approximants w r l ɭ j
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In a low-marked word, a single syllable is marked with a high tone, while the other syllables remain low.

In a high-marked word, a single syllable is marked with a very high tone, and the other syllables remain
low (while this analysis is straightforward, it does leave the caveat that the preceding tone is roughly the
same pitch as themarked tone, and this is noted in the romanization.More on this later). An initial syllable
will never be high-marked.

There are some words that do not fĳit any of the established patterns, with features such as multiple
marked tones or a triple high tone on the marked vowel⁽¹⁾, but the historical processes that went in to
producing these rare forms are a subject for another article.

When twomorphemes combine tomake a compound or an inflectional form, this causes themarking to
shift or change.

When an unmarked morpheme is in combination with any other morpheme, it simply takes on the
marking of the other morpheme and the location of marking remains on the marked morpheme.

(4) /im.pi.már/
em -már
steal -CESS
“stole”

When two low-marked morphemes come into contact, they collapse into a single high-marked word
with its marking occurring in the location of the marking in the second morpheme.

(5) pisambágás
pisám -gás
game -ACC
“(I hunted) a game animal”

If one of the two morphemes involved in this process is high-marked, then the marking of the other
morpheme is lost entirely, as high-marked is the highest pitch a regular word can reach. However, if the
high-marked morpheme occurs fĳirst, the marking of the second morpheme will determine the location of
the high-marked tone.

(6) chinarágáṣ
chínár -gás
king -ACC
“(She went towards) the king”

Surface forms

While these underlying forms are confusing and difffĳicult to classify on their own, their realizations in
various phonetic contexts complicate the matter more.

The three diffferent types of marking each have their own rules which allow one to correctly discern the
tonal melody of a given phrase.Within this, the higher themarking, the less variation in difffering phonetic
contexts, with the melody of an unmarked word varying wildly when bordering diffferent types of words.
By this principle, the lower tonemarking strategies aremore similar to each other than either is to a phrase
containing a high-marked word.

The full list of rules for determining a phonetic realization from a phonemic one is given in the following
table:

To illustrate these rules, let’s look at a few example phrases, and see if we can fĳind some noticeable
patterns between them.

(7) Lees Modoḍaa
/leːs mo.to.ʈaː/
“Joy, daughter of Tree”

As you can see, this word has no phonemic tones. However, both words begin with a mid tone due to
historical remnants of an earlier initial stress system (rule III.2) and downstep from that point (rule IV.2).
Finally, an unmarked fĳinal long vowel will be realized as [VP] (rule IV.1), leading to a phonetic realization
of [lē:s mō.dòḍàʔ].

A more complex example:

(8) chérinasoo siḍaa
/tʃé.ɾi.na.soː si.ʈaː/
“on our friend”

For this type of phrase, one must be more methodical. A general rule is that tone assignment extends
outward from marked tones, so in this case, where it appears we need use of rule III.2 again, we fĳirst must
examine the environment, where we can fĳind that it is prime for rule III.1, where an initial mid tone is
moved to the fĳinal unmarked syllable of a preceding marked word, given that the penultimate syllable is
also unmarked. This change occurs due to remnants of secondary stress placement inherited from Yajéé’s
ancestor, whichmoves themid tone in order to lengthen the downstep from themid tone to the end of the
word/phrase, aiding in pronounceability.
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tóbós
/to.pős/
“alive”

(3) chínár
/tʃi.na̋r/
“king, chief, ruler”

ṭáseir
/ʈa.se.ir/
“four”

(2) ṭayár
/ʈa.jár/
“to exist, there be”

Ⅰ.1 All marked tones receive high tone
Ⅰ.2 Marked tones will spread to an adjacent vowel in hiatus
Ⅱ.1 The syllable preceding a high-marked syllable receives high tone
Ⅱ.2 A syllable immediately following a high-marked syllable receives low tone
Ⅱ.3 When preceding a high tone, a low tone must become mid
Ⅲ.1 The fĳinal unmarked syllable of a marked word becomes mid provided that is is followed by an

unmarked word and preceded by another unmarked syllable (blocks rule III.2 in the unmarked
word, can be blocked by external factors, not terribly relevant here).

Ⅲ.2 If not previously assigned a tone, the initial syllable in a low-marked or unmarked word takes a
mid tone

Ⅳ.1 If low tone, a fĳinal long vowel is phonetically a short vowel followed by a glottal stop
Ⅳ.2 Between two non-low tones, downstep occurs from the fĳirst
Ⅳ.3 Any syllables still unassigned are given low tone

kwüyisęr
/kwy.ji.sə̃r/
“blood”

(1) maay
/maːj/
“still, again”



This rule blocks rule III.2. Rules such as these are implemented in order by Roman numeral (I-IV)
followed by Arabic numeral (1-3), where appropriate. All this together in conjunction with rules IV.1 and
IV.2will give the following phonetic realization: [tʃé.ɾī.nà.sōʔ sì.ɖàʔ].

A fĳinal example:

(9) Chérii Chínáraḍaa Yaha Yahámaraḍaa
/tʃé.ɾiː tʃi.na̋ɾa.ʈaː ja.ha ja.há.ma.ɾa.ʈaː/
“Advisor of the King, Watcher son of the Motherland⁽²⁾”

For such a lengthy phrase (assuming whoever is uttering it doesn’t also add additional case marking,
vocative particles, honorifĳics, or anything else), one unfamiliar with the language may need to take this
step by step to avoid sounding like a foreigner (the mainlanders to the north have a strong accent
characterized in part by their tendency to apply ruleⅢ.2 to every word).

In category 1, all the marked tones must receive high tone (rule Ⅰ.1).

In category 2, the preceding tone to the high-marked syllable must be high as well (ruleⅡ.1) and the fĳinal
syllable preceding that must be mid (rule Ⅱ.3). This is why these rules are applied in this order, because
otherwise ruleⅡ.3would not be necessary beforeⅡ.1, and there would be a low tone rather than amid tone
in this location.Ⅱ.2 is also applied, requiring that the syllable after the high-marked tone is given low tone.

In category 3, ruleⅢ.1 applies to the fĳinal syllable of Chínáraḍaa, and ruleⅢ.2 applies to Yahámaraḍaa.

Finally, rules Ⅳ.1 and Ⅳ.2 are applied to give the fĳinal realization of [tʃé.ɾīʔ tʃí.náɾà.ɖāʔ jà.hà
jā.há.mā.ɾà.ɖàʔ].

Two words also take special rules, chéga (”subordination particle”) and na (”to believe, irrealis
auxiliary”):

Chéga is realized as chega, phonemically low but phonetically mid initially, when following a word
which ends in a high tone.

Na⁽³⁾ is polar in its tone marking, and so will take the tone opposite of the following syllable in a phrase
(na vs ná, ni vs ní). In its inceptive form niba, this process is still only realized on the stem ni-, and so the
polarity will pass through the second syllable and be marked on the fĳirst (niba vs níba).⁽⁴⁾

In addition, some discourse functions also can afffect tone/pitch. In a declarative statement, light down-
step occurs across the whole phrase, in addition to all the other tone rules. In a question, this is less
pronounced, and upstep can often be heard nearing the end of the phrase.

Analysis
Stress?

The only unambiguous representation of what is occurring in Yajéé is that it cannot be deemed a stress

system. The system is not offfset or influenced by syllable weight, and aside from a few restricted cases,
prosodic feet are not used to assign the accent. In addition, the high-marked and low-marked distinction
is a very tonal situation, as a purely stress system would only have a single type of primary stress.

Pitch accent or pure tone?

Yajéé fĳits many criteria for a purely tonal system, but it difffers in many regards.

Aidan Aanestad defĳines some loose criteria for a tone system in his paper “Tone for Conlangers: A Basic

Introduction”⁽⁵⁾:

• Depending on the language, words can have any number of (marked) tones, including zero; and
multiple tones are usually grouped together into phonemic ‘melodies’.

• Tones are assigned to moras or syllables.
• Tone has no correlation whatsoever with syllable weight, except that a heavier syllable can provide
more moras to attach more tones to.

• Tones have no additional ‘prominence’ associated with them, though they can occasionally correlate
with phonation changes.

Yajéé fĳits these requirements quite nicely. However, it contains one major caveat to the tonal approach:
It only allows for a single marked tone per word, which could be analyzed as an accent, a feature which
tends very strongly towards a pitch accent system.

Larry M. Hyman, in his paper “How (Not) to Do Phonological Typology: The Case of Pitch-Accent,”
describes four basic criteria for pitch-accent systems⁽⁶⁾:

• obligatory (”at least one per word”)
• culminative (”at most one per word”)
• privative (e.g. /H/ vs. /Ø/ rather than /H/ vs. /L/)
• metrical (e.g. positionally restricted, subject to reduction/subordination in compounding or when out
of focus)

As you can see, Yajéé fĳits these criteria well, except for obligatory, and possibly privative, if you consider
its high-marked vs low-marked distinction. So how are we to analyze such a system? Hyman (2009)
describes similar systems in natlangs Fasu (isolate; Papua New Guinea) and Prinmi (Tibeto-Burman;
China), “which require one mark for location and another to choose from two or three contrasting tones.”
Sounds a lot like Yajéé, doesn’t it?

As admitted in the paper, these languages are difffĳicult to group with the idealized pitch accent languages
such as Tokyo Japanese and Somali because they are so diffferent, but they are still ambiguous enough to
not be immediately placed in the tone or stress groups.

So I leave it up to the reader. I’ve described in full the system of Yajéé. It it tonal, metrical (stress), or pitch
accent?

Thank you for reading.
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1 Not as interesting as it sounds; realized phonetically as three high tones in a row, with the fĳinal high tone
on the marked syllable
2 This man was the principal advisor to king Kanow, second king of the Yajé.
3 Note: This only applies in its auxiliary form.When used lexically, na is phonemically unmarked.
4 This is because niba used to be three syllables, so the two forms were níbaḍá and nibáḍa.When the third
syllable was lost, it lowered the tone on the preceding syllable, leading to the two modern forms níba and
niba.
5 Aannestad, Aidan. 2018. "Tone for Conlangers: A Basic Introduction." FL-00004F-00, Fiat Lingua (http://
fĳiatlingua.org). Web. 01 Apr. 2018.
6 Hyman, L.M. 2009. "How (not) to do phonological typology: the case of pitch-accent." Language Sciences
31. Berkeley, California. pp. 213-238.

http://fiatlingua.org
http://fiatlingua.org
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Yel! /jel/ (‘Hello!’). Tonnuhan and its predecessors (as well as the Srüno-Imaren languages) come from an
efffort to populate a world from a now defunct D&D campaign with naturalistic conlangs. The family
Tonnuhan belongs to has been in my head since last summer, but effforts to make it began last November.
My goal was to make a language that had the grammatical quirks of Classical Chinese alongside the
phonological quirks of the Insular Celtic languages.

Consonants
Tonnuhan consonants do not feature a voicing contrast (in most cases, see more in the Consonant

Mutations section). Word-initial stops and afffricates are lightly aspirated in most dialects, when not
afffected by an initial mutation. The lone liquid /ɾ/ is generally an alveolar tap, though becomes a trill /r/
when word-initial in stressed syllables, and becomes lateral /l/ when in coda position. Additionally, /lɾ/
clusters simplify into /lː/. Finally, the approximant /w/ disassimilates to /ʋ/ following high rounded vowels,
so “mauwa” (“cat”) is /'mau̯.ʋa/. There are a lot of other quirks involving clusters and morpheme
boundaries, but in the interest of space I will save that for another time.

Most consonants in Tonnuhan come in two basic “flavors,” slender and broad. In all dialects, slender
consonants are palatalized. In the majority of dialects, broad consonants are plain. The Northern dialect is
the exception, featuring broad consonants that are velarized, resulting in a 3-way distinction between
slender, broad, and plain consonants.

• Cen /t͡ʃen/ ‘and’
• Con /kon/ ‘brother’, but /kˠon/ in the Northern dialect.
• Can /kan/ ‘lake’

However, younger speakers in the north, as well as those in major urban centers, are losing this 3-way
distinction, and merging with the more widespread 2-way distinction.

In every modern dialect of Tonnuhan, the palatalized velars have become fully palatal consonants, so
that broad /k x ŋ/ become slender /t͡ʃ ç ɲ/. Slender /s/ is realized as /ʃ/ in the Central and Northern dialects,
but as retracted /s/̠ in the Southern dialect. Broad /f/ became /ɸ/ through extended influence from Imaren
speakers, and slender /t/ and slender /t͡s/ merged into /t͡sʲ/. In the Southern dialect, /t͡sʲ/ and /nʲ/ have fully
merged with /t͡ʃ/ and /ɲ/, respectively.

In most scenarios, the following vowel will inform you whether the consonant is slender or broad.
Consonants followed by /i/ or /e/ are generally slender, while consonants followed by /a/, /o/, and /u/ are
generally broad. However, since this is a phonemic rather than allophonic distinction, this is not always the
case, and minimal pairs exist with the only diffference being palatalization.

• Sio /ʃo/ (‘need’) vs So /so/ (‘fĳive’)
• Cel /t͡ʃel/ (‘speak’) vs Cuel /kel/ (‘beckon’)
• Pia /pʲa/ (‘fĳire’) vs Pa /pa/ (particle for counting)

The slender/broad distinction persists between morpheme boundaries, but is blocked by h-prothesis
(see more in the Consonant Mutations section).

• Pan ehas /panʲ ‘e.xas/ (“over a/the elm tree”)

Consonant mutations
Inspired by the Insular Celtic languages, Tonnuhan experiences three types of initial consonant

mutations: h-prothesis, nasal mutation, and soft (also called aspirate) mutation.

H-prothesis is the oldest, and thus least productive, of the consonant mutations. First attested in Old
Tonnuhan, it resulted from the liaison of a former word-fĳinal /h/ onto following vowel-initial words.
Currently, this is only productive after particles (such as pfò, the genitive particle and yi, the passive
particle), prepositions (such as cu ‘at’ and ca ‘for’), and SVCs (such as a ‘attempt’, which is used for the
deontic). This epenthetic /h/ will palatalize to /hʲ/ or /ç/ (depending on the dialect) in the correct
environment, blocking any word-fĳinal consonants in the previous word from becoming slender.

• Pfò ampáú /p͡fu hamˈpau̯/ (‘father-in-law’s’)
• Cu an /ku han/ (“at a/the sacrifĳicial altar”)
• A ihal /a ˈhʲi.xal/ (“you should pick it up”)

Learned speakers generally attempt to use this following the correct nouns (where it has fallen out of use
for most speakers), but are liable to overcorrection.

• Cam eho /kam ˈhʲe.xo/ (“young soybean,” a correct implementation as ‘soybean’ and its derived words
did cause h-prothesis). Most speakers would pronounce it /kamʲ ‘e.xo/, with no /h/ to block /m/ from
becoming slender.

• Acam owe /ˈa.kam ˈho.we/ (“rough-textured glove,” an overcorrection due to the similar appearance of
‘glove’ and ‘soybean,’ when in reality ‘glove’ is borrowed from Classical Imaren əqam and never caused
h-prothesis)

Palatalizations and Mutations

zbchatby

Tonnuhan Phonology06

Pfò Tonnuhan gcaré fecohes se, seran yelresces.
/p͡fu ˈton.nuˌhan (ŋ)gaˈɾe ˈf ʲe.koˌçes ʃe ˈʃe.ɾan ˈjel.leʃˌt͡ʃes/
GEN tonnuhan word sit-PLUR not but dance-PLUR
“Tonnuhan’s words do not sit (still), but dance.”

Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar
Stop p⁽ʲ⁾ t k

Afffricate p͡f ⁽ʲ⁾ t͡s⁽ʲ⁾ t͡ʃ
Fricative ɸ fʲ s ʃ ç x
Nasal m⁽ʲ⁾ n⁽ʲ⁾ ɲ ŋ

Approximant ɾ j w



Nasal and soft mutations arrived much later in the language (in Middle and Late Middle Tonnuhan,
respectively), and crucially for their continued productivity, the word-fĳinal consonants causing the
mutations are still present in the modern language. Due to this, these mutations are essentially universal.
Both of these mutations only afffect obstruents, and in the following ways.

Nasalmutation is caused by the presence of a word-fĳinal nasal. Initially, it caused the following obstruent
to become prenasalized. In the modern language, only the Central Dialect maintains the prenasalization
(except in rapid speech, where it is lost), resulting in the nasal mutation being the only example of a
voicing contrast in the language.

• Pan ntsunas /pan ˈⁿd͡zʉ.nas/ (“over a/the mountain”), pronounced /pan ˈd͡zʉ.nas/ in rapid/non-Central
speech. Compare with plain tsunas /ˈt͡sʉ.nas/ (‘mountain’)

Soft mutation is caused by the presence of a word-fĳinal sibilant. Very simply, it causes the following oral
occlusive to spirantize. Crucially to the process, soft mutation occurred in the language before the
development of slender and broad consonants, meaning that the fricative is based on the underlying
consonant.

• Cesúí /t͡ʃeˈsi/ (‘nightjar’) > Res chesúí /res çeˈsi/ (“the nightjar”), not /res ʃeˈsi/
• Teta /ˈt͡sʲe.ta/ (‘lily’) > Res theta /res ˈθʲe.ta/ (“the lily”), not /res ˈʃe.ta/

In informal contexts, some (especially younger) speakers will have a word undergo soft-mutation when
following a particle that would normally not cause this. Since the defĳinite article, “res,” causes soft
mutation, this has led some speakers into reanalyzing the soft form of a noun as a defĳinite form. In extreme
cases, this has resulted in dropping the article entirely, and just using the soft form as a way to show
defĳiniteness.

• Pfò chufe /p͡fu ˈxʉ.f ʲe/ (“(the) lizard’s”), rather than Pfò cufe /p͡fu ˈkʉ.f ʲe/ (“a/the lizard’s”)
• Phuspo alro sel /ˈɸʉs.po ˈal.lo ʃel/ (“(the) spice is umami”), rather than Res phuspo alro sel /res ˈɸʉs.po
ˈal.lo ʃel/

Vowels

Vowels are perhaps the least interesting aspect of Tonnuhan. The language has fĳive unstressed pure
vowels /i u e o a/ and six stressed pure vowels /i ʉ u e o a/. /a/ varies in position depending on dialect, with
Northern dialects having it as a central vowel around /ä/ or /ɐ/, and Central/Southern dialects positioning
it further back, similar to /ɑ/.

Additionally, the language has four diphthongs, wide /ai ̯ au̯/ and narrow /ae̯ ao̯/ (however, the Southern
dialect has merged the wide and narrow diphthongs into a two diphthong system of /aɪ ̯ aʊ̯/). This has been
the greatest change since Middle Tonnuhan, which had over a dozen diphthongs as recently as 500 years
ago.

To explain the odd discrepancy between the stressed and unstressed vowels, we have to look at Middle
Tonnuhan. Middle Tonnuhan had a 7 vowel system of /i u e o ɛ ɔ a/ in both stressed and unstressed
syllables. By Early Modern Tonnuhan, stressed /u o ɔ/ had experienced a chain shift to /ʉ u o/. Shortly after
this, /ɛ ɔ/ merged with /e o/ in all environments, resulting in the lopsided stressed vowel system of Modern
Tonnuhan.

• Middle Tonnuhan cupo /ˈku.pɔ/ > Tonnuhan cupo /ˈkʉ.po/ (‘beaver’)
• Middle Tonnuhan tōfa /ˈto.fa/ > Tonnuhan tòfa /ˈtu.ɸa/ (‘fox’)
• Middle Tonnuhan coŋna /ˈkɔŋ.na/ > Tonnuhan conna /ˈkon.na/ (‘food’)
• Middle Tonnuhan fēte /ˈfe.tɛ/ > Tonnuhan fete /ˈf ʲe.t͡sʲe/ (‘eel/sea snake’)

Overall, I am quite happy with howTonnuhan’s phonology ended up. This is the fĳirst time I’ve attempted
to use initial consonant mutation in a language. If you have any tips, questions, or just want to chat with
me about my languages, feel free to send me a message at u/zbchat. To those who reach this point, thank
you for reading, and coyas /’ko.jas/ (“farewell”).
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Plain p t k p͡f t͡s f s x
Nasal ⁽m⁾b ⁽ⁿ⁾d ⁽ŋ⁾g ⁽m⁾b͡v ⁽ⁿ⁾d͡z ⁽m⁾v ⁽ⁿ⁾z ⁽ŋ⁾ɣ
Soft ɸ θ x f s f s x

i

e

u

o

ʉ

a

Erépem eteha im roce yul ca inroren.
/eˈɾe.pʲemʲ ˈe.t͡sʲeˌxa im ˈro.t͡ʃe jʉl ka ˈhʲin.ɾoˌɾen/

listener individual give life new for story
“Each listener gives new life to a story.”
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Modern Gallaecian is an a posteriori constructed language intended to be a potential outcome of the
extinct Gallaecian language of northwestern Spain. It’s a Continental Celtic language most closely related
to Celtiberian and is likely the language responsible for Celtic loanwords in the Galician language. Modern
Gallaecian takes the Gallaecian base and looks to the development of other languages on the Iberian
peninsula to inform its own development. Of particular interest is Basque, as a living example of a non-
Romance language under the jurisdiction of the Spanish government. Additionally, regional languages
such as Catalan, Asturian and Galician provide examples of the efffect of Castilian on other languages in
the same region.

As a Celtic language, one expected feature is initial consonant mutation. This is a process that straddles
the balance between phonological and morphological, existing in all extant Celtic languages. However it
shouldn’t be assumed that Continental Celtic languages, had they survived, would have developed
mutations. There is some evidence that Gaulish, at the very least, might’ve had the beginnings of
mutations developing and while the script in which Celtiberian and Gallaecian were written didn’t
indicate voicing, I made the decision to include them.

There are twomutations that are present inModern Gallaecian. The fĳirst is the soft mutation (bucoscaso
in Gallaecian), which comes from the same source as Goidelic lenition and Brythonic soft mutation. The
second is the nasal mutation (esloñaloscaso in Gallaecian) and is related to eclipsis in Goidelic and the
nasal / spirant mutation in Brythonic.

Sound system
In order to describe consonant mutations in Modern Gallaecian, it’s important to understand the

language’s sound system. Below is a table outlining the consonant phonemes and the letters used to
represent them.

Velar consonants follow the same spelling conventions as Spanish, meaning that before ⟨e⟩ and ⟨i⟩, the
simple velar consonants are spelled ⟨qu⟩ and ⟨gu⟩. Apart from ⟨ch⟩, the palatal consonants are also spelled

⟨in⟩, ⟨is⟩ and ⟨il⟩, respectively, when following a vowel if etymologically appropriate. Between vowels,
including across word boundaries, the sounds represented by ⟨b⟩, ⟨d⟩, ⟨g⟩ and ⟨gu⟩ undergo lention,
becoming [β], [ð], and [ɣ~ħ].

Soft mutation
The more common of the two mutations is the soft mutation. This change causes the initial consonant

of a word to “soften”. What “softening” means depends on the type of consonant that’s being afffected. For
example:

In the above example, the use of the defĳinite article with tenda causes the initial t to voice and become
d, but when the same article is used with tio, the initial t doesn’t change. The reason for this has to do with
historical forms of the words and the extension of the mutation to words that were brought into the
language after the process had already been established.

The historical context that led to soft mutation with the defĳinite article, like in the example above, is the
morphology of the article. Originally, the defĳinite article was a distal demonstrative with the bare form
*sind- which was repurposed. When the noun it modifĳied was masculine, its nominative singular ending
was *-os. When the noun it modifĳied was feminine, its nominative singular ending was *-ā. This lead to
noun phrases like:

So, while most masculine nouns were always preceded by the *-s at the end of the demonstrative, most
feminine nouns began with their initial consonant in an intervocalic context. At some point in the
language’s history, voiceless plosives became voiced between vowels and voiced plosives became
spirantized. This change didn’t just apply medially, but also across word boundaries, resulting in:

Other phonological processes eventually wore away the *-s of the masculine noun and contracted the
demonstrative to en, eliminating the gender distinction on the surface–except for the change to the initial
consonant of the feminine noun. Over time, this became away to recognize a feminine nounwhen defĳinite
and themutation was spread to newwords like tenda from the fĳirst example, a loan from a dialect of Latin.
In the same way, when p was reintroduced to the language, soft mutation was applied to it by analogy.

Soft mutation afffects only plosive consonants. When voiceless plosive consonants mutate, they become
their voiced equivalents (p > b, t > d, c >g, qu > gu). When the consonant whose mutation is a voiced
plosive, it changes to be the equivalent spirant (b > v, d > z, g > h, gu > h / u). For some speakers who have
gheada as part of their dialect, there may be no distinction in pronunciation for the mutated forms of c,
qu, and g.

Nasal mutation
Whereas the efffects of the soft mutation can all be described by the term “softening”, the nasal mutation

is not as transparent. The name of the process comes from the fact that it was historically conditioned by
nasalization, but the efffect that it had on consonants varies signifĳicantly:

Soft & Nosy

Chris�an Evansby

Mutation in Modern Gallaecian07

tio “house”
en tio “the house”

(1) tenda “store”
en denda “the store”

*sindā benā “that woman”(2) *sindos tios “that store”

*sindā βenā “that woman”(3) *sindos tios “that store”

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
Nasal m m ñ
Voiceless stop p t ch c, qu
Voiced stop b d g, gu
Fricative z s x h
Rhotic r
Liquid l ll

mí Maio “(month of) May”
i ví Maio “in (the month of) May”

(4) Gresia “Greece”
i Crecie “in Greece”



Though it seems as though there’s no rhyme or reason for those changes to be so divergent, they’re simply
the result of a few sound changes that occurred across the language’s history.

Originally, during the late Proto-Celtic period, a number of words could end in a nasal consonant. This
included the nominative and accusative forms of singular neuter nouns (*-om) , the accusative of singular
masculine and feminine nouns (*-om, -ām), the genitive of plural pronouns (*ans(e)rom, us(e)rom, ēsom),
and some numbers (*sextam, nawan). Without exception, fĳinal nasal consonants nasalized preceding
vowels and were eliminated. Around the same time, the fĳinal /s/ of the masculine singular nominative
noun was also eliminated. The result was a nominative and an accusative form for the majority of nouns
being identical, save for the nasalization. The distinction was leveled, resulting in what today is the direct
case:

(5) a. *Wiros wirom alyomweleti
“A man sees another man”

b. *Wero werõ alʲõ wele(ð)
“A man sees another man”

c. Vero vero ailo vele
“A man sees another man”

While the fĳinal nasal vowel of the accusative case was eliminated, it remained in other positions,
subsequently having an efffect on the consonants of words that followed them. In the case of the sound
/m/, it meant dissimilating in nasality. For the voiced plosives /b/ and /d/, it meant becoming nasal
consonants themselves. The remaining voiced plosive /g/ underwent fortition instead, becoming /k/ in this
position. Other consonants remained unafffected.

The environments in which nasal mutation occurs can be seen on the opposite page.

A sound change related to the nasal mutation is the hard g. This change occurs to words that begin with
g and are preceded by words that end in n, primarily the defĳinite article en. In this environment, the initial
g undergoes fortition to c (or qu if required by spelling convention) in the same way it would if afffected by
the nasal mutation. However, other sounds remain unafffected. For example:

(6) en Cechos au Iveirun
“the Gaels of Ireland”

Summary

Hopefully, the function and historical motivation for initial consonant mutation in Modern Gallaecian
is now clear. It’s a feature deeply woven into the grammar of the language and one of its most notable.
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After the defĳinite article when it modifĳies a
singular or plural feminine noun in the direct
case

em vea “the woman”

After the defĳinite article when it modifĳies a
singular masculine noun in the locative case

en dorreide “at the foot”

After singular possessive pronouns mi gueno
ti bá

so haña

“my head”
“your salary”

“his/her/its birth”
After certain prepositions á gahé

ame zuro
ane zure

are gortine
atá demeile
au guio
iso zeilau
neze Gornú

quiña gorentena
tere Bortugal
tu vrezuñe

“by coffee”
“around water”
“against pain”

“in front of curtains”
“until dark”
“from meat”

“under clothing”
“near Cornwall”

“without quarantine”
“across Portugal”

“to break”
After ta in singular existential clauses Ta dé uba. “There’s tea here.”
After certain numbers dau domate

quenque guesso
otu bolbo

“two tomatoes”
“five reasons”

“eight octopus(es)”
After the negationmarker ne ne gobru “I don’t want”

Environments in which softmutation occurs in Modern Gallaecian

After a plural genitive pronoun asero nuno “our world”
After certain numbers seta caro “seven forks”
After the preposition i “in” i Maiona “in Baiona”

Environments in which nasalmutation occurs in Modern Gallaecian

Origin Soft mutation Nasal mutation Notes
p b No change
b β m
t d No change
d θ n
k g No change k before n
g ɣ ~ ħ k k before n
m No change β
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I began Ú̄rȷana about 5 years ago, give or take. At the time, it was your basic Latin clone, but with extra
stufff ™ added in. But it was during this time that one of the core ideas was devised: what if I made a
language that was mostly vowels?

To do this, I sort of cheated on what defĳines a vowel, but after many iterations, I have ended up with this
set of vowels:

The vowels are organized into 5 series, which are then divided further into 6 groups.

The fĳive series determine the place of articulation, namely Laryngeal, Apical, Laminal, Compressed, and
Protruded, which are represented by the vowels [ɑ], [ɹ]̩, [i], [ʉᵝ], and [u], respectively.

• The laryngeal vowels all have a laryngeal quality, hence the apt name. They're articulated in the back
of the mouth.

• The apical vowels are articulated with the tip of the tongue, which is the most important feature of
them. Theymanifest as apical dental consonants, with the tip of the tongue touching the border of the
upper teeth and the flesh of the mouth.

• The laminal vowels are articulated with the body of the tongue, pressed up against the hard palate.
Therefore, the consonants are all pure palatals, with no afffrication from the stops.

• The compressed vowels are articulated with the lips compressed, the main distinguishing feature. For
the sake of distinctiveness with the other shorts, [ʉᵝ] is the main vowel, falling neatly between [i] and
[u]; consequently, the condensed vowels also have a compressed palatovelar articulation, as part of the
general rule of consonants having the same PoA.

• The protruded vowels are articulated with the lips rounded like an "o." Since the lips are the main
articulator, the main vowel is [u], with the other vowels also articulated with the lips. Take note that

/w/ is not co-articulated velar, or at least it isn't phonemically (important because of the consonants),
but is really just a rounded bilabial approximant.

The six groups are the longs, the shorts, the glides, the stops, the cuts, and the liquids; the stops and cuts
may additionally be voiced or unvoiced.

For convenience of transcription, the vowels may be written thus:

• ā, a, x, g, q, ag, aq, ġ;
• r,̄ r, ṙ, d, t, rd, rt, l;
• ī, ı, j, ȷ, c, ıȷ, ıc, ĺ;
• ȳ, y, ẏ, ǰ, č, yǰ, yč, ľ;
• ū, u, w, b, p, ub, up, ḃ.

Why isn't this just analyzed as a vowel+consonant inventory, you say? Excellent question! Vowels need to
contrast with consonants, so therefore, I will provide them right here:

These are straightforwardly written m, n, k, s, h, ḫ, ƶ.

The consonants behave a little diffferently from the vowels. First, unlike the vowels, they are more prone
to assimilations than the vowels, particularly ƶ:

• /m/ will assume a secondary articulation depending on the following vowel, givingmamımymu [mˁɑ
mʲi mᶣʉᵝmʷu].

• /n/ is usually laminal alveolar [n̠], but next to an r-series vowel, it will assimilate and become apical
dental instead: nd tn grn [n̺d tn̺ ɢɹn̺̩].

• /k/ is usually an unvoiced velar stop [k], but it will assimilate for voice next to a stop or cut. In addition
to this, it will assimilate for place next to an a- or y-series vowel. Thus we have kt bk kq ǰk [kt ̪ bʷg qː ɟ̠ᶣː].

• /s/ is usually laminal alveolar [s]̠, akin to Modern Greek ⟨σ⟩. However, like /n/, it will assimilate next to
an r-series vowel, and like /k/, it will assimilate for voice: sk ds sl ȷs [sk̠ dz̺ sl̺ ɟz̠] (note: ds is not [d͡z̺]).

• /h/ and /ɦ/ are both glottal fricatives, articulated with real glottal constriction; i.e. in canIPA, [�] and
[�], respectively.

• /ɮ/ is the most complex of these sounds. Its default realization is [ɮ], but it has a wide range of
allophony. Generally, it assimilates with the preceding vowel (meaning it is only in default in absolute
anlaut), so we get aƶ rƶ ıƶ yƶ uƶ [ɑʟ̝ˁ ɹɮ̩ iʎ̝ ʉᵝʎ̝̠ᶣ uɮʷ]. If it appears next to one of /l ʎ ʎ̠ᶣ/ though, it
assimilates fully into the liquid: ĺƶ aƶl [ʎː ɑlː].

These two series are distinct in how they behave grammatically; Ú̄rȷana's grammar is very closely
intertwined with the phonology.

The roots in this language are composed solely of vowels (a lot like how Semitic roots are solely of
consonants). They can have anywhere from 2 to 5 radicals. On top of that, roots have one of two tones, high
and low, which aremarked on either the left or the right side of the root (if the root is big enough). So, there
could be two 2-radical roots distinguished solely by tone, but roots withmore radicals have up to four roots
distinguished solely by tone position and type.

Roots are used by being fĳit into templates, which tell how the vowels will be condensed and what
meaning will the root acquire.

Here's an example with a trivocalic root u-r´ı, which has to do with the world:

It’s vowels all the way down!

Anhilareby

Ú̄rȷana's "Vowels"08

a r ɪ y u
◌̄ ɑː ɹ̩ː iː ʉᵝː uː
◌ ɑ ɹ̩ i ʉᵝ u
◌̇ ʕ̞ ɹ j ɥ̠ w
◌̱ ɢˁ d ɟ ɟ̠ᶣ bʷ
◌̱̇ qˁ t c c̠ɥ pʷ
◌̱̱ ɑɢˁ ɹd̩ iɟ ʉᵝɟ̠ᶣ ubʷ
◌̱̱̇ ɑqˁ ɹt̩ ic ʉᵝc̠ɥ upʷ
◌̣ ʀ l ʎ ʎ̠ᶣ ʙ

m n̠ k ~ g
s̠ ~ z̠ h ɦ

ɮ ~ ɮʷ ~ ʎ̝ ~ ʎ̝̠ᶣ ~ ʟ̝ˁ



• ◌k◌̇◌̄n-a is a modifĳied template for nouns of encompassing. By fĳitting in the vowels, you get ukṙ́ ın̄-a,
which refĳines into ukṙĩna [ukɹi ̂ː n̠ɑ], meaning “universe.”

• ◌̱◌k◌̣-us- is a modifĳied template for basal adjectives of quality. Fitting in the vowels gives u̱r´kı-̣us-,
which refĳines into brḱĺus- [bɹ̩ḱʎus]̠, meaning “mundane, down-to-earth.”

• ◌̄◌̇◌̱-a is a modifĳied template for nouns of location. Fitting in the vowels gives ūṙ́ ı-̱a which becomes
ú̄rȷa [úːɹɟɑ], a mythical kingdom prophesied to cover the whole world.

• ◌̱̱̇◌̣◌s-a is a modifĳied template for nouns of structure. Fitting in the vowels gives u̱̱̇ṛ´ıs-a gives uplísa
[upʷliśɑ̠], the name of the fĳirst temple, supposedly built by God.

• ◌̇◌◌̱̇- is one of the templates for forming verb stems, modifĳied. Fitting the vowels > u̇r´ı ̱-̇ > wŕc- [wɹ̩ć],
the absolute present root of a rare theological verb meaning “to consider within the context of the
whole world.”

The actual manifestation of tone on the fĳinal word is usually simple enough. In the templatic notation,
such as seen in ukṙ́ ın̄-a, you can see that I left in the tone marker; this is to aid me in determining the
position of tone. Only longs and shorts can take tone, not cuts; keeping this inmind, all I need to do is place
the tone upon a long or short that the tone marker is touching.

But wait, you say. The tone marker is touching a long, ī, but it becomes [i ̂ː ] instead of [i ́ː ]. What gives?
That is very observant of you, dear reader. Allow me to explain: on shorts, the manifestation of tone is
simple enough, and it'll either be high or low. That's it. But on longs, there are four manifestations: two
level, high and low, and two contour, high falling and low rising. The level tones will manifest if the tone
marker appears from the right side of the long, while the contours will appear if it's from the left. Therefore,
in the aforementioned example ukṙ́ ın̄-a, you can see that the tone marker is to the left of ī; therefore, it'll
result in a contour high tone, which would be the high falling tone, ĩ.

The tones are notated high á, low à, long high á̄, long low à̄, rising ã, and falling å.
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Kea is a fairly simple language… grammatically. Phonological shenanigans happen due to a very diverse
history in the sound changes of the language and certain quirks due to colloquial speech. Diversities such
as going from having a very strict (C)V syllable structure to a (C)V(C) to fĳinally landing back on a (C)V
syllable structure give a bittersweet goodbye to consonant clusters.

But nothing is quite as shocking as how vowel-y (get ready to read that “word” a lot) Kea is even though
it has a large quantity of plosives and afffricates. The phonemic inventory contains more plosive/afffricate
consonants than it does continuant and nasal consonants.

Phonology outline
Consonants

Some notable features are the existence of a glottal stop but not a glottal fricative, a fortis/lenis
distinction based on aspiration and the fact that there are ten plosive consonants while there are only eight
other consonants.

There isn’t much allophony in general in Kea. But in the instance of the uvular stop, it is pronounced as
aspirated when in stressed syllables:

(1) a. Keqo /keqo/ [ˈke.qo]
Ke -qo
language -GEN

b. Oqoli:̄ /oqoliː/ [oˈqʰoliː]
“Bad (of a person)”

Vowels

The vowel inventory is fairly simple, it has four vowel qualities with long and short versions of each.

Vowel allophony in Kea is rather prosodic; non-back vowels become back vowels whenever following a

uvular stop. But a less normal aspect of allophony is that [i] becomes [ɪ] when following alveolar stops.

(2) a. Keathi /keatʰi/ [keˈa.tʰɪ]
Kea -thi
person -PLUR.GEN

b. qama /qama/ [ˈqʰɑ.ma]
“Dark”

c. qea /qea/ [ˈqʰɤ.a]
Medial demonstrative

Phonotactics

Phonotactics in Kea are very simple and very relaxed. The allowed syllable structure is (C)V(ː). The glottal
stop is not allowed word initially (except in one word which we will discuss later), and nor is the
postalveolar fricative. There are no restrictions on vowels being next to each other and identical vowels
next to each other do not reduce, meaning that words like Sekee would be pronounced [se.ke.e] and words
like Āātu would be pronounced [a:ˈaː.tu].

The only exception to the “noword initial glottal stops” rule is the copula (of course it would be). Because
the copula is only O [o], it became very hard to diffferentiate in quick speech. So, whenever the copula
follows a word that ends in [o], it has an epenthetic [ʔ] added in front of it.

(3) a. Asha o pheamo [aʃa o pʰeamo]
Asha o pheam -o
1ST COP sad -ACC
b. Somo ‘o pheamo [somo ʔo pʰeamo]
Somo ‘o pheam -o
3RD COP sad -ACC

Stress and Mora

Kea usesmora/syllable weight to determine stress. Themora system itself is very simple. If a vowel is long
it has two morae. If a vowel is short it has only one mora. The syllable with the most mora closest to the
end of the word, ignoring the fĳinal syllable of the word, is stressed.

(4) a. Āātu [aːˈaː.tu]
b. Pheō [ˈpʰe.oː]

How and why it’s so vowel-y

Creed28681by

The Vowel-y Kea09

Labial Alveolar Post-alveolar Velar Uvular Glottal
Nasal m n
Plosive p pʰ t tʰ tʃ tʃ ʰ k kʰ q ʔ
Fricative f s ʃ x ~ ch
Resonant l r

iː

ẽeː oː

aː

i

ẽe o

a



Kea’s vowel-y-ness
This following text is the fĳirst “large” text that I’ve written in Kea and it shows just howmuch of an open

sounding language it really is. And we’ll also fĳigure out just how vowel-y a text in Kea might be.

How vowel-y?

This text is the opening statement for the showcase I’ll be doing on Kea.

Now, given this text, howmuch of this text do you think is occupied by vowels?Well…

There are two ways we could go about fĳiguring this out. Do we count long vowels as two vowels, or just
one? I will fĳigure out both, but I feel that it is important that we count long vowels as two distinct vowels,
seeing as stress is determined by mora which is determined by vowel length.

For those of you interested in long vowels being counted as one vowel, after meticulously counting the
number of vowels (not including long variations) there are 98 vowels while there 67 consonants.

And those of you who are interested in the “correct” way to count the long vowels, there are 122 vowels
while there are 67 consonants.

Why so vowel-y?

Themain reason for the exorbitant amount of vowels in Kea is because there weremany consonants that
were lost and all semi-vowels became interpreted as vowels themselves.

The fĳirst example of sounds being lost is the glottal fricative (surprise, surprise). This loss is not only
responsible for the massive increase of long vowels, but when it preceded stops, it made those stops
aspirated. The only exception is [q], which the phoneme it came from never came into contact with [h].
The only reason it is aspirated is because it was just pronounced as a fortis consonant when stressed.

Another instance that creates the illusion of vowel-y-ness and openness is because the ejective
consonants in the proto-language became just their own normal versions, a.k.a. S’ → S /_.

But why is it so open?

In more intricate analyses of sonority in phonetic groups, high vowels have been seen as less sonorant
than mid or low vowels. Kea just so happens to have less high vowels than other languages tend to have,
the only one being [i]. And given how rare it is (it only shows more or less 21 times, including long vowels
as double vowels, in the text above) it doesn’t have much of an efffect on the overall sound.

All that being said… (A fourth wall break)
Kea is not my fĳirst language, but the language that I’ve put the most time and attention into, and it is

defĳinitely my favorite. I feel that the phonaesthetics are exactly what I wanted and what I was looking for
for this language. Every choice made for this language is intentional and deliberate, from the inclusions of
the uvular stop and aspirated stops to the intentional exclusion of [u]. However, there were things that I
didn’t expect, such as long vowels being allowed next to each other, and instances of three or four vowels
being in a sequence.

All that being said, Kea is extremely open and airy sounding, and most of that comes from the
phonological allowances that are extremely common in the language.

If you have any questions or have any comments for the article, feel free to message me on reddit at
u/creed28681 or on discord at Viktorr#2655.

Qim̄a ashi o e! It was fun, thank you!
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Kea is the language of the Tō’ā and Keathe in Aē.
After the fĳirst murder, the Tō’ā desired that the
evil and neutral Keathe would be exiled. This
created the diffferences in the modern languages.
Kea is a language forgotten by time, seeing as it is
the fĳirst descendant of the fĳirst language. Now
only the Tō’ā remember it…

Kea o keqo po tō’āi ka keathi omo Aēlo. Nēsa xoā
khofē, tō’ā po othe keano fa ka keano oqoli ̄
iāokāma. Iāma tō iciarā tōanāamo kexi siō! Kea o
ke ishachii, nati ̄ somo ‘o keafo khofē keqi khofē.
Siō tō’ā po fĳi siōerapha somo…
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This is an attempt to sort out how stress works in my language Akiatu. It’s pretty pedantic, though there
are a few points at least where I think the pedantry leads to some pretty interesting places.

I won’t be talking at all about the phonetic correlates of stress, but in case you’re interested, the main
thing is volume. There’s also some vowel centralization in unstressed syllables. Importantly, stressed
vowels do not lengthen.

Eventually this should get a sequel, about clause- and utterance-level intonation.

The basics
Akiatu words can be analysed into feet. I’ll use parentheses to show this, and within feet I’ll use periods

to separate syllables:

• (wa.ka) puddle
• (i.ma)(ka.ni) to stir

Each foot has two moras. A short vowel counts as one mora, a diphthong or long vowel counts as two
moras, and consonants (which occur only in onset) never count. So a foot consists either of two light
syllables or of one heavy syllable. Like this:

• (ja.kwa)(nai) ancestor

In each foot, the fĳirst syllable gets stressed. (Of course, if the foot has only one syllable, that’s the syllable
that gets stressed.) Primary stress goes to the last foot in the word. I’ll represent stress using the standard
IPA symbols:

• (ˈwa.ka) puddle
• (ˌi.ma)(ˈka.ni) to stir
• (ˌja.kwa)(ˈnai) ancestor

(Aside: these feet can be called moraic trochees. By contrast, feet that always consist of two syllables,
regardless of weight, and stress the fĳirst syllable are called syllabic trochees. And bisyllabic feet that stress
the second syllable are iambs.—As far as I know there’s no such thing as a moraic iamb, but I have no idea
why.)

In Akiatu, syllables get parsed into feet starting at the end of the word. As a result, the fĳirst syllable might
not get assigned to a foot:

• wa(ˈmi.ka) wind
• i(ˌkwa.ka)(ˈtai) the sun

Syllables that don’t get assigned to feet are sometimes called unfooted.

If a word’s second-last syllable is heavy, it will get its own foot, leaving the word’s fĳinal syllable unfooted:

• (ˈjai)mu to swim
• i(ˈwai)ku to scream

As you can see, a word can have both its fĳirst and last syllables unfooted.

Impossible words
Now consider this: *caitasiwi. The asterisk indicates that there’s something wrong with it: not only is it

not an actual Akiatu word, it’s not even a possible Akiatu word. What’s the problem?

In Akiatu, you have to assign syllables to feet starting from the end. You also can’t look ahead. Thatmeans
that if youwant to parse *caitasiwi into feet, to start out you can only look at the siwi, the last two syllables.
They’re two light syllables, which together will form a foot, so you get *caita(si.wi). So far so good.

But then you’re looking at caita. As an independent word this would be fĳine; you’d get (cai)ta, skipping
the last syllable because of the heavy penult (that’s exactly how it goes with caiti bum). But you can’t do
that in *caita(si.wi), because you can’t have an unfooted syllable in themiddle of a word. (Other languages
might allow this, but Akiatu doesn’t.) Both *(cai.ta)(si.wi) and *(cai)(ta)(si.wi) are also impossible,
because caita is two big to be a foot (it contains three moras), and ta is too small (it has just one).

You might think *(cai)(ta.si)wi would be okay, and I suppose in a way it would be. But you have to start
parsing a word into feet starting at the end and you can’t look ahead: by the time you’re looking at caita,
the siwi has already been assigned to a foot. So, in Akiatu, there really is no way to analyse a form such as
*caitasiwi into feet: it’s an impossible word.

As it happens, though, we fĳind the following pair of words:

• (ˌcai)(ˈta.si) pestle
• (ˌca.ta)(ˈsi.wi) mortar and pestle

There’s also a common -wi derivational sufffĳix, and the meanings of these words make it reasonable to
think that catasiwi is derived from caitasi by adding -wi. And that makes it look like the language fĳixes
*caitasiwi by turning the ai into a.

Here’s how itmight work. Underlyingly, theword actually is caitasiwi, and it does get parsed into feet like
this:

• (cai.ta)(si.wi)

But the rule that a foot can only have two moras means that can’t be the end of the story: the fĳirst foot
has to change, and in particular the fĳirst syllable has to lose a mora.

(Aside: this is efffectively a rule that requires many stressed vowels to shorten. Rules like this are actually
pretty common in languages with trochaic feet. By contrast, in languages with iambic feet you more often
get the opposite, a requirement that stressed syllables be light.)

The fact that cai has to lose a mora doesn’t tell us what will happen. In fact it becomes a, and that’s the
general rule. But there are quite a lot of exceptions (especially, it turns out, among verbs). Basically, as a
result of some complex sound changes, ai can in principle alternate with any of Akiatu’s three vowels, a, i,

Footing and stress
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or u But analogy favours a, and fairly often you get a where the sound changes alone would lead you to
expect i or u. (Similarly, aumost often becomes u, but there are exceptions, especially among verbs.)

Irregular stress
There are a good number of words that don’t follow the rules I’ve set out so far. These words fall into three

groups:

• Some words are like janakí person: they have stress on their fĳinal syllable, whose vowel is pronounced
long.

• Some words are like cacíja infant: they have stress on their penult, whose vowel is pronounced long
(the fĳinal syllable is always light).

• Some words are like tatúsiwi strategem: they have stress on their antepenult, whose vowel remains
short (the fĳinal two syllables are always light).

(I’ll talk about the use of the acute accent below, for now it’s enough to know that it’s always on the
stressed syllable in one of these irregular words.)

The obvious hypothesis, that some Akiatu words have lexically-specifĳied stress, cannot explain cases of
the second sort. With these cases, the issue is not the location of stress: they’re stressed on the penult, and
that’s the most common position for primary stress in Akiatu. The issue is that the stressed vowel ends up
long, but there’s no reason to think that a lexically-stressed penult should end up long. Many, many Akiatu
words have stressed penults with short vowels.

An alternative hypothesis, that Akiatu has contrastive vowel length, handles cases of the fĳirst two sorts
well: if you suppose (reasonably) that long vowels afffect stress just like diphthongs do, then the fĳirst two
patterns fall out automatically. But there’s no long vowel in cases of the third sort, and even if the
antepenult were long, you’d still expect primary stress on the penult.

Further, the long vowels in cases of the fĳirst two sorts actually don’t behave just like diphthongs. As it
happens, both janakí person and cacíja child can take the -wi sufffĳix. Here’s what happens:

• (ˌja.na)(ˈki.wi) clan
• (ˌca.ci)(ˈja.wi) the infants of the clan

In both cases, the vowel loses its length. But in exactly parallel situations, diphthongs are retained:

• (ˌa.wa)(ˈtau)wi villagers (from awatau village)
• a(ˌjai)(ˈsa.wi) bats (from ajaisa bat)

This is just what you’d expect if diphthongs are underlying but long vowels are not.

So, what’s really going on?

My view is that words with irregular stress have a lexically-specifĳied foot. Underlyingly, janakí, cacíja,
and tatúsiwi look like this:

• jana(ki)
• ca(ci)ja
• ta(tu.si)wi

The lexically-specifĳied foot must always be the last foot in the word, and if there are at least two syllables
before it, they’ll also get assigned to feet as usual. (So jana(ki) will become (ja.na)(ki)) Then stress is
assigned as usual, with primary stress going to the fĳirst syllable in the word’s last foot—which these cases

is the lexically-specifĳied foot. Finally, when the lexically-specifĳied foot consists of a single light syllable, its
vowel must lengthen to give the foot two moras.

It’s essential to this analysis that at most one light syllable (one mora) can follow the lexically-specifĳied
foot. Otherwise, Akiatu’s regular parsing algorithm would come into play: seeing two unfooted moras at
the end of the word, it would construct a foot, and, I suppose, would then continue, overwriting any
lexically-specifĳied foot earlier in the word.

Sufffĳixation also seems to overwrite any lexically-specifĳied feet. That’s why the addition of -wi to janakí
and cacíja eliminates the long vowels. (This is generally true of sufffĳixation in Akiatu, but absurdly, -wi is
the only one I’m happy talking about.)

Geminate glides
I’ve been ignoring a complication, a class of words that I’ll describe as containing geminate glides. For

example

• piwwa to eat

One possibility is that piwwa contains an underlying diphthong, iu̯. This would be a diphthong that
occurs only beforew in a stressed penult, a distribution with no proper parallel in Akiatu. And this doesn’t
behave like a true diphthong: piwwa can take the sufffĳix -wi, and the result is piwawi feast, with no
diphthong. (By contrast. when you add -wi to aiwa beyond you get aiwawi way over there: the diphthong is
retained.)

As it happens, there are also cases of what look penultimate ai before j and penultimate au before w in
which sufffĳixation leads to the loss of the diphthong. For example, rawwa taw becomes rawawi the taw (of
a clan or village), not rawwawi or rauwawi. (I write the word rawwa rather than rauwa precisely to indicate
that the heavy rhyme doesn’t behave like an underlying diphthong.)

(Aside: “taw” is my word for the third gender category that’s recognised throughout this conworld.)

Here’s what I suppose is going on. These are the underlying forms of piwwa and rawwa:

• (pi)wa to eat
• (ra)wa taw

Everything proceeds as described above, with one adjustment: when a lexically-specifĳied foot consists of
a single light syllable, the foot will gain the mora it needs by geminating a following glide whenever there
is one, and otherwise will lengthen its vowel. So, for example, (pi)wa becomes piwwa, whereas a
hypothetical (pi)ma (not so far an Akiatu word) would become piːma.

(Aside: I vaguely think that there’ll be varieties of Akiatu that geminate a wider range of consonants in
this context, but I don’t have details.)

Orthographically, my policy is to use an acute accent when the vowel lengthens, but to write out a
geminate glide explicitly. This is pure aesthetics.

(One consequence: cacíja infant really ought to be written cacijja.)

(Another: in principle you could have a minimal pair between, say, ajja and aija, where in the fĳirst but
not the second the phonetic diphthong is lost under sufffĳixation.—The Akiatu lexicon doesn’t curretly
contain any pairs like that, but this will probably change.)
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Resultative complements
Akiatu frequently expresses culmination by joining a verb with what I call a resultative complement.

Here’s an example:

• wata to see
• wata=mawa to catch sight of (with =mawa appear)

These complements always attach directly after the verb, and require that the verb get stress on its fĳinal
syllable, which must be light. In the example withwata, this means you get a stress shift:

• (ˈwa)ta to see
• wa(ˈta.ma)wa to catch sight of

If the verb ends in a heavy syllable, that syllable must lose a mora:

• (ˌa.ca)(ˈtau) to bless
• (ˌa.ca)(ˈtaja)ku to bless (successfully) (with =jaku sit, set in place)

(As I discussed earlier, au usually becomes u and ai usually becomes a, but there are exceptions, one of
which is acatau.)

Finally, when a verb that has a lexically-specifĳied foot takes a resultative complement, that foot is
overwritten:

• (ˈsá)sa to rest
• sa(ˈsa.ra)ku to rest fully (with =raku satisfĳied)

This is another context in which you can often test whether a diphthong is underlying. For example,
addition of a resultative complemen confĳirms that piwwa has no underlying diphthong:

• (ˈpiw)ta to eat
• pi(ˈwa.ha)ja to eat up (with =haja away, out, completely)

I take all this to mean that resultative complements are themselves associated with a foot; for example,
=haja is underlyingly something like (–.ha)ja, with a blank to be fĳilled in by the fĳinal syllable of its
phonological host, the verb. To fĳill in that blank, the verb must supply a light fĳinal syllable, which will then
receive main stress; both points might require the verb to undergo a phonological alternation.

The formation of resultative complements is also intimately related to these issues. Resultative
complements derive from verbs, but always conform to a cvcv template regardless of the shape of the
underlying verb.Moreover, this process is always based on the fĳinal foot in theword—as judged by Akiatu’s
regular parsing algorithm, ignoring any underlying feet.

In some cases this is (phonologically) trivial. The verbmawa to fĳind produces the resultative complement
=mawa to appear (the semantics there are obviously less trivial than the phonology). But it can get more
complicated. ijau to sit gives rise to the resultative complement =jaku set in place: the complement is based
on the foot jau, but to satisfy the cvcv template an epenthetic k is inserted.. (If the diphthongwere ai, you’d
get an epenthetic h.) Another example: ajja to throw—underlyingly (a)ja—gives us haja away, out,
completely: the lexically-specifĳied foot in the base is ignored, and an initial epenthetic h gets inserted to
satisfy the cvcv template.

=wati, =wai, and =sai
Akiatu has three other bimoraic clitics, =wati (a distal deictic), =wai (a topic marker), and =sai (an

irrealis particle of some sort). These all behave in ways analogous to resultative complements, suggesting
that what’s at play here is a general rule governing bimoraic clitics.

In most respects, =wati behaves just like a resultative complement, except that it attaches to the noun
phrase rather than the verb. One thing: it can actually attach to another clitic, including a resultative
complement (=wati comes after relative clauses, which can end in resultative complements). In this case,
it still attracts stress to the fĳinal syllable of its host, so stress ends up on a clitic.

=wai and =sai add complications because they are monosyllabic.

Suppose you want to topicalize itamu (a person’s name). Then from what I’ve said so far, the resulting
itamu=wai seems like it should end up as either (ˌi.ta)(ˈmu.wai) (but that would be a trimoraic foot) or
(ˌi.ta)(ˈmu.wa)i (but you can’t have a syllable part in and part out of a foot).

I’ve got three ideas about what can happen in this context, but I’m not sure exactly which of these
actually do happen.

One thing that I’m pretty sure happens at least some of the time for at least some speakers is that these
clitics lose a mora: =wai becomes =wa and =sai becomes =si.

Another possibility is to allow an epenthetic h here, so itamu=wai could become (ˌi.ta)(ˈmu.wa)hi.

A third idea that tempts me is to devoice the fĳinal i, and assume that this makes it nonmoraic. (For some
reason I sort of want to combine this idea with the previous one, so that you’d get (ˌi.ta)(ˈmu.wa)hi.̥ But
maybe (ˌi.ta)(ˈmu.wai)̥makes better sense.)

How exactly this plays out is going to depend (among other things) on some decisions I make about
clause-level intonation—because =wai and =sai are pretty distinctive in that context too. But that topic’s
for the sequel, so I’ve said about all I have to say about stress and footing in Akiatu (for now).
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Mynleithyg is my most recent project, intended to be a naturalistic, a posteriori Celtic language.
Following its theoretical language family, Mynleithyg is VSO, uses inflected prepositions, has frequent use
of auxiliary verbs to express mood or certain tenses, and mutates sounds for several morphological and
syntactic purposes. We will explore these mutations below.

Inventory
Consonants

Vowels

The diphthongs /aɪ/, /au/, and /oɪ/ are also present.

How sounds mutate
Mynleithyg consonants mutate through sonorizing lentition: voiceless stops become voiced; voiced

stops become fricatives; voiceless fricatives become voiced; voiced fricatives’ place of articulation move
back in the mouth. There are also a few that are deleted entirely, as well as one, /l/, that does not mutate at
all.

A naturalistic Celtic language

Acaleynby

Mutations in Mynleithyg11

Tifusenyn carac er ais pryd rhŷsy neish yn gonicydh yv arár.
Stones grow back when you put the plough away

“There is always more work to be done”

Labial Coronal Dorsal
Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Post-alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal

Nasal m n ŋ
Stop p b t d k g
Afffricate tʃ̠ d̠ʒ
Fricative f v θ ð s z ʃ ʒ x ɣ ʁ h
Approximant ɹ j w
Lateral fricative ɬ
Lateral approximant l

Original sound becomes Mutation
b /b/ → v /v/
c /x/ → gh /ɣ/
ch /t͡ʃ/ → j /d͡ʒ/
d /d/ → dh /ð/
dh /ð/ → gh /ɣ/
f /f/ → v /v/
g /g/ → Ø (deleted)
gh /ɣ/ → rh /ʁ/
j /d͡ʒ/ → zh /ʒ/
k /k/ → g /g/
ll /ɬ/ → l /l/
m /m/ → v /v/
n /n/ → ng /ŋ/
ng /ŋ/ → gh /ɣ/
p /p/ → b /b/
r /ɹ/ → y /j/
rh /ʁ/ → r /r/
s /s/ → zh /ʒ/
sh /ʃ/ → zh /ʒ/
t /t/ → d /d/
th /θ/ → dh /ð/
ts /ts/ → dz /dz/
v /v/ → dh /ð/
w /w/ → Ø
y /j/ → Ø

æ

i

ẽe

ɪ

ɛ

y

œ ɔ

u

o

ʊ

a

ə

Original sound becomes Mutation
a /a/ → eu /œ/
ae /æ/ → eu /œ/
ai /aɪ/ → î /ɪ/
e /ɛ/ → eu /œ/
ei /e/ → ŷ /y/
eu /œ/ → éu /œː/
i /i/ → ŷ /y/
î /ɪ/ → ŷ /y/
ŷ /y/ → ÿ /y:/
y /ə/ → ý /əː/
o /o/ → ó /oː/
ô /ɔ/ → ố /ɔː/
oi /ɔɪ/ → ŷ /y/
ou /au/ → u /u/
u /u/ → ú /uː/
w /ʊ/ → ẃ /ʊː/



Mynleithyg vowels, if unrounded, mutate in a few ways. Firstly, if the unrounded vowel has a rounded
pair, the vowel rounds: /i/ becomes /y/, and /ɛ/ becomes /œ/. If the unrounded vowel has no pair, the vowel
is fronted and then rounded: /a/ and /æ/ become /œ/; /e/ and /ɪ/ become /y/. Diphthongs are clipped to
their fĳinal sound, which is rounded if the clipped sound was also round: /aɪ/ becomes /ɪ/; oi becomes /y/;
ou becomes /u/.

Rounded vowels in Mynleithyg are mutated through lengthening; though not round, the mid central
vowel /ə/ also follows this rule, becoming /əː/.

Mutation One: First Consonant

The fĳirst consonant of a word is mutated afterː

• The defĳinite article
• dyn man → y dhyn the man

• The genetive prefĳix ó(h)
• brwn hill →walac óvrwn hilltop (lit. top of hill)

• Possessive pronouns
• ku dog →mei gu my dog

Mutation Two: Last Vowel

The last vowel of a non-singulative noun is mutated before the plural sufffĳix (n)ô:

• Words ending in a consonant
• cath cat → ceuthô cats

• Words ending in a vowel
• bynu woman → bynúnô

• Head of genitive phrase
• walac óvrwn hilltop →waleucô wóvrwn hilltops (lit. tops of hill)

Mutation Three: First Consonant and First Vowel

When a verb is put in the interrogative mood, both the fĳirst consonant and the fĳirst vowel are mutated.

• Wit ti bral. “You are tall.”
• Ŷt ti bral? “Are you tall?”
• Gweithrod o wy redaryn. “He saw the tree.”
• Withrod o wy redaryn? “Did he see the tree?”
• Cad withrod o? “What did he see?”

Mutation Four: h- and w-Prothesis

When a word that ends in a vowel is immediately followed by a word that begins with a vowel, a sound
is inserted at the beginning of the second word. If the two vowels are both unrounded, /h/ is inserted; if
either of the vowels are rounded, /w/ is used instead.

• tri wontŷrô three uncles
• Myred e heifa it went too
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When conlangers fĳirst learn about vowel harmony, they often become acquainted with Finnish and
Turkish, where most vowels are neatly divided into front/back or round/unround pairs and many afffĳixes
have multiple forms to agree with the stem they are modifying. While the symmetry of these systems is
certainly aesthetic and inspiring, it does not represent the full spectrum of what vowel harmony is. In my
research for Ënilëp, I came across languages like Chukchi and Itelmen, whose vowel harmony systems
contrasted sharply with what I was familiar with. Ënilëp’s harmony systemmirrors the asymmetry of these
languages and foregoes the neatness of Finnish-type vowel harmony. In fact, Ënilëp’s vowel harmony
makes the language as a whole more chaotic.

Vowels and Vowel harmony in Ënilëp
Ënilëp features the six vowel system shown below.

The division between high and low vowels is somewhat superfĳicial. /ə/, for example, is actually the mid
vowel [ə], /ɛ/ is realized as mid-low [ɛ], and /o/ is realized as mid-high [o]. That being said, the high/low
distinction in table 1 is reflective of Ënilëp’s vowel harmony system, with /i ə u/ serving as the high
equivalents of /ɛ a o/. However, this analysis is slightly misleading because /ə/ is somewhat of a neutral
vowel. As can be seen in thewords ëjégzëë (/əˈdʒɛgzəː/), meaning ‘to boil’, and riirë (/ˈɾiːɾə/), meaning ‘sod’,
the schwa is capable of coexisting with both high and low vowels. This suggests that the divide between
high and low vowels is not as clear-cut as shown in the vowel chart.

Ënilëp’s vowel harmony system is a product of long-distance assimilation of low vowels when they occur
in a word with /i/ or /u/. These are the “strong high vowels”, and they are not capable of coexisting with
low vowels. For example, laki (/ˈlaki/) is not a valid word. Even if it entered Ënilëp as a loanword, it would
quickly be modifĳied to become lëki (/ˈləki/). On the other hand, because /ə/ is technically a mid vowel, it
is not capable of triggering height assimilation and as such can coexist with low vowels, as was
demonstrated above. This gives it the outward appearance of a neutral vowel, but the reality is more
nuanced than this because it still participates in the harmony system as the high counterpart of /a/. For
this reason, I describe it as a “weak vowel” because it is still loosely associated with height harmonization
but is not strong enough to actually trigger harmony on its own.

The other key feature of of Ënilëp’s vowel harmony is that it is bidirectional. If a strong high vowel
appears anywhere in a word, all low vowels in the word will harmonize with it. This phenomenon is

demonstrated below with the near-past subjunctive sufffĳix and the durative derivational prefĳix.

(1) səhurk-urə
be.sick-NPST.SBJV

(1) haps-orə
be.acquainted-NPST.SBJV

(2) suːmə-səhurk
DUR-be.
‘To be be sick for a long time’

(3) soːmə-taa
DUR-watch
‘To stare’

Note that the forms of both afffĳixes change depending on whether the stems they are agreeing with
contain strong high vowels. This demonstrates that vowel harmony is both progressive (spreading from the
root to a sufffĳix) and regressive (spreading from the root to a prefĳix).

Harmonious Havoc in Ënilëp's Morphology
Though vowel harmony does impose a degree of symmetry on Ënilëp’s vowel inventory, it creates chaos

within its morphology. For one thing, Ënilëp’s vowel harmony is not stem-controlled as is the case for
Turkish and Finnish. This means that harmony need not spread exclusively from a root to its attached
afffĳixes. Harmony is triggered whenever and wherever a strong high vowel is present. This means that the
forms of word stems can be altered by afffĳixes which contain strong high vowels. For example, the remote
past sufffĳix luns (/luns/) causes the stem vë’ee (/βəʔɛː/), meaning ‘to want’ or ‘chase’, to harmonize, yielding
the inflected form vë’iiluns (/βəʔiːluns/). Other “controlling afffĳixes” include the dative case clitic su (/su/)
and the diminutive prefĳixmii (/miː/).

Though controlling afffĳixes add complexity to Ënilëp’s morphology, they are still largely regular. One
common irregularity in Ënilëp, however, is vowel harmony switching, where a root word switches its vowel
harmony parameter in response to a non-controlling inflection. The plural sufffĳix, for example, takes the
form /x/ when a noun ends in a vowel, and as such contains no vowel with which to trigger harmony.
Despite this, the word lakshë (/ˈlakʃə/), meaning ‘brother’, becomes lëkshíkh (/ləkˈʃix/) upon pluralization.

To get to the bottom of this irregularity, we must understand the interaction of Ënilëp’s vowel harmony
with its stress system. In Proto-Ënilëp, stress was highly mobile and often altered by inflections. In fact,
stress was almost always placed on the penultimate syllable regardless of whether it was part of a root word
or an adjoining sufffĳix. During its evolution, Ënilëp went through a period of vowel reduction where
unstressed word fĳinal short vowels became /ə/. Because this process took place prior to the onset of vowel
harmony, it had the efffect of removing high strong vowels in word fĳinal positions before they had the
chance to trigger vowel harmony. For example, Proto-Ënilëp *laksi (/ˈlaksi/) became Ënilëp lakshë. In the
presence of sufffĳixes, however, root-fĳinal high vowels were not reduced and thus lived on to trigger vowel
harmony. The original plural form of *laksi, for example, was *laksihe (/lakˈsihe/), which in turn evolved
into lëkshíkh. At its heart, this is really just a reduced vowel showing its underlying form when it bears
stress, but the presence of vowel harmony dresses up this relatively common irregularity and causes it to
have much more pervasive efffects.

Strong Vowels, Suffix Control, and
Shenanigans

Yacabeby

Vowel Harmony in Ënilëp12

Front Central Back
High i ə u
Low ɛ a o



Conclusion
The beauty of vowel harmony is that it comes in many forms. In Finnish and Turkish it lives up to its

name by providing a sense of completeness and symmetry. In Ënilëp, however, I have used it to create
asymmetry, irregularity, and complexity.

When I beganwork on the language that has grown into Ënilëp, I did not fully grasp this open-endedness,
and I created a harmony system that I did not fĳind convincing in a superfluous efffort to make it resemble
Finnish. My discontent with Ënilëp’s original vowel harmony system eventually led me to scrap a majority
of the language (minus the phonology and basic grammar) and start over. For anyone looking to
implement a vowel harmony system of their own but unsure how to go about it, I hope this article has
helped you understand what is possible. While there is absolutely nothing wrong with taking inspiration
from the likes of Turkish and Finnish, it is worth emphasizing that it is not the only way. Vowel harmony
systems are diverse, nuanced, and flexible enough to fĳit within the goals you lay out for your conlang.
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Līoden (ᛚᛡᛞᛖᚾ) is an Anglo-Frisian language set in the eighth century A.D. It has minimal influence
from other languages and primarily uses a runic orthography. It is set on a fĳictional island, shown in the
map. There are 15 dialects divided into fĳive major dialect groups.

For the purposes of making this conlang, and also to better understand sound changes inOld English and
Old Frisian, I have made a reconstruction of Proto-Anglo-Frisian. Some have argued that such a common
ancestor was older, like Proto-West Germanic, and that the similarities are due to areal influence. While I
recognize that is possible, I have been largely ignoring it. This article will primarily cover sound changes
after Proto-Anglo-Frisian.

Proto-Anglo-Frisian Phonology
Proto-Anglo-Frisian (hereafter abbreviated PAF) has a

consonant system rather similar to that of Proto-Germanic.
However, *r and *z had likely already merged, and
consonant allophony was substantially diffferent.

To those familiar with Proto-Germanic, perhaps the fĳirst
thing that stands out is the use of *q and *ƕ for the voiceless
labiovelar consonants. For phonotactic reasons, they must
have been single consonants – for example, the pronoun
*inq could not have been **inkw (which would have
become two syllables, *inku). The same cannot be said
about *gw, whose distribution was much more limited. The
choice of symbols used is inspired by the transliteration of
the Gothic letters 𐌵 and 𐍈.

The velar consonants *k *g *h were allophonically palatalized before front vowels. Although both Old
English and Old Frisian phonemicized these as sibilant afffricates, they did so somewhat diffferently, so it

cannot have been PAF. *hwas also likely [h] in the onset before non-close vowels. The labial obstruents *b
and *f are neutralized between voiced sounds and word-fĳinally, except when geminated. Following Old
English spelling convention, I call this sound *f.

Although the consonant system seems rather conservative, the vowel system is quite diffferent:

Even regarding West Germanic vowel shifts, this is still unusual. The diffference between front and back
open vowels is an innovation produced by a sound shift known as Anglo-Frisian Brightening, which
operated under a complicated set of conditions. But what stands out even more is the “nasal” row.

Northern West Germanic languages, including Anglo-Frisian, were afffected by the nasal spirant law. A
short vowel followed by a nasal consonant then a voiceless fricative became a long nasal vowel, with
deletion of the nasal consonant. For the most part, these nasal vowels merged with their non-nasal
counterparts, but *ą̄ and *ǭmerged with each other instead. *ǭ and *ōmerged anyways in Old English, but
they remain distinct in Frisian, where *ǭ givesWest Frisian oa (/oə̯/ or /wa/) while *ō givesWest Frisian oe
(/uə̯/) or uo (/wo/).

The short vowel *ǫ was mostly an allophone of *a, which occurred in closed stressed syllables before
nasal consonants. It most regularly becomes o in Old Frisian and a in Old English. However, this
correspondence also occurs unexpectedly in some neuter n-stem nouns, such as *dropǫ “drop (of water).”
The diphthong *iǫ continues Proto-Germanic *ijǭ, and became ie in Old English and e in Old Frisian (a
long vowel in both cases). It may have already ended more front in PAF times.

Sound changes into Līoden
The earliest changes were diphthong smoothing and palatalization, as well as the loss of nasal vowels. As

mentioned before, palatalization happened in both English and Frisian. They also both shufffled the
diphthongs around substantially. The fĳirst round of vowel shifts are as follows:

• *ǫ and *amerge, becoming [ɒ] before nasals and word-fĳinally, and [ɑ] elsewhere.
• *ǭ and *ōmerge.
• *ai remained in most dialects, but fronted to [æi]. However, along the west (dialects 6 through 10), it
smoothed to /ɑː/ instead.

• *au smoothed to a low vowel in all dialects. In most dialects, it became /ɑː/, but in the west it became
/æː/ instead.

• *iu and *iǫmerged to a diphthong spelled with ᛡ in all dialects. However, the phonetic quality of this
varies: dialects 1 and 2 have [iɯ̯]; dialects 8, 9, 11, and 15 have [iə̯]; dialects 6, 7, and 10 have [iu̯]; and all
other dialects have [io̯].

• *eumerged with *iu and *iǫ in most dialects, but became [eo̯] in dialects 5 through 7, [jɑː] in dialects
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“There are three types of people: those who can count and those who can’t.”

Labial Dental Alveolar Palatovelar Labiovelar
Nasal *m *n
Voiceless plosive *p *t *k *q
Voiced plosive *b *d *g
Fricative *f *þ *s *h *ƕ
Resonant *l *r *j *w

Front Back Diphthong
Close *i, *ī *u, *ū *iu
Mid *e, *ē *o, *ō *eu
Nasal *ǫ, *ǭ *iǫ
Open *æ, *ǣ *a, *ā *ai, *au



1 and 2, and [jæː] in dialect 10. For those starting with j, this actually changes the phonotactics, as #Cj
does not occur otherwise.

Palatalization applied in various conditions:

• *k was palatalized before front vowels, and word-fĳinally after *i and *ī, but what it became varies by
dialect. In most dialects, it became [t͡ʃ]. In dialects 6, 7, 8, and 10, it’s less of an afffricate, more like [tʲ].
In dialects 9 and 12, it became more strident [t͡s]. In dialects 1, 14, and 15, palatalization is rather weak,
producing [c]. Between this and the diphthong shifts, *keu is rather varied in its reflexes.

• Word-initial and intervocalic *g became /j/. Although the fronting was this early, it did not merge with
*j right away – intervocalic palatalized *g became [j] while intervocalic *jwas lost.

• Post-consonantal and geminated *g became [d͡z]. In most dialects, after palatalized *g and *jmerged,
this can be called an allophone of /j/, but in the dialects with [j] from *eu, /d͡z/ must be its own
phoneme.

• Word-fĳinally and before consonants, *æg and *eg became new diphthongs /æi/ and /ei/. In most
dialects, the former merged with *ai. Non-palatalized word-fĳinal *g merged with *h, except in the
cluster *ng.

• *sk became [ʃ] word-initially before vowels, and [ʃː] in most other places. It did not palatalize word-
internally before back vowels unless it was preceded by *i, *ī, or *ē. It never palatalized morpheme-
initially when followed by another consonant. For example, *skip became [ʃip], but *waskan became
[ˈwɑskɒn].

In most dialects, that happened before the shift of *ai and *au, but in dialects 1 and 14 it happened later,
causing the sequences *kai and *kæg to merge.

After palatalization is i-umlaut. Anglo-Frisian phonemicized i-umlaut earlier than any other West
Germanic branch: Frisian runic inscriptions suggest a date around 575-650 A.D⁽¹⁾, whereas German and
Dutch had not phonemicized umlaut until several hundred years later.

Generally, i-mutation caused a back vowel to become front, shifting *a *ā to /æ æː/, and creating front
rounded phonemes from *o *ō *u *ū. However, it also applied to *æ *ǣ *au, which became /e eː eː/
respectively. In dialects with /ɑː/ for *ai, it was also afffected by umlaut. Because of the conditions where
West Germanic *o occurred, short /ø/ only occurred in loanwords and by analogy. Further mergers then
took place: most dialects merged the new /ø øː/ with /e eː/, with only dialects 6 through 12 retaining the
roundedness. Dialects 1, 2, and 10 lowered /y yː/ to merge with /ø øː/, which in the case of dialects 1 and 2
also caused unrounding.

Shortly after that, or perhaps around the same time, was a sound change with rather limited efffect: short
*i when followed by a labiovelar consonant or *u, later in that syllable or in the next syllable. In dialects 1,
2, 12, 13, and 14, nothing happened to the vowel, and the roundedness was lost: PAF *singwan → West
Līoden singan (ᛋᛁᛝᚪᚾ). In dialects 6, 7, and 8, there was metathesis or vowel breaking to create a short
diphthongwith the same quality asᛡ: PAF *singwan→Northeast Līoden siongan (ᛋᛡᛝᚪᚾ). In all other

dialects, the *i became rounded: PAF *singwan → Central Līoden syngan (ᛋᚣᛝᚪᚾ). This reintroduces
short /y/ in dialect 10.

That w-mutation can also be called the fĳirst part of vowel breaking, a series of changes that happened
before *h, *w, *l, and *r, and operated diffferently within each dialect.

• *i and *īmerge with short and longᛡ respectively immediately before *w. In some dialects, this is the
only source of shortᛡ.

• *ēwmerged with *euw. The consistency of this in the face of the varied reflexes of *eumake the exact
chronology unclear.

The remaining changes happen before *h, *l, or *r followed by another consonant, but not *ll or *rr:

• In dialects 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7, *i and *ī become short and long ᛡ respectively. In all other dialects, they
remain as monophthongs.

• *e and *ē become /ĕi ei/ in dialects 3, 13, and 14; /ĕo eo/ in dialects 5, 6, and 7; new diphthongs [ĕɤ̯ eɤ̯]
in dialects 1 and 2; and /i iː/ in all other dialects except dialect 10.

• *æ and *ǣmerge with /ɑ ɑː/ in dialects 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7, and /e eː/ in dialect 10. In all remaining dialects,
they become new diphthongs [æ̆ə̯ æə̯].

• *a and *ā have the same outcomes as their front equivalents before *h and *r, but not *l, where they
remain as back vowels.

After those sound changes were complete, vowel reduction began. Unstressedmedial *w, *j, and *ijwere
lost, except in some verb endings. After a “heavy” root (that is, one with more than two morae), word-fĳinal
*i and *uwere lost. Unstressed *u and *ūmerged, usually to [o], but they remained as [u] after a root with
/u/ or before a labial consonant. Unstressedmedial front vowels were deleted, consonants permitting, and
merged to [e] otherwise. This then became [i] before dorsal consonants and afffricates. Remaining
unstressed [e] reduced, but not fully to schwa.

Finally, h-loss occurred: *h was lost between voiced sounds. If the previous syllable had a short vowel, it
was lengthened; any new hiatus was resolved into long vowels and diphthongs in a heavily dialect-
dependant way. There are so many possible vowel pairs that I will decide most of these on a case-by-case
basis. However, **/oːɑ/ generally became /wɑː/.

The endings of weak class 2 verbs are special, as they were the only place in PAF where unstressed *o
could occur. In the past tense, they remained as [o]; in the present tense, which had *-oj-, it became
prevocalic [i].

Epenthetic Vowels
Several words had syllabic consonants in early Germanic languages, such as “finger” (West Germanic

*fĳingr, Old Norse fĳingr, Gothic 𐍆𐌹𐌲𐌲𐍂𐍃 fĳiggrs). These words are found with and without epenthetic vowels:
ᚠᛁᛝᚱ fĳiŋr alongside ᚠᛁᛝᛖᚱ fĳiŋer (ibid.), ᛋᚹᚪᚷᚱ swagr alongside ᛋᚹᚪᚸᛖᚱ swaḡer (PAF *swāgr “father-
in-law”), ᛏᚫᚠᚱ tæfr alongside ᛏᚫᚠᛖᚱ tæfer (PAF *taufr “magic”), etc. In all such cases, the epenthetic
vowel is /e/.

The Resulting Phonology
As Līoden has more dialects than other Germanic languages of the time – Old English only had 4, vs.

Līoden’s 15 – there is more dialectal variation. You could make the argument that Līoden is actually
multiple languages, but I have not taken that analysis yet. There would likely still be mutual intelligibility
across most of the island.
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Proto-Anglo-
Frisian

Old English
Old Frisian

Līoden

West Saxon Anglian
Dialects 3, 4,
12, 13, & 14

Dialects 6 & 7

*iu ēo īo jū īo (ᛡ)
*eu ēo jā īo (ᛡ) eo (ᛖᚩ)
*iǫ īe ī ē īo (ᛡ)
*ai ā ē~ā æi (ᚫᛁ) ā (ᚪ)
*au ēa ā ā (ᚪ) ǣ (ᚫ)



Consonants

Besides the palatals, the consonants are rather consistent across dialects. Asmentioned earlier, /t͡ʃ/ varies
[t͡ʃ~tʲ~t͡s~c] depending on dialect. /st͡ʃ/ is just [ʃ], which is geminated postvocalically. In most dialects, [d͡z]
can be analyzed as an allophone of /j/ that occurs in the clusters /jj/ and /nj/, but dialects 1, 2, and 10 have
[nj] from other sources, so this analysis is not universal. Actual [jː] does not occur.

/b/ and /f/ are neutralized to [v] in most positions, and are only distinct word-initially, after /m/, and
when geminated. [v] is written as though it were /f/, not /b/. /d/ is never a fricative. /ɣ/ is [g] in the clusters
/ɣɣ/ and /nɣ/, but is [ɣ] elsewhere. /θ s/ are voiced to [ð z] between voiced sounds, but not in the stressed
syllable, nor immediately following the stressed vowel.

Vowels

Vowels are a bit trickier to analyze, as they vary so much between dialects. Shown below are two tables:
one showing the vowel correspondences between dialects, including some allophones, and one showing a
possible analysis.

In unstressed syllables, the system is reduced to what could be called /i ʊ e ɑ/. Their ranges are roughly
[i~ɪ u~o e̽~ɛ̠ ɑ~ɒ] respectively. Beyond that, I have not much to say on vowel allophony.

Phonotactics between different dialects
In dialects 1, 2, and 10, an otherwise legal onset can be followed by [j] and then a long open vowel, which

never occurs in other dialects.

Most plosive-obstruent sequences cannot be a coda on their own, and surface either with assimilation
(**tθ > tt) or spirantization (**kt > xt). Plosive-fricative sequences may still occur as part of a 3- or 4-
member coda. However, where /xs/ is expected, it surfaces as [ks] instead. In dialects with /t͡s/ for
palatalized *k, it can also occur as a coda by itself, meaning that [ks t͡s] are legal codas but [ps] is not.
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Front
unrounded

Front rounded Back Diphthong

Close i, iː y, yː u, uː ĭu, iu
Mid e, eː ø, øː o, oː ĕo, eo, ei
Open æ, æː ɑ, ɑː æ̆ə, æə

1 Source: Looijenga, J. H. (1997). Runes around the North Sea and on the Continent AD 150-700; texts &
contexts. s.n.
NB: An Old English inscription from 651 A.D. uses the rune ᚢ where literary Old English had /y/ (ᚣ), so it
was likely phonemicized earliest on the open vowels.

Labial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar
Nasal m n
Voiceless plosive p t t͡ʃ k
Voiced obstruent b d d͡z ɣ
Voiceless fricative f θ s x
Resonant w l r j
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Otseqon is a constructed language I have been working on sporadically since January 2018, comprising a
family of more or less closely related dialects. This paper focuses on the Toqo dialect, which has been the
primary focus of my attention. Toqo Otseqon has a handful of click consonants, which for many speakers
alternate with non-click consonants. This paper describes the click inventory of Toqo Otseqon, the
alternation between click and non-click consonants, and some historical notes on clicks.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gives in-world background information on the Otseqon
language and its dialects. Section 2 describes the click inventory of Otseqon and how clicks fĳit in to the
language's phonotactics. Section 3 describes the alternation between click and non-click consonants.
Section 4 describes a diachronic process resulting in some lexical items gaining clicks. Section 5 briefly
compares Toqo Otseqon with the other Otseqon dialects. Appendix I presents a hypothesis for the
introduction of clicks into Otseqon, and Appendix II outlines the non-click phonology of Toqo Otseqon.

Otseqon
Otseqon is spoken by about 10,000 speakers living on fĳive city-sized boats, representing one of the last

surviving remnants of humanity after rising sea levels rendered most land uninhabitable. Each boat is in
regular though not necessarily frequent contact with the other boats. Certain pairs are in much more
frequent contact than others, based on their usual physical proximity. This arrangement results in each
boat having a distinctive dialect, broadly divided into three more or less equidistant dialect groups. The
population distribution of the boats is highly unbalanced, with Toqo, the most populous boat, accounting
for around 40% of the total population. The Toqo dialect, which is the basis for the standard form of the
language, is what is investigated in this paper. The click inventory andwhich lexical items have clicks varies
considerably among dialects, a topic for further research.

Click inventory
Toqo Otseqon distinguishes two click types, notated /ǀ ǃ/. The primary contrast appears to be one of

abrupt versus noisy release. Accordingly, [ǁ] appears as an allophone of /ǀ/ and [ǂ] as an allophone of /ǃ/.
These allophones are more or less in free variation with [ǀ ǃ], although some speakers consistently have a
fricated palatal click [⨎] as an allophone of /ǀ/ before the vowel /i/.⁽1⁾ [+abrupt release] clicks have a
‘plopped’ allophone [ǃ͡¡], which speakers describe as sounding somewhat ‘rough’ or ‘angry’ (terms also
applied to the trilled [r] allophone of /n/).

The two click types occur with three accompaniments: nasalized, glottalized, and plain, resulting in six
phonemic clicks /ŋǀ ŋǃ ʔǀ ʔǃ kǀ kǃ/. The glottalized clicks are often prenasalized. While Otseqon has ejective

non-click consonants, the glottalized clicks are not ejectives: the glottal closure is maintained through the
duration of the click, resulting in an inaudible dorsal release. The dorsal release of the plain clicks is usually
audible, although sometimes not prominent, and tends to be velar before the vowels /i e/ and uvular before
the vowels /o a/.

A nasalized labial click /ŋʘ/ is found in some ideophones only. This phoneme is marginal at best in the
Toqo dialect and has not been observed to alternate with non-clicks, so it is not further investigated in this
paper.

Clicks do not have a very high functional load in the lexicon. They are found in a fairly small subset of
roots and never in any grammatical afffĳixes or clitics, nor are they found in lexical sufffĳixes.⁽²⁾ Furthermore,
the semantic distribution of clicks is highly unbalanced. Clicks occur at a substantially higher rate in
species names (including names for mythological entities) than in the general lexicon. Clicks are also not
uncommon in ideophones, and it is worth noting that in many cases there is a formal resemblance
between an ideophone and a species name, for example iŋǃokaŋǃaka ‘things popping up here and there ( for
example when making popcorn)’ and ŋ!aka ‘click beetle (beetles in the family Elateridae)’.⁽³⁾

While there are clear minimal pairs between the click types, for example ŋǀaa ‘yes’ versus ŋǃaa ‘large
intestine’ there are also some words that may be pronounced with either: ŋǃaŋǃawe ~ ŋǀaŋǀawe ‘saury
(Scomberesocidae sp.)’.

Click phonotactics
Words are restricted to one click type only; i.e. there are no words with both [+abrupt release] and [-

abrupt release] clicks.

Only nasal clicks are found root-internally. This is opposite to the non-click consonants, where /m/ and
/n/ exhibit the allophones [w] and [ɾ] intervocalically. After click loss this has the curious result that [ŋ] is
the only nasal found intervocalically.

All other clicks are restricted to the root-initial position. The root-initial position is generally privileged
in Otseqon with regard to phonological contrasts: it is also the only position allowing onsetless (V only)
syllables, the non-homorganic syllabic nasal /m̩/, and syllables with complex onsets (C + /j/, and in some
dialects, C + /w/).

Clicks in Otseqon are not subject to the back-vowel constraint. However, the phonetic sequence [ǃi] is
nevertheless strongly avoided, either by backing of the vowel to [ɨ] (or sometimes as far back as [ɯ]) or by
the usage of [ǂ] as an allophone of /ǃ/. Similar behavior is seen in the sequence /ǃe/, although not as
strongly.

While the full set of click contrasts only occurs root-initially, the presence of prefĳixes means they may be
word-internal. The prefĳix haC- causes gemination of clicks, as with non-click obstruents.

Click/non-click alternation
Perhaps the most notable part of clicks in Otseqon is that they alternate with non-click consonants in

almost free variation for most speakers. This is especially the case for the [+abrupt release] clicks, which
alternate with velar consonants. The nasality and glottalization features of the click aremaintained, so /kǃ/
alternates with [k], /ŋǃ/ with [ŋ], and /ʔǃ/ with [ʔ]. ⁽⁴⁾⁽⁵⁾

[-abrupt release] clicks also alternate with non-clicks, although much less frequently. Furthermore, the
click/non-click pairs are not entirely consistent: /ʔǀ/ alternates with [ʔ], but /kǀ/ and /ŋǀ/ are variously
realized as [ʦ n] or [k ŋ]. Unlike with the [+abrupt release] clicks, which all tend to exhibit de-clicking at
around the same frequency, there is a clear pattern for [-abrupt release] clicks: /ʔǀ/ is the most commonly
de-clicked, followed by /kǀ/, and /ŋǀ/ exhibits the alternation least-frequently of all clicks. All of the

It’s all clicking together
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Alternation between click and
non-click consonants in Toqo
Otseqon
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[-abrupt release] clicks exhibit the alternation signifĳicantly less frequently than any of the [+abrupt
release] clicks.

Factors controlling the click/non-click alternation are not yet known. It appears to be somewhat
unpredictable and dependent to a large extent on the individual lexical item. Younger speakers often have
more clicks than older speakers. Few other generalizations can be drawn: ideophones and words for
species names often preserve clicks. Theword kǃee ‘spicy; strongly flavored; rich’ is considered characteristic
of the colloquial Toqo dialect, and is almost invariably pronounced with a click.

Historical click gain
A handful of lexical items in Toqo Otseqon appear with a click where it would not be reconstructed for

the ancestor of all Otseqon dialects (Proto-Otseqon or PO). The currently known words are given below:

Many of these do not reflect the synchronic click/non-click alternation. In the case of *kaki → ŋǀaki a
nasalized dental click replaced a plain velar; in *sinana → kǀirara a plain dental click replaced a voiceless
fricative. Thus this represents a diffferent, largely unpredictable diachronic process distinct from the
synchronic click/non-click alternation. Such a process may have been driven in part by sound symbolism,
as some of the words show a distinct sound-symbolic component and/or are species names.

There are a few words where the initial consonant in Toqo Otseqon is a voiceless velar stop that is
unexpected based on reconstruction with the other dialects, for example PO *sasa → Toqo kasa ‘to get
written’. Such cases may be a result of unpredictable click gain followed by click loss.

Toqo Otseqon in inter-dialectal perspective
Other Otseqon dialects also exhibit a similar click/non-click alternation, although generally in fewer

words than Toqo Otseqon. The subset of words with clicks is not consistent between dialects, suggesting a
process of click loss in other dialects rather than click gain in Toqo Otseqon.

The dialect most closely related to Toqo is Haqqo, which is also the smallest dialect by number of
speakers. In contrast to Toqo, Haqqo has extensive click loss, including complete loss of the [+abrupt
release] clicks. [+abrupt release] clicks have been replaced by non-clicks following the same alternation
synchronically present in Toqo. The remaining clicks (representing the [-abrupt release] series in Toqo) are
variously realized as [+abrupt release] or [-abrupt release] or are also replaced with non-clicks.

Toqo Otseqon speakers overall use more clicks than speakers of other dialects, and several colloquial
terms considered very characteristic of the Toqo dialect have clicks. Speakers are aware of this, and clicks
may be an indicator of Toqo identity in Otseqon.

Appendix I: Hypothesis on the origin of clicks in
Otseqon

Given the low functional load and curious semantic distribution of clicks in Otseqon, I hypothesize that
clicks were originally loaned from another language into an ancestor of Otseqon. Many words containing
clicks in Otseqon are species names, an area ripe for loans, or ideophones. I hypothesize that before clicks
were fully phonologically integrated into the Otseqon sound system they were integrated into ideophones,
which display a degree of phonological disjunction in Otseqon. Combined with the tendency for
ideophones and species names to be formally related, clicks were strongly associated with those two
semantic domains, explaining their skewed synchronic distribution.

Appendix II: Non-click phonological inventory of Toqo
Otseqon

The non-click consonants of Toqo Otseqon are given below:

In addition there is a syllabic nasal /m̩/ which is restricted to root-initial position, a homorganic syllabic
nasal /N/ whichmay appear anywhere, and an abstract consonant /Q/ which appears in syllable codas and
causes gemination of the following consonant. Geminate /h/ is realized as [ss].

There are 4 vowels /i e a o/ plus long forms.

/m n/ are realized as [w ɾ] between vowels and [m n] in other environments. The non-nasal realization
of /n/ is subject to some variation; [ɾ] is most common but [l], [ɺ], and [r] are also possible.

/qʷ/ only appears before the vowels /o a/. In the same environment /k kʼ/ are realized as [q qʼ].

/z/ is [ʣ] word-initially and optionally when following /N/.

The vowel /o/ appears as [u] when the following syllable has an /i/, except that the sequence CoCoCi is
realized with both back vowels as either [o] or both as [u]. Word-fĳinally /o/ is often raised partially to [ʊ]
or sometimes fully to [u].

/i/ palatalizes a preceding sibilant (/ʦi/ → [ʨi], /ʦʼi/ → [ʨʼi], /si/ → [ɕi], /zi/ → [ʥi~ʑi]). The sequences /ti
tiː tʼi tʼiː/ are realized as [ʦɨ ʦii ʦʼɨ ʦʼii]. Short /i/ is often backed to [ɨ] after the [ɾ] allophone of /n/ but less
commonly after the [n] allophone.

Syllable structure is strictly CV(Q) or N, except /m̩/ and CjV(Q) syllables are allowed root-initially and
onsetless V syllables are allowed word-initially.

There are two tones, H and L. Probably only H is overtly marked, and L tones surface on syllables that are
toneless after the application of various phonological processes. The tones are highly mobile and their
behavior will not be described here.

There is an extensive process of vowel devoicing with too many factors to be fully described here. To
summarize, vowels are usually devoiced preceding /s h/; /i/ and the [u] allophone of /o/ are often devoiced
between any voiceless consonants; and word-fĳinal vowels are usually devoiced pre-pausa. This is
complicated by an OCP-like process dealing with vowel devoicing as well as by interaction with the tone
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PO Toqo Meaning (Toqo dialect)
*kaki ŋǀaki very small, minute
*pasa ŋǀasa to get sucked into the mouth
*kʼəpa ʔǃopa to drip (of water)
*sinana kǀirara to get torn (of fabric)
*hihaka ʔǀihaka to get isolated; to get alienated; to get taken out of fĳire (of fĳirewood)
*mima ŋǀiwa to be small (of a fĳish); to catch a small fĳish
*tʼətaki ŋǃoŋǃaki species of beetle
*naiki ŋǀeeki to get run away on; to have someone escape from oneself
*kəpəkə kǃopoko species of fĳish
*kapʼi kǃapʼi type of fencing using a modifĳied fĳishing spear

Labial Dentoalveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal
Plosive p t ʦ k qʷ
Ejective p’ t’ ʦ’ k’
Fricative s h
Voiced fricative z
Sonorant m~w n~ɾ j



system and is subject to inherent unpredictability at least partially correlated with the frequency of the
lexeme.
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1 It is perhaps worth mentioning that the lateral click allophone of /ǀ/ is correlated with the [l ɺ] lateral
allophones of /n/. If adjacent syllables have /ǀ/ and /n/ as onsets, they are either both realized as lateral or
as non-lateral. This holds to an extent even when there are intervening syllables as well. The [ǁ] allophone
of /ǀ/ is blocked by a following front vowel in the same syllable. Lateral allophones are somewhat common
in singing.
2 Lexical sufffĳixes in Otseqon are sufffĳixes with concrete, noun-like meanings, that fĳill the role of noun
incorporation in other languages. Some of them also act as classifĳiers or as complementizers.
3 Ideophones in Otseqon generally come in sets based on ideophone-specifĳic morphology applied to an
abstract root. In such cases where there is a related species name, the species name is usually identical to
or contains the abstract root. (In the case of the example given, various ideophones are derived from the
root *ŋǃaka and have meanings dealing with popping upwards quickly.)
4 Before the non-front vowels /o a/ the click /kǃ/ instead alternates with the uvular [q]. In this same
environment the phonemes /k kʼ/ are also realized as uvular. /ŋǃ/ has been observed as both [ŋ] and [ɴ] in
this environment.
5 Otseqon allows vowel-initial roots which are pronounced with an initial glottal stop in isolation, but
which trigger allomorphs of prefĳixes to avoid vowel sequences. The glottal stop resulting from de-clicking
of /ʔǃ ʔǀ/ does not trigger these allomorphs and is pronounced between vowels.
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The following document is an explanation of a dialect feature in a constructed language, set in a
constructed world, from the perspective of an in-universe, fĳictional reporter of a fĳictional study. It is not to
be confused with actual academic research.

Wistanian, natively known as aningali, is a constructed language (or conlang) spoken by a fĳictional
federation of peoples on a large island. It began development in August 2016 by Paul A. Daly for a novel
series but has since taken creative precedence. It is an a priori analytic language with primarily VSO word
order, a small and awkward phonemic inventory, and a native alphabet. In-universe, it is the lingua franca
of the region with around 50 million speakers. A brief grammatical sketch and dictionary can be found at
this link⁽¹⁾ under “Allen -Wistanian”.

Introduction
Due to Wistanian’s broad and diverse speaker base, there are many unique features shared by diffferent

linguistic groups, but one of the most variable of these features is the pronunciation of the BANI and
BAUNI vowels. In the prestige dialect, spoken primarily in the easternmountain valley, ⟨au⟩ is pronounced
as the low-back monophthong [ɑ], and ⟨a⟩ is pronounced as the low central monophthong [a].Within the
context of the small inventory of contrastive monophthongs, /ɑ/ and /a/ are arguably the closest together,
acoustically:

A key diffference between manyWistanian varieties is the realization of these two low vowels, usually to
help diffferentiate them from one another. For example, some rural varieties of the Taliv and Nati people
groups front the /a/ vowel to [æ], while Southern Bwolotil varieties tend to round the /ɑ/ to [ɒ].

One group, however, takes a diffferent turn. Rather than moving the two vowels further apart, they
instead merge them together by fronting /ɑ/ and realizing both vowels as [a]. This feature, called the bani-
baunimerger, is most common around theWestern Passage region; that is the north-east tip of the western
peninsula and the western half of the North Island.

This region is known for its large fĳisher population and its unique rice crops. The western half of the
North Island is often called the Damun, or “opposite side”, since it is the only region that is rainiest during
the dry season and driest during the rainy season, due to the West Sea to its south (which produces rain

from the dry season trade winds) and the mountains to its north (which block the rainy season trade
winds). Because of this, it contains a unique ecosystem and grows several luxury crops, making it an ideal
place for tourism and commerce.

Historically, the region is known for heavy comingling between the Uzin and Katapu people groups
before the Uzin signed on to the Wistanian Peace Treaty. Therefore, most inhabitants of that area have
both Uzin and Katapu ancestry, but they mostly identify as Uzin. It is hypothesized that the bani-bauni
merger could have been common throughout Katapu’s variety of Wistanian long ago, and that, while it was
phased out in the eastern Katapu territories, the merger endured in theWestern Passage region.

Previous studies have revealed thatmost of these speakers are fully aware of their bani baunimerger and
can even speak without the merger when they feel it is more appropriate. There are two possible reasons
for this: fĳirst, many Western Passage inhabitants have regular interactions with speakers of the prestige
dialect; second, the small size of theWistanian vowel inventory makes themerger so ubiquitous that it has
the opportunity to manifest in almost every sentence. Because of their keen awareness of this merger, and
the fact that outsiders will be able to quickly identify it in their speech, most merger speakers can code-
switch to the prestige dialect when interacting with outsiders.

This article is a brief overview of research into the conditions that are necessary for the bani-bauni
merger, revealing that, although common, the merger is not universal in all phonological environments, or
during all types of speech.

Methods
To test where and how the bani-baunimerger surfaces, researchers conducted sociolinguistic interviews

with twenty-two individuals from the Western Passage region. Ten participants were male, twelve were

A sociolinguistic survey of Wistanian as
spoken in the Western Passage

upallday_allenby

The bani-bauni merger15

Front Central Back
High i ɯ
Mid e
Low a ɑ

Figure 1: A Map of Wistania with the region known for the bani-bauni merger highlighted with
diagonal stripes.

https://sites.google.com/view/thepit/home


female, and their ages ranged from 16 to 51 with one 79-year-old. All of them identifĳied as Uzin and reported
having occasional to regular interactions with people from outside theWestern Passage.

These individuals were given three tasks. The fĳirst task was to read a folkloric text that contained
multiple instances of the BAUNI and BANI vowels to compare. This helped researchers determine what
kinds of narrative contexts the merger might be present in. The second task was to read two diffferent lists
of words. One list included minimal pairs for /a/ and /ɑ/, and the second list included words with the
BAUNI vowel among words without it. This determined whether the merger is fully realized in “careful
speech.” For the fĳinal task, subjects participate in a question-and-answer style interview with a researcher
(who has the bani-baunimerger) in which they are encouraged to tell stories about their work, home, and
interests. All instances of the BAUNI vowel were analyzed to determine when andwhere they were fronted
to merge with the BANI vowel.

The passage to be read aloud in the fĳirst task is as follows, with all words featuring the BAUNI vowel
underlined:

The second task was to read two-word lists. The fĳirst list was six minimal or near minimal pairs. Those
pairs were as follows:

Next, participants were given a list of 50 words, 28 of which included the BAUNI vowel in various
phonological contexts, namely difffering stress-levels (stressed or unstressed), positions in the word (word-
initial, word-medial, and word-fĳinal), and adjacencies to diffferent types of phones (nasal, lenis plosive,
fortis plosive, fricative, approximant). It also contained a minimal pair (zazu/zauzu), a singular/plural
distinction (ilau/ilauhan), grammatical words (auzi, auv), a proper noun (jauzni), and words that contain
both the BANI and BAUNI vowels (garamaug, dagwaul, vyauza, aunaz, etc.). The full word list was:

The fĳinal task was to participate in an interview that lasted around 15-30minutes in which the researcher
encouraged subject to tell stories of their experiences in the Western Passage. In these interviews, the
researcher recorded over 3,000 tokens and cross referenced them with the results from the fĳirst two tasks
to fĳind patterns.

Since this research took place in pre-electric Wistania, no recording devices were used. Therefore, all
data had to be recorded manually by the researcher, thus rendering this data prone to unknown amounts
of error. Nonetheless, subsequent experiments and research have corroborated these fĳindings.

Results
These experiments have revealed a consistent trend among bani-bauni speakers that themerger is often

reduced or less prominent in more careful speech.

In the fĳirst task (reading a story), subjects were encouraged to speak naturally. Regardless, themerger was
noticeably less prominent in the reading passage than in the interviews. While reading, the merger
appeared in almost every grammatical word (e.g., auv, auzi, gaun, ggaun) and in most unstressed word-
medial positions (e.g., haudayi). The negativemarker bau- was alsomerged in almost every case. But word-
initial and word-fĳinal tokens were far less likely to be merged. For example the word for ‘eel’, yazau, almost
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daaya wiziya auv zil dihu, uba. hayi id aa diguhi
inja ggaun yazau yubbada. auv daammadzi, gaun
haudayi aa luj bin il gaunun garauni luyu. murwai
aa zaun madzi ddal diguhi id diri vigai aa mizan,
yazau yubbada. bbali guziya radahundi alaman
aa zagari udal mauraz.

ayi javi yilwai ya mabulan bin ya yazau
yubbada. zingai ban aa id inja yazau ddal id il
baun, a ya ba ban ddal jwi li il idizau ya
bauhumwa il viv. ggaun raav id, hayi aa jwi li ddal
il ayai idau. a humwai ban, baunayiya yazau aa id
bauhiya ban aa gaunu. ayai, zaggu lauviyu auzi
ggaun za gari auraz bin.

You must be cautious when crossing the Passage,
see. This is the hunting waters of the Great Eel. For
many years, it would mistake our boats for large,
delicious fĳish. Many people died in these waters,
eaten by the Great Eel. But the sea beast did not enjoy
the taste of human blood.

So, our ancestors made a deal with the Great Eel.
We decided that the Eel would no longer hunt there if
we kept going on one course and not veer far offf. That
is why there is only one route from here to there. If we
veer offf, the Eel will not know that we aren’t fĳish, and
it would be very disappointed with the taste of our
blood.

bani ‘to make’
bauni ‘sport’

damun ‘opposite side’
daumu ‘to put up’

iman ‘relic’
imaun ‘aunt’

muzab ‘canyon’
muzaub ‘bandage’

gama ‘to exercise’
gamau ‘bow’

vahi ‘green bird’
vauhi ‘father’

nibaz 'shirt'
duvaunu 'to flinch'
garamaug 'dog'
vyauza 'to respect'
uni 'name'
jauzni 'city name'
bbaulu 'to grow'
baul 'stone'
lija 'to sew'
iggu 'to fear'
yina 'to help'
bayihau 'fight'
dduz 'rope'
naaru 'to squeeze'
jaddil 'thigh'
laumiz 'yellow green'

auv 'TEMP'
aujadi 'to catch'
zazu 'hot'
baari 'wall'
vauba 'to shout'
aunaz 'ear'
bun 'drum'
vyaran 'meat'
dauha 'button'
aub 'alcohol'
ilau 'child'
maliya 'mountain'
ddahu 'axe'
galaji 'to go down'
rauja 'to swim'
zauzu 'to scavenge'

gau 'baby'
umagg 'needle'
dagwaul 'hermit crab'
auzi '3SG pronoun'
ruhaz 'liver'
yadu 'to stop'
ami 'friend, cousin'
hau 'seven'
waul 'skewer'
naulam 'melon'
ilauhan 'children'
gauga 'river'
zauraddin 'flower'
yaug 'muscle'
ujadi 'house'
hauzin 'medicine'



never included the merger.

In the second task (list reading), participants regularly struggled with the minimal pair list, often self-
correcting throughout the task to pronounce the BAUNI vowel further back. The two pairs least likely to
confuse the participants were gama/gamau and vahi/vauhi. When reading the longer list, the merger was
more prominent, again being less likely among word-fĳinal positions and being more likely in unstressed
word-medial positions. Curiously, the merger was also uncommon before /ɦ/ as in dauha. Finally, another
extreme variable arose with jauzni, the name of a city just south of theWestern Passage. Even though the
vowel was in a stressed word medial position, it almost always surfaced as [ɑ].

In the third task (interview), the frequency of the merger rose much higher in every context. However,
the general pattern remained of unstressed word-medial vowels being the most likely to merge and word-
fĳinal vowels being the least likely to merge. Since the researcher who conducted the interviews had the
bani-bauni merger, participants were much more likely to use it than in previous studies when the
researcher did not have the merger.

There were no signifĳicant diffferences between the responses of men and women, but the older
participants seemed to be the most likely to have the merger, particularly in the reading tasks. While the
younger half of the subjects merged the two vowels around 48% of the time during the list reading, the
older half merged the vowels 60% of the time.

Discussion
Clearly, the bani-bauni merger is very prominent, but not nearly universal or standardized in Western

Passage speech. There are prevailing phonological and pragmatic trends that suggest that theBAUNI vowel
ismost likely to be unmerged depending on the vowels stress, position in aword, and the carefulness of the
speaker’s speech. In the researcher’s interviews, the BAUNI vowel was unmerged more often during times

when the speakers wished to emphasize some detail (e.g., numbers) or use proper names (e.g., jauzni),
suggesting that emphasis is an important factor in whether themerger surfaces. This is likely why the word
for ‘eel’ (yazau) almost never included the merger in the fĳirst task since the Eel was the most prominent
character of the story.

As for the future of the bani-baunimerger, there is much more that is unclear. In general, the merger is
not stigmatized, but it is well-known among people both inside and outside of the Western Passage. The
fact that speakers can easily “turn offf” the merger to speak to outsiders is indicative that this feature is
fragile and could fall away in the next few generations. For now, younger speakers still seem to use the
merger regularly, even if slightly less than older generations. This age diffference might be because younger
speakers are more likely to interact with outsiders and tend to care more about their apparent identities
than the older generations, but we would need to conduct more studies to determine that for sure.

The bani-baunimerger is one of themost recognizable variations inWistania, but there aremany others;
not just in phonology, but also in grammar and lexicon. It is good to study these variations with an
objective and descriptive eye since knowledge brings understanding which in turn brings respect for one
another. We hope that this study, and other studies like it, can contribute to our shared understanding of
what makes usWistania.
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Translator’s note: The original author of this article is a researcher in a world which difffers a great deal
from ours. This translation into English has therefore had to take some liberties with regards to structure
and notation in order to be intelligible to an audience from Earth. Any flaws in the presentation are solely
my own. All names in this article without established English names are given as they appear in the
romanization of Li Tiriu, the original language of this article.

Introduction
The Tsuy language family was fĳirst identifĳied by Tsņa Kada in the year 72 of the fourteenth Mzeva (Tsņa

Kada 15:2). It contains at least ten distinct living languages, thoughmany of these are dialect continua with
large internal variation. Five main branches are well established as coherent clades, shown in fĳigure 1.

Tsņa Kada did not announce her fĳindings publically at the time, by personal request of the Mzeva, who
was unwilling to acknowledge any connection between his native language Eir Ila, and Marhiut, the
language of his adversaries in the then-ongoing conflict with Marh Fene. Ever since Tsņa Kada’s work was
published in the year 2 of the fĳifteenth Mzeva there have been detractors motivated by the same
ideological goals, but an unbiased analysis clearly shows that the Tsuy languages are related.

This article is concernedwith themorphophonological processes of consonantmutation that were likely
present in Proto-Tsuy. To begin with, a short introduction to Proto-Tsuy phonology and some important
well-established Tsuy sound shifts will be given. The relevant mutation data from each branch will then be
presented, lastly followed by a short conclusion.

Proto-Tsuy phonology
Proto-Tsuy is normally reconstructedwith 34 consonants (see e.g. Mņa Irkas 15:41 for amodern overview).

They are given in table 1 in the notation that will be used in this article. The symbols are from Americanist
notation, but the reader is warned against taking them too literally, since the precise phonetic realization
of many of these consonants is highly debated, an issue which will not be explored in this article.

Proto-Tsuy likely also had a large number of vowels, but the reconstructions difffer greatly on the
specifĳics. Since the arguments in this article only rely tangentially on vowel reconstructions, the notation

of Rius Ko (using the symbols i, ï, u, e, ë, o, a for ‘light’ vowels, î, ú, û, ê, ó, á, â for ‘heavy’ vowels, and V for
an indeterminate vowel) will be followed for convenience whenever reconstructions of entire words need
to be written out (refer to Rius Ko 15:21 for the specifĳics).

The distinction between light and heavy vowels seems to have been suprasegmental to at least some
degree, as it afffected the division of words into metrical feet, among other things (Mņa Irkas 15:41). Most
importantly, heavy vowels can only be the fĳirst vowel in a foot. The distinction is variously reflected as
stress, vowel quality, length, or a combination thereof. In Săimha it likely played part in the development
of its tone system. The division of words into feet is highly relevant to Tsuy diachronics as it is taken by
most scholars of Proto-Tsuy to be the conditioning factor for a number of related sound changes, including
foot-medial lenition described in the next section.

Important sound shifts
A complete discussion of the development of Proto-Tsuy into its daughter languages is outside the scope

of this article, and is also a highly debated topic. However, three topics will be especially relevant
throughout the article and are therefore described briefly here: (1) foot-medial lenition, (2)manner shifts
in stops, and (3) place of articulation correspondences.

(1): In all branches, except possibly Vihăla-Ira, consonants in a foot-medial position underwent some
degree of lenition, but not to the same extent in all branches. This lenition maximally applied to voiceless
fricatives and all three manners of stops. Taking each manner one at a time:

1. Voiceless fricatives became a corresponding voiced fricative, e.g. *nêsV → Old Ekan niz ‘root’.
However compare *kosá→Old Ekan kɛsa ‘toe’where the syllable sá contains a heavy vowel and forms
a foot by itself which causes the s to be foot-initial and not subject to lenition.

2. Tenuis stops (except for *ʔ) became a corresponding voiced stop, e.g. *ʕute → Riyna ʕədi ‘milk’.
3. Voiced stops became voiced fricatives or approximants, e.g. *(ʕë-)lago → Riyna laɣə ‘to chew’, and

*xïdV → Riyna fuɔðə ‘bark’. In Eir Ila *d lenites to l: *xïdV → həl ‘skin’.
4. Aspirated stops became a corresponding voiceless fricative, e.g. *yetʰuʔ → Riyna ʒiθu ‘you (pl)’.

A reconstruction based
on the available evidence

Tsņa Hătsuiby

Consonant mutation
in Proto-Tsuy16

Proto-Tsuy

Igona Siaģat Marhiut

Old Ekan

IraVihăla

Proto-Vihăla-Ira

Inland Ri Coastal RiRiyna

Proto-Ri

Eir IlaSăimha

Figure 1. Italicized names are extant modern-day languages. Proto-Ri, Proto-Vihăla-Ira (PVI), and Proto-
Tsuy are reconstructed languages, but Old Ekan is attested in written works.

Labial Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Guttural Glottal
Nasal m n ñ ŋ
Plosive p pʰ b t tʰ d t ̣ t ̣h ḍ k kʰ g q qʰ ġ ʔ
Fricative s z ṣ ẓ s̆ z̆ x ħ h
Sonorant w l r y ʕ

Table 1. Consonants of Proto-Tsuy



The list above is arranged in decreasing order of commonality: in fact, there seems to be an implicational
hierarchy where if a branch underwent one of the above four types of foot-medial mutation, it also
underwent all of the previous types in the list: Ekan languages only underwent 1, Ri languages underwent
all four, Săimha underwent 1 and 2, and Eir Ila underwent 1, 2, and 3. It should also be noted that Vihăla-Ira
and Ekan underwent sound changes similar to 3 and 4 respectively, but unconditionally. These are
included in the description below of the development of stops.

(2): Proto-Tsuy is reconstructed as having tenuis, aspirated, and voiced stops, but none of the attested
languages display exactly this system. In fact, all branches reflect these series diffferently. Table 2 shows the
manner of the primary reflexes of each series of stops in the diffferent branches. It should be noted that
because of the foot-medial lenition in some branches (which generally applied before the stop shifts), as
well as later intervocalic shifts in many branches, these correspondences are typically only valid for
originally foot-initial consonants, and even then other sound changes often obscure the original
relationships. In table 3 a list of cognates which demonstrate (and perhaps clarify) the correspondences
particularly well is given.

(3): Proto-Tsuy has two main series of coronal consonants, normally called alveolar and retroflex. The
alveolar series is generally realized as plain alveolars, while the retroflex series is much more varied. Ri
languages reflect it consistently as retroflex, which is how it came to be called retroflex, but the other
branches either merge it into alveolar, or reflect it inconsistently as afffricated or even lateralized in Eir Ila,
and its true nature is very hotly debated, which is why it has been avoided asmuch as possible in examples.

The uvular stops *q and *qʰ are generally reflected as expected, but ġ seems to have shifted to a uvular
fricative in all branches except Ri. In Ri languages, all the uvular stops shifted to velars, including *ġ
becoming g, which is incidentally some of the strongest phonetic evidence that Proto-Tsuy *ġ ever was a
stop.

Mutation evidence from the Ekan languages
The Ekan branch of the Tuy family is generally very useful to Proto-Tsuy reconstruction since Old Ekan,

an early common ancestor of the entire Ekan branch, is well attested in Ekan religious texts. Old Ekan does
not have any productive mutation processes, but provides ample evidence of fossilizedmutation in a large
number of verb stems containing certain derivational prefĳixes that trigger mutation. The most common
such prefĳixes are jɛ- (which reduces to jə- when unstressed), ta-, and ʎu-. None have a completely clear
meaning, but Nhă Taliy (15:9) suggests that jɛ- might be cognate to the Săimha mutating prefĳix i- which
marks perfectivity (see the Săimha section below). Example 1 shows some of the Old Ekan verb stems in
question.

Starting with 1a and 1b, the consonant θ regularly derives from Proto-Tsuy *tʰ, and seems to mutate into
s or z. However, the z in words such as tázəna is in a historically foot-medial position, which in Old Ekan
caused s to become z. Example 1c is very similar, in that f is from *pʰ and seems to have mutated into the
fricative h. The Ekan evidence therefore points to an earlier stage of the language having pʰ tʰ → h s as an
active mutation process. In fact it may also have had other similar mutation processes such as kʰ → x, but
it is impossible to tell from the Ekan evidence as *kʰ itself is unconditionally reflected as x in Ekan, so any
trace of themutation would have disappeared. In fact, θ and f are the only fricatives of Old Ekanwhich can
be observed to mutate, including those segments which were fricatives already in Proto-Tsuy. Moving on,
1d and 1e point to a pattern of nasals becoming stops (the sufffĳix -lu in 1c is a transparent transitivizer, and
underlyingly the same as the -u in 1g), but 1f contradicts that. In fact, 1f is the only Old Ekan example where
n mutates at all. The last two examples 1g and 1h show part of a pattern of voiced stops undergoing some
form of lenition when mutated. In 1g, d mutates to r, but d → l is also encountered about equally often,
which likely reflects Proto-Tsuy *d and *ḍ having diffferent mutation outcomes despite merging in Ekan.
Amu Yançi’s (15:23)work in identifying cognates backs this up as words with Proto-Tsuy *d seem to mutate
to l, while those with *ḍmutate to r. In 1h gmutates to v, which seems to be a reflex of Proto-Tsuy *w, but
see the discussion in the last section of this article for another possibility.

Mutation evidence from Ri
The Ri languages have no productive mutation processes, but as with Ekan there is some fossilized

evidence, though in total the Ri evidence is signifĳicantly smaller. Example 2 shows some of the clearer
remaining instances of mutation in the language. A few verbs have a form where the initial syllable is
reduplicated and the second copy is subject to mutation (as in 2a, 2d and 2e below), which seems to be a
process unique to this branch. The other examples seem to be triggered by certain prefĳixes as in Old Ekan,
a common one being the causative a- which often triggered foot-medial lenition of the following
consonant. The data is taken from Literary Riyna, as it is a very well studied language, which retains many
archaic features and irregularities lost in other Ri languages.

The examples 2a and 2b correspond well with the Ekan evidence, as the initial consonants in both puojə
and taɖ are established to have come from aspirated plosives (Amu Yançi 15:23), andmutate into fricatives.
The z in azəɖ is voiced as it is foot-medial. The verbmɛwʔ in 2c is very likely cognate to Old Ekanməː in
example 1c, and like its cognate has a mutated form in p. The three subsequent examples 2d, 2e, and 2f
concern voiced stops, and point to voiced stops mutating into sonorants, supporting the Old Ekan
evidence. These mutations cannot simply be explained as foot-medial lenition, as none of the mutated
segments in those three examples were foot-medial (they are all followed by a strong vowel and so they
would have been foot-initial). Additionally, d became ð when lenited, not l as observed in 2e. The
pharyngeal in gaʕamjə is not unexpected, as gamjə is reconstructed to have begun with *ġ in Proto-Tsuy,
which shifted to a velar stop in the Ri branch, but the mutation into a pharyngeal was retained. The last
examples 2g and 2h are harder to explain, and contradict the Old Ekan pattern of fricatives not mutating.
There are no other examples of the type within the Ri family and nothing from other branches that seems
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Table 2. Primary reflex of the three stop series in each branch

Ekan Ri Vihăla-Ira Săimha Eir Ila
Tenuis Tenuis Tenuis Voiced Tenuis Fricative
Aspirated Fricative Tenuis Tenuis Tenuis Aspirated
Voiced Voiced Voiced Approximant Prenasalized Tenuis

Table 3. Examples of stop correspondences

Proto-Tsuy Ekan Ri Vihăla-Ira Săimha Eir Ila
*tûniʔ tɔnʔ ‘arm’ tuɔɲ ‘hand’ durej ‘hand’ tané ‘palm’ θəŋ ‘hand’
*kʰayû(-nu) hiw ‘three’ kaj-nu ‘three’ keve ‘three’ kù ‘three’ kʰejɔn ‘three’
*bïzi bɛrá ‘stone’ buɔzə ‘stone’ wes ‘stone’ mbuj ‘cliff; rock’ poʒi ‘stone’

(1) a. θýː ‘grasp, reach’ jəsýː ‘hide’
b. θúnə ‘be afraid’ tázəna ‘worry excessively’
c. fənú ‘grow’ jɛ́hnu ‘mature’
d. məː ‘ascend’ ʎupəːlu ‘conquer’

e.ŋor ‘touch’ jəkor ‘injure’
f. néjɔ ‘bring’ táləjɔ ‘invite, lure’
g.din ‘say’ tarínu ‘tell’
h.gaʎíː ‘show’ jɛ́vaʎiː ‘sell’

(2) a. puɔjə ‘tap’ puɔhuɔjə ‘do repeatedly’
b. taɖ ‘die’ azəɖ ‘kill’
c. mɛwʔ ‘ascend’ ʒəpɛwʔ ‘climb’
d. gamjə ‘jump’ gaʕamjə ‘bounce, fly’

e.daħ ‘boil’ dalaħ ‘boil over’
f. ɖoθ ‘flip’ ʒəroθ ‘spin around’
g. ʃesti ‘eat’ arəsti ‘feed’
h.ħəjr ‘stand’ akəjr ‘place standing’



to match well, so for the time being they will have to remain unexplained.

Mutation evidence from Vihăla-Ira
Vihăla-Ira is one of two branches of the Tsuy family which has any productive consonant mutation to

this day, the other one being Săimha. In fact, there are two active mutation processes in both Vihăla and
Ira. As the two languages are very similar in this respect, the data herein is reproduced with permission
from Nhă Ģirad’s 14:68 description of the Vihăla language. Nhă Ģirad calls the two processes in question
nasal mutation and breathy mutation.

Nasal mutation generally nasalizes voiced consonants and makes voiceless consonants into their voiced
counterparts. It applies to the beginning of both verb and noun stems, triggered by certain derivational
prefĳixes, like the Ekan mutation shown in the last section, but also in the inflectional paradigms of nouns
and verbs. Nasal mutation is triggered by fĳirst-person singular and second-person plural possession in
nouns (the full paradigm is shown in table 3), and applies to verb stems when conjugated for past tense:
beɽi ‘to push’ becomes e.g. sumeɽik ‘we (incl) pushed’.

It seems clear that nasal mutation stems from an earlier nasal consonant merging with the stem. Indeed,
the nasal-mutating possession prefĳixes have clear cognates in Old Ekan nu- ‘my’ and xəm- ‘your (pl)’which
contain nasal consonants but do not trigger any mutation. The lack of a similar process to nasal mutation
in any other branch strongly suggests that it is a development internal to the Vihăla-Ira branch, and does
not reflect a Proto-Tsuy phenomenon.

Breathy mutation on the other hand, shown in example 3, takes voiceless stops to fricatives, voiced stops
to voiceless, and in regular productive cases does not afffect other consonants at all. However, there are
some irregular instances of breathy mutation afffecting fricatives or nasals. Breathy mutation applies to
third-person plural possession as seen in table 3, but is also conditioned by certain verbal prefĳixes as is
typical of Tsuy mutation. One such productive sufffĳix is jo- ‘again’, but there are many more. Some verb
stems exhibiting breathy mutation are shown in example 3.

Examples 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d are regular instances of breathymutation (thoughmutation without a prefĳix
as in 3c is not productive), but 3e and 3f are irregular. Since Vihăla-Ira voiceless stops generally come from
Proto-Tsuy aspirated stops, the pattern in 3a and 3b corresponds very well to what has been observed in
Ekan and Ri, that Proto-Tsuy might have mutated its aspirated stops into fricatives. Breathy mutation
might therefore be a continuation of a mutation pattern inherited from Proto-Tsuy. However, the pattern
in 3c (which is regular and very common in the language) would suggest that tenuis stops mutated into
aspirated stops, a pattern not seen in any other branch. However, traces of the familiarm → p present in
Ekan and Ri can be seen in 3e (v is the expected reflex of intervocalic *p), even though it has disappeared
as a productive pattern (the regular outcome being no mutation, as in 3d). Lastly, 3f shows an unexpected
irregular reflex of breathy mutated j, which seems impossible to explain given my current understanding
of Tsuy mutation patterns.

Mutation evidence from Săimha
Săimha is the other branch of the Tsuy family apart from Vihăla-Ira which has productive consonant

mutation, but it is a considerably less prominent feature of the language in Săimha. There is only one
productive mutation pattern in Săimha, which as in the other branches occurs at the beginning of verb
stems. The most common prefĳix causing mutation is i-, which derives perfective forms of normally
continuous verbs. Săimha also has a tone system which is notated with diacritics here, but which is not
important to the mutation patterns. Example 4 shows some mutating verbs.

Voiceless stops regularly mutate to voiced stops in Săimha, as in 4a (ʁ acts phonologically as the voiced
counterpart to q, so 4b is regular too). However, in some irregular cases such as 4b voiceless stops mutate
into fricatives. Aspirated stops mutating into fricatives in Proto-Tsuy is well established, which explains
these irregularities as likely representing the only surviving remains of that pattern in Săimha, after tenuis
and aspirated stops merged. Indeed, Nhă Taliy’s 15:9 dictionary of Săimha identifĳies Vihăla tovi ‘to throw’
and Old Ekan θɛ ‘to collide’ as cognates of tacha, which points to an original *tʰ. Most stems with originally
aspirated consonantsmutate to voiced stops though, likely by analogy with the originally tenuis stops. This
mutation to voiced stops likely does not date back to Proto-Tsuy however, as voiced stops in native Săimha
vocabulary generally arose due to foot-medial lenition of voiceless stops (Nhă Taliy 15:16).

Săimha has plain and prenasalized voiced stops in addition to voiceless stops, which are shown in 4d, 4e,
4f, and 4g. Plain voiced stops are rare word-initially and are mostly from loans, and do not change under
mutation. The prenasalized stops however stem from the voiced stops in Proto-Tsuy and do mutate. Their
counterparts in Old Ekan and Ri mutate to sonorants, which mostly seems to fĳit the Săimha evidence, but
the mutation of ŋg to h, which is a productive pattern, is unexpected. Intervocalic h in Săimha usually
derives from Proto-Tsuy *x (though by no means exclusively), which does not match the patterns in any
other branch.

The remaining examples are somewhat idiosyncratic to Săimha. The lateral l alwaysmutates to ɬ as in 4h,
which is hard to connect to other branches as it is not even clear how Săimha developed the lateral fricative
in the fĳirst place (Teini Ģate 15:31). Săimha has two nasals, m and n, which always mutate to the
corresponding voiced stop as in 4i and 4j. This matches the mutation *m → *p which has been seen in the
other branches, but it is the only time that n shows a similar change. The two remaining examples are
irregular. All segments not discussed generally do not mutate, but as seen in 4k, w sometimes becomes g,
which is likely a retention of Proto-Tsuy *ŋ → *k, after *ŋ became w in Săimha. The last example 4l is the
only one of its kind in the language, and does not fĳit into any established patterns.

Mutation evidence from Eir Ila
Eir Ila has only a two clear probable remaining examples of mutation, which are both fossilized verb

stems. The fĳirst is the verb padzən ‘to rub’ which has a likely mutated counterpart in swadzən ‘to empty,
clean’: initial p regularly corresponds to Proto-Tsuy *b, which according to the Ekan and Săimha evidence
mutated into *w, which would explain its presence in swadzən, while the s- is likely what remains of a
mutating prefĳix. The other example ismɪja ‘to cover, obscure’ and vɪja ‘to put on clothes’, which does not
immediately seem to fĳit into the pattern of nasals mutating into tenuis plosives, as tenuis plosives became
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Table 4. Possession paradigm of durat, plural of durei ‘(his/her) hand’ showing both types of mutation.

First person Second person Third person
Singular nurat ‘my hands’ sidurat ‘your(sg) hands’ durat ‘(his/her) hands’
Plural kadurat ‘our hands’ kanurat ‘your(pl) hands’ aturat ‘their hands’

(4) a. tûr ‘spin (ipfv)’ ídur ‘turn (pfv)’
b. qoʒê ‘remove (ipfv)’ iʁoʒê ‘remove (pfv)’
c. tacha ‘fall (ipfv)’ isacha ‘fall (pfv)’
d. gén ‘blow (ipfv)’ ìgen ‘blow (pfv)’
e. mbéɬa ‘read (ipfv)’ iwéɬa ‘read (pfv)’
f. ndǔ ‘say (ipfv)’ ilú ‘say (pfv)’

g.ŋgàt ‘fight (ipfv)’ ihàt ‘fight (pfv)’
h.laʁúr ‘lick (ipfv)’ iɬaʁúr ‘lick (pfv)’
i. mǒn ‘sleep (ipfv)’ ibón ‘sleep (pfv)’
j. nejor ‘paint (ipfv)’ idejor ‘paint (pfv)’
k.wat ‘warm up (ipfv)’ ìgat ‘warm up (pfv)’
l. sì ‘do (ipfv)’ irì ‘do (pfv)’

(3) a. terja ‘write’ joserja ‘write again’
b. kal ‘strike’ joʃal ‘strike again’
c. beɽi ‘push’ peɽi ‘to cause to fall’

d.meʃta ‘break’ jomeʃta ‘break again’
e.ma ‘see’ jova ‘look for’
f. jami ‘hang (itr)’ esami ‘hang (tr)’



fricatives in Eir Ila. However, if vɪja once contained a mutating prefĳix that was later dropped, foot-medial
lenition would have applied before the plosive shift and an evolutionary path such as *p → b → vwould be
very plausible for the initial consonant in vɪja. The few other possible examples of mutation are even less
clear and do not seem to fĳit into any established patterns. They will not be discussed here but can be found
in Duļ Adran’s 14:57 grammar of Eir Ila.

Results
It seems safe to say that at least one mutation process was present in Proto-Tsuy, triggered by certain

verbal prefĳixes, none of which have any clear reconstructed meanings as of yet. The mutating prefĳixes
cause the immediately succeeding segment to be transformed as follows (all transcriptions inside this list
refer to Proto-Tsuy segments; the asterisks are omitted for legibility):

• Some nasals become tenuis stops: m ŋ → p k are well attested. However, n and ñ are more varied and
not much can be said about them with regard to Proto-Tsuy mutation.

• Aspirated stops become fricatives: pʰ tʰ ṭʰ kʰ qʰ → h s ṣ x ħ have attested reflexes in multiple branches,
including as a productive pattern in Vihăla-Ira. The fĳirst of these changes might point to at least some
occurrences of h having been a labial fricative once.

• Voiced stops become sonorants: b d ḍ ġ → w l r ʕ are well attested in Ekan, Ri, and Săimha. The other
voiced stop g shows up variously as apparent reflexes of w, y or even x. This suggests the possibility that
g actually mutated to a rare phoneme not part of the traditional Proto-Tsuy reconstruction (and which
perhaps only appeared by this mutation process), which later merged with other phonemes in all
branches.

• Tenuis stops, fricatives, and sonorants seem to have been mostly unafffected, but sometimes
fricativized or turned into stops.

There are other attested mutation patterns than the above, but they are all limited to a few branches or
small numbers of fossilized lexemes. Thus there does not seem to be enough information to reconstruct
any further mutation patterns of Proto-Tsuy.
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Modern Lesbic, natively Ιϲικα (translit. Isika), is a Hellenic language descended from the Lesbic dialect
of Aeolic Greek. The development of Aeolic Greek into Modern Lesbic difffers greatly from the
development of Attic Greek into Modern Greek. This article gives an overview of some major diffferences
between the phonologies of the ancient language andModern Lesbic, especially where it difffers from that
of Modern Greek.

The Consonants
The phonemic consonant inventories of Ancient Greek andModern Lesbic are given in the tables below.

Perhaps the most immediately noticeable diffference is the increased number of phonemic aspirated
consonants in Modern Lesbic and the lack of voicing distinctions. Whereas Modern Greek spirantized its
aspirated and voiced plosive series, resulting in two series of fricatives difffering by voice and eliminating
aspiration, Lesbic took a diffferent route. Modern Lesbic retains the ancient aspirated plosive series, while
the voiced series alone was spirantized. This eliminated the only distinctive voicing contrast in the
inventory, and thus voicing lost its phonemic quality. Later, consonants would develop allophonic voicing
intervocalically and after nasals.

Aspirated sibilants and afffricates come from a number of diffferent sources. First, an ancient allophonic
devoicing of initial ῥ /r̥/ or unvoiced clusters such as πρ /pr̥/ became phonemic when initial voiced stops
were lost before ρ: compare Modern Lesbic ραμα ‘boiling’ (from Ancient Greek βράσμα) and σαμα “eerily
quiet” (from Aeolic *ῥάμaς, of probable Thracian origin). Based on historical descriptions, this consonant
seems to have spirantized into an intermediary non-sibilant fricative, possibly /ɹ̠ ̝̊ /, before assibilation into
its modern form. Second, aspirated sibilants and afffricates arose from assimilation and analogy in
inflectional paradigms. For example, the aorist sufffĳix -ca, when following a tenuis stop, regularly becomes
-ζα; when following a aspirated stop, it becomes -θσα. The third source of aspiration comes from
borrowings, where unvoiced sounds in foreign languages show a tendency to be borrowed as aspirates, as
in θση ‘tea’, from Turkish çay, and θσοκολατε ‘chocolate’, from Spanish chocolate. It should be noted that
some speakers, especially younger ones, merge σ and θσwith their unaspirated counterparts ϲ and ζ.

Modern Lesbic has allophonic palatalization of velar consonants and some alveolar consonants. Before
/i/ or /y/, κ, χ, and γ become [t͡ɕ], [t͡ɕʰ], and [ɕ] respectively; ν and κν become [ɲ]; and λ becomes [ʎ]. Coda
consonants also palatalize before a palatalized initial; in addition to the previously-listed allophones, coda
ϲ and σ become [ɕ] and [ɕʰ].

Vowels
Modern Lesbic’s vowel inventory is notable for having four levels of height (compared toModern Greek’s

three), rounded front vowels, and the lack of a close back /u/ phoneme. Also noticeable is the allophonic
breaking of several vowels: the rounded front vowels and open-mid vowels all break into diphthongs in
open stressed syllables (compare the imperfect and renarrative forms of the verb ‘I lift’: ηρο [ˈajro] vs. ηρκα
[ˈerka]). These same four vowels merge with /i/, /e/, or /o/ when unstressed. Modern Lesbic lacks
phonemic length.

Modern Lesbic lacks two sound changes that contribute to iotacism in Modern Greek.Whereas Ancient
Greek η /ɛː/ and ει /eː/ both became /i/ in Modern Greek, they remain as ε /e/ in Modern Lesbic. Also,
whereas long α became η in Attic Greek, and thus becomes /i/ in Modern Greek, Aeolic retained α,
becoming /a/ in Modern Lesbic. Thus, fĳirst-declension inflections reflect a theme vowel of α /a/ instead of
Modern Greek’s η /i/.

Modern Lesbic rounded front vowel υ does not reflect the rounded front vowel υ found in Ancient Greek;
instead, it results from Ancient Greek ου /oː/. The fronting of this vowel is recent, and was conditioned by
/y/ from Ancient υ unrounding andmerging with /i/. There is a noticeable tendency among some speakers
to raise ο from /o/ to /u/, and stressed ω in closed syllables from /ɔ/ to /o/; thus, there is evidence that
Modern Lesbic is currently being afffected by a chain shift in the back vowels.

If Aeolic Greek endured

Ponderosa Fineby

Modern Lesbic17

Θεόρα λεζε τι ωτα ιπα τὐνο αρεζεται.
/tʰeˈora ˈlet͡se ti ˈawta ˈipa ˈtujno aˈret͡sete/
“Theodora said that she likes wine.”

Bilabial Alveolar Velar Glottal
Nasal μ /m/ ν /n/ (γ /ŋ/)
Plosive π /p/ τ /t/ κ /k/

Voiced β /b/ δ /d/ γ /g/
Aspirated φ /pʰ/ θ /tʰ/ χ /kʰ/

Fricative σ /s/ /h/ ⁽¹⁾
Trill ρ /r/
Lateral λ /l/

Table 1. Ancient Greek Phonemic Consonants

1 /h/, when written, is usually represented with a “rough breathing” diacritic on a following letter.

Bilabial Alveolar Velar
Nasal μ /m/ κν /n/ (γ /ŋ/)
Plosive π /p/ τ /t/ κ /k/

Aspirated φ /pʰ/ θ /tʰ/ ch /kʰ/
Fricative β /f/ δ /θ/ γ /x/
Sibilant ϲ /s/

Aspirated σ /sʰ/
Afffricate ζ /t͡s/

Aspirated θσ /t͡sʰ/
Trill ρ /r/
Lateral λ /l/

Table 2. Modern Lesbic Phonemic Consonants



Stress
Like Modern Greek, Modern Lesbic lost the pitch-accent system of Ancient Greek, developing a system

of stress instead. However, there are a few notable diffferences. Aeolic Greek already began the process of
simplifying Ancient Greek’s accent system.Whereas the accent could fall on any of the last three syllables
in most Ancient Greek dialects, in Aeolic, the accent could not fall on the last syllable. In fact, the accent
in the dialect of Lesbos became completely regular, as was only the case for verbs in other ancient dialects.
Thus the dialect lost lexical accent, with the accent instead being completely predictable according to the
weight of each syllable.

In Old Lesbic, when the pitch-accent system developed into stress, the pattern became even more
regular. When the last syllable contained a long vowel, stress was placed on the penultimate syllable;
otherwise, it fell on the antepenultimate syllable. In the transition to Modern Lesbic the language lost
phonemic vowel length, reintroducing lexical stress. This is especially pronounced in noun declensions,
where due to regular sound change stress is the only phonemic diffference between two forms.

Syllable Structure
Modern Lesbic syllable structure is simpler than other Hellenic languages. The maximal structure is

CRVC, where R is either /r/ or /l/. Plosives and afffricates cannot occur in coda position; nor can a fricative
precede another fricative. Words that began in /sC/ clusters in Ancient Greek either had an epenthetic /e/
inserted between the two consonants, or underwent assimilation, resulting in initial /t͡s/. Assimilation and

lenition resulted in the loss of many consonants, resulting in extreme transformations such as Aeolic
προύδοις /ˈpr̥oːdois̯/ into Modern Lesbic θσυοι /ˈt͡sʰuji/.

Postface
I’ve been working on Modern Lesbic for a few months now, and I’m still making changes to the

phonology! I ended up rewriting this article on the last day submissions were accepted, so I apologize if
there are any errors. I’m always happy to answer questions about Modern Lesbic, so feel free to contact me
on reddit at u/ponderosa-fĳine. Happy clonging!
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Singular Plural
Direct case ορανο /ˈorano/ οράνοι /oˈrani/
Oblique case οράνο /oˈrano/ ορανοιϲι /oˈranisi/

Table 5. Modern Lesbic O-Theme Declension: οραυο “sky”

Table 6. Modern Lesbic Athematic Declension: εουτα “tooth”

Singular Plural
Direct case εοντα /ˈeonta/ εόντα /eˈonta/
Oblique case εόντο /eˈonto/ εοϲι /ˈeosi/

Front Front-central Back
Close ι, oι /i/ υ /y/~/uj/
Close-mid ε, αι /e/ ευ /ø/~/oj/ ο /o/
Open-mid η /ɛ/~/aj/ ω /ɔ/~/aw/
Open α /a/

Table 3. Modern Lesbic Stressed Vowels

Front Back
Close ι, oι, υ /i/
Close-mid ε, αι, ευ, η /e/ ο, ω /o/
Open α /a/

Table 4. Modern Lesbic Unstressed Vowels
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Gedaens is a conlang I’ve been working on for about two weeks directly (but it’s based on various older
rejected or abandoned ideas and projects). Basically, what I eventually want with it is a believable family
of related conlangs. Additionally, it features grammatical ideas more exotic—and probably less
naturalistic—than most of my conlangs (material for a later edition of Segments., maybe?).

The dialects
Gedaens is spoken on the island of Caetticor. It has two major dialect groups, which I’ve named Grue (a

portmanteau of green and blue) and Rellow (a portmanteau of red and yellow) ⁽¹⁾.

This image shows all the major non-standard dialects. Note that even though they’re shown as a tree
here, Gedaens dialects really can’t be described well using a tree model, beyond the Rellow-Grue split.
Dotted lines indicate especially important areal relations—for example, aside from the older split the
Holoi Aeppoles dialect is probably closer to the Houl Eufe dialect than anything else.

Vowels
Gedaens has a fairly simple vowel system—depending on dialect, fĳive to seven oral monophthongs and

fĳive to nine oral diphthongs; and additionally in Rellow dialects, four nasal monophthongs and four or fĳive
nasal diphthongs. Henceforth, I will use the given notation. Some things to note:

• where there is no value, same as IPA
• the ogonek means nasalization; nasal diphthongs are only marked on the second vowel
• if vowels are in hiatus, the second has a diaeresis
• [◌̓] and [◌̒] are glottalization and breathy voice, respectively

Pre-Gedaens only had i, e, a, o, u; ei, eu, ai, au, eo, ea; į, ų, ą, ǫ; oį, iǫ, eǫ.

Consonants
Across the dialects, there are up to eight distinct places of articulation and up to nine manners of

articulation. Notes:

• ⟨c j λ ł y⟩ are [ts dz tɬ ɬ j]
• The caron, acute, and dot show post-alveolars, palatals, and uvulars (bar ṛ ḷ [ʕ ɫ]), respectively.
• ⟨ɂ⟩ indicates glottalization (⟨tɂ dɂ⟩ [tʼ ɗ]) and ⟨h⟩ indicates breathy voice (⟨dh⟩ [d̤]/[dʱ]).
• Everything else is IPA

Diachrony
Early branch-specific changes

The earliest diffference between Rellow and Grue is the shift of earlier ai au and yai wau to ẹ ọ or e o.
While no dialect retains them as diphthongs, what they merge to difffers. All Grue dialects merge ai au to e
o and retain the y w. All Rellow dialects smooth ai au to ẹ ọ, and yai wau to e o; but ẹmerges with e except
in Holu Anges. Relevantly, a is noticeably a central or back vowel [a~ɑ] in Holu Ange, but a front vowel [æ]
in all other Rellow dialects—presumably, the front nature of a meant the front low vowel space was
crowded, triggering backing in the isolated Holu Anges dialect but amerger of e-ẹ in the others. Thus, from
older *Ǵidaiso and *Yaipǫḷeiso, Holu Anges has Ǵiðẹso and Efǫḷeiso; Caute Eufes has Ǵiësạ and Eǫ̈leisạ;
and Harai Kateras has Ǵideso and Ĭepoɣoisạ.

Two othermajor shifts were the Rellow denasalization of n ň to l ř in words with a nasal consonant in the
next syllable and the shift of glottalization and breathy voice to vowels—for example, see Reda Anges
lemo̒gwaɂ vs. Holoi Aeppoles nmoghwaɂ from older *nemoɣwaɂ.

A Hot Mess of Diachrony

ironicallytrueby

Gedaens Dialects18
i u į ų
e ạ [ə] o ą ǫ

ẹ [ɛ] ọ [ɔ]

ei, oi eu, au oį ių
ie uo, eo uą iǫ, eǫ

ia, ea

p t c č λ ḱ k ḳ
b d j ǰ ǵ g

tɂ cɂ čɂ λɂ ḱɂ kɂ ḳɂ
bɂ dɂ ǵɂ gɂ
bh dh ǵh gh
f s š ł x́ x ẋ
v ð z ž ɣ ɣ̇ h
w r ř l y l ̣ ɂ
m n ň ṅ ṙ



Later areal shifts

Soon after these early shifts, the two branches, which were earlier geographically separated, got… not
geographically separated. From there on, most of the sound changes were areal, not limited to any branch.

For example, the geographically central dialects shifted e o to ạ in certain cases—o became ạ unless next
to a labial consonant in all dialects except Holu Anges, Kateras, and Harai Kateras; e became ạ next to post-
alveolars in the Aeppoli dialects and Caute and Eufes—thus, Caute Eufes ạxọɂ and pạryạɂ vs. Kateras ohoɂ
and peṛžạɂ from older *oxauɂ and *peřyaɂ.

Anothermajor areal isogloss is stress patterning. All dialects point to an older system of strongly trochaic
stress⁽²⁾, i.e. every second syllable is unstressed. However, this system is only preserved in the eastern
dialects viz. the Katas dialects and Daizi Aeppoli. The rest of the dialects have one of two systems:

• weak stress, on the second syllable if it has a long vowel, and on the fĳirst otherwise; this occurs in the
Ange dialects and Giddes Eufes.

• moderate to strong stress on the second-last syllable in Caute and Houl Eufes, and Holoi Aeppoli⁽³⁾.
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1 These were originally going to be placeholder names, because I’d colour-coded the dialects to keep track
of them; but I ended up giving them ameaning. They refer to the diffferent semantic shifts in the three basic
colour terms (purple~red, teal-lime, orange~yellow), in either dialect group—Grue dialects have
purple~red, blue~green, orange~yellow, and; Rellow ones have blue~magenta, teal-lime, and red~yellow.
2 This is especially evident in compounds and word endings. For example, see Daisa Kateras žedɣạňčo vs.
ňežạdɣaňčạ, from older *yedwąňčo and *ňeyedwąňčo—the prefĳix ňe- entirely alters the stress patterns.
As a result, there are two inflection patterns in all the dialects.
3 The latter two have stronger stress leading to more reduction—short vowels in open syllables are lost
(with pre-vocalic vowels leaving one of y w ɂ). Thus, Houl Eufes Ǵyesạ vs. Caute Eufes Ǵiësạ.

This map shows a few chosen forms of the Pre-Gedaens word *čɂiso. The dialects coloured red to
yellow are Rellow dialects, while the others are Grue.
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As an amateur singer, I’ve noticed how some sounds are awkward to sing, especially at the high end of
my vocal range or when singing quickly. Can I create language to avoid such awkward and hard-to-sing
sounds? On a related note, when I’m listening to songs in a foreign language with which I have only basic
profĳiciency, it is hard to parse theword boundaries since the pauses we rely on in speech are often distorted
when singing. Can the phonotactics be designed so that word boundaries are easy to hear even if you don’t
know the vocabulary? What about pronunciation for the singer? If they aren’t fluent in the language, can
they still pronounce the word even if they’ve never heard it before?

The answer to all these questions is of course yes, as I would not have bothered to write this article
otherwise. I present the phonology used by my conlang ClarityLanguage that has the following goals:

• Singability - The sounds are as easy as possible to sing, even for untrained singers.
• Clear word boundaries - even when pauses are distorted by the musical rhythm
• Unambiguous pronunciation - it should always be clear how to pronounce a word from the spelling.

This article will tackle each of these goals in turn, fĳirst describing why the goal afffects singability, then
the qualities a solution should have, and fĳinally an actual phonology and/or phonotactics that solves that
constraint. In the end, I bring it all together into the full phonology and phonotactics I use in
ClarityLanguage.

Singability
If you have spent a fair amount of time singing, you have probably noticed that some sounds are harder

to sing than others in terms of literally getting your mouth to produce those sounds. I present challenging
aspects of singing and how a specially designed phonology and phonotactics can alleviate those
challenges.

Closed Vowels at High Pitch

Closed vowels are hard to sing at a high pitch. The acoustic science behind this is complicated⁽¹⁾ but
basically the more closed a vowel is, the narrower the vocal range due to the way the vocal tract interacts
with vowels and pitch. You can try this for yourself by singing (open) /a/ as high as you comfortably can
and then attempting (closed) /i/ at the same pitch. Notice the constrictive feeling as if you are being
choked. By excluding the closed vowels, the efffective range for untrained singers increases by about half an
octave⁽²⁾without the usual training needed to sing closed high notes.

For ClarityLanguage, I use /e o̞ a ʊ ɑ ɜ/ as these are the non-fully-closed vowels that to me sound most
distinct from each other.

Dipthongs

Dipthongs are difffĳicult to sing because essentially it requires the singer to adjust the vocal tract as they
are gliding from one vowel to the next, producing “static” during the transition for untrained singers. Try
singing /bɔɪ/ slowly and notice the sound and throat tension between the vowels. An optimal singing
phonology would not have dipthongs.

Consonant Clusters

Not really specifĳic to singing but generally consonant clusters are harder to pronounce than single
consonants, so not having them improves singability.

Unvoiced Consonants

As youmay know, the diffference between a voiced and an unvoiced consonant is that voiced consonants
are pronounced using the vocal cords whereas unvoiced consonants are not. It is difffĳicult to sing unvoiced
consonants (specifĳically the vowels after them) due to needing to stop the vocal cords for the consonant
and then engage them immediately afterwards for the vowel.⁽³⁾ A common diction problem when singing
is that the unvoiced consonant is pronounced as voiced because the singer naturally wants to keep the
vocal cords engaged.

How can a phonology avoid this diction problem? By not distinguishing between voiced and unvoiced
consonants! You can’t have a diction problemwhen the sounds aren’t considered diffferent to begin with.⁽⁴⁾
The voiced consonant form is preferred as it is easier to sing in most cases, but the unvoiced form can be
used for stylistic reasons. For ClarityLanguage, I’ve chosen /h w g d dʑ b z m n v l ɹ/ because they are the
voiced consonants that seemed easiest tome to pronounce as a native Standard American English speaker.

Ending Consonants

Syllables ending with consonants can be awkward to sing, especially for held notes or when singing
quickly. For example, take the word abduction. Try holding each of those vowels. Notice how you need to
come to a stop before starting the next syllable due to the ending consonants. That stop is problematic for
singing because it is more difffĳicult to pronounce and is arguably less musically pleasing. Try repeating the
word quickly. You naturally want to elide the ending consonants, particularly the /b/.

As you have probably caught on by now, the solution to this problem is to not allow syllables to end with
consonants. For ClarityLanguage there are exceptions for /l/ and /n/ for reasons that are explained in the
next section on word boundaries.

R-coloring

This is already covered by not having ending consonants, but thought I’dmention this separately anyway.
Rhoticity (/ɹ/ following a vowel) is difffĳicult for singing because it afffects vowel pronunciation and it is not
clear which part to sustain.⁽⁵⁾Try singing /maɹ/ and notice how the shape of the vowel changes as you start
pronouncing the /ɹ/.

Phonology and Phonotactics
Optimized for Singability

humblevladimirthegr8by
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Clear Word Boundaries
When learning a foreign language, it is hard enough to try to parse the diffferent words being used in

spoken language, and that challenge is much harder in music when the pauses between words might be
reduced or pauses/sustains are introduced within words.

How can one tell the end of a word without pauses? The solution I’ve adopted for ClarityLanguage is that
all words endwith either /n/ or /l/, thus unambiguously delineating the word boundary. These letters were
chosen because it is not as difffĳicult to pronounce them at the end of a syllable compared to other
consonants like /b/.

Unambiguous Pronunciation
A problem that is noticeably acute in English, trying to remember how to pronounce a word can require

unnecessary mental efffort that is better spent focusing on actually singing well. The phonotactics can be
designed such that there is only one way to pronounce a word.

The limitations already imposed by the other constraints makes this rather easy. With no ending
consonants, you know that gadal must be pronounced ga’dal and not gad’al. For a similar reason, words
cannot begin with a vowel. Also, ClarityLanguage does not distinguish stress (due to stress being
determined by musical rhythm)⁽⁶⁾ so that is one less thing you have to worry about in pronunciation.

Putting it All Together
Here is the phonology and phonotactics optimized for singing that is currently used in ClarityLanguage

Vowels: e /e/ - i /ɜ/ - o /o̞/ - a /a/ - u /ʊ/ - y /ɑ/

Consonants at beginning of syllables: h /h/ - w /w/ - g /g/ - d /d/ - j /dʑ/ - b /b/ - z /z/ - m /m/ - n /n/ - v /v/
- l /l/ - r /ɹ/

Consonants at end of words: n /n/, l /l/

There are no consonant clusters or dipthongs. The syllable pattern is always CV with n or l at the end of
the word. Here is an example sentence:

(1) Zen jul din hegal ven rejyl.
/zen d̠ʒʊl dɜn he.gal ven ɹe.d̠ʒɑl/
“You desire freedom."

Try singing that relatively quickly (in 5 seconds) at a high pitch. Then compare that to singing the text
below where I deliberately violate all of the singability rules:

(2) /seiɹ ˈʈʂuɹt tis ˈheb.giɹn fuofts ˈʈʂi.æɹ/

Even though the second text is only slightly harder to speak than the fĳirst, I think you’ll agree the fĳirst was
far easier to sing.

Summary
I’ve presented a phonology and phonotactics that is easy to sing via restricting elements that are difffĳicult

to sing. Those restrictions are: disallow fully closed vowels, disallow dipthongs and consonant clusters, no
distinction between voiced/unvoiced, no offfĳicial stress, and disallow ending consonants except the word

boundarymarkers. I’ve provided the phonology used by ClarityLanguage but of course you can create your
own phonology using the same constraints.

Thank you for reading. I hope I have inspired you to think of ways that phonology can influence howwell
the language can be used for diffferent modes of communicating. For discussion, more information, and
updates on my language, join /r/ClarityLanguage.
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1 See https://www.singwise.com/articles/vowels-formants-modifĳications for a complete explanation
2 See https://www.singwise.com/articles/singing-in-the-upper-range section First Formant Values
3 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77N18qkuF7M for more information on unvoiced consonant
challenges and how trained singers overcome them
4 Insert guy-tapping-head meme here.
5 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOxs1SMOpdI
6 In many styles of music, the emphasis is placed on the downbeat of the musical phrase.

https://1 https://www.singwise.com/articles/vowels-formants-modifications
https://www.singwise.com/articles/vowels-formants-modifications
https://1 https://www.singwise.com/articles/vowels-formants-modifications
https://www.singwise.com/articles/singing-in-the-upper-range
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77N18qkuF7M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOxs1SMOpdI
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My slowly developing current language project, Cy Nagag, makes use of diffferent harmony systems
within its phonology. There are two types of harmony at work: nasal harmony, which impacts both
consonants and vowels, and a limited type of vowel harmony involving backness. This article will explore
these harmony systems within the context of the language’s phonological system.

Brief phonological Sketch
Before I discuss the harmony systems in depth, it seems prudent to give a quick introduction to the

phonology of the language.

Consonants

There is not much to say about the consonant inventory. There is a voicing distinction in the plosive
series only. The palatal ‘plosives’ are afffricates, though they pattern as plosives. Aspiration is also a feature
of the plosive series, though the aspiration itself is realized via uvular constriction. For this reason, the
palatal, velar, and labio-velar apsirated plosives have collapsed into uvular plosives.

Vowels

The vowel system is a bit unusual for a seven vowel system, but not too atypical. Instead of adding an
additional height distinction for front and back vowels, this system adds another low vowel, as well as a
high central vowel. This high central vowel is signifĳicant in that it is the trigger for the language’s
centralization harmony.

Nasal Harmony
Nasal harmony is the most prominent phonological feature of the language. The presence of a nasal

consonant will trigger progressive nasalization throughout the word, stopping only when reaching a
voiceless stop. What this means is that all vowels encountered in the progression will be nasalized (with
subsequent change of quality for the high vowels), and some consonants also exhibit changes to
harmonize.

(1) psaŋwaw /psaŋwa-w/ → [psaˈŋʷãũ̯] ‘this medicine’

(2) thanad /tχanad/ → [tχaˈnãn] ‘the house’

(3) misɑgu /misɒgu/ → [mẽˈsɒ̃ŋõ] ‘carpet’

• Voiced plosives become their nasal counterparts: [b d dʑ g] → [m n ɲ ŋ]
• High vowels lower: /i ɨ u/ → [ẽ ə̃ õ]
• Approximants nasalize: /l/ → [n], /j/ → [j]̃, /w/ → [w̃, mʷ]

While nasal harmony is typically progressive (it proceeds through the word rightward), it does have two
instances in which the harmony is regressive (proceeding leftward to previous segments). The fĳirst is in a
small subset of grammatical prefĳixes, which always agree in nasality with the root; this only applies to a
small number of prefĳixes, such as the possessed prefĳix go-, as in:

(4) gomasɑ /gomasɒ/ → [ŋõˈmãsɒ̃] ‘(someone’s) grandmother’

The other instance where regressive harmony occurs is before an /m/; unlike the prefĳix harmonization,
the regressive /m/ harmony only applies to the preceding vowel, and not the entire syllable.

(5) demi /demi/ → [ˈdẽmẽ] ‘child’

Looking at the above examples and rules, it may lead to the question: how does one distinguish a
phonemic nasal from a phonemic voiced stop in certain environments if their surface realizations are
neutralized in this nasal context? The answer to this question comes from grammatical infĳixes that exist in
the language. Certain infĳixes that contain a voiceless stop will block any progressive nasalization from
occurring, and thereby allow the phonemic voiced stops to surface.

(6) ṇos /ɲos/ ‘to sit’ + /<ük>/ ‘ints’ → ṇukos [ɲõˈkos] ‘to sit down’, Ṇukod [ɲõˈkoː] ‘Sit down!’

There is one last type of nasalization worth discussing, which occurs in afffectionate nicknames. Names
that would not normally include any nasality are shortened and nasalized across the word, considered a
sign of afffection.

(7) Tɑside /tɒside/ [tɒˈsiðe] → Tɑsid /tɒsid/ [tɒˈsiː] → nTɑsid [tɒ̃ˈsẽn]

Vowel Harmony
Cy Nagag makes use of a very limited type of vowel harmony amongst high vowels that relates to

Height Harmony & Patterns of Nasalization
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Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Labio-velar Glottal
Nasal m n ɲ ŋ ŋʷ
Plosive p b t d tɕ dʑ k g kʷ gʷ ʔ
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Afffricate ps ts tɬ
Fricative f s ɬ ɕ x~ch xʷ~chʷ h
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backness. The harmony is short-range in nature; it only applies to syllables that are immediately adjacent.
The high front vowels /i e/ cannot occur adjacent to /u o/. Most afffĳixes involving these vowels have a front
form and a back form, depending on the root word, with one form considered default for the vowels not
participating in the harmony. By convention, in writing phonemic forms for these afffĳixes, they are written
with an umlaut over the default form. In instances where the vowels might be “forced” together, such as in
compounding, the vowels will shift to accommodate. This harmony co-occurs with nasalization, such that
in nasalized instances, the distinction is between [ẽ] and [õ].

(8) bao /bao/ ‘light’ + /-tɕë/ → baoco [ˈbaotɕo] ‘good light; bright light’

(9) ineg /ineg/ ‘snake’ + /-ĩn/ → inegen [inẽˈŋẽn] ‘boa; long snake’

(10) sig /sig/ ‘drink’ + ros /ɾos/ ‘water’ − → sigresa [sigˈɾesa] ‘waterskin; water bottle’

Because this harmony is progressive, there are instances where a prefĳix will change a root.

(11) hukw /hukʷ/ ‘foot’ + /we-/ ‘1s.pos’ −→wehika [weˈhika] ‘my foot’

but:

(12) hukw /hukʷ/ ‘foot’ + /a-/ ‘2s.pos’ −→ ahukwa [aˈhukʷa] ‘your foot’

As seen in the preceding example, one consequence of this harmony is that the distinction between
labio-velars and plain velars is not phonemic around front vowels; because of the harmony, they always
delabialize in the presence of an /i/ or /e/.

Final Notes
Cy Nagag is still in early development, so some of these features are subject to change, but I am pleased

so far with the systems as they are developed. I feel like I’ve been able to give the language a unique
character in its phonology! And once I’m satisfĳied enough with this, I’ll start to move on more to
grammatical fun! Hope you enjoyed reading! Stay tuned in future editions of Segments for more articles on
Cy Nagag’s creation!
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Li newclogni, or Newclogn, is my most recent and most serious conlang. In this article, I will provide a
brief overview of li newclognic loígnýmjuu or the Newclogn phonology. Notable features to be discussed
will include the extensive consonant allophony, both vowel and pharyngealization harmony, and
phonemic tone.

The following section will provide a brief overview of Newclogn’s phonological inventory, introducing
the consonants and vowels of the language. Later sections of this article will then go into further detail
regarding individual aspects of Newclogn’s phonology.

First, wemust establish the defĳinition of morae. A singular mora is a unit consisting of one vowel length.
Thus, short vowels are one mora long (alternatively known as weak or light syllables), and long vowels and
diphthongs are two morae long (alternatively known as heavy syllables).

Newclogn distinguishes consonants across six places of articulation and four methods of articulation.
Voicing is only contrasted among plosives and alveolar consonants. The most notable feature of
Newclogn’s consonants is the abundance of pharyngealized consonants. Most non-pharyngealized
consonants have pharyngeal counterparts.

Newclogn’s vowels are equally complex, featuring fĳive phonemic heights. Newclogn vowels are front-
heavy, featuring seven front vowels compared to fĳive short vowels.

All vowels have long equivalents, pronounced twice as long as their short versions. Many analyses
analyze these long vowels as being two identical vowels in hiatus, mainly due to their interactions with
tone.

There’s a large inventory of diphthongs in Newclogn. Any high vowel /i y u ɯ/ can precede or follow any
other vowel. When doing so, they become nonsyllabic onglides and offfglides [i ̯ y̯ u̯ ɯ̯]. Likewise, the RTR
equivalents /ɪ ø o ɑ/ can precede or follow a syllabic vowel, becoming glides [ɪ ̯ ʊ̯ ø̯ ɑ̯].

On Pharyngealization Harmony

Pharyngealization is a key aspect of Newclogn consonants. All consonants are divisible into two classes:
normal or pharyngealized. All consonants in any given word must belong to the same class. As
demonstrated in the chart above, each consonant of a given class has a counterpart from the other;
whenever an afffĳix is attached to a word, the consonants in said afffĳix assimilate to match the class of the
root⁽¹⁾.

Below, in the vowel section, we will discuss Newclogn’s ATR-RTR vowel harmony system. It’s important
to note that any word in the pharyngealized class must also be in the RTR class. However, normal words
can be in either vowel class.

On Consonant Allophony
Consonants in Newclogn feature extensive allophony.

Word initially, consonants undergo fortition by the following rules:

1. All nasals become prenasalized plosives.
2. Normal voiceless plosives aspirate.
3. Normal fricatives become afffricates.
4. Pharyngealized voiceless plosives ejectivize.
5. Pharyngealized voiceless fricatives also ejectivize, thus merging with plosives.
6. All laterals become afffricates.

Intervocalically, consonants undergo lenition by the following rules:

1. All nasals become nasalized approximants.
2. All plosives become fricatives.
3. All fricatives become approximants.
4. Normal laterals merge into [l].
5. Pharyngealized laterals merge into [lˤ].

Finally, word fĳinal consonants undergo the follow changes:

1. All nasals become null and silent.

On the phonology of the Newclogn
language
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Iscé l’ilósgois beunhe idugéhon
“May your day be good and beautiful”
– A common newclongi greeting

Figure 1. The Consonants of Newclogn

m mˀ n nˀ ŋ h̃
p b pˀ bˀ t d tˀ dˀ c ɟ k g q ɢ qˀ ʕ
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ɬ ɬˀ ʎ ʎˀ ʟ ʟˀ

Figure 2. The Vowels of Newclogn
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ɬˀ ʎˀ ʟˀ

Figure 3. Pharyngealization Harmony



2. All plosives become unreleased.

On Voiced Fricatives
The voiced fricative, /z/, is unique in that it has an undefĳined place of articulation. When word initial,

intervocalic, or word fĳinal, /z/ undergoes allophony following the above rules, becoming [d͡z], [ɾ], and [z],
respectively.

However, when in a consonant cluster, /z/ will assimilate to the place of articulation of the other
consonant in the cluster, becoming [β z ʒ ɣ] with labials, dental and alveolars, palatals, and velars,
respectively.

/z/’s pharyngealized equivalent, /zˤ/, is equally irregular. When in a consonant cluster, /zˤ/ also
assimilates to the place of articulation of the other consonat, becoming [βˤ zˤ ɣˤ ʁˤ] with labials, dentals
and alveolars, uvulars, and pharyngealized uvulars⁽²⁾, respectively.

On Vowel Harmony

Vowels in Newclogn feature a harmony system. All vowels in a word are divisible into two classes:
advanced tongue root (abbreviated ATR) and retracted tongue root (abbreviated RTR). The workings of
Newclogn’s vowel harmony is very similar to their consonants’ pharyngealization harmony. All vowels in
any givenwordmust belong to the same class. Each vowel of a given class has a counterpart from the other;
when applying afffĳixes onto words, they must agree with the vowel harmony of said word⁽³⁾. The
counterparts are shown in the chart above.

On Tone
Every mora takes an underlying register tone: high (H), middle (M), or low (L).

Middle level tones cause tone sandhi, causing dissimilation on the tonemes before and after. Sandhi
moves solely from the beginning to the end of a word, never backwards. This can occur within heavy
syllables and across syllables and morphemes. A more detailed fĳigure demonstrating this dissimilation is
below.

Heavy syllables (diphthongs and long vowels) can take two tonemes, one per mora. Two underlying

register tonemes in a heavy syllable create a contour tone. Furthermore, whenever one of the tonemes is a
medium tone, middle tone dissimilation applies within the syllable.

On Stress & Vowel Allophony
All words in Newclogn have phonetic stress, applied to the penultimate mora. Stress slightly lengthens

the mora, slightly increases the pitch of the toneme on said mora, and in many dialects, increases the
mora’s loudness. Whenever a word has over four syllables, secondary stress is applied to the second mora
of any heavy syllables as well. Secondary stress doesn’t result in the aforementioned changes to the mora,
but prevents vowel reduction as explained below.

When a syllable doesn’t have any stressed morae, the vowels in said syllable undergo vowel reduction, in
which they centralize and merge according to the chart below.

A Coda
Here I’ve introduced li newclognic phonology, briefly outlining the phonological inventory, before going

more in depth of a variety of processes and phenomenon that occur in Newclogn. I hope this was
entertaining and enjoyable to read, and that it prompted you to think about the phonology of your own
conlang. With that, if you have any further questions regarding the phonology outlined here, feel free to
contact me on discord at MatzahDog#2574 or on reddit at u/MatzahDog.
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È buùkla dwmhe yrrusgéhon
“Hopefully this was thought provoking”

1 There are a few exceptions to this rule. Certain methods of compounding, such as in Noun
Incorporation, can break the harmony and assimilation rules explained above.
2 Uvulars here include /x/ due to it patterning as a uvular. Likewise, pharyngealized uvulars here include
/h̃ʕ ʟˤ/.
3 The same exceptions from pharyngealization harmony apply; in certain methods of compounding, such
as in Noun Incorporation, vowel harmony can be broken. Furthermore, some commonly used verbs break
vowel harmony in certain conjugated forms.

Figure 4. Vowel Harmony

ATR i y e ɯ u o₁
ɤ

RTR ɪ ø ɛ æ ɑ o₂ a

Figure 5. Middle Tone Dissimilation

Underlying tonemes Actual realizations

M L M HL

M H M LH

MM M HM

L M L HM

H M H LM

/i/ [ɪ]/ɪ/
/y/ [ʏ]
/u/ [ʊ]/ɯ/
/e/ [ɘ]/ɤ/
/o/ [ɵ]/ø/
/ɛ/ [ɜ]/æ/
/ɑ/ [ɐ]/a/

Figure 6. Vowel Reduction
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Introduction, and preliminary information
The (gan) Minhó language is a conlang, and is spoken by the Náma people. Its background and other

such auxiliary information may be perused at your leisure in its highly appraised descriptive grammar gan
Minhó, a language of sa Tseri (forthcoming). I shall briefly give a simplifĳied phonological overview in order
to provide some sort of context.

The vowels are /i ɯ u e a o/; /a/ is nasalized [ɑ̃]; /ɯ u/ have fricated and nasal allophones [z̺̍ β̩; n̺̍ m] ⟨z v,
n m⟩.

The obstruents /p t s k h/ have voiceless and voiced allophones [p t ̪ s̺ k h; b d̪ z̺ g ɣ] ⟨p t s k h, b d s g h⟩;
the sonants /m n/ have nasal and oral allophones [m n̺; β ɾ̪] ⟨m n, w r⟩.

There is also a system of tones, the full extent of which is not particularly relevant; there are the
unmarked ◌, the high ◌́, and the low ◌̀ tones; the low tone is accompanied by glottalization.

The Minhó language has various processes of applying regular phonological transformations under
certain contexts. These are broadly grouped as speech types, of which there are registers, channels, and
language games.

In a greater context, registers are concerned with style of speech, while channels directly transform the
medium of communication. Language games are a type of register, but are distinguished in Minhó for
reasons I will detail later.

Prominent examples of registers are numerous, often encoding formality and speaker-listener relations
via a wide selection of phonological, lexical, grammatical, morphological, and syntactic nuances and/or
changes. Simple systems may be reminiscent of Europe's penchant for two forms of 'you'; i.e., the T-V
distinction. A more complex system (with which I am less familiar) might be akin to Japanese's keigo.

The diffferentiation of specifĳic channels of communication is less common, or perhaps less studied.
Notable examples include the whistled speech of Silbo Gomero and the various channels of
communication in Pirahã⁽¹⁾. Signed forms derived from and/or used in tandemwith spoken language may
also be considered a channel, such as those used in some Australian Aboriginal languages. There are also
a few in conlangs: rod signals, Otseqon signed register, and Klipklap deictics.

As stated before, I consider language games to be subset to registers proper. Such phenomena as Pig
Latin, Verlan, to an extent Damin, Quileute funny person speech (and related deity-based transformations
in the PNW), and so on. These transparently derive "new" vocabulary by applying some sort of
phonological transformation. Pig Latin and Verlan use transformations determined by the words
themselves (take the fĳirst letter, shove to the back, add -ay; invert syllables). Damin substitutes vocabulary
and utilizes a novel phonological inventory (with many restrictions and rather peculiar features in and of
itself), which acts as a bit of a façade for the underlying Lardil grammar and lexicon. Quileute (and other
PNW languages) apply nonce phonological alternations and/or afffĳixes. For instance, "[w]hen addressing a
funny person, the prefĳix tck- is used," and "to all words used by Dᴇᴇʀ…there is added the prefĳix ʟk- ,
and…all sibilants are changed to laterals"⁽²⁾ (ʟ presumably transcribes /tɬ/; old Americanist is wack).

With these defĳinitions and examples, we are ready to dive into how they apply to Minhó.

Three specialized types of speech in gan Minhó
The Minhó language contains one of each of the aforementioned speech types (in addition to "plain"

speech, and various non-systematized subtypes such as jargon), all of which have phonological
ramifĳications to varying extents.

Women's speech is a register of the language spoken primarily by women, efffeminate men, and,
sometimes, children (regardless of gender); it is also used by androgynous people as an extension of its
genderless use by children.

Usage by those who do not identify as female is not seen as "wrong" or "insulting", but simply carries
connotations of "femininity" (in accordance to Náma culture). For example, it may be used in a profession
largely dominated by females (such as writing), regardless of the speaker's gender. Conversely, womenmay
also decide to eschew the use of women's speech in certain contexts, such as in a profession largely
dominated by males or of equal gender diversity (such as goods-trading and canoe-making).

Children often use it with a coy connotation, like when they want their parents to do something for
them, or when a child knows they have been caught doing something they should not be doing.

Phonologically, women's speech is characterized by the following transformations:

• word-initial non-clustered nasals [m n̺] become implosives [ɓ ɗ̺]
• the voiceless glottal fricative [h]⁽³⁾ becomes velar [x]
• the null initial [ʔ] becomes a velar seminasal [ŋ˕]⁽⁴⁾

The last transformation is falling out of use, and is becoming somewhat of a markèd feature.

Thusly:

• màsa [mɑ̰̀̃z̺ɑ̃ ] → [ɓɑ̰̀̃z̺ɑ̃ ] ‘raw bear meat’
• gih [gɪh] → [gɪx] ‘corpse’; khosa [khoz̺ɑ̃ ] → [kxoz̺ɑ̃ ] ‘be tired’
• ádi [ʔɑ́̃d̪ɪ] → [ŋ˕ɑ́̃d̪ɪ] ‘fruit’

Although phonological transformations are indicative of women's speech, the primary diffference is that
of vocabulary. For example, the plain register has various words mapping to 'person':

• náma 'native (i.e., Náma) adult'
• mom 'native child'
• gebv 'foreigner (regardless of age)'
• nabv́ 'person (regardless of ethnicity, age)’
• àhni 'dead human (regardless of ethnicity, age)'
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Corresponding to these in women's speech are the terms:

• iri 'native person (regardless of age)'
• dvḿa 'foreigner (regardless of age, vitality)'
• gih 'dead native person (regardless of age)'

Hummed speech is a channel of the language formed by mapping the prosody of words, phrases, and
utterances onto hums. The role of consonant and vowel qualities is largely reduced, with much of the
weight of communication being put onto the tones and intonation of hums. It is often used in intimate
situations between close family and/or friends (such as between a parent and child, between spouses/
signifĳicant others, etc.), or when the speaker wishes to be discreet or indirect. It is especially used in the
presence of outsiders/foreigners.

In hummed speech, all segments are regularly transformed into hums, phonetically variants of the labial
nasal [m m̥ m̩]; the null initial [ʔ] remains unchanged. These hummed segments may also take various
secondary articulations ([mˠ mʲ mˁ] and so on) corresponding to the source segment, but this is not a
signifĳicant distinction. Consonant clusters are often simplifĳied in hummed speech.

The most signifĳicant unit in hummed speech is the syllabic hum, as it is the carrier of tone and
intonation.

Thus, a mother might hum to their crying child:

• bnísik ga [bn̺ɪź̺ɪk gɑ̃] → [(m)mḿ̩mm̩m̥ mm̩] 'be calm'

Animal speech is a collection of language games used when speaking to certain animals. They use a
variety of phonetic substitutions and semantically-empty morphemes to alter roots.

Animal speech in Minhó is, externally, inspired very much by the "pet talk" of Pará Arára, in which there
are "thirteen diffferent ludlings or 'play languages' that elderly Arara [sic] people from Laranjal know and
sometimes use in talking to pets"⁽⁵⁾. Specifĳically, Arára speakers utilize various phonological
transformations and nonce (or empty) morphemes⁽⁶⁾.

In Minhó, animal speech is commonly used by children, but adults may use it as well (albeit less often).
It is mostly used when talking to animals, but can also be used when talking to another person to imply
that they have the qualities of the associated animal (which may be complimentary or insulting,
depending on context). It is sometimes used this way by people when speaking to their spouse/signifĳicant
other as a sort of "pet name"-like play. Additionally, it is used in poems and stories, especially those
intended for children, as well as other art forms.

Minhó animal speech comes in two flavors: phonetic substitutions and empty morphemes.

Phonetic substitutions apply regular transformations to segments when engaged in animal speech.

• when speaking to small birds, especially ducks, the dental obstruents [t ̪ d̪] are lateralized [tɬ ̪ dɮ̪]⁽⁷⁾
• when speaking to large birds, such as turkeys, the voiced allophone of the dental obstruent [d̪]
becomes a lateral approximant [l]̪

• when speaking to bobcats and wolves, the alveolar obstruents [s̺ z̺] become fricated trills [r̺ ̝̊ r̺˔]⁽⁸⁾

Empty morphemes are afffĳixes that are applied to roots when engaged in animal speech.

• when speaking to mice and other small rodents, one of an-, en-, ari- is prefĳixed
• when speaking to pigs and boars, -ab- is infĳixed or sufffĳixed
• when speaking to bees and flying insects, one of sz-, sv- is prefĳixed
• when speaking to coatis and raccoons, gi-√-ga, gi- is circumfĳixed or prefĳixed

• when speaking to creatures, the process |~φ₁| is applied

The mice prefĳix is an- on roots with one of /i ɯ u/ as the fĳirst vowel, as en- on those with /e a o/, and as
ani- before a consonant cluster.

The pigs afffĳix is inserted after the fĳinal consonant in a word; it is an infĳix on roots that end in a vowel, and
a sufffĳix otherwise.

The bees prefĳix is sv- /su-/ on roots with one of /u o/ as the fĳirst vowel, and as sz- /sɯ-/ otherwise. It is
used when talking to bees, regardless of their position; but it is also used for insects that are in flight and
insects with visible wings (e.g., a beetle in flight would count, but a one with its wings hidden would not;
something like a butterfly would count regardless).

The coatis afffĳix is a prefĳix gi- on words that end in /ka/, and as a circumfĳix gi-√-ga otherwise.

Creature is the collective term for supernatural, volatile entities in the world in which Minhó is spoken.
The creatures afffĳix is determined by the root itself; it surfaces as reduplication of the fĳirst foot (bimoraic
complex) of the root, sans tone. Culturally, this is believed to confuse creatures, which may have malicious
intent regarding one's wording.

Generally, empty morphemes are applied to roots (i.e., not determiners or particles), and are applied
after inflectional morphology (although some speakers apply such transformations before inflectional
morphology, which can afffect a root's morphological properties).

So, when speaking to your pet coati (a common pet among Minhó speakers), one might respond to
begging with:

• en gidnémga! [ʔɛŋ gɪd̪n̺ɛḿgɑ̃] 'it ( food) is (already) there!', 'you already have food!'

Wherein the coatis prefĳix gi- is applied to the root dnem; -ga is an inflectional sufffĳix (and a common one
at that) that blocks the sufffĳixal element of the coatis afffĳix -ga.

One might initially and naïvely fĳind it strange that the Náma people, who hold bears in very high regard,
do not have a special speech type for conversing with bears (who are also strongly associated with
matriarchs). This is readily explained by the idea that one should not try to hide or obfuscate things from
a bear, nor a matriarch; doing so is not only considered disrespectful, but futile as well. The bear sees all.

Closing remarks, and why
I chose to give Minhó a rich system of speech varieties for a few reasons.

A common staple of my conlangs are marginal phonemes—segments that possess a distribution that is
in some way limited: only occurring in certain word classes or lexical sets, only occurring in very specifĳic
environments, etc. These do not occur in Minhó per se. In lieu of marginal phonemes, I instead chose to
give the existing segments diffferent realizations, their context to be determined by personal factors, but
not necessarily cut-and-dry formality.

Women's speech is in part inspired by Pirahã genderlects, although it is characterized not only by
phonological diffferences but by lexical diffferences as well. I've been wanting to do something with
register(s) for a long time, but didn't have a good grasp of how to implement it until I tried. Additionally, I
had read about the Pirahã channels some time before, and have been wanting to do something with that
idea for a long time too, so I fĳinally got around to making it happen.

And then I read about Pará Arára animal speech/pet talk. I forget where exactly I heard about it fĳirst, I
think I was perusing some old posts on the subreddit or somewhere for hidden gems and inspiration and
somewhere someone made a passing mention of it, so I dug a little deeper. It wasn't difffĳicult, as the
Wikipedia page on Pará Arára has a section on it, and the associated paper(s) are easy to fĳind. I also learned
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about coatis through this rabbit hole, and they are very terribly cute, so I added them to the world in which
Minhó is spoken. I think there was an empty morpheme for horses, but I replaced that with a cooler
animal, as horses are the true shit pet.

I didn't really expect Minhó to become my main conlang, but it has. I like how it kind of deviates from
my "usual" modus operandi, though (yet still retains a very "me" aesthetic). I usually try to avoid extremely
regular transformations, as they can seem artifĳicial, but these transformations are, in a way, artifĳicial in-
world as well.

I hope this article sheds some light on how onemay explore diffferent types of speech in their conlang(s),
especially regarding phonological processes and phenomena. Thanks for reading!
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1 Terminology and inspiration from Gareth O'Neill, Humming, whistling, singing, and yelling in Pirahã //
Context and channels of communication in FDG. Yes, something about Pirahã from someone not named
Everett!
2 Leo J. Frachtenburg, Abnormal types of speech in Quileute.
3 [h] is articulated as a true fricative (or constrictive) in Minhó.
4 Or, a nasal(ized) approximant [ɰ̃].
5 Isaac Costa de Souza, A phonoloigcal description of "pet talk" in Arara.
6 A term I coined specifĳically for morphemes specifĳic to certain registers and games, but are otherwise
semantically-void. It may also be applied to other, similar, phenomena, such as Quileute funny person
afffĳixes and shm- reduplication.
7 This is reminiscent of a Minhó speech "defect" and style in which /t/ [t ̪ d̪] is consistently lateralized to [tɬ ̪
dɮ̪].
8 This also occurs in angry and emphatic speech.
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Thargian (Thargian: Táidzjái /taid͡ʑai/) is a constructed language I’ve been working on since about
December 2018. I’ve gone through several renditions of it and have just recently settled on the Modern
version of it and have begun to work on the grammar more. The phonology isn’t too crazy, but the sound
changes that lead up to it most defĳinitely were. It’s a very vowel heavy language, having around about 28
vowel distinctions (including diphthongs and offfglides from old long vowels and old nasal vowels). The
consonants are very tame and rarely appear in clusters (this really only happens during grammatical
processes where the morphemes’ borders both have a consonant).

In this article, I’ll cover Thargian’s sound changes through 4 of its 5 stages and the modern language’s
basic phonology, then I’ll delve into the relatively simple consonant allophony before delving into the
vowel allophony. I’ll discuss the phonotactics and the various orthographies near the end. Lastly, I’ll
discuss some of the grammatical importances of certain sounds, namely the nasal vowels and the vowel
harmonies.

Historical Sound Changes
Thargian is the most dominant modern language of the Thargic language family, a sub-branch of the

larger Osveraali language family spoken on the continent of Atsiq, on Sahar (the CWSP collaborative
project). Its lineage is as follows: Proto-Osveraali > Greater Osveraali > Old Thargian > Middle Thargian
(a.k.a. Thargo-Qotsian) >Modern Thargian. Both Proto- and Greater Osveraali belong to another person in
the collaborative project, so I will only be covering the three sets of sound changes from Greater Osveraali
to Modern Thargian.

Greater Osveraali to Old Thargian

The sound changes from Greater Osveraali to Old Thargian are very conservative. Most of the changes
are narrowing down Greater Osveraali’s massive vowel inventory (through mergers, mostly). The fĳirst
retroflexion set also takes place here, as well as some liquid mergers when two liquids (or near-liquid

fricatives/vowels) are adjacent.

Old Thargian to Middle Thargian

Old Thargian once again remained very conservative as it shifted to Middle Thargian. Most of these
sound changes revolve around consonants, including more retroflexion, uvulars merging to velars as long
counterparts, the fĳirst set of nasalizations, and fĳinal obstruent deletion. There is also a vowel shift and a
stress shift (to the initial syllable).

Middle Thargian to Modern Thargian

A change of pace here, this set of sound changes is very radical and involved. Schwas and inner vowels
vanish and become qualities (such as palatalization). These qualities cause adjacent consonants to shift,
which creates the fĳirst palatalized obstruent series. Shortly after, a massive consonant cluster merger took
place, merging any cluster of consonants into a single geminate consonant. A shift in the length occurred,
sending the length to a nearby vowel. At this point, the Thargians had a writing reform in their native
Sanapata script. These long vowels then shifted into diphthongs and diphthongs resulting in a /i/ adjacent
to an alveolar consonant cause the /i/ to drop and the consonant to palatalize. Lastly another nasalization
change occurs, which creates palatal offfglides for nasal vowels no longer adjacent to nasal consonants
whilst creating new nasal vowels and removing more nasal consonants.

The link the the full sound change doc is on the CWS link at the bottom of this article (if you’re
interested).

Here are a few example of Greater Osveraali toModernThargian (the fĳirst example starts in OldThargian
because the word originates there, however):

• ∅ > boθkəj > botkə > bœup
• dəchɐɪ > tchəj > tx:ə > tai
• ŋiɐqʊfo:n > ŋiqfon > ik̃:fɔ̃ > ikɐjy

Inventory
The consonant inventory is as follows. All IPA symbols match the romanization unless otherwise

specifĳied. Consonants come in voiceless-voiced pairs for all non-glottal obstruents. All sonorant
consonants are voiced.

Your Everyday Vowel-Obsessed Conlang
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Ajxèu! Irpóup Táidzjásjái!
“Hello! This is the Thargian Language!”

Labial Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal

Plosive p b t d
ʈ ɖ
⟨rt rd⟩

k g
ʔ
⟨’⟩

Fricative f v s z
ʂ ʐ
⟨rs rz⟩

ɕ ʑ [ç]⁽¹⁾
⟨sj zj h/x⟩

x ɣ
⟨x q⟩

h

Afffricate
t͡s d͡z
⟨ts dz⟩

t͡ʂ d͡ʐ
⟨trs drz⟩

t͡ɕ d͡ʑ
⟨tsj dzj⟩

Nasal m n
ɳ
⟨rn⟩

ɲ
⟨nj⟩

ŋ
⟨ng⟩

Approximant
ɻ
⟨r⟩

j [ɥ]⁽²⁾
⟨j ì⟩

Lateral
ɭ
⟨l⟩

ʎ
⟨lj⟩

1 Allophone of /h/ and /x/ when adjacent to /y/, /i/, & /ʎ/
2 Allophone of /y/ when proceeding certain vowels, after certain vowels, or between certain vowels



The vowel inventory is as follows. All IPA symbols match the romanization unless otherwise specifĳied.

List of diphthongs and their short equivalents:

• ɛi ⟨ei⟩ (/i/)
• ai ⟨ái⟩ (/a/)
• ɛu ⟨eu⟩ (/u/)
• œu ⟨èu⟩ (/ɒ/)
• œy ⟨èì⟩ (/œ/)
• ɛɪ̃ ̃ ⟨ęį⟩ (/ɛ/̃)
• ɐ̃ʊ̃ ⟨ąų⟩ (/ɔ̃/)
• ɐ̃ɪ ̃ ⟨ąį⟩ (/ɐ̃/)
• ɛj ⟨ej⟩ (/ɛ/̃)
• ɔj ⟨oj⟩ (/ɔ̃/)
• ɐj ⟨aj⟩ (/ɐ̃/)
• ɛji ⟨eji⟩ (/ɛ/̃)
• ɐji ⟨aji⟩ (/ɐ̃/)
• ɐjy ⟨ajì⟩ (/ɔ̃/)

These diphthongs form from corresponding long vowels (except for the 9 offfglides at the end). In the
primary orthography (called the Sanapata), these are noted as long vowels and shortening them serves a
grammatical purpose. The 9 offfglides at the end are a result of old nasalized vowels losing their nasality.
The old nasal vowels /ɪ/̃ and /ʊ̃/ also lose their nasality, but their offfglides are the monophthongs /i/ and
/y/ respectively. (Not all old nasal vowels lost their nasality. As I mentioned in the Middle Thargian to
Modern Thargian sound changes, old nasal vowels that were no longer adjacent to nasal consonants
gained a palatal offfglides. Any old nasal vowels still adjacent to a nasal consonant remain nasalized. The
fĳinal 6 of the offfglides are the results of nasal diphthongs denasalizing. ⟨ejì⟩, ⟨oji⟩, and ⟨ojì⟩ are less
common since they arose earlier due to pre-existing diphthongs, while the other 3 are a result of the nasal
diphthongs mentioned above).

Allophony
Consonants

Consonant allophony is pretty simple. Most consonant allophony is simply one consonant changing due
to a certain environment, such as /h/ and /x/ changing to [ç] near certain palatals as mentioned above. (I
should note, all allophony is based on the romanization. There is more allophony when looking at the
original Sanapata and I will delve more into that when I discuss the Sanapata script near the end of this.)

• Plosive consonants following a nasal vowel manifest a nasal consonant between them, matching the
plosive’s place of articulation.

• Alveolar consonants adjacent to retroflex consonants retroflex (this only really occurs due to afffĳixes
and other grammatical processes, plain words would already be marked as fully retroflex).

• /h/ and /x/ change to [ç] when adjacent to /y/, /i/, or /ʎ/.

Vowels

Vowel allophony is pretty involved. Vowels in clusters of three or more go through changes to help break
up the clusters into either polypthongs or separate syllables with onsets to easily separate them. The vowel
changes can be observed in the following two tables (similar forms within a table are colored):

The following table is used only in situations where the above table produces a fĳinal vowel. Again, similar
forms are denoted by the boxes sharing a color (if a formmatches the table above, the same color is used).

Examples

• tąįáisj /tɐ̃ɪãiɕ/ [tɐ̃jaiɕ]
• táiąįsj /taiɐ̃ɪɕ̃/ [tajɐ̃ɪɕ̃]
• taęįsj /tɐɛɪ̃ɕ̃/ [tɐɲɛ(̃j)ɕ]
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Front Near-front Central Near-back Back

Close
i y
⟨i ì⟩

u

Near-close
ɪ ̃
⟨į⟩

ʊ̃
⟨ų⟩

Mid
ə⁽¹⁾
⟨ë⟩

Open-mid
ɛ ɛ̃ œ
⟨e ę è⟩

ɔ⁽²⁾ ɔ̃
⟨o ǫ⟩

Near-open
ɐ ɐ̃
⟨a ą⟩

Open
a
⟨á⟩

1 Merges to /ɐ/ for most young speakers
2 Merges to /ɒ/ for most young speakers

First vowel (V1)
i, ɛ y, œ u, ɔ, ɒ ɐ, a ɪ,̃ ɛ̃ ʊ̃, ɔ̃ ɐ̃

Second
vowel
(V2)

i, ɛ V1j V1j V1j V1j Ṽ1ɲṼ2 Ṽ1ɲṼ2 ɐ̃j
y, œ V1ɥ V1ɥ V1ɥ V1ɥ Ṽ1mṼ2 Ṽ1mṼ2 ɐ̃ɥ
u, ɔ, ɒ V1w V1w V1w V1w Ṽ1mṼ2 Ṽ1mṼ2 ɐ̃w
ɐ, a jV2 wV2 wV2 V1 jɐ̃ wɐ̃ ɐ̃
ɪ,̃ ɛ̃ V1ɲṼ2 V1ɲṼ2 V1ɲṼ2 V1ɲṼ2 Ṽ1j Ṽ1j ɐ̃j
ʊ̃, ɔ̃ V1mṼ2 V1mṼ2 V1mṼ2 V1mṼ2 Ṽ1w Ṽ1w ɐ̃w
ɐ̃ V1ɲṼ2 V1mṼ2 V1mṼ2 ɐ̃ jɐ̃ wɐ̃ ɐ̃

First vowel (V1)
ɐ, a ɪ,̃ ɛ̃ ʊ̃, ɔ̃ ɐ

Second
vowel
(V2)

i, ɛ Vj Ṽj Ṽj ɐ̃j
y, œ Vɥ Vɥ Vɥ ɐ̃w
u, ɔ, ɒ Vw Ṽw Ṽw ɐ̃w
ɐ, a V jɐ̃ wɐ̃ ɐ̃
ɪ,̃ ɛ̃ ɐ̃j Ṽj Ṽj ɐ̃j
ʊ̃, ɔ̃ ɐ̃w Ṽw Ṽw ɐ̃w
ɐ̃ ɐ̃ jɐ̃ wɐ̃ ɐ̃



Phonotactics
The phonemic syllable structure in Thargian is (C)V((J)C) where C is any consonant, J is a semivowel

(/w/ or /j/) and V is any vowel (monophthong or diphthong). The phonetic syllable structure is (C)V(NP/
(J)C) where N is a nasal consonant matching the PoA of the following P, which is any plosive except the
glottal stop. Any phonemic CC cluster is possible cross-syllabically and any phonetic CC cluster is possible
cross-syllabically as long as it follows the aforementioned consonant allophony.

Orthographies
Thargian has three separate orthographies. In-world, there is the Sanapata alphabet, which resembles

Arabic but is unrelated to it and is written LtR. Out-of-world, there are two romanizations. The fĳirst is a one-
to-one Sanapata transliteration based on the Imperial Osveraali/Ozarian standard. The other, which I’ve
been using throughout this article, is a romanization not based offf of any specifĳic real life language
medium; it’s pretty much written as if it were its own unique language that natively uses the Latin
alphabet. Since I’ve already covered the last of the three, I’ll focus on the Sanapata in this section primarily
using its one-to-one transliteration.

Sanapata

The term Sanapata comes from the fĳirst four letters: Sa, Na, Pa, and Ta. The full name of the script is
Sanapata Madabaga Vacalara (with the last two words being the other 8 of the 12 base consonants). On top
of the 12 base consonants, there are 3 base vowels: A, I, U. Other consonants and vowels are developed by
adding various dots or other accents (such as schwa, schwo, and Ma). The general alignment of the
phonology to the Sanapata is as follows:

Common accent trends here: 1-3 dots, small Sa fo retroflex obstruents.

Common accent trends here: deviant rounded vowels have schwo accent (i.e.Ö is E with Ȯ accentmark),
nasal vowels have small Ma, dots for lowering (I > E, U > O, A > Á).

Allophony and other orthographic tidbits in Sanapata

As I mentioned in the portion on sound changes, the Thargians had a spelling reform just before long
vowels split into diphthongs and the fĳinal stage of nasalization. Because of this, there are some historical
spellings to deal with. First offf, all diphthongs are written as long vowels (for example, /ai/, which comes
from /a:/, is written as Ā, or ⟨áá⟩). Long vowels are written either with a preceding schwa accent mark on a
consonant or, when a consonant is non-augmentable, a gemination mark. During certain grammatical
processes, these diphthongs ‘shorten’ to their short vowel equivalents (as listed with the diphthongs earlier
on). The nasal diphthongs and the nasal remnant diphthongs also follow this standard. The following are
some examples of diphthongs being written, with angled brackets denoting the standard romanization
and the curled brackets denoting the 1-1 Sanapata transcription (underscores denote an accent mark):

• bœup ⟨bèup⟩ {B_ĖȮP}

• tai ⟨tái⟩ {T_ĖÁ}

In terms of the nasals, most nasal vowels are noted with the normal Ma accent mark, but not all of them
are. Any vowel adjacent to a nasal where the nasal is between the vowel and another consonant or the end
of the word results in a nasal vowel with no nasal consonant pronounced. A marked nasal vowel with a
nasal consonant in the same conditions results in a purely nasal vowel with no nasal consonant
pronounced. In the fĳinal situation, a nasal vowel is marked but it is not adjacent to any nasal consonant.
This results in one of the offfglides noted with the diphthongs earlier on. Here are some examples:

• ɪk̃ɐ̃ʊ̃ ⟨įkąų⟩ {(N)I(_M)(N)C(NĖ/Gem.)O(_M)(N)}¹ {ŊICgemON}²

• ikɐjy ⟨ikajì⟩ {I_MCgemO_M}

Phonological processes in Grammar
Thargian is a very vowel based language. So, unsurprisingly, vowels play an important role in some

aspects of grammar. The fĳirst one, which should be obvious based on howmuch theywere discussed in this
article, is the diphthongs. Certain noun classes change fĳinal diphthongs (either word fĳinal in Class IV or the
fĳinal vowel in Class II) to their shortened forms. Generally, this is because the length generated would be
moved to the newly sufffĳixed vowels, but for some diphthongs it is because the diphthong left needed
palatalization on a consonant (and it is still written as a diphthong). This can be observed in the opening
line to the article, in the word “Táidzjásjái.” The second vowel, despite not having the ⟨i⟩ written, is marked
as a diphthong in Sanapata. This is important because the ⟨sj⟩ following it is just written as a plain ⟨s⟩ and
the length on the ⟨á⟩ denotes that it must be palatalized. (The base form of the word is “Táidzjái”).

Another very important aspect of vowels in grammar is vowel harmony. Thargian has two harmonic
groups: front vowels and back vowels. The vowels /ə/ /ɐ/ and /ɐ̃/ belong to the back harmonic group. Vowel
harmony kicks in in nearly every noun declension (prettymuch any that involve the sufffĳixing of vowels use
vowel harmony). Not every sufffĳix matches in harmony (that is, a word with back harmony may trigger the
‘back’ sufffĳix, but that sufffĳix could contain vowels that aren’t necessarily back vowels. This is often dealt with
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Labial Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal
Plosive Pa Ba Ta Da Tya Dya Ca Ga Qa
Fricative Fa Va Sa Za Ṡa Ża Sja Zja Cha Gha Ha
Afffricate Ṭa Ḍa Ċa Ġa Tja Dja
Nasal Ma Na Nya Nja Nga/Ŋa
Approximant Ra Ja
Lateral La Lja

Front Near-front Central Near-back Back

Close
I Ü

I+Ma U+Ma
U

Near-close Ĩ Ũ

Mid
Ė (or schwa
accent)

Open-mid E Ẽ Ö O Õ
Near-open A Ã
Open Á Ȯ

1 The parentheses mean that it could go many ways there. The Na’s could be any nasal consonant and
theMa accentmarkswouldn’t be guaranteed to be there. If there is a Na after the Ca, the Na takes a schwa
accent, otherwise there’s a geminator mark.
2 This is the actual transcription.



in the Sanapata orthography where some sufffĳixes are noted with long vowels, such as /ɐjy/, which is spelt
as a long O with a Ma accent).

And lastly, the nasal vowels. Nasal vowels play an important role with verbs. Verbs conjugate by taking
on one of many clitics that were derived from the old personal pronouns (hooray for polypersonal
agreement). These clitics mark the subject, direct object, indirect object, and aspect, while their location
determines the tense. All of these clitics are monosyllabic (counting diphthongs as a single vowel). Oral
vowels mark the imperfective aspect while nasalized vowels mark the perfective aspect. The clitics as a
prefĳixmark the past tense (which has both the perfective and the imperfective as distinct), while as a sufffĳix
they mark the nonpast tense (which sees the imperfective used as a general present tense and the
perfective used as a general future tense).

And that’s it! I’ll leave a link here for anyone interested in more Thargic Things™ (the CWS page contains
any other links of interest, message me there if you’d like anything extra!).

CWS Page: https://conworkshop.com/view_language.php?l=THRG
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Bjark’ümii (formerly Alpine Neptune) is a language I have beenworking on for an indeterminate amount
of time. It is like Abraham Lincoln’s axe—if the handle and head have both been replaced, is it still the
same axe? Much is the same with Bjark’ümii, so while I could say I have been working on it for years, it has
efffectively nothing in common with its earliest incarnations. In this article I will be discussing how I came
up with the phonology using the ‘slingshot method’; then a discussion on the constraints on the shapes
that word roots can have in the protolanguage; and lastly the justifĳications behind its two separate
romanizations. Note that “OB” refers to Old Bjark’ümii, while “MB” is Modern Bjark’ümii.

Slingshot Phonology
I wanted to tacklemaking Bjark’ümii diachronically, so I got together a list of sounds I liked, and then had

to determine where they came from. Then I would see what efffect this would have on the proto-inventory,
and then on the modern, and repeat back and forth—ergo ‘slingshot’. The process I describe here is not a
pristinely accurate description of my method, because my memory is fallible and because I want to get
across the main idea without having to explain everything exhaustively.

The initial sketch inventory for MB was something like this (consonants only—we will not be
considering vowels in this article, despite their interplay with consonants):

Somewhat bland. Anyhow, the fĳirst thing I had to deal with was the voiceless trill, and after a little
research I discovered I could derive it from a /*tʰr/ cluster. But having just one aspirate in OB would be
weird, so I added a whole series. Someone also pointed out to me that I needed an origin for /h/, so I
thought /*kʰ/ would fĳit well for that. Also, because I did not want aspirates in MB, I had to nix them
somehow. I thought plain deaspirationwas boring, so I turned them into fricatives, following along the line
of /*kʰ/ > /h/, where /*tʰ/ > /s/ and /*pʰ/ > /f/. This yielded the protolanguage as:

You can see that the fricatives here are a bit odd. To deal with this, I decided that the OB fricatives would
all be voiceless to start with, but then as the aspirates lenited into voiceless fricatives, the voiceless
fricatives would voice as they were pushed from their original positions (i.e. a ‘push chain’). This then gave

us in MB:

However, at this point a major change occurred. I put the MB phonology through a program that tested
how like SAE (Standard Average European) it was⁽¹⁾, and it scored too highly for my liking. So I nixed the
voicing distinction from MB, added ejectives and a glottal stop, and I added some palatalized and

labialized consonants like so:

You will notice that the palatalization does not extend all the way back, and that the labialization does
not extend all the way forwards; and that neither apply to the liquids nor the ejectives. The reason there
these are analyzed as secondary articulations instead of mere clusters of Cw or Cj is complex—but it shall

sufffĳice here to say it is fun.

To make OB coherent, I brought the labializations and palatalizations backwards in time:

But then the question—where would the glottal stop come from? I borrowed a sound change from
Egyptian Arabic /*q/ > /ʔ/ , and gave my /*q/ an ejective and a labialized friend.

Three Aspects of Bjark’ümii

Lichenby

Slings, Roots, and Roms24

MB1 Labial Alveolar Velar Glottal
Nasal m n ŋ
Stop p b t d k g
Fricative f v s z ç ʝ x h
Liquid r̥ r l
Approximant j w

OB1 Labial Alveolar Velar
Nasal m n ŋ
Stop pʰ p b tʰ t d kʰ k g
Fricative v z x
Liquid r l
Approximant j w

MB2 Labial Alveolar Velar Glottal
Nasal m n ŋ
Stop p b t d k g
Fricative f v s z ç ʝ ɣ h
Liquid r̥ r l
Approximant j w

MB3 Labial Alveolar Velar Glottal
Nasal mmʲ n nʲ nʷ ŋ ŋʲ ŋʷ
Stop b bʲ t tʲ tʷ k kʲ kʷ ʔ ʔʷ
Ejective t’ k’
Fricative f f ʲ v vʲ s sʲ sʷ z zʲ zʷ ç ʝ ɣ ɣʲ ɣʷ h hʷ
Liquid r̥ r l
Approximant j w

OB2 Labial Alveolar Velar
Nasal mmʲ n nʲ nʷ ŋ ŋʲ ŋʷ
Aspirated pʰ pʰʲ tʰ tʰʲ tʰʷ kʰ kʰʲ kʰʷ
Tenuis p pʲ t tʲ tʷ k kʲ kʷ
Ejective t’ k’
Fricative f s x
Liquid r l
Approximant j w



Then I had the bright idea of givingMB register tone, just a nice simple high-low system. I knew tone like
that could easily come about through the loss of /ʔ/ and /h/, but because I wanted both those sounds in the
MB, I had to have the tone arrive earlier, so I added /*ʔ/ and /*h/ to OB. This worked out rather well,
actually, because the loss of the glottals giving rise to tone then emptied those phonological spaces,making
room for /*q/ to become /ʔ/ (i.e. a ‘pull chain’). Thus:

And one last tweak I added in, relying on the general principle that things closer to the front of the
mouth are more likely to be voiced, changing /*f/ to /*ʋ/ . The co-occurence of /ʋ/ and /w/ is pretty rare
and unstable, so I just got rid of /*w/ as I knew I could reacquire /w/ in MB from OB /*ʔʷ/. I also thought
/*ɥ/ would be better than /ʋʲ/, leaving us with:

So that was OB, all tickety-boo. I had now to consider the palatal fricatives in MB /ç/ and /ʝ/, though I
serendipitously realized I could get them from /xʲ/ and /ɣʲ/. Also, the number of /r̥/’s really proliferated
because I was sourcing them from not only /*tʰ/ clustering with /*r/, but also from /*h/ and /*x/ clustering
with /*r/; and because /*r/ and /*l/ can occur in a lot of the same environments, I ended up unintentionally
creating /ɬ/ in the modern lang as well! Thus we are fĳinally left with the MB inventory in its fĳinal form
(unless I tweak it again) :

The Shape of Roots
I shall describe how the roots in Old Bjark’ümii are phonologically constrained. Broadly, roots look like

(C)CV(C)(C). It is worth noting here, though, that roots have two ‘grades’: short, and long. Short roots look
like CəC or CəLC (where L is /w j ɥ l m n ŋ r l/ ), and their corresponding long forms are CaːC and CaLC. The
reason why the long form of CəC is not CaC is that the long form must have two morae in the nucleus—
that is what makes them long. Coda resonants count as amora. Keen-eyed readers will notice the the short
form CəLC must then have two moras, and you are correct, but processes occur that eliminate the schwa,
leaving a surface form CḶC with one mora.

Above I said that roots look like (C)CV(C)(C). However, this is grossly imprecise⁽²⁾, so let us refer to the
beginning consonant or consonant cluster as ‘radical 1’ (R1), the ending consonant or consonant cluster as
‘radical 2’ (R2), and the vowel in the middle as the ‘nucleus’ (V).

R1 can be:

1. any lone consonant; or
2. a KN cluster where K is /p t k q pʰ tʰ kʰ s h/, and N is /m n ŋ r l/ (including any applicable palatalized

or labialized variants of N); or
3. a TX cluster, where T is /p t k q s/ and X is /x ʋ p t k q s pʰ tʰ kʰ tʼ kʼ qʼ/ (including any applicable

palatalized or labialized variants of X); or
4. a ʋL cluster where R is /x n ŋ r l/ (including any applicable palatalized variants of L)

R2 can be:

1. nothing; or
2. any lone consonant; or
3. an LM cluster, where L is /r l ʔ h/ andM is /m n ŋ l / (including any applicable palatalized or labialized

variants)
4. an SQ cluster, where S is /p t k q ʔ ʋ s x h r l m n ŋ/ and Q is /p t k q s x pʰ tʰ kʰ t' k' q'/ (including any

applicable palatalized or labialized variants)

V, if we include long and short grades, can be /ə əu əi əy aː au ai ay/, though if any long grades are
followed by a mora-bearing-unit, they will allophonically shorten to [a o e ø] respectively.

However, a few Extra Rules apply.

1. No consonant with a [+labial] quality can be in a cluster with another [+labial] consonant, so
sequences like /pkʷ pʋ ʋm/ are illegal, but /pk tkʷ tʋ ʋn/ are fĳine.

2. No geminates are allowed in roots.
3. Roots of the form CMəMC where M is a resonant are disallowed where both Ms are of the same type

(i.e. both are nasals, or both are /r/ or both are /l/).
4. If R1 contains an aspirate, then R2 cannot contain an ejective; and likewise if R1 contains an ejective,

then R2 cannot contain an aspirate.
5. Sonority must increase as one approaches the nucleus and decrease as one moves away, except for

the glottals /h ʔ/ which can be the fĳirst element of R2.
6. No stop can precede a nasal at the same POA in a cluster.
7. The velars and uvulars cannot cluster with one another

Allow me to explain broadly what is going on here. The fĳirst underlying principle is that as one
approaches a root, sonority will increase. However, I wanted to have roots be able to start with and end
with clusters like /ks kt sp/. This is easy enough to justify for clusters with /s/ because /s/ (and other
fricatives) often buck the trend regarding increasing sonority as one approaches a syllable’s nucleus. For
stop-stop and fric-fric clusters, I merely made a rule that sounds within the same rung can cluster with
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OB3 Labial Alveolar Velar Uvular
Nasal mmʲ n nʲ nʷ ŋ ŋʲ ŋʷ
Aspirated pʰ pʰʲ tʰ tʰʲ tʰʷ kʰ kʰʲ kʰʷ
Tenuis p pʲ t tʲ tʷ k kʲ kʷ q qʷ
Ejective t’ k’ q’
Fricative f f ʲ s sʲ sʷ x xʲ xʷ
Liquid r l
Approximant j w

OB4 Labial Alveolar Velar Uvular Glottal
Nasal mmʲ n nʲ nʷ ŋ ŋʲ ŋʷ
Aspirated pʰ pʰʲ tʰ tʰʲ tʰʷ kʰ kʰʲ kʰʷ
Tenuis p pʲ t tʲ tʷ k kʲ kʷ q qʷ ʔ ʔʷ
Ejective t’ k’ q’
Fricative f f ʲ s sʲ sʷ x xʲ xʷ h hʷ
Liquid r l
Approximant j w

OB5 Labial Alveolar Velar Uvular Glottal
Nasal mmʲ n nʲ nʷ ŋ ŋʲ ŋʷ
Aspirated pʰ pʰʲ tʰ tʰʲ tʰʷ kʰ kʰʲ kʰʷ
Tenuis p pʲ t tʲ tʷ k kʲ kʷ q qʷ ʔ ʔʷ
Ejective t’ k’ q’
Fricative ʋ s sʲ sʷ x xʲ xʷ h hʷ
Liquid r l
Approximant ɥ j

MB4 Labial Alveolar Velar Glottal
Nasal mmʲ n nʲ nʷ ŋ ŋʲ ŋʷ
Aspirated b bʲ t tʲ tʷ k kʲ kʷ ʔ ʔʷ
Ejective t’ k’
Fricative f f ʲ v vʲ s sʲ sʷ z zʲ zʷ ç ʝ ɣ ɣʷ h hʷ
Liquid r̥ r ɬ l
Approximant j w



each other, apart from nasals. Behold:

As such, an R1 cluster can be 1(12345), 2(2345), 3(45), 45; and R2 can be 5(4321), 4(321), 3(21), 2(21), 11.
However, you might notice two things here. The fĳirst is the onsets likeml- and lr- are ostensibly allowed
according to the principle of increasing the sonority towards the nucleus, but will not be generated from
the R1 rules actually set out above. That is simply because I do not like them. As a trend, I do not like highly
sonorous things clustering together (which also explains why I disallowed nasals to cluster even though
they belong to the same rung). So really we are left with R1 being 1(12345) or 2(2345). Note as well that the
rules for clusters only allow the second element of a cluster to have a secondary articulation, and this is
because secondary articulation is only contrastive on the last element of a cluster. Likewise, aspiration and
ejectivity are only contrasted on the last element of a cluster.

The second underlying principle was to constrain the roots even further in order to create flavour.
Without the reductions that the Extra Rules create, the number of possible root shapes would be roughly
466,000, which I thought was too many. That is why artifĳicially limited them, by:

• disallowing any cluster having more than one [+labial] element in it (which I think came from recent
delvings into Mohawk, so I was on a trend to make Bjark’ümii less lippy)

• disallowing CMəMC as set out above
• disallowing a root to contain more than one non-zero laryngeal feature {Ø, +constricted glottis,
+spread glottis}, and indeed disallowing any cluster to contain more than one non-zero laryngeal
feature so that a rung 1-rung 1 cluster would never be an aspirate plus an ejective. One could explain this
by saying that because the laryngeal mechanisms of ejectivity and aspiration are so diffferent that they
neutralize when in proximity; and I am sure the PIE limitation which forbids TeDʰ and DʰeT roots also
played a role in my choice.

• disallowing R1 to have a fricative followed by /h/
• disallowing R1 to have /h/ or aspirates precede any fricatives
• nasals must be homorganic in POA with whatever sound immediately follows

I also disallowed geminates because gemination forms an important part of the non-concatenative
morphology elsewhere in the grammar.

Now, as fun as it is to describe all these rules and sub-rules, reasons and justifĳications, ultimately what we
want is tomake some roots! I like to use Lexifer⁽³⁾, because it uses the Gusein-Zade distributionwhich I had
formerly calculatedmanually for each phoneme and plugged into Awkwords using theweight function. So,
here is a handful of roots in the short-grade to get a sense of their phonoaesthetics!

Two Romanizations
Recall that MB has this inventory, now with the vowels and tones included.

I decided to create two romanizations, the fĳirst being the one for the Bjark’ümii ‘locals’; and the second
to be friendly for anglophone readers with no background in linguistics, such as readers of a novel that
contains Bjark’ümii words.

Local Romanization

I have no qualmswith digraphs, nor with diacritics, but one constraint I had inmy romanizationwas that
I would avoid trigraphs at all costs. I also wanted it to have internal self-consistency; and I would try only
to have one diacritic, the acute accent ⟨ ´ ⟩ , because I think this makes printing easier and gives a unifĳied
aesthetic. I really wanted /ŋ/ not to be ⟨ng⟩, so I decided to use ⟨ń⟩. Good start. Then I decided on digraphs
in the form ⟨Cj⟩ and ⟨Cw⟩ for the labialized and palatalized consonants; and to use an apostrophe ⟨’⟩ for
the glottal stop and for the ejectives ⟨k’ t’⟩. Next were the voiceless lateral and voiceless trill, which are the
easy digraphs ⟨hl hr⟩ because those are intuitive with ⟨h⟩ symbolising a voiceless quality, and the digraphs
reflect how they were arrived at diachronically.

Now I was left with /ç ʝ ɣ/. I considered ⟨hj⟩ for /ç/, but decided against it because I could not fĳind an
intuitively voiced counterpart for ⟨h...⟩, and ⟨j⟩ was already taken for /j/. I then revisited ⟨ń⟩ for /ŋ/ and
realized that I could give the acute accent the meaning of “push it back a bit”. /ŋ/ is further back than /n/
so that makes perfect sense as ⟨ń⟩; and the palatals are next back from /s z/, so I chose to represent /ç ʝ/ as
⟨ś ź⟩. I was very happy with this, and decided that /ɣ/ was akin to being the back version of /r/ (especially
as it has uvular trills as allophones), so /ɣ/ would be represented with ⟨ŕ⟩. I was pleased because I had
managed to describe all my consonants using only one diacritic, and that diacritic had a consistent
meaning.

For vowels, I decided on this unsurprising orthography (after all, don’t fĳix it if it ain’t broke): /a e i o u ø y/
⟨a e i o u ö ü⟩. These combine as expected for the diphthongs, and long vowels are written as doubles: /y:/
⟨üü⟩. The syllabic resonants would not be a problem as they never contrast with their non-syllabic
partners, so they need no special orthography.

Tones at fĳirst looked like they would be no problem. Just slap an acute accent on a vowel, and with a little
help from Hungarian orthography for those neat double-acutes, voila! High tone for everyone ⟨á é í ó ú ő
ű⟩. Digraphs were fĳine for falling, rising, and long-high tones: ⟨áa aá áá⟩.

But I hit a snag because the syllabic resonants can also carry a high tone. If high tone is marked by an
acute, and ‘backing’ is marked by an acute, how would I mark a high tone velar nasal? Or a high tone /r/
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Rung Sound
5 r
4 l
3 {m n ŋ} ʲ ʷ
2 {s x ʋ} ʲ ʷ
1 {p t k q pʰ tʰ kʰ t’ k’ q’} ʲ ʷ

*kəhʷ- *mʲə- *nʷə- *həy- *mər-
*skʼəj- *qʼəktʲ- *tʰəkʷ- *nʲəyl- *jəm-
*hənʷ- *kəkʲ- *kəik- *tsʷəy- *qʼəmʲ-
*kətʰʲ- *kʼə- *ʋəʋ- *kʼəŋk- *kʲəkʷ-
*knəl- *kʰə- *pəlk- *pkʲəsʲ- *lətʷ-

Labial Alveolar Velar Glottal
Plain Pal. Plain Pal. Lab. Plain Pal. Lab. Plain Lab.

Nasal m n ɲ nʷ ŋ ŋʲ ŋʷ

Stop Tenuis b bʲ t tʲ tʷ k kʲ kʷ ʔ ʔʷ
Ejective t’ k’
Fricative f v f ʲ vʲ s z sʲ zʲ ç ʝ sʷ zʷ ɣ ɣʷ h hʷ

Approximant/
Liquid

r̥ r ɬ l j w

Vowels
i iː y yː u uː
e ø o

(m̩ n̩ ŋ̍ l ̩ r̩) a aː

Diphthongs
ai ei
au ou
ay øy

Tones
H L
HL LH

HH



without people thinking it is /ɣ/ ? I thought maybe having the double-acute on ⟨n⟩ and ⟨r⟩ would work
nicely, but I cannot type those particular characters easily; and an acute accent on ⟨l⟩ looks terrible.

The solution was easier than I anticipated—simply not mark tone on the resonants. The reason why this
works is twofold. The fĳirst reason is that for two syllable words, only one syllable will contain a high tone.
Look at these two examples.

• /km˩ba˥/ ⟨kmbá⟩
• /km˥ba˩/ ⟨kmba⟩

We can see that when a vowel does not have a high tone marked on it, this implies that the high tone is
on the other syllable. This rule gets a bit muddier as words become more than two syllables or have two
syllabic resonants, but this brings us onto our second reason: because of the fact that the orthography is a
local one being used by native speakers of Bjark’ümii, they will already know what tone ought to be on the
word written! I had to get over my natural inclination to disambiguate everything and allow some things
to be underspecifĳied, and I was glad I did so. This also applies to the fact that the orthography does not
distinguish clusters like /sw/ from secondarily articulated sounds like /sʷ/ and I have mindfully allowed
that ambiguity to persist. Here is a table showing the orthographical correspondences, and a sample text
in the local romanization.

Anglophone-friendly Romanization

The anglo-friendly orthography was pretty simply to create from here. First, I would not bother marking
tone, except on word fĳinal ⟨e⟩ so that anglophones read words like ⟨bané⟩ as [bane] instead of [bein]. Tone
is hard or unfamiliar for most anglophones anyway, and in Bjark’ümii tone has a low functional load
anyway, so it does not actually matter all that much to leave it entirely unmarked. Second, I would change
all ⟨j⟩ to ⟨y⟩.

Now we come to the harder sounds /ç ʝ ɣ ŋ/. I would have /ŋ/ be ⟨ng⟩, except where it immediately
precedes ⟨k⟩ because anglophones read ⟨nk⟩ as [ŋk] and because ⟨ngk⟩ is excessive and ugly. I think ⟨ś ź⟩
are not good for the anglo-friendly version for two reasons, because the accent is ‘scary’ and because they
are likely to mispronounce them as [ʃ ʒ] or unchanged as [s z]. So for /ç/ I would make it more intuitive as
⟨hy⟩, and for /ʝ/ ⟨yy⟩ because I feel the doubling gets across a sense of fortition. For /ɣ/ I think ⟨rh⟩ or ⟨gh⟩
work nicely, but I have not yet decided which to use. Some of you reading this might think using the ⟨g⟩

only in a digraph is woefully inefffĳicient, and you would be right—but the average reader of a novel will not
be thinking about that sort of thing. I might even just have /ɣ/ be ⟨g⟩, though clusters with it would look
odd: ⟨tgaya⟩ vs. ⟨trhaya⟩

Thankfully the phonology does not include /e: o:/ because I would have to create a workaround to avoid
⟨ee oo⟩; but for those who do have these, one potential solution is to write them as ⟨ei ou⟩. The front
rounded vowels I have left umlauted as I think enough people have come across umlauts for them not to
be ‘scary’, they can probably attempt to pronounce them, and even if they pronounce them as their
unrounded counterparts it is not a big deal because they are the rarest of the vowel phonemes in any case.

[p] is a common allophone of /b/, and would be written as ⟨p⟩ in the anglophone version. The general
trend is that in the local romanization, one writes the underlying phonemes; while in the anglophone
version, one writes the surface realizations. Along these lines it is also worth noting is that Bjark’ümii
allows the following clusters /kç tç kʝ tʝ/. The the stops become homorganic in both place and voice, giving
the surface realizations of these as [cç ʝɟ], and these would be written as ⟨ch j⟩ because I think those sounds
are close enough to the English /t͡ʃ d͡ʒ/, and certainly easier to reckon than ⟨khy thy kyy tyy⟩ which an
anglophone would probably read as /kj~xj θj kj tj/. So here is the anglophone friendly orthography, with
the same sample text as above:
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IPA Rom IPA Rom IPA Rom IPA Rom IPA Rom IPA Rom
m m t t f f ç ś j j ø ö
mʲ mj tʲ tj f ʲ fj ʝ ź w w y ü
n n tʷ tw v v ɣ ŕ a a yː üü
ɲ nj k k vʲ vj ɣʷ ŕw aː aa ai ai
nʷ nw kʲ kj s s h h e e au au
ŋ ń kʷ kw sʲ sj hʷ hw i i ei ei
ŋʲ ńj ʔ ‘ sʷ sw r̥ hr iː ii ou ou
ŋʷ ńw ʔʷ ‘w z z r r o o øy öü
b b t’ t’ zʲ zj ɬ hl u u L Ø
bʲ bj k’ k’ zʷ zw l l uː uu H á

Bííter áhrlekn ńjááromkulet kirfíí, źani kijezaáta - źabaáńkwa bńkursá.

Sbŕáańk’atźam hmiláálamańkt kiraśaáta nutab.

IPA Rom IPA Rom IPA Rom IPA Rom IPA Rom IPA Rom
m m t t f f ç hy j y ø ö
mʲ my tʲ ty f ʲ fy ʝ yy w w y ü
n n tʷ tw v v ɣ rh/gh a a yː üü
ɲ ny k k vʲ vy ɣʷ rhw/ghw aː aa ai ai
nʷ nw kʲ ky s s h h e e au au
ŋ ng, n kʷ kw sʲ sy hʷ hw i i ei ei
ŋʲ ngy ʔ ‘ sʷ sw r̥ hr iː ii ou ou
ŋʷ ngw ʔʷ ‘w z z r r o o øy öü
b b, p t’ t’ zʲ zy ɬ hl u u kç ch
bʲ by, py k’ k’ zʷ zw l l uː uu kʝ tʝ j

Biiter ahrlekn ngyaaromkulet kirfĳii, yyani kiyezaata - yyabaankwa bnkursa.

Sprhaank’acham hmilaalamankt kirahyaata nutab.

Biiter ahrlekn ngyaaromkulet kirfĳii, yyani kiyezaata - yyabaankwa bnkursa.
“Helping his friends makes Peter happy; he does it, and really does so quickly.”

Sprhaank’acham hmilaalamankt kirahyaata nutab.
“The fĳireman is eating the snails with it.”



Conclusion
I hope you enjoyed reading about one or all of these aspects of Bjark’ümii, and that these illustrations

about the principles and decisions underlying the process of making the phonology, the deliberate
constraint of roots, and romanization prove useful—either through imitative inspiration (“I ought to try
that!”) or through repelling contradistinction (“I would never do that!”). Ultimately, if I were to desire that
you take two things away from this, they would be: (1) make goals to guide you, even for the little things;
and (2) think hard about things and experiment using antithetical questioning—it can lead to surprising
and satisfying results.
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1 https://risteq.net/languages/phonologytest.php
2 With some reddit mods even calling it a “radical simplifĳication”
3 For my two pennies, this is miles better than Awkwords because you can specify which clusters are
disallowed before they are even generated, while Awkwords requires often a bit of ‘cleaning’ to occur
afterwards. Lexifer was created by William Annis and can be found on his website for download here:
https://lingweenie.org/conlang/lexifer.html
4 http://akana.conlang.org/tools/awkwords/

https://risteq.net/languages/phonologytest.php
https://lingweenie.org/conlang/lexifer.html
http://akana.conlang.org/tools/awkwords/
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This article describes the relationship between the phonology and inflectional morphology of the Aarre
language. These two systems, which both exhibit high degrees of symmetry, are related by a highly
asymmetric mapping. We describe phonological constraints (motivated by pronounceability and
distinctness) and structural constraints (motivated by learnability; i.e., the desire to be able to quickly and
intuitively translate between phonetic surface forms and morphophonemic deep structure) on this
mapping and show how the resulting asymmetry is a natural product of these constraints.

Aarre⁽¹⁾ is an engineered language designed to be easily computer-parseable from text to semantics that
can be executed against a database. Inspired by Fith (Henning, 1999), syntactic parsing is performed by
consuming some number of constituents from three last-in-fĳirst-out stacks as arguments to each
morpheme, then pushing the resulting combined constituent onto one of the stacks. The three stacks are
labeled subject, object, and adjunct, named for the syntactic roles the constituents will serve when they
are eventually consumed. Unlike Fith, Aarre does not make signifĳicant use of the constituents that are not
at the top of a stack, resulting in a fairly conventional head-fĳinal grammar⁽²⁾ that happens to have an
especially compact computational specifĳication

Phonology
Aarre has a symmetric system of eight pure vowels, shown

in Figure 1: [a ə e o i u y ɯ]. Allowed diphthongs include 14
falling diphthongs (Figure 2): 4 with offfglide [a̯], 6 with
offfglide [i]̯, and 4 with offfglide [u̯]. Additionally, the 6 pure
vowels other than [u] and [y] can follow an onglide [w],
resulting in a set of rising diphthongs, and the 6 diphthongs
with offfglide [i]̯ can themselves follow an onglide [j] to
become triphthongs.

All vowel nuclei, whether or not adjacent to a glide, contrast two vowel lengths (short/long); short vowels
additionally feature a pitch accent (low/high).We won’t present a detailed phonology of Aarre consonants

here, but briefly, syllables can start with one of 21 consonants arranged into 11 pairs of voiced and
(aspirated) voiceless sounds. (The 21st sound, [h], is considered the voiceless counterpart of the empty
onset.) There are also 26 possible initial clusters of two consonants, also grouped into 13 voiced–voiceless
pairs. Finally, a syllable can optionally end in a single consonant phoneme, whichmust be one of /n r l s ʔ/.

Some of the vowels and diphthongs exhibit variation in their realization; for example, the pure vowels /a
e o/ vary within the ranges [a∼ɑ e∼ɛ o∼ɔ], and the diphthongs ending in /-a̯/ (except for [ea̯]) commonly
have their offfglide raised to [ə̯].

Morphology
Each Aarre word is marked for case and attachment. Case indicates the current word’s future role in the

sentence, while attachment indicates its relationship to previous words. In the language of stack-based
parsing, attachment determines which of the three stacks provide dependents of the current word, while
case determines the stack onto which the resulting combined constituent is placed.

From this one might guess that there are 8 possible attachments (one for each of the 2³ = 8 subsets of
three stacks), and 3 cases (one per stack). This is correct except for one importantmodifĳication: while there
are two cases corresponding straightforwardly to the subject and object stacks (called, respectively,
nominative [nom] and oblique [obl]), what would be a case corresponding to the adjunct stack is split
into two cases, the determinative (det) and descriptive (dsc), to allow a word to have more than one
adjunct. When a word with adjunct attachment is encountered, the uppermost determinative-case
constituent from the adjunct stack plus all consituents above it (which must therefore be in the
descriptive) are popped from the adjunct stack and consumed as adjuncts to that word.

Expressed in Aarre’s morphophonemic punctiform script (indicated in transliteration by ⟨angle
brackets⟩), the language’s morphology can be neatly decomposed into a simple set of rules, treating
attachment as three separate binary categories:

• A word with adjunct attachment (+a) starts with a voiceless consonant or cluster, written with a
prefĳixed ⟨h⟩; a word without adjunct attachment (-a) starts with a voiced consonant (null-marked in
the orthography).

• A word with object attachment (+o) features only short vowels, while lack of object attachment (-o) is
indicated by lengthening the fĳinal syllable (written with a special long vowel symbol⟨ː⟩ after the
nuclear vowel).

Corralling mischievous vowels

Rhotacizerby
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Nehmüul nepsaa’ vai enhlomames xïi loi? Maaul grï bzaa’ nenhmois la’?
“Whywon’t the cat go into the box? Don’t all cats like boxes?”

i

e

y ɯ u

oə

a

Figure 1: The eight pure Aarre vowels

au̯

ou̯eu̯

iu̯

ea̯
oa̯

ia̯ ya̯
ɯa̯ ua̯

ai ̯

ei ̯

ɯi̯ ui̯

oi ̯
əi ̯

Figure 2: Falling diphthongs

-S.OBL ⟨a⟩ +S.OBL ⟨o⟩
-S.NOM ⟨u⟩ +S.NOM ⟨y⟩
-S.DET ⟨ə⟩
-S.DSL ⟨i⟩



• Subject attachment (±s) and case are fused in the nuclear vowel of the fĳinal syllable, as follows:
A word in the determinative or descriptive case cannot have subject attachment.

Not all of these forms are attested for all lexical items; for example, intransitive verbs by defĳinition
cannot take object attachment.

The subject/case table above shows only pure vowels; each lexical item can also feature an inherent
offfglide and/or onglide, producing the diphthongs shown in Figure 2.

Synthesis
Figure 3 shows how each nuclear vowel resulting from the combination of case and subject attachment

is realized in the context of diffferent following offfglides.Whereas phonetically, the vowels can be displayed
as a group of eight (pure vowels), a group of four (-u diphthongs), and two groups of six (-a, -i),
orthographically andmorphologically they form four groups of six, with two of the pure vowels occupying
the place of the two missing -u diphthongs. Furthermore, eight other combinations have phonetic
realizations that are unexpected given the component phonemes.

These irregular pronunciations are the product of three rules that guide the design of the morphophono

logical system:

1. Pronounceability: The two vowels in a diphthong cannot be identical, and if possible should difffer in
more than one phonetic dimension, or by two “places” within a single phonetic dimension (where
the vowel space is treated as a 3-by-3 grid). This can be considered an application of the Optimal
Contour Principle (McCarthy, 1986), forcing dissimilation when morphological rules would imply
two adjacent identical segments.

2. Distinctness: The phonetic realizations of two distinct sets of morphological features cannot be
identical, and if possible should difffer in more than one dimension or by two places. This prevents
morphological ambiguity in speech, a desirable property of a computer-interpretable language.

3. Learnability: The phonetic realization of the same set of morphological features in two diffferent
environments cannot be unrecognizably diffferent; they should difffer in at most two phonetic di
mensions, and by at most one place in each dimension. A realization of /a/ as [y], for example, could
not be remembered by similarity to the underlying morpheme (as it is two places away in closeness
and also difffers in roundedness).

Rule 1 applies most obviously to the nuclei with two identical vowels: ⟨aa⟩ [ea̯] / ⟨ii⟩ [ei]̯ / ⟨uu⟩ [u].
Generally, dissimilation of the nuclear vowel is employed instead of dissimilation of the glide, both to keep
the number of possible glides small, and to keep the offfglide (which is an inherent part of the root, rather
than amorphological inflection)maximally recognizable. Hence, allowing dissimilation to any of the eight

pure vowels while respecting Rule 3, ⟨aa⟩ could become [ea̯] or [əa̯]. The latter is still a near violation of
Rule 1, and additionally would conflict (Rule 2) with the existing combination ⟨əa⟩. Because of this, [ea̯] is
the obvious choice. Meanwhile, to increase the pronounceability of ⟨əa⟩ within the constraint of Rule 3,
the diphthongs [ia̯], [ea̯], and [ɯa̯] are available. With ⟨ia⟩ already present and [ea̯] chosen for ⟨aa⟩, that
leaves [ɯa̯] to complete the ⟨-a⟩ column. The only remaining near-violation is the similarity of [ia̯] and
[ea̯], which motivates the further shift of these in everyday speech to [iə̯] and [ɛa̯], respectively.

We can use a similar process for ⟨ii⟩, recognizing that the nearby available diphthongs are limited to [ei]̯
and [əi]̯, and the latter conflicts with another existing combination. Seven combinations are available for
the ⟨-i⟩ column, of which [ei]̯ and [yi]̯ are near-violations of Rule 1; between these two, [ei]̯ is far more
common cross-linguistically, so [yi]̯ is eliminated. Choosing [ei]̯ for ⟨ii⟩ and assigning the remaining four
diphthongs ([ai ̯ oi ̯ ui ̯ əi]̯) to their exact orthographic counterparts, we would be left with [ɯi]̯ for the slot
of ⟨yi⟩. This makes some sense from the perspective of English orthography, which might suggest
havingthe non-English vowels [y ɯ] share the “exotic” vowel symbol ⟨y⟩, but it violates Rule 3 from a
phonetic perspective, as [y] and [ɯ] difffer in both roundedness and two places of backness. As a result, it
is prefer able for ⟨yi⟩ to borrow its nearest neighbor, [ui]̯, leaving [ɯi]̯ for ⟨ui⟩. Both of these assignments
are close enough under Rule 3.

Next is the ⟨-u⟩ column. Excluding [uu̯] and [ɯu̯] under Rule 1 and [yu̯] under Rule 2 (as too similar to
[iu̯], which is more pronounceable under Rule 1 and less rare cross-linguistically), we’re left with fĳive avail
able diphthongs for six underlying slots. However, the null-glide column has eight available pure vowels for
the same six slots, leaving two extra that can be put to use here. Since pure vowels are simpler than
diphthongs, we choose to use both extra pure vowels instead of just one. These vowels should plausibly
come from an underlying [-u̯] diphthong, so we use the two most [u]-like pure vowels: [u] itself and [y].
The natural slots for these are ⟨uu⟩ and ⟨yu⟩, respectively. The remaining four are mostly satisfactory as is;
a comparatively minor issue is that [əu̯] and [ou̯] are more difffĳicult to distinguish (Rule 2) than their
phonetic dimensions would suggest, and [eu̯] is unused, so ⟨əu⟩ is fronted to [eu̯].

This leaves the vowels [a ə e i o ɯ] for the Ø column. Under Rule 3, only [ɯ] and [o] are close enough to
be amatch for ⟨u⟩, but ⟨o⟩ already exists, and both are equally distant under Rule 3, so [ɯ] is chosen for ⟨u⟩.
For ⟨y⟩, [i] and [e] are available. Like in the ⟨u/o⟩ case, giving [e] to ⟨y⟩ would keep [i] as a perfect match
for ⟨i⟩; however, [e] difffers in two dimensions from [y] (roundedness and one place of height), so here we
let ⟨y⟩ take [i], leaving [e] (which difffers only in height) for ⟨i⟩. This completes the mapping.

Consequences
Despite the application of Rule 3 to try to give learners similarity as a guide, learning Aarre

pronunciation remains difffĳicult. The Aarre latinized orthography, which we don’t discuss here but can be
seen in the example sentence at the start of the article, uses vowel symbols chosen to help learners produce
the correct pronunciation, while employing diacritics to hint at the corresponding punctiform
orthography (which directly expresses the underlying morphophonemic structure).

Nevertheless, Aarre’s inventory of vowels and diphthongs on its own is naturalistic, having a similar size
and abundance of falling diphthongs as that of Thai (a language which also features contrastive vowel
length and a deep orthography).While themapping between orthography and pronunciation is not trivial,
a concerted efffort over the course of a few days, or casual exposure over the course of a fewmonths, should
be sufffĳicient for most students to master the correspondence and become fluent at inflecting Aarre words.
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Ø -a -i -u
-S.OBL ⟨a⟩ [a] ⟨aa⟩ [ea̯] ⟨ai⟩ [ai]̯ ⟨au⟩ [au̯]
+S.OBL ⟨o⟩ [o] ⟨oa⟩ [oa̯] ⟨oi⟩ [oi]̯ ⟨ou⟩ [ou̯]
-S.NOM ⟨y⟩ [i] ⟨ya⟩ [ya̯] ⟨yi⟩ [ui]̯ ⟨yu⟩ [y]
+S.NOM ⟨u⟩ [ɯ] ⟨ua⟩ [ua̯] ⟨ui⟩ [ɯi]̯ ⟨uu⟩ [u]
-S.DET ⟨ə⟩ [ə] ⟨əa⟩ [ɯa̯] ⟨əi⟩ [əi]̯ ⟨əu⟩ [eu̯]
-S.DSC ⟨i⟩ [e] ⟨ia⟩ [ia̯] ⟨ii⟩ [ei]̯ ⟨iu⟩ [iu̯]

Figure 3: Morphological features, orthography, and phonetic realization of falling diphthongs.
[Highlighted] phonetic realizations are irregular.



Appendix
Glosses of the example passage in the introduction follow. Pronunciation in IPA is given in [square

brackets], while a transliteration of the native (non-Latin) orthography is given in ⟨angle brackets⟩.

References
• Jefffrey Henning. Fith: The alien language with a LIFO grammar, 1999.
• John J. McCarthy. OCP efffects: Gemination and antigemination. Linguistic Inquiry, 17(2):207–263, 1986.
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1 English: [ˈæɹeɪ]̯; Aarre: äar rė taain [ɛːa̯rː‿e tʰaːiŋ̯]
2 The use of multiple stacks instead of one does allow for some non-projective word orders, such as "My
Charlie fĳinger bit" instead of the more typical "Charlie my fĳinger bit" (English word order: "Charlie bit my
fĳinger"). Such use is marginal and generally limited to poetry, wordplay, and other settings that
impose constraints other than comprehensibility on word order.

Ne hmüul ne psaa’ vai en hlo mames xïi loi ?
⟨nə hmyːul nə hpsaːʔ fai ən hlo ma məs hʃyː loi ⟩
[nə m̥yːl nə psʰaːʔ vai ̯ ən lo̥ ma məʃ ʃiː loi ̯ ]
def a\cat\nom def a\box o\inside imperf soa\go.to neg wh a\thing\nom so\cause
“Why won’t the cat go into the box?”

Maaul grï bzaa’ nen hmois la’ ?
⟨maːul kry psaːʔ nən hmois laʔ ⟩
[maːu̯l gɾi bzaːʔ nəm m̥oiz̯ laʔ ]
cat o\all\nom box gno soa\like tq
“Don’t all cats like boxes?”

Gloss of two sentences, as present in the introduction of this article.
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In my setting of Twin Aster, there are several people groups who make up a supergroup called the Hia.
This is an exonym from a conqueror’s language that meant “people often”, a reference to their unusual
counting system (the majority of cultures in Twin Aster count in base-six; the Hia peoples count in base-
ten, or used to do so). Two of the Hia peoples are the Tim Ar (which ended up becoming my focus culture)
and the O. None of this would have come about were it not for a) me wasting time in college, b) a happy
accident, and c) Mark Rosenfelder. I had had these preëxisting languages sitting around and noticed a
commonality between them: The genitive constructions used, in at least some situations, a bare /n/.
Remembering how Rosenfelder derived Proto-Western out of several extant conlangs post hoc, I thought,
why not see if I can unify Classical Ĝate n Tim Ar (hereinafter “CT”) and O into one monophyletic stock?

So I did. Twice.

Itty-bitty living space
To understand what and to what extent the constraints were that I had to work with, let’s look at the

phonologies of CT and Proto-O (hereinafter “PO”).

Classical Ĝate n Tim Ar

CT started out as one of the very fĳirst conlangs I ever created (you can see some relic of its original state
in the fĳirst /r/conlangs Showcase). I wanted it to sound “strong”, whatever that meant, and I ultimately
ended up with the following phonology. For its consonants:

Romanization-wise, /θ ɬ x ʕ/ are written ⟨ð ł h̬ g⟩. All consonants, except for /h/, voice when in between
two voiced sounds; /h/ blocks this, even in clusters. As for the vowels, there is a system of /a e i ø y o u ɤ ɯ/
with two tones, low and high. Several consonants, namely /m n ŋ ɹ l/, could stand as the nucleus of a
syllable, although they were forbidden from taking tones or codas in this state. The syllable structure was
maximally CVCwith the exception of the occasional VCC shape forming due to the pluralization processes
within the language.

Proto-O

To get to O, we fĳirst had to get through Proto-O. Proto-O was delightfully mad; I came up with it as a
response to a challenge on the ZBB to make a language with nine phonemes. This is the consonant set I
came up with:

Proto-O had one phonemic vowel, /*e/. Its surface phonotactics were of the form (C)(R)V(C), but that
incompletely tells the story. Since it only had one phonemic vowel, and it was given to apophony—there
was valency-afffecting ablaut and a special agentivizing infĳix that I referred to as the *e-infĳix—roots often
had a syllabic resonant as the syllable nucleus:

• *nr [*na] ‘play, exercise’ ~ *njr [*nja] ‘play (game), exercise (muscle)’ ~ *nrr [*nʁa] ‘train for s.th.’

I have the following allophonic rules (there was one that inadvertently phonemicized [*a] that I ended
up scrapping after I realized what I’d done):

• *p *t *k → *pf *ts *kx / _j
• *N *w *j *ʁ → *N̩ *u *i *a / {#,C}_#
• *p *t *k → *β *z *ɣ / V_V (to include *N̩ in V)
• *p *t *k → f s x / _#
• *N → [+ same POA] / _C (otherwise it just defaulted to being realized as *n)

Come Together
Just judging by the phonologies presented above, there are a few takeaways one can make regarding

similarities between CT and PO:

• Both allow for syllabic consonants, at least in some situations.
• Both feature intervocalic lenition of consonants.
• Both contain approximants articulated at the back of the throat (/ʕ/ for CT, /*ʁ/ for PO).

It was, however, none of these things that sparked my thought of reverse-engineering a protolanguage.
It was the genitive construction and the nominal plural.

In CT, the way you express the genitive is with a particle n. This n defaults to [n̩] unless some other
consonant messes with it—before /h/ it becomes [m̩], a quirk of historical development; before velars, it
assimilates in place; and before a word-initial nasal, it deletes entirely. O (not PO, but O) did not repeat this
process, but it did rhyme—the genitive particle would reduce to a prefĳixed n before a vowel-initial word,
and the vocalized variant O ended up with was a schwa /ə/. As for the plurals, PO had a plural prefĳix *ʁ-
(written as ⟨r⟩). In CT the situation was more complex, but one of the methods of pluralization is the
particle ar /àɹ/.

I noticed both of these similarities when fĳilling out the /r/conlangs Spreadsheet, so I have the subreddit
to thank for when I started looking into a way that I could work backwards and derive a protolanguage that
would result in the both of them.

I had an interesting situation on my hands with regards to doing the actual reconstruction work. My
lexical data was concentrated in CT; PO contained most of my morphology. I think this made things

Or, how Tim Ar-O became a thing

Galen Bu�taby
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Bilabial Dental Alveolar Velar Radical
Nasal m n ŋ
Stop t k
Fricative θ s ɬ x h
Resonant ɹ l ʕ

Bilabial Coronal Dorsal Glottal
Nasal —N—
Stop p t k
Continuant w j ʁ h



somewhat easier when it came to actually reconstructing things, as stufff that wasn’t spoken for in one
could be worked out for the other and then carried forward.

A conlinguistic IPO
The initial inventory that I came up with is as follows:

There were two full vowels, /*e *o/; resonants could stand in syllabic position, with /*j *w *ʁ/ having
syllabic allophones [*i *u *a]. The plural prefĳix was extremely fortuitous here; in CT, plurals are commonly
formed through metathesis or decomposition of the initial vowel, and I was able to shoehorn it into
generating the productive metathesis/vowel decomposition that is characteristic of CT.

As to the actual sound changes themselves, I considered the situations analogous to Lithuanian for CT
and Tocharian for PO.

To Classical Ĝate n Tim Ar

The sound changes I came up with for CT in this fĳirst iteration:

• Tone split:
– VʔV VhV > V[+low tone] V[+high tone] / both V the same
– V > [+low tone] / ʔ_
– V > [+low tone] / [+ cons + vc]_
– V > [+low tone] / #_
– V > [+high tone] / else
– h > ʔ
• [+ cons + vc]> [-vc]

• Cluster resolution and metathesis:
• The plural particle *ɹa inverted to *aɹ and reduced to *əɹ before a word boundary, then caused
metathesis of initial CV to VC and eroded

• R > Ø / _OO
• C > Ø / CC_
• p > Ø / %_lV
• {t,k,s,x}l > ɬ / %_V
• {p,t,k,s,x}ɹ > ʃ / %_V
• ʁ > à / {#,C}_{#,C}

• q > h
• s ʃ > θ s
• p > h (via an intermediate stage [f])
• ʔ > Ø
• Formation of complex vowels (a mess to write out; sufffĳice to say front rounded and back unrounded
vowels appear from hiatus resolution)

• Vocalization of semivowels:

– j w > i ̀ ù / V_
• [+cons] > [+vc] / V_V
• ʁ > ʕ
• a > æ / _N

To Proto-O

The sound changes I came up with for PO in this fĳirst iteration:

• [+ stop + vc] > [-vc] (no tonal afffectation)
• q > k
• p t k > pf ts kx / _j
• {ɬ,ɮ} > l (feeds into the next step)
• l > w
• {s,z,ʃ,ʒ} > h
• ʔ > h
• [+ nas] > [+same POA] / _C
• p t k > v z ɣ / V_V
• p t k > f s x / _#
• ɹ > ʁ
• *h gained a vocalic allophone [*a] through some shenanigans

Take Two: More Better
About fĳive or six years on from this, I decided that the fĳirst iteration really sucked: It was really kludgy;

there were a lot of conditionless changes (the new PO changes are still largely conditionless but I can live
with it because of the short time depth); I had learned more and had acquired more experience, both in
conlanging and in linguistics generally; and there were a lot of bandages plastered over the process to get
the results I sought in CT and PO, not to mention some inconsistencies with regards to how similar rules
applied or did not apply to certain segments. So I redid things again.

This time around, my focus was on CTmore than O (and therefore PO), but I wanted to preserve asmuch
of the original state of PO as possible. I do want to note that, although I did a lot of whole-cloth invention
in CT in the intervening time, a lot of the morphology—in particular, the pronouns—was retained from
when I back-derived them from O and PO, and if I want to expand the O lexicon, I am capable of looking
at CT forms for which I have Proto-Tim Ar-O etyma and work from there.

Bearing all this in mind, I came up with this:

The vowels were a standard seven-vowel system, /*a *ɛ *e *i *ɔ *o *u/, and there were fĳive diphthongs,
/*ia *iɛ *ie *iɔ *io/. The syllable structure was muchmore complex, being (C)(C)(R)V(j/w/ʁ)(C/R(ʔ)). (The
preconsonantal coda *j *w *ʁ could only follow original *e; this was a concession to PO.)
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Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal
Nasal *m *n *ŋ
Stop *p *b *t *d *k *g *q *ɢ *ʔ
Fricative *s *z *ʃ *ʒ *h
Lateral Fricative *ɬ *ɮ
Resonant *ɹ *j *w *ʁ
Lateral Resonant *l

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal
Nasal *m *n *ŋ
Stop *p *b *t ̪ *d̪ *t *d *tʲ *dʲ *k *g *q *ɢ *ʔ
Continuant *ð *ɹ *j *w ʁ
Lateral *l



To Classical Ĝate n Tim Ar

The new sound changes I worked out for CT are as follows:

• Tone split:
– V > [+low tone] / {#,[+vc]}_
– V > [+high tone] / [-vc]_
– [-son +vc] > [-vc]

• Creation of fricatives and syllabic consonants:
– p t ̪ t tʲ k q ʔ > f θ s ʃ x χ h / _{i,u}
– {i,u} > Ø / _R
– {i,u} > Ø / R_
– i > Ø / _V (i.e. dipthongs are no more)
– ɛ e ɔ o > e i o u

• ʕ > à / {#,C} _{#,C}
• l ɹ j w ɻ > ɬ s ʃ f χ / _ʔ%
• Loss of original *l and resulting fallout:
– l > ʕ
– θ ð > ɬ l
– s ʃ > θ s
– t ̪ t tʲ > p t ̪ t
– Dental randomness:
◦ t ̪ > s / _E
◦ t ̪ > p / _B
◦ t ̪ > t

• {ʔ,ʁ} > Ø
• p > f
• Generation of complex vowels (again, a mess to write out, but in large part the same as in the original
version; v.s.)

• f {q,χ} > h x
• [-son -vc] > [+vc] / [+vc]_[+vc] (except for /h/)

To Proto-O

The new sound changes I worked out for PO are as follows:

• t ̪ d̪ tʲ dʲ > t d s z
• ð ɹ > j ʁ
• b d {g,ɢ} > w l ʁ
• {s,z} > h
• q > k
• Nasal processes:
– l > n
– N > [+same POA] / _C
– N > n / else

• Loss of *ʔ:
– ʔ > w / _B
– ʔ > j / _{E,a}
– ʔ > Ø / else

• Resyllabifĳication to prefer larger onsets (maybe not technically a sound change, but I wanted to note it
here)

• o > a
• Allophonic developments:
– p t k > pf ts kx / _{j,i}
– p t k > β z ɣ / V_V
– p t k > ʔ s x / _#

Aesops
I may still work with these languages some more and alter the changes further, particularly with the

sound changes to develop PO. I’m not yet sure what that will look like. I am very deferential to how CT
develops throughout the process nowadays as the Tim Ar are, as previously stated, the focus culture of
Twin Aster. However, I consider the unifĳication here to be my greatest conlanging achievement, and I’m
happy that I get to share it here.

If I had any advice for people wanting to try this with their own languages, it would be this:

• Don’t fall in love with too much of what you have and don’t be afraid to change it. To make your
changes work and to justify the relationship you’re seeking to create, it’s likely that at least one of the
languages in question will have to melt a bit.

• Make sure you have a large time and energy budget to work with, particularly if you’re dealing with
well-established conlangs.

• Your internal time depth might have to be considerable. Not necessarily a bad thing, just bear it in
mind.

• Know when to fold ’em. Don’t create a ton of wild and implausible semantic drifts or processes of
grammatical evolution; that just makes more work for you and strains credulity.
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Proto-Emaic (PMA) is not a protolang in the sense that conlangers often use the word. It doesn’t have a
canonical phonology or grammar or lexicon; it exists only as in-world reconstructions made by in-world
linguists studying one of their language families. In other words, it’s a set of conreconstructions. This
article is for that reason written from an in-world perspective. The version presented here may be
considered the “standard” version, but competing theories will frequently be discussed.While the family is
naturalistic, linguists are flawed and evidence incomplete, so some things may appear weird and/or
mysterious. This makes for a challenging conlanging process, but in my opinion, a very fun one.

Overview
The Emaic language family has fĳive main branches, labeled A through E here. PMA did not split directly

into these fĳive branches however. Instead, it split into the three primary branches consisting of A and B
(AB), C, and D and E (DE). The age of PMA is estimated to be around 4000 years, but this number is highly
uncertain.

There is almost complete agreement about the phonemic contrasts of PMA. In the fĳirst ever
reconstruction, there was only one extra segment (see the section on *tʳ), and one segment missing (see
the section on *h, and on the DZ-alternation for another possibility) compared to the modern majority
view. There is considerable debate about their phonetic realizations however, especially among the vowels
and stop consonants. Other features of interest include the contrast on vowels called aspiration which in
C and DE turned into a low tone, the elusive *h/ɣʷ that is often used to avoid vowel hiatus, and the
DZ-alternation, an alternation between word-fĳinal voiced continuants and intervocalic lenis stops.

Some Notation & Terminology
• Any reconstruction or example in the text is written in italics. Forms that are non-attested but
reconstructed using the comparative method have an asterisk (*) written before them. Forms that are
internally reconstructed, which in this document means Pre-PMA forms, are written with double
asterisks (**). A form known to not exist is written with a superscript x (ˣ).

• The “family” of a vowel is that vowel together with its long and/or aspirated equivalents. For example,
the family of *a is *a/aʰ/ā/āʰ.

• When consonants written with a superscript are doubled, phonetically geminated, the fĳirst superscript
is omitted, i.e. *mmʷ = *mʷmʷ, *ddʳ = *dʳdʳ, and so on.

• *T is any fortis stop.
• *D is any lenis stop.

• *Z is any voiced continuant except *h.
• *I is any short non-aspirated high vowel.
• Throughout this article there are tables outlining the reflexes of all the segments in the various
branches. They only represent the reflexesmost important for reconstruction, and should not be taken
as defĳinitive.

The Consonants *būɣi “(s)he squeezes”

The Nasals *gaʰmmī “in the nose”

The PMA nasals are relatively straightforward to reconstruct. The only uncertain thing is the precise
point of articulation of *mʷ, which will be discussed later.

The Stops *mʷundʳanū “it stopped”

There has been a lot of debate about what the primary distinction between the fortis and lenis series of
stops was. There are three mainstream theories:

Voicing
The fortis stop series *Twas voiceless and unaspirated, while the lenis *Dwas voiced. The *s + stop clusters
were fully voiceless however and may therefore more accurately be reconstructed as *sT than *sD.

Aspiration
In the aspiration theory the primary distinction between *T and *D was aspiration, which *T had and *D
lacked. However, *Dwas typically voiced as well except in *sD clusters and as geminates *DD.

Overlap
The overlap theory combines aspects of the voicing and aspiration theories. Single stops were as in the
voicing theory, but geminate stops were as in the aspiration theory, with *DD voiceless and unaspirated
and *TT (pre-)aspirated.

In summary, and in terms of voice onset time, the theories claim:

A conreconstruction

-Tonicby

Proto-Emaic Phonology27

Labial
Plain Labiovelar Alveolar Postalveolar Velar Unknown

Nasal m mʷ n

Stop Fortis p pʷ t k
Lenis b bʷ d dʳ g

Continuant Voiceless s sʳ
Voiced β w l r ɣ h

PMA Consonant Inventory

Reflexes of the nasals

A B C D E
*m m m m m m
*mʷ mʶ ŋ͡m ŋ͡m mʷ mʷ
*n n n, ɲ n n n



Some points of agreement between the three theories are worth noting. Firstly, they all agree that the
distinction between fortis and lenis stops is lost after *s, where they’re voiceless and unaspirated, so the
question of whether to reconstruct these clusters as *sD or *sT is not that important for the overall
phonological system; it’s more about phonetic detail than anything else. We will continue to write *sD, as
is conventional. They also agree that *D was voiced between voiced sounds and word-initially. The
essential diffference between the voicing theory and the aspiration theory is that in the voicing theory, all
fortis stops were unaspirated. That strongly implies that the geminate lenis stops *DD were voiced, since
*TT and *DD contrasted.

Arguments for the voicing theory

• If the fortis stops *T were aspirated, then they’d have to deaspirate in both C and DE. Deaspiration is
rare in general though, and a change from plain to aspirated stops is a lot more common.

Arguments for the aspiration theory

• The geminate lenis stops *DD are reflected as voiceless everywhere.
• The DZ-alternation discussed later in this article suggests that in a Pre-PMA stage lenis stops were
allowed in codas, but not fortis stops. In word-fĳinal position, this ismuchmore natural if the lenis stops
were unaspirated in contrast with the aspirated fortis stops. Allowing word-fĳinal voiced stops, but not
voiceless ones, is a very unexpected phonotactic restriction.

• Vowels were obligatorily aspirated before *TT. While it’s not known what “vowel aspiration” was
exactly, it did trigger aspiration on some following lenis stops in AB.

Arguments for the overlap theory

• Compared to the voicing theory, the overlap theory only requires *TT to deaspirate.
• If only *TTwere aspirated, then all aspirated consonants would be preceeded by aspirated vowels.
• The arguments regarding *DD and the DZ-alternation for the aspiration theory would also apply for
the overlap theory.

*dʳ

The consonant *dʳ was most likely postalveolar. People who think *i was a front vowel [i] usually
reconstruct it as a palato-alveolar [d͡ʒ] or [t͡ʃ], but if *i wasn’t a front vowel then *dʳ would’ve had little to
no palatalization. The manner of articulation is hard to pin down exactly. It could’ve been a plain stop, but
it’s also possible it had a fricative or rhotic release of some kind.

The Lack of *tʳ

In the fĳirst attempt at reconstructing PMA phonology one more stop was posited, *tʳ, as the fortis
equivalent of *dʳ. Even back then it was thought to be marginal at best, and there were doubts it existed at
all. Most instances of what was thought to be *tʳ can now be traced back to *dʳ instead.

One such example is the PMA relativizer. It survived in one C language as su [sū] and in the A language
Atłaq as the ubiquitous relativizing/focus clitic =š [ʂ]. Given the mid tone, su points to either *dʳu, *suʰ or
*tʳuʰ. Atłaq =š cannot have come from *dʳu or *suʰ (whose expected reflexes would be ˣ=tš and ˣ=ł
respectively) as a result of regular sound change, but would be the expected outcome of *tʳuʰ assuming
that *tʳ spirantized as the other fortis stops did. The current consensus however is that =š comes from a
lenited *=tš. We know sporadic lenitions such as tš > š have happened before in A grammatical
morphemes, as in the negative irrealis atšëk- > ašk-. There’s also traces in B of what can be recontructed as
*dʳI(ʰ), which might be a cognate of su and =š. The PMA relativizer is therefore nowadays reconstructed
as *dʳu.

The Continuants *tüʰkker “it flows”

*β w l r ɣ

Most evidence points towards the voiced continuants being approximants. Both *l and *w were almost
certainly that. Same for *β, as it’s just the plain labial version of *w. Things are less certain for *r and *ɣ,
which may have been approximants, fricatives, or a trill in the case of *r.
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VOT for stops according to three theories

*TT *T *sD *DD *D
Voi. 0 0 0 - -
Asp. + + 0 0 -
Ovl. +⁽¹⁾ 0 0 0 -

1 Possibly preaspiration instead

VOT for each stops series and its reflexes

Voi. Asp. Ovl. A B C D E
*TT 0 + +⁽¹⁾ ⁽²⁾ + 0 0 0
*#T 0 + 0 ⁽²⁾ + 0 0 0
*T 0 + 0 ⁽²⁾ + 0 - -
*sD 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
*DD - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*D - - - 0 0 0 - -

1 Possibly preaspiration instead
2 Fortis stops in A spirantized

Reflexes of the stops

A B C D E
*p ɸ pʰ p p, b f, b
*pʷ fʶ k͡pʰ k͡p pʷ, bʷ xʷ, bʷ
*t t͡ɬ, s tʰ, t͡ʃ ʰ t t, d t, d
*k ch, x kʰ, t͡ʃ ʰ k k, g k, g
*b p p p b b
*bʷ pʶ k͡p k͡p bʷ bʷ
*d t, t͡s t, t͡ʃ t, ɾ d d
*dʳ ʈʂ͡ t͡ʃ t͡s, ɾ d r
*g q, k k, t͡ʃ k g g

Reflexes of *β w l r ɣ

A B C D E
*β β w w j, z j
*w ʋʶ w w w, bʷ w
*l l, ɬ l ɾ, l l l
*r j, ʂ ʒ ɾ, l r, d r
*ɣ ʁ, j ɰ, j ɣ ɣ, g ɣ



In many languages reflexes of the voiced continuants are fortifĳied when geminated by making them
fricatives as opposed to approximants, or even afffricates in some cases. It’s possible, maybe even likely, that
this is a retention from PMA. Thus, *ββ ww ll rr ɣɣmay have been [β̝ː w̝ː ɮː ʐː ɣː] respectively.

*s

As with the nasals, *s is relatively straightforward to reconstruct. Despite having a wide array of reflexes
(all of [f v s z ɬ ʃ h] are attested), it’s not very hard to fĳigure out that it was originally [s].

*sʳ

The behaviour, realization, and origin of *sʳ has historically been a hotly debated topic in Emaic
comparative phonology. Unlike the other continuants (except *h), it doesn’t occur word-fĳinally or next to
another consonant within a morpheme. There is no evidence of it occuring geminated except as a
combination of *s + *sʳ across a morpheme boundary. In the past, it was often reconstructed as velar *[x]
instead of postalveolar, and not without merit. AB, C, and E, all point towards a velar segment. Only in D
was there a diffferent situation; it merged with *s. The following are the main reasons why it has become
clear in recent times that PMA had a postalveolar fricative that in most branches became velar.

• We know that the postalveolar *dʳ and *r became alveolar in D.Merging with *swould be the expected
thing to happen with *sʳ. On the other hand, x > s is somewhat strange as an unconditional sound
change.

• With *s sʳ as the only voiceless fricatives, and perhaps fricatives overall, a sound change *sʳ > *xwould
be a pretty natural development as a way to increase the distinctiveness.

• In E, word-fĳinal *r is reflected as [x], which can be explained by a devoicing *r > *sʳ, together with the
expected backing of *sʳ. With a velar *x, we still have to posit a backing from postalveolar to velar (e.g.
*r > *ɣ); there’s no way to get around it.

• If *sʳ came from earlier Pre-PMA **tʳ, then that could both explain the lack of PMA *tʳ and the unusual
distribution of *sʳ compared to the other continuants. Note that this would not prove that PMA had
*sʳ; it could be the case that *sʳ > *x happened already in Pre-PMA times, but it does strengthen the
suspicion a lot given the other indirect evidence.

Let’s expand on that last point. Most linguists now believe that there was a voiceless stop or afffricate **tʳ
in Pre-PMA (unrelated to the *tʳ previously included in PMA reconstructions) that in PMA turned into *sʳ.
Assuming *sD clusters, and that **tʳ had the same distribution as the other stops, a simple unconditional
sound change would explain the lack of *sʳword-fĳinally or next to another consonant, but not the absence
of geminates. This incompatability can however be explained in multiple ways. Firstly, **ttʳmay not have
existed in the fĳirst place. Secondly, **ttʳmay have turned into *sdʳ rather than *ssʳ. That would also explain
the relatively high frequency of *sdʳ clusters. Thirdly, *ssʳmay have existed morpheme-internally after all.
In that case it must’ve degeminated later in all branches, which we know happened for all geminates in D
anyway. In the other branches, the degemination would probably have happened after the change *sʳ > *x.
The instances of *ssʳwe are able to reconstruct in PMA as a result of *s + *sʳ across a morpheme boundary
would then have to be explained as being a result of later analogy.

*h

The consonant *h doesn’t survive as a separate phoneme in any language, and at fĳirst it wasn’t part of
PMA reconstructions. It is often used epenthetically in order to avoid violating the prohibition on vowel
hiatus, and intervocalically it merged with *ɣ, *w, or both. Word-initially it has disappeared almost
everywhere, and as such is hard to reconstruct. When an initial *h is placed directly after another
consonant as a result of compounding or prefĳixation, it assimilates completely to the fĳirst consonant
merging with existing geminates. Thus, *-m + *h- > *-mm- [mː]. The only exception is *sh, which remains
distinct from *ss in that it was voiced, likely as a geminate i.e. *-s + *h- > *-sh- [zː]. The fact that *h easily
assimilates or gets deleted suggests that it was normally realized as a weak articulation, perhaps [ɦ].

A single segment *h as presented above is far from universally accepted however. Many linguists claim
that since the reflexes of *h and *ɣ are identical after all vowels except the *u-family, we shouldn’t
reconstruct two contrasting segments in that environment. These linguists reconstruct a new segment *ɣʷ
corresponding to *h after the *u-family, after *s, and word-initially. The reason they don’t just reconstruct
*ɣʷ after the *u-family is twofold. Firstly, it’s not very economical to have both *ɣʷ and *h since they never
contrast. Secondly, in D we have *h/*ɣʷ (> *w) > bʷ word-initially before the *a-family, so *ɣʷ is not an
unreasonable choice. The response from the linguists supporting the other view has generally been that
while there is no diffference in reflexes of *h and *ɣ in the aforementioned environment, there is still
indirect evidence supporting the contrast. This usually amounts to claiming that the distribution of *ɣʷ
would be typologically implausible, that a three-way contrast between *[w ɣ ɣʷ] after the *u-family is
unlikely, and that some loan words into other families seem to support a non-velar articulation of what
would be intervocalic *h.

A few linguists doubt the existence of any additional segment entirely, instead reconstructing *ɣ
everywhere on the basis of a near-complementary distribution between *ɣ and *ɣʷ as used above. It turns
out that *ɣ is rare word-initially and after a consonant, and the apparent examples could (according to
some) be explained away through borrowing, analogy, or sporadic changes. That leaves the examples of *ɣ
and *ɣʷ after the *u-family. Proponents of this theory tend to explain this by an incomplete lexical
difffusion in Proto-AB.

The PoA of the Labials

The labiovelars are solidly reconstructed as having both lip-rounding and a velar component. The velar
componentmight’ve been secondary, meaning theywere labiovelarized bilabials (e.g. [mʷ]), and this is the
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Reflexes of *s

A B C D E
*s ɬ, s s, ʃ s s, z, f, v s, z

Reflexes of *sʳ

A B C D E

*sʳ #_ Ø Ø k s x
V_V ʁ, j ɣ, j ɣ z ɣ

Reflexes of *h

A B C D E

*h OR

*ɣʷ
#_ Ø Ø Ø Ø, bʷ Ø
s_ ɬ, s s, ʃ s s, f z
u_ ʋʶ w w ɣ ɣ

*ɣ
e_ i j ɣ ɣ ɣ
i_ i j ɣ ɣ ɣ
a_ ʁ ɣ ɣ ɣ ɣ



most common reconstruction. However, the velar component is sometimes proposed to have been
primary instead, meaning they were labiovelars with lip-rounding (e.g. [ŋ͡mʷ]). This reconstruction is on
the basis of both B and C having labiovelar reflexes of them, although there’s evidence that speakers of B
and C interacted heavily in the past so it might very well be a shared innovation. All main branches have
retained the velar component (or made it uvular in the case of A), whereas only D and E have retained the
lip-rounding. The reason the labiovelars are always reconstructed with lip-rounding is because there are
early sound changes in other branches that seem to imply it. One such example is *i > *u which occured
after labiovelars in AB (but crucially not after velars or plain labials).

The plain labials might’ve lacked any sort of secondary articulation, but there is evidence that they were
palatalized to some extent. In some E languages, the reflexes of the plain labials are often palatalized.
Additionally, in DE we fĳind an early change *ā ū > *ä ü before plain labials.

The Vowels *pʷä “core/center”
The vowels of PMA can be securely reconstructed, or at least, the contrasts can. The actual phonetic

realizations are much less certain. All in all, there were twenty vowels.

The Monophthongs *liʰɣ “(s)he is standing”

PMA had four basic vowel qualities. Each vowel quality has short and long plain versions, and short and
long aspirated versions. Through the years, there has been a lot of diffferent proposals for what the phonetic
realizations of the vowels were.

No consensus has been reached regarding these proposals, but the main disagrement nowadays is
whether *e iwere [e i] or [i ɨ]. From a typological point of view the former would be muchmore expected,
but early sound changes seem to show that *e was more prone to palatalizing consonants than *i. For
example, in C the change *k g > *s z happened before *e, but not before *i. The things almost all linguists
agree on can be summarized as follows:

• The *e-family was non-low, front, and unrounded
• The *i-family was high and unrounded
• The *u-family was non-low, back, and rounded
• The *a-family was low and unrounded

The Diphthongs *mʷurmuβ “(s)he is moving”

Apart from the four families of monophthongs there were two other vowels, *ä and *ü, each with
aspirated and unaspirated versions. The consensus is that they were diphthongs, even though the only
direct evidence for that is the reflexes of *ü in AB. There is however more indirect evidence. For one, there
is wild variation in their reflexes, which could be explained by them changing to long vowels of any quality
between the fĳirst and second element of the diphthongs. Furthermore, they tended to palatalize following
consonants but not preceeding ones. For this reason, they’ve also been called palatalized (long) vowels. It’s
very plausible that they were *[ai] and *[ui]/[oi] respectively.

Aspiration *taʰwenge “together with the wind/air”

Most Emaic languages are tonal. The DE branch has a simple system of a high tone and a low tone. C has
a larger inventory of tones, but it can easily be shown that that system is derived from the same two-tone
system as in DE. This led early linguists to the conclusion that PMA contained the same system.

This conclusion started being questioned when it was discovered that some aspirated stops/fricatives in
AB would have to have been derived from a lenis stop preceeded by a low tone vowel. This seemed like an
odd change, so it was proposed that low tone vowels in PMA in reality had some form of “aspirated” quality
to them, which then changed to a low tone in C and DE. Other sound changes conditioned by aspiration
have also been discovered that point away from the theory that PMA was tonal.

Prosody
Practically nothing is known about PMA prosody. A stress system can be reconstructed for proto-AB,

where the fĳirst heavy syllable recieved stress if there was any, and the initial syllable otherwise. No C or DE
language has any stress at the lexical level however due to their tone systems, whichmust’ve eradicated any
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PMA vowel inventory

Front Unknown Back
High e eʰ i iʰ u uʰ
Low a aʰ

a. Short monophthongs

Front Unknown Back
High ē ēʰ i ̄ i ̄h ū ūʰ
Low ā āʰ

b. Long monophthongs

Front Unknown Back
High ü üʰ
Low ä äʰ

c. Dipththongs

Proposals for vowel realizations

Prop 1 Prop 2 Prop 3 Prop 4 Prop 5
*e [e] [i] [i] [i] [i~e]
*i [i] [ə] [ɨ] [ɨ~ɯ] [ɨ]
*u [u] [u] [u] [o] [u~o]
*a [a] [a] [a] [a] [a]

Reflexes of the monophthongs

A B C D E
*e i, ə i, a e e i
*i i, ə i, a i i ɯ
*u u, ə u, a u u o
*a a a a a a
*ē i(ː) i(ː) eː a(ː) i(ː)
*i ̄ jaː, a(ː) jaː, a(ː) iː i(ː) ɯ(ː)
*ū u(ː) u(ː) uː u(ː) o(ː)
*ā a(ː) a(ː) aː o(ː) a(ː)

Reflexes of the diphthongs

A B C D E
*ä i(ː) i(ː) aː e(ː) e(ː)
*ü i(ː), ʋʶɛ i(ː), wi uː e(ː) i, oː

Reflexes of aspiration

A B C D E
*V V V V́, V̄ V́ V́
*Vʰ V V V̀, V̄ V̀ V̀



past lexical stress. It’s very possible that PMA had a stress system similar to that of proto-AB, but we just
can’t know for sure.

Phonotactics
The basic syllable shape is (C)V(C). Any consonant is allowed in the onset, but only word-initial syllables

can have a zero onset; in other words, vowel hiatus is forbidden. Any consonant except *h is allowed in the
coda, but coda stops and *sʳ can only occur as the fĳirst part of a geminate, a cluster of two identical
consonants. The only geminate not found is *hh. There are also many proper clusters consisting of two
non-identical consonants. For the coda part of these *m, *mʷ, *n, *s, *β, *w, *l, *r, and *ɣ are possible and
for the onset part all consonants except *sʳ can be found. Not every combination of such consonants is
valid however.When such a cluster would be produced by the combination of twomorphemes, one of the
segments may assimilate to the other. These assimilations are discussed in the following section.

Morphophonology
Processes in Consonant Clusters

• Any fortis stop becomes lenis after any other consonant.
• A plain labial becomes labiovelar, and *ɣ becomes *w, before a labiovelar. Similarly, a labiovelar
becomes plain labial before a plain labial or *ɣ.

• After any consonant except *s, *h assimilates completely, forming a geminate.
• After any consonant except *s, *sʳ becomes *r or occasionally *dʳ.
• *s + *sʳ > *ssʳ (= *sʳsʳ)
*s + *r > *rr

• Some voiced continuants become lenis stops after nasals:
*m + *β > *mb
*mʷ + *w > *mʷbʷ
*n + *r > *ndʳ
*n + *ɣ > *ng

• *l + *r > *ldʳ or *rr
It’s possible that *ldʳ is the result when the *l derives from earlier **l, and *rrwhen it derives from **d
(see the section on the DZ-alternation), but that’s still up for debate.

Avoiding Vowel Hiatus

As previously stated, PMA did not allow vowel hiatus. When it would otherwise appear due to some
morphological process, one of three things would happen: the fĳirst vowel was deleted, the second vowel
was deleted, or an epenthetic consonant (see the section on *h) was inserted. The chosen strategy depends
both on the type of morphemes involved, and the type of vowels involved. Diffferent branches sometimes
show diffferent behaviour, so it can be hard to reconstruct with certainty. In general though:

• In noun + noun and noun + verb compounds, epenthetic consonants were used.
• For the comitative case sufffĳix *-ange, the second vowel (the *a) was deleted.
• For all other sufffĳixes, epenthetic consonants were used if the fĳirst vowel was long or a diphthong. For
some sufffĳixes, epenthetic consonants were used also with short vowels, but mostly, the fĳirst vowel was
deleted.

The DZ-alternation

When a word-fĳinal voiced continuant becomes intervocalic due to the addition of a vowel-initial sufffĳix,
it frequently turns into the corresponding lenis stop. This alternation between lenis stops (D) and voiced
continuants (Z) is referred to as the DZ-alternation. For example, *ār “the Moon” + *-ī > *ādʳī “on the
Moon”. This is widely interpreted as the result of a sound change in pre-PMA times where coda lenis stops
turned into voiced continuants, i.e. **D > *Z_%. Interestingly enough, there’s an asymmetry in the
DZ-alternation that has led some to believe in an additional segment *δ in PMA.

The DZ-alternation has naturally undergone a lot of leveling in the various Emaic languages. In AB
however, there’s a lot less levelling between *d and *l specifĳically. To explain this, it was proposed that *d
did not in fact alternate with *l as one would assume, but with another segment *δ. This segment then
merged completely with *l in DE, and in all languages it merged with *l word-fĳinally. In AB however,
intervocalic *δ – which existed as a result of leveling – merged with *d, thereby undoing all the leveling
that had already taken place. The phonetic value of *δ is usually assumed to be [ð].

The *δ hypothesis is not very popular however, as it requires an additional segment in the PMA
consonant inventory to explain a relatively minor asymmetry. While it’s a plausible hypothesis, most
linguists simply accept the asymmetry without requiring a special explanation for it.
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Reflexes of hypothetical *δ

A B C D E
*δ t, t͡s, l t, t͡ʃ , l ɾ, l l l
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Fásriyya [ɸɒ́sr̥ìjjɑ̀] is a naturalistic artlang developed as a part of my homebrew D&D setting Avríd. The
concept behind its origin was simple; what if a stem-and-pattern morphological system, like those found
in the Semitic languages, also had tone as a distinguishing feature? That is, what if lexical meaning was not
only associated with a sequence of consonants, but also with an overarching tone which was applied to all
derived words? Although this idea had been stirring around in my mind for a while, it was not until 2020
that I began properly developing it into a working conlang. In this article, I will endeavour to share my
process, show how tone came to be an integral feature of stem morphology, and how tone has gone on to
afffect other aspects of the language.

Introduction
The kernel for Fásriyya, a Semitic-style morphological systemwhere tone was a part of the stem, was fĳirst

planted when I read Aannestad’s Tone for Conlangers⁽¹⁾, which introduced me to the idea of tone as a
suprasegmental feature. That is, that tone could exist at a level ‘above’ other segments, as a feature of a
word, rather than of a particular vowel or syllable. The way that tone could ‘hover’ over a word,
unchanging, reminded me of Semitic triconsonantal roots, three segments that (usually) remained the
same whilst everything else around them was subject to change. It seemed only natural that these should
be combined. For example, the root for ‘to drink,’ could be not only the three consonants √t-l-b, but also a
falling tone melody, present in any words derived from it. The idea sat there in the back of my mind, and I
made a few attempts at developing it, however it was not until I began to work on the culture and language
for the Empire of Fásr, a major setting for one of my current campaigns, that I found a place for it to take
root, and Fásriyya was born.

With its attachment to Fásr came a few extra design goals. For languages of Avríd, I often like to mimic
the aesthetic of one or two natural languages, which I fĳind helps connect the players more to the setting,
and imbues it with a sense of verisimilitude. For instance, Aeranir, the ancient language of a one vast
empire, now used as a lingua franca across numerous descendant kingdoms, bares a strong resemblance
to Latin, whilst Talothic, the language several influential naval states, looks very much like Ancient Greek.

Following this trend, and because the concept already was inspired by Semitic, I decided to aim for an
Arabic aesthetic, at least phonologically⁽²⁾. To me, part of that meant that at some point in the language’s
history, it had to have had iconically Semitic emphatic consonants. As tonogenesis often occurs with the
loss of consonant distinctions, I fĳigured it was the loss of these segments which could get my tones started.
But before demonstrating how I derived them, I believe it prudent to give an overview of the sound system
I arrived at, as well as its predecessor, so that both ends of the chain may be understood before I present
the links in between.

Fásriyya is still very much in the early stages of its development as a conlang. Although the phonology is
more or less set in stone, most other aspects are a work in progress, fluid, and potentially subject to change.
In particular, it still sufffers from an anemic lexicon, as well as a still fairly small number of derivational
patterns. Despite this, I feel that it is interesting to examine, and hope to represent it here as best I can.

Fásriyya

In-world, Fásriyya is a Haïdic language spoken in the modern era c. 80ca (common age) of Avríd,
throughout the Empire of Fásr, which spans most of northern and eastern Seroea, Talothas and Iridia, and
some of southern Ephenia. Historically, it included much of modern-day Tevrén and and Mar to the east.
Although Fásriyya is only the majority tongue of the Seroean lands of the Empire, it is influential
throughout the empire and beyond as a language of administration, trade, literature, religion, science, and
the arcane arts. The standard language is based offf of the speech of the western capital of the Empire,
Ludd-as-Fasri’in, although it is also heavily influenced by the prestige dialect of the eastern capital Hējut,
and the speech of the Fire Giants of the Naɛbar desert.

Like all Haïdic languages, Fásriyya is notable for its
nonconcatenative morphology. That is, stems are not
simply formed by prefĳixes and afffĳixes, but also transfĳixes,
including alterations to the vowels between consonantal
roots, and even the addition of other consonant sounds
between them. To take an example from Fásriyya’s
non-tonal sister language,Mythrian, the root for ‘to drink’ is
√ṭ-z-b, and from it the words yiṭzɛḇ⁽³⁾ ‘I drink,’ ṭozeḇ
‘drinker,’ and ṭɛzɛḇ ‘drink’ can be formed.

Fásiyya takes this to the next level. Not only is a root
associated with a specifĳic sequence of consonants, but it is
also associated with one of fĳive tonal melodies, which may
play out across a word and any adjoined clitics. For
example, the Fásriyya cognates to the above examples⁽⁴⁾
are ’ɑ́tlib [ʔɑ́tlèb], tɑ́ɑlib [tɑ̂ːlèb], tɑ́lbu [tɑ́lbò], which all
carry a falling (HL) tone melody, regardless of their form.
Compare the same formations of the root √m-f-dLH

‘related to fortune;’ ’ɑmfɑ́d [ʔɒ̀mɸɒ́d] ‘I was blessed,’
mɑɑ́fíd [mɒ̌ːɸéd] ‘blessed one,’ and mufdú [mòɸdɯ́]
‘charm,’which all have a rising (LH) tonemelody. On top of
this, tone melody extends onto any modifying clitics or

other segments which attach to a word. For example, by attaching the ergative proclitic yɑ̄- to tɑ́lbu, one
yields not **yɑ̄tɑ́lbu but yɑ́ɑtɑlb⁽⁵⁾ [jɑ̂ːtɑ̀lb], preserving the falling melody throughout the prosodic word.
In addition, segments carrying their ownmelodiesmay be appended to aword, altering the overall melody.
By attaching the construct state ending -ûwith a falling tone tomaáfíd, one yieldsmɑɑ́fĳid [mɒ̌ːɸèd], with
a rising-falling tone (LHL).

And subsequent developments

as Avridánby

Tonogenesis in Fásriyya28

Másfū mɑtábɑ yɑáwɑtbmɑrūẖ wɑátib
[mɒ́sɸòː mɒ̀tɑ̪́bɒ̀ jɑ̌ːɰɑ̀tp̪ mɒ̀rˤɤ̀ːch ɰɑ̌ːtè̪b]
mâsfū mãtɑbɑ yā-wãtb-i mɑrūẖ-i wātib-î
caus:adn.prs sing:adv.prs erg-song-con.obl.sg good:adn.prs-con.obl.sg singer-obl.sg
“A good song makes a singer sing”

Figure 1: Map of the Empire of Fásr, 81ca.
Single lines indicate the lands claimed by
the empire, and crossed lines indicate the

main Fásriyya language area.



This is possible because tone is an autosegmental phonological phenomenon. Autosegmental
phonology is the idea that phonological interactions don’t all take place on the same conceptual ‘level;’ in
the case of tone, on a tier separate from the base string of consonants and vowels (Aannestad, 2018). In
Fásriyya, each morpheme, or root, has a tone melody associated with it, and the individual tones within
that melody then associate themselves with morae. Thereby, the word tɑ́lbu is made up of two parts; the
sequence of segments /tɑlbɯ/, and the tone melody /HL/. In this two mora word, each tone becomes
associated with one mora. However, as morae are added to form a prosodic word, tone spreads to
unmarked segments, maintaining the overall melody of the root, be they part of the root or additional
afffĳixes.

(1)

Example (1) Shows the way in which tone interacts with other segments. In (1a) the high tone of the
fallingmelody is assigned to the fĳist mora of /tɑl.bɯ/, and the low tone to the second. In (1b), the fĳirst mora
takes the high tone, the second the low tone, with that low tone also spreading leftwards to the third mora.
In (1c), the high tone is assigned not to the fĳirst mora of the word it is bound to, /tɑl.bɯ/, but to the fĳirst
mora of the prosodic word /jɑ.ɑ.tɑl.bɯ/, with the mora after that taking the low tone, except for the fĳinal
mora, which takes no tone and is deleted. This tonal root system is not present in any other Haïdic
language (such as Mythrian) and was not present in Proto-Haïdic (ph). It is an innovation unique to
Fásriyya, and this article will seek to explain how it came about. First, for the sake of thoroughness, we shall
take a look at the overall sound system of Fásriyya and the mother language from which it emerged.

The sound system of Fásriyya

Fásriyya has twenty-two consonant phonemes. It diffferentiates seven places of articulation, and fĳive
manners of articulation, as well as distinguishing voice in plosives and fricatives, although voice is only
directly contrasted for one pair of stops; the alveolars. This sort of inventory is transparently Afro-Asiatic—
specifĳically reminiscent of Arabic with its lack of /p g/, although it is notable for its lack of alveolar

emphatic consonants of any kind.

‘Alveolar’ stops /t d/ are usually actually pronounced as laminal dental-alveolars [t ̪ d̪], where as /n s z r l/
may be either lamino-alveolar [n̻ s̻ z̻ r̻ l]̻ or apico-alveolar [n̺ s̺ z̺ r̺ l]̺, although they assimilate with an
adjacent dental-alveolar to [n̪ s̪ z̪ r̪ l]̪. /dʑ ɕ/ are palato-alveolar, whilst /j/ is a true palatal approximant. /ch
ʁ/ vary between velar and uvular realizations, although they are grouped with the uvulars due to their
efffect on vowels (discussed below). /ħ ʕ/ tend to vary between pharyngeal fricatives and epiglottal trills [ʜ
ʢ]. /h/ is a proper glottal afffricate, rather than an approximant or pure phonation, as in many European

languages. Fásriyya has progressive voicing assimilation, wherein consonant clusters beginning with a stop
assimilate to the voicing of their fĳirst component. /r/ has two variants: plain [r], which appears before to
/i/, or after /i/ in an underlying codal position, and ulvularized [rˤ], which appears elsewhere, and has the

same efffect on vowels as the other uvulars. These changes apply even when the underlying vowel is elided
(see §Elision), and the ulvularized variant may be marked with an underdot, e.g. ⟨ṛ⟩.

Fásriyya distinguishes four vowel qualities, each of which may be either short or long, except for /ɛː/
which is always long. /ɯ(ː)/ is realized as [ɯ̽ (ː)], slightly lowered and centralized, with compressed lips. As
a relatively small inventory, there is a high degree of allophony conditioned by adjacent consonants. High
vowels /i(ː) ɯ(ː)/ are lowered to [e(ː) ɤ(ː)] next to labial⁽⁶⁾, uvular, and pharyngeal consonants. Back vowels
may be further rounded next to labial consonants to [ɒ(ː) u(ː)∼o(ː)], or centralized/fronted next to a

pharyngeal to [æ(ː) ɨ(ː)∼ə(ː)]. Long lowered vowels may either be purely long, or they may be realized as
rising diphthongs; [eː∼ej ɤː∼ɤɰ∼əɰ∼ow], and phonemic diphthongs may be raised to [ɛj ʌɰ∼ɔw].

Prosodic words, that is, a stem and any afffĳixes or clitics which are adhered to it, may take one of fĳive tonal
melodies (or tonemes) shown in Table 3. Tone is a characteristic of the entire prosodic unit, rather than of
any fĳixed vowel or syllable, and thus its precise placement may change and adjust as new afffĳixes and clitics
are bound. The basic tone-bearing unit is themora. A short vowel constitutes onemora, whilst a long vowel
or a diphthong constitute two. Tonemes may be further categorized based offf of how many minimum
morae are necessary to ‘fulfĳill’ their melody. The high and low tonemes require only one mora, where as
rising and falling each require two. The rising-falling tone requires three morae to be fully expressed,

although may be pronounced ‘compressed’ on only two morae. (2) shows the realizations of the six
possible tone melodies.

The pronunciation of the low and high tones is as their names imply; low tone words have a consistent
low-to-medium pitch throughout, where as high tone words are high throughout. In rising words, pitch
begins low, then picks up after amora or so before reaching its apex, and then leveling out after that. Falling
words, on the other hand, begin high, and then quickly drop offf after the fĳirst mora, before leveling out.
Pitch in rising-falling words begins low, gradually rising to its apex around the antepenultimate or
penultimate mora, then drop offf quickly before the fĳinal mora.When compressed, the rising-falling tone is
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Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyngeal Glottal
m ⟨m⟩ n ⟨n⟩

t ⟨t⟩ k ⟨k⟩ q ⟨q⟩ ʔ ⟨ɂ⟩
b ⟨b⟩ d ⟨d⟩ dʑ ⟨j⟩
ɸ ⟨f⟩ s ⟨s⟩ ɕ ⟨s⟩̌ ch ⟨h̠⟩ ħ ⟨ḥ⟩ h ⟨h⟩

z ⟨z⟩ ʁ ⟨ḡ⟩ ʕ ⟨ɛ⟩
r ⟨r⟩
l ⟨l⟩ j ⟨y⟩ ɰ ⟨w⟩

Table 1: Consonants of Fásriyya

Front Back
High i iː ⟨i i⟩̄ ɯ ɯː ⟨u ū⟩Mid ɛː ⟨ē⟩Low ɑ ɑː ⟨a ā⟩

Diphthong ɑj ⟨ay⟩ ɑɰ ⟨aw⟩

Table 2: Vowel phonemes of Fásriyya

Name Pitch Phonemic Monomoraïc Bimoraïc Trimoraïc
Low L ⟨a⟩ ⟨a⟩ ⟨ā⟩ ⟨ā-a⟩
High H ⟨á⟩ ⟨á⟩ ⟨áá⟩ ⟨áá-á⟩
Rising LH ⟨ǎ⟩ — ⟨aá⟩ ⟨aá-á⟩
Falling HL ⟨â⟩ — ⟨áa⟩ ⟨áa-a⟩
Rising-Falling LHL ⟨ã⟩ — ⟨aȧ⟩ ⟨aá-a⟩

Table 3: Tonemes of Fásriyya

a. H L

tɑlbɯ
tɑ́lbu ‘the drink’

b. H L

tɑ.ɑlib
tɑ́ɑlib ‘drinker’

c. H L

jɑ.ɑ- tɑlbɯ
yɑ́ɑtɑlb ‘ERG-the drink’

(2) a. L: šūruk [ɕɯ̀ːrˤɤ̀k]
b. H: fɑ́sríɂ [ɸɒ́sr̥íʔ]
c. LH: luddú [lɯ̀ddɯ́]

d. HL: mɑ́tlūb [mɒ́tl̪ò̥ːb]
e. LHL: bɑktɑ́ɂif [bɒ̀ktɑ̪́ʔèɸ]
f. LHL*: wɑɑ̇tb [ɰɑ̰̂ːtp̪]



pronounced nearly identically to the falling tone, but with a slightly quicker drop, and tightening of the
glottis, producing creaky voice. In broad phonetic notation, all morae but the initial for rising tone and the
initial and fĳinal for the rising-falling tone are transcribed as high.

Although tone at a phonetic level is characteristic of a prosodic word, each constituent therein is capable
of carrying its own phonemic tone, which all interact via a process of tonal sandhi to produce the surface-
level tone of the full word. This, and other morphophonological processes involving tone, shall be handled
further below.

Tone may be denoted in the romanization via two distinct methods: the phonetic and phonemic
transcription. In the phonemic transcription, a tonal diacritic is placed over the fĳirst vowel of each
morpheme (see yɑ̄-wɑ̃tb-i or wɑ̃̄tib-î in the morpheme-by-morpheme gloss before the article). These
diacritics aremainly used grammatically and in referencematerials, such as the lexicon, to denote the tone
melody of a morpheme. However, in most actual writing, a phonetic romanization is used which marks
every high mora in a word, regardless of morpheme boundaries, reflecting actual pronunciation (compare
the morpheme-by-morpheme yɑ̄-wɑ̃tb-i and wɑ̃̄tib-î notation with that which appears in the gloss
preamble; yaáwatb and waátib respectively). Long vowels carrying (bimoraïc) contour tones are written
with a repeated vowel glyph, with the accent falling on either the fĳirst or second letter, depending on the
contour. Where a contracted rising-falling tone falls on long /iː/, the fĳirst letter is written dotless, e.g. ⟨ıi⟩.

The phonotactics of Fásriyya are described below using Recursive Baerian Phonotactics Notation⁽⁷⁾, as
used by Miacomet⁽⁸⁾, using parentheses instead of stacking for optional elements. Here, π represents the
prosodic word, σ the syllable, and μ themora. C represents any consonant, V any vowel, and T any tone. An
asterisk (*) signifĳies that a segment must be identical to the one that proceeds it. In this sense,
[µV](μ*) may be rewritten to [µ₁V]([µ₂ː]), essentially indicating a potential two mora long vowel.

In more regular notation, this may be expressed CV(V)(C)(C)T, although clusters of three or more
consonants are forbidden. Simple words are often one or two syllables long, however longer polysyllabic
words are by nomeans uncommon. Onsets are mandatory at the phonetic level, although they may not be
at the phonemic level, with a null onset realized as an prosthetic glottal stop [ʔ] utterence initially. All
prosodic words must carry a tone, although some scholars argue that the low tone (L) is actually
phonemically toneless.

The sound system of Proto-Haïdic

The consonant inventory of Proto-Haïdic is somewhat more regular than its descendant, although there
are some holes in the overall symmetry, such as the lack of emphatic labials, as well as the lack of a voiced
alveolar fricative. There are twenty-six consonant phonemes, organized across seven places of articulation,
with four general manners of articulation. Stops and fricatives may be either voiced, voiceless, or
‘emphatic’ (here signifĳied using the offIPA symbol for ejectives).

This reconstruction of ph is somewhat idealistic. That is, it attempts to organize phonemes into a
pattern, regardless of what their actual phonetic realizations may have been. For example, *x’ and *ʔ’, the
ancestors of Fásriyya /ħ ʕ/, are reconstructed as emphatic versions of plain *x and *ʔ in order to ‘fĳill the gap’

where emphatics are expected. The fact that these reconstructions should not be taken at face value is
most apparent in *ʔ’, the literal interpretation of which, [ʔ’] (a glottal ejective), is transparently impossible.
However, from a patterning perspective, these two phonemes are classifĳied as emphatic because they
behave how emphatics are expected to behave within the sound system. Furthermore, the fact that all of
the other emphatics are voiceless suggests at least partially ejective realization. Some scholars attempt to
reconstruct *r as *z in line with this gap-fĳilling directive, however the fact that it is reflected in all daughter
languages as [r] (or some derivative), and that it regularly appears near *s, leads to the rhotic
interpretation.

The earliest shifts from ph towards Fásriyya occurred with the velar and glottal emphatics. *k’ and *x’
were backed to uvular [q]⁽⁹⁾ and pharyngeal [ħ] respectively. Likewise, *ʔ’ shifted forward to pharyngeal
[ʕ]. Some consider this shift to have occurred during the lifetime of ph. Next, remaining emphatics shifted
to pharyngealized, and the dental and lateral emphatics *θ’ and *ɬ’ were voiced to *ðˤ and *ɮˤ.
Subsequently, these PoA underwent general shifts, with *ð and *ðˤ becoming alveolar *z and *zˤ, whilst the
plain voiceless *θ debuccalized all the way to [h]. Laterals developed heterogeneously, *ɬ *ɮˤ *ɮ → [ɕ] *dˤ
[l]. This brings us roughly to the sound system of Old or Classical Fásriyya. At this stage, the only direct
plain emphatic contrasts were between alveolars; i.e. *t vs *tˤ, *d vs *dˤ, *s vs *sˤ, *z vs *zˤ. After this, *g
was palatalized to [dʑ], and *p was lenited to [ɸ]. Finally, *w lost its rounding⁽¹⁰⁾, and *x *ɣ were
uvularized.

Development of pitch accent
Now we may begin to construct the tonal root system of Fásriyya. ph already had a stem-and-pattern

morphological system in place, so we need not construct the entire thing from the ground up; merely fĳind
a way to append tone onto the existing system. The process is both phonological and morphological, and
begins with the loss of Classical Fásriyya emphatic (pharyngealized) consonants. Al-Tamimi⁽¹¹⁾ notes that
Jordani and Moroccan Arabic emphatics are produced with tense voice quality on following vowels, and
Kuang⁽¹²⁾ points out that tense voice quality is associated with higher pitch. Based on these, I decided to
give rise to tone in Fásriyya via a three-step process, described in (4).

(4) Tonogenesis in Fásriyya
a. Vowels following an emphatic onset, or proceeding an emphatic coda, are allophonically
tensed, and take a high pitch; */tˤɑlɑbɑ/ →*[tˤɑ̰̰́lɑbɑ], */ɰɑtˤɑbɑ/ →*[ɰɑtˤɑ̰̰́bɑ], */mɑpidʕɑ/ →
*[mɑpidʕɑ̰̰́]; */bɑtʕlib/ → *[bɑ̰̰́tʕlib], */ɰɑtʕbɯ/ → *[ɰɑ̰̰́tʕbɯ], */bɑmpɑdʕ/ → *[bɑmpɑ̰̰́dʕ].
b. As a means of maintaining maximum auditory distinctiveness, the plain equivalents of these
sounds become associated with a distinctive low tone in the same environment; */zɑlɑː/ →
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Labial Dental Alveolar Lateral Palatal Velar Glottal
*m *n
*p *t *k *ʔ

*t’ *k’ *ʔ’
*b *d *g

*θ *s *ɬ *x
*θ’ *s’ *ɬ’ *x’
*ð *ɮ *ɣ

(*w) *r *j (*w)

Table 4: Consonant phonemes of Fásriyya

Figure 2: Recursive Baerian Phonotactics Notation as applicable to Fásriyya

(3) a. šūruk b. fásríɂ c. luddú d. mátlūb e. baktáɂif f. waȧtb



*[zɑ̀lɑː], */ʕɑtɑgɑ/ → *[ʕɑtɑ̀gɑ], */pɑħɑzɑ/ → *[pɑħɑzɑ̀]; */bɑzlɯː/ → *[bɑ̀zlɯː], */ʕɑtgɯ/ →
*[ʕɑ̀tgɯ], */bɑpħiz/ → *[bɑpħìz].
c. Pharyngealization and tense voice quality were lost, leaving tone as the only distinctive
feature between the former emphatic and plain consonants.

At this stage in the language, there were three distinct tone levels; high near a former emphatic
consonant, low next to a former plain consonant, and mid (unmarked) everywhere else. Although tone
had become completely phonemic by this point, this stage does not directly lead to the tonal root system
of Fásriyya. The next stage of its development involved a ‘reaction’ to tonogenesis by adjacent vowels
within the stem. Stemmorae before and after a high-pitch mora took on a low pitch, and those before and
after a low pitch mora took on a high pitch, e.g. *[ɰɑtɑ́bɑ] → *[ɰɑ̀tɑ́bɑ̀], *[ʕɑtɑ̀gɑ] → *[ʕɑ́tɑ̀gɑ́]. These
tones then spread to further adjacent unmarked morae, leading to the loss of the middle tone. Words
which had no tone-creating phonemes were reinterpreted from globally mid-tone to low-tone.

(5)

However, what qualifĳies as an ‘adjacent stemmora’ is somewhat complex, and dependent on the position
of tone-creating consonants within the stem. For instance, in the examples above, themora /nɯ/ is part of
the second person dual ending (/-nɯmɑː/), not the stem, however it takes a reactionary tone, as though it
were a part of the stem. Compare this with *[ɑlmɑpídnɯmɑː] → *[ɑ̀lmɑ̀pídnɯ́mɑ́ː], where a reactionary
tone is projected leftward from /píd/ to /mɑ/, but not rightward to /nɯ/, which instead assimilates in tone.
A medial open tonal mora is capable of eliciting a reactionary tone rightward, however a stem-fĳinal closed
tonal mora is incapable of doing so. In the same token, a medial closed tonal mora may project a
reactionary tone leftwards, but an initial open tonal mora may not, e.g. *[jɑːɰɑ́tbɯ] → *[jɑ̀ːɰɑ́tbɯ̀],
however *[jɑːɰɑ́tbɯ] → *[jɑ́ːtɑ́lbɯ̀]. Because this change takes into account non-phonological factors,
such as root shape, it is not purely a phonological change, but a morphological one as well. In addition,
stage two of pitch accent development (reactionary vowels) likely co-occurred with stage one, as it makes
reference to the original position of emphatic and non-emphatic consonants. Thus, rather then sequential
steps, they may be better understood as two diffferent processes of the same change.

The third stage in the development of the Fásriyya accent involves a second tonogenesis, this time
caused by the loss of word-fĳinal consonant segments. Final *[n] was lost, leaving behind a falling tone (HL),
where as *[ʔ] was lost, leaving behind a rising tone (LH). The latter mostly only afffected the pausal form of
verbs, that is, the form which occured before a break or pause in speech, which did not take case marking.
However, the former had a larger impact, being present in most absolute state case markers, e.g. *[-ɯn]
-nom.sg *[-ɑn] -acc.sg *[-in] -obl.sg → *[-ɯ̂] -nom.sg *[-ɑ̂] -acc.sg *[-î] -obl.sg. Low tones before this
new falling tone were subsequently assimilated to the high tone at the beginning of the drop; [ɕɯ̀ːr] + [-ɯ̂]
→ [ɕɯ́ːrɯ̂].

The fourth stage involved the drastic simplifĳication of the accentual system, and the fĳinal decoupling of
tone and segmental morphophonology. Up until this stage, tone was still attached to specifĳic morae,
although it was capable of spreading to unmarked ones. However, past this point, tone became relegated
to its own tier, as an independent operator. The process which lead to this began as the coalescence of tone
melodies. All melodies of the same quality, that is, with the same sequence of low and high tones,
regardless of their quantity, how many morae each tone had spread to, were merged. Thus, for example,
LLHH, LLH, LHH, LH, etc. all merged into LH, a global drop in pitch occurring throughout the duration of
the prosodic word, without consideration for the its shape. At the same time, assimilation of low tones
occurred between two high tones, thereby erasing HLH patterns (→ H) and simplifying LHLH and HLHL
patterns to LH and HL respectively. At this stage, we may fĳind the fĳive melodies of Fásriyya, in more or less

the same state as at present. By this time, nearly all the other sound changes described in the section on
Proto-Haïdic had taken place.

The fĳinal stage involved the analogical leveling of a few anomalous tonal forms. Many roots at the
beginning of this stage showed multiple patterns of tonal alternation, such as √f-s-r ‘related to Fásr,’ which
could be rising, e.g. Fɑsrú, or global-high, e.g. yɑ́ɑ́Fɑ́srú, fɑ́sɑ́rɑ́. The more common melody was spread to
all forms, so that Fɑsrú became Fɑ́srú, and the root √f-s-rʜ (and all other roots) became cemented with
regards to their tonal character. In summary, tone fĳirst arose from the loss of emphatic coronal consonants,
which then interacted with other segments and tones in a complex manner, including a second
tonogenesis, before being simplifĳied to the fĳive melodies. The actual realization of these melodies has
shifted throughout time; the rise and fall of the rising and falling melodies respectively moving closer to
the beginning of the prosodic word, but this does not constitute a structural change to the language.

Subsequent developments
Whilst the development of tonal roots in Fásriyya is indeed interesting (or so I hope), equally worthy of

examination are the ways in which it interacts with other morphophonological processes. Tone does not
simply assign pitch levels to morae, but is also involved in lengthening and deleting vowels. And whilst
accent is usually bound to a prosodic words, there are cases where tone bleeds between words.
Additionally, tone is not limited to native words and word containing coronal consonants. This section will
seek to elucidate some of these relations, so that a greater understanding of the breath of tone in Fásriyya
may be achieved.

Apocope

One of themost readily notable morphophonological processes at work in Fásriyya is the elision of word
fĳinal short vowels, also known as apocope. Taking a look at the example given at the beginning of this
article, one can see that the words glossed as yɑ̄-wɑ̃tb-i,mɑrūẖ-i, and wɑ̃̄tib-î appear in the preamble as
yɑɑ́wɑtb,mɑrūẖ, andwɑɑ́tib, with no fĳinal vowel. Onemay be tempted to say that fĳinal vowels are simply
lost universally, but it is not so cut and dry. Observe thatmɑ̃tɑbɑ surfaces asmɑtɑ́bɑ, with the fĳinal vowel
intact. In order to understand why this is, we must look to tone.

As mentioned in the section on Fásriyya tonemes, melodies are classifĳied by the number of morae they
require. A high tone requires only one mora to carry its singular high tone, where as a rising tone requires
at least twomorae, one to carry its low tone, and another to carry its high one. A rising tone cannot (for the
most part) be applied to just one mora, as there is not enough ‘space’ for it to be fully realized. If more
morae are available than needed, there are rules for determining their values based on each toneme. For
high and low tones, it is simple; all additional morae are high or low, respectively. For rising tone, the fĳirst
mora is low, and all after it are high, and the inverse is true for falling tone. For rising-falling tone, three
morae are required; the fĳirst low, the second high, and the last low again. Additionalmorae are all high until
the fĳinal drop. As much is said in the aforementioned section.

Taking this into account, it is fĳinal short vowels which are not necessary to fulfĳill a tonal melody that are
dropped. The fĳinal vowel of tɑ́lbu, which is required to take the low tone of the fallingmelody, is preserved,
where as in Fɑ́sr (from Fɑ́sr-u) is dropped, because a high melody may be carried on only one vowel.
Because of this, many grammatical forms are very rarely explicitly marked on monomoraïc and bimoraïc
tonal roots. For instance, the diffference between the preterite, imperfect, and future forms of the absolute
verb grade are distinguished only via fĳinal vowel; bɑkɂɑf⁽¹³⁾, bɑkɂɑfu, and bɑkɂɑfɑ respectively. For most
monomoraïc forms, these are lost, e.g. √l-q-bʟ ‘related to reading’ → bɑlqɑb, bɑlqɑb, bɑlqɑb, ‘read,’ ‘was
reading,’ ‘will read;’ √t-l-bʜʟ ‘related to drinking’ → bɑ́tlib, bɑ́tlib, bɑ́tlib, ‘drank,’ ‘was drinking,’ ‘will drink.’
However, it is preserved with trimoraïc tonal roots, such as √w-t-blʟʜʟ ‘related to singing,’ e.g. bɑɑ́tɑb,
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a. L ‹ H L

ɑl-ɰɑtɑb-nɯmɑ.ɑ
*[ɑ̀lɰɑ̀tɑ́bnɯ̀mɑ̀ː]

b. H L H

ɑl-ʕɑtɑg-nɯmɑ.ɑ
*[ɑ́lʔɑ́tɑ̀gnɯ́mɑ́ː]

c. L ‹ H

ɑl-mɑpid-nɯmɑ.ɑ
*[ɑ̀lmɑ̀pídnɯ́mɑ́ː]



bɑtɑ́bu, bɑtɑ́bɑ, ‘sang,’ ‘was singing,’ ‘will sing.’ For verb patterns with more morae, these are almost always
lost, e.g. bɑkɑɂɂif bɑkɑɂɂifu bɑkɑɂɂifɑ : bɑwɑ́ttib bɑwáttib bɑwɑ́ttib for all, although the fĳinal vowel
resurfaces when a sufffĳix is attached to the verb, such as the personal pronoun -ku; bɑwɑ́ttibk bɑwɑ́ttíbuk
bɑwɑ́ttíbɑk.

(6)

Whilst a segment may be deleted, its supersegmental or autosegmental characteristics, i.e. tone, may
remain. For example, as mentioned earlier, the absolute state singular case sufffĳixes carry a falling tone
melody. This tone interacts with the tone of the host it modifĳies, even if the fĳinal short vowel that ‘carries’
it is elided. Underlying šɑ̄wir-u ‘speaker-con.nom.sg’ surfaces ɑsšɑ̄wiṛ, whilst šɑ̄wir-û
‘speaker-abs.nom.sg’ surfaces as šɑ́ɑwiṛ, with the falling tone from the sufffĳix transplanted onto the stem.
It may appear to be a type of floating tone, however like the examples provided above, these segments may
resurface when a sufffĳix is added, e.g. šɑ̄wiruk and šɑ́ɑwiruk.

Lengthening

The flipside of vowel elision in many respects is vowel lengthening, the process which transforms an
underlying short vowel into a long vowel in order to help carry a word’s melody. Unlike regular
root-and-pattern morphological alternations, this sort of lengthening is not used to afffect meaning,
grammatical or semantic, and is purely phonological. It emerges out of the opposite problem of elision;
rather than too many morae, it is the result of too few.When a word does not have enough morae to carry
a certain tone melody, its fĳirst mora may be lengthened in order to adjust to accommodate that tone. This
is most common with trimoraïc melodies, as they require the greatest number of minimum morae, and
many common inflected words are only twomorae. It is also common in pausal forms, that is, those which
appear before a pause or break in speech, which take no underlying case marking.

(7)

Vowels which are lengthened in this manner are slightly shorter than phonemically long vowels for some
speakers (e.g. wɑɑ́tbu [ɰɑ̌ˑtpò] versuswɑɑ́tib [ɰɑ̌ːtèb]) however for others, both vowels are equally long.
Because Fásriyya disallows overlong vowels, even with lengthening, it is impossible for a rising-falling tone

to be fully fulfĳilled on a single phonemic mora. This results in the ‘compressed’ tone mentioned above,
wherein the vowel is lengthened, however instead of carrying the full tone, it takes a falling tone
accompanied by creaky voice; wɑɑ̇tb [ɰɑ̰̂ːtp]. As segments are added, this compressed tone may
‘decompress;’wɑ̃̄tb-u →wɑɑ́tbu,wɑ̃̄tb-u-ku →wɑtbúku.

Apheresis

Phonetically, Fásriyya does not allow vowel initial words. Many words begin with a phonemic vowel, but
some sort of onset is required in speech. Utterance initially, this takes the form of a glottal stop, e.g. iktɑ́ɂin
/iktɑʔin˩˥˩/ [ʔìktɑ́ʔìn] ‘that reflected’. After a word ending in a consonant, that fĳinal consonant serves as the
onset; lūḡ iktɑ́ɂin /lɯːʁ˩ iktɑʔin˩˥˩/ [lɯ̀ ːʁ‿èktɑ́ʔìn] ‘the light that reflected.’ However, after a fĳinal vowel,
these initial vowels are simply elided; lúuḡū ktɑɂínúun /lɯːʁɯː˥˩ ktɑʔinɯːn˩˥˩/ [lɯ̂ ːʁɤ̀ː‿ktɑ̀ʔínɯ̂ ːn] ‘the
lights that reflected.’This includes fĳinal vowels that are the result of full tonal realization. The deletion of an
initial vowel can then cause a rightward movement of tone, as demonstrated in the last example.

Levelling

One particularly interesting phenomenon is that of tone levelling, or themerging of tone patterns across
prosodic word boundaries. This usually occurs between a head and its dependent. Normally, separate
words, even those in a dependency relationship, do not influence each other’s tone pattern, outside of
rightward movement caused by Apheresis. For example, lúddu zMɑɑ́fĳid ‘Mafid’s head’ has two distinct
prosodic words, lúddu ‘head’ and zMɑɑ́fĳid ‘of Mafid,’ and two distinct tone melodies, falling and
rising-falling, respectively. However, with words that very commonly co-occur, a degree of lexifĳicationmay
take place, causing the whole phrase to be thought of a single unit. As such, these may function as a single
prosodic unit, the melody of which is the fusion of the two elements. For example, lūḡ ɑ́stɑwɑ̄r ‘light of the
sun, i.e. sunlight,’ with two tones, low and falling, may become lúuḡ-ɑstɑwɑ̄r ‘sunlight,’ with a single falling
melody throughout.

Conclusion
Fásriyya has come a long way since its genesis, and still has far to go. In this article, I have introduced its

phonology and basic morphophonology, demonstrated how tone came to be an inherent part of roots, and
shown some of its repercussions on other aspects of the language. There are a number of topics I have yet
to flesh out, but plan to. I would like to explore the way in which tone interacts with loanwords, and how
stress-accent may be adapted into the Fásriyya pitch-accent. In addition, I would like to try and expand
tones other than low outside of words containing a coronal consonant, through analogy and perhaps other
means. However, both of these goals require a greater level of development of the language (and other
languages!) than has been achieved at present. However, I look forward to working these things out as the
language continues to grow. Perhaps, one day those developments will warrant an exploration of their
own.

In my (admittedly short) experience as a conlanger, tone has felt like a relatively under-appreciated
feature. I have seen a lot of people make statements like ‘I want to do tone, but it seems too hard,’ or ‘tone
is just too complicated.’ However, in recent years, I have seen more andmore conlangers begin to embrace
tone. Articles like Aannestad’s Tone for Conlangers and Mareck’s Midnight Tonogenesis Write-up⁽¹⁴⁾ have
made tone and tonogenesis more accessible to beginners, and prominent conlangers’ use of tone, as in
Miacomet’s Mwaneḷe, has encouragedmore to try and include tone in their languages. In fact, at least from
my persective, tone seems to be enjoying a renaissance in conlanging circles, and I feel as though I see it in
as many conlangs as I don’t these days. Whether tone will become a conlanging ‘fad,’ like /ʙ/ or /ɬ/ is yet to
be determined, but for now it heartens me to see people engaging with a wider range of features. I hope
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H + HL = HL e.g. Fɑ́sr + -û → Fɑ́sru

L + HL = HL e.g. šūr + -û → šúuṛ

LH + HL = LHL e.g. lǔdd + -û → luúddu

HL + HL = HL e.g. tɑ̂lb + -û → tɑ́lbu

LHL + HL = LHL e.g. wɑ̃̄tib + -û → wɑɑ́tib

Table 5: Tone sandhi with the absolute state

a. H L

jɑtlibɑ
yɑ́tlib ‘they will drink’

b. L H L

jɑtɑbɑ
yɑtɑ́bɑ ‘they will sing’

c. L H L

jɑwɑttibɑ
yɑwɑ́ttib ‘they will resound’

a. H L

tɑlb
tɑ̂lb:paus → tɑ́ɑlb

b. L H L

ɰɑtbɰ
wɑ̃tb-u → wɑɑ́tbu

c. L H L

ɰɑtb
wɑ̃tb:paus→wɑɑ̇tb



that Fásriyya may add to that trend, and perhaps even inspire others to tackle tone in their conlangs.
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1 Aannestad, Aidan. 2018. "Tone for Conlangers: A Basic Introduction." FL-00004F-00, Fiat Lingua, http://
fĳiatlingua.org. Web. 01 Apr. 2018
2 Grammatically, whilst there is some Arabic influence, themajority of my inspiration comes from Coptic,
Old Persian, and Old Japanese.
3 Here ḇ represents /b/ which has undergone post-vocalic spirantization to [β].
4 Both descend from PH root *√tʼ-ɮ-b
5 With loss of the fĳinal vowel, which will be addressed in later sections.
6 This change was inspired by one which happened in the Kiowa language of Oklahoma, as outlined in
‘Kiowa-Tanoan: A Synchronic and Diachronic Study’ (Sutton, 2014; 366). Special thanks to Bögtil, for
supplying me with this paper.
Sutton, Logan. "Kiowa-Tanoan: A Synchronic and Diachronic Study." (2014).
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/ling_etds/34
7 Blumire, L.L.. 2017. "Recursive Baerian Phonotactic Notation."Web. 28 Feb. 2021.
8 Miacomet. 2021. "Mwanele—Underdots." Segments (Mockup) 1: 9. Web. 28 Feb. 2021.
Also found in this here document.
9 Square brackets in this paragraph signify a phone which would constitute a phoneme in Fásriyya.
10 The same shift is also likely what caused *u *¯u to lose their rounding as well. These are believed to be
due to early interactions with the fĳire giants of the Naèbar desert. Fire giants generally have less flexible lips
than other wumbo (humanoids). Vowel shifts are not discussed here because they are mostly irrelevant to
the discussion, but also because they are fairly boring. Aside from a fewminor environmental adjustments,
the only major change of note is the simplifĳication of *ajV to [ɛː].
11 Al-Tamimi, J. 2017 Revisiting acoustic correlates of pharyngealization in Jordanian andMoroccan Arabic:
Implications for formal representations. Laboratory Phonology: Journal of the Association for Laboratory
Phonology 8(1): 28, pp.140, DOI: https://doi.org/10.5334/labphon.19
12 Kuang, Jianjing. 2017. Covariation between voice quality and pitch: Revisiting the case of Mandarin
creaky voice. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 142, 1693 (2017), DOI: https://doi.org/
10.1121/1.5003649
13 The root √k-ɂ-fl ‘related to action’ is used to demonstrate verbal patterns.
14 Mareck. 2017. "Mareck’s Midnight TonogenesisWrite-up: Y’all gonna get learnt today."Web. 28 Feb. 2021. In this article (Fásriyya), an asterisk (*) is used for *proto-forms, and two asterisks (**) are used for

**ungrammatical forms.
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Öshri is a harsh-sounding language, with Klingon and Irish inspirations. Its highly etymological spelling
conceals unique sound changes, tonogenesis, and a rich system of both vowel harmony and consonantal
mutations that plays a role in such awide fĳield as declensions, conjugations andword forming for example.
The language has productive afffĳixes and an extensively compounding vocabulary laid in an SOV fashion. It
also has adpositions that change meaning if preposed or postposed!

Phonemes
Consonants

Vowels

Diphthongs

Diphthongs occur with the dropping of intervocalic /b,d/ as well as /ɣ/ between two identical vowels.
Some emerge through afffĳixation, as in thout. However, certain combinations produce a hiatus instead.

Regular diphthongs appear in orange (this also accounts for any reduction of close vowels into near-close
non-syllabic vowels). Other diphthongs, in red, show assimilation or reversal. The hiatuses are in green,

and may turn near-close vowels into fully close vowels. The cells in grey yield tones (see §Tones).

Diphthongs cannot occur with tonal vowels. For example, zhrepedhodel has a dipththong /xɾeˈpʰeðwel/
whereas zhrepedhoodel is pronounced with a hiatus /xɾe.pʰe.ˈðó.el/.

Phonological diachrony

The following are the sound changes from Proto-Öshri to Öshri:

• C = any consonant
• V = any vowel
• R = rounded vowel
• U = unrounded vowel
• W = V - /i/
• N = m,n
• G = glide
• P = plosive consonant
• K = voiceless consonant

• e[-s] > i // _N
• eʕ > uː / [+s]
• m# > ∅
• eʕ > ɯ
• eː > e
• oː > ow / _C
• a > i / _s|_x [-s]
• s(e,i)r > ʒ(ə̆)r
• s(e,i)r̥ > ʃ(ə̆)r
• ɯ > ə / poststress
• o > ø / V_ [-s]
• o > ə / [-s]
• e,a > ə / r(G)_
• u(ː) > ɨ(ː) > y(ː) / [-s]
• ew > ø / [+s]
• wa, we > u / V_
• wi, wa > yː, uː
• w > ɸ > f / _K [+s]
• b > βˤ / r(G)_|_ə
• uʕ > βˤ / _V
• ʕ > βˤ / _R|_ɯ
• ʕ > zˤ / _U|_ə

A sound history

Eowyn Cwperby

Öshri phonology29

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Post-Alveolar Velar Glottal
Nasal m n
Plosive pʰ b tʰ d kʰ g
Fricative f θ ð s z ʒ x ɣ h
Afffricate t͡ʃ
Lateral

approximant
l

Flap ɾ

iː

e

ɪ

ø

ʏ
uː

o

ɐ ɐː

ʊ

iː y ɪ e uː ʊ ø o ɐ ɐː
y iːʏ̯ jy eʏ̯ u:ʏ̯ ʊʏ̯ øʏ̯ oʏ̯ ɐʏ̯ ɐːʏ̯
ɪ eːɪ ̯ ʏɪ ̯ eɪ ̯ ɐɪ ̯ ɐːɪ ̯
ʊ iːʊ̯ ju eʊ̯ oʊ̯ ɐʊ̯ ɐːʊ̯
e iːe je uːe we ɐ.e ɐːe
ø iːø jø e.ø uːø wø oʏ̯ ɐ.ø ɐːø
o iːo jo e.o uːo wo ɐ.o ɐːo
ɐ iːɐ jɐ eɐ̯ uːɐ̯ wɐ



• ʕ# > m / a_|o_|u_
• ʕ > ə / V_C
• w#, j# > βˤ, zˤ
• m# > βˤ / u_
• ə > ∅ / #_CCVː
• ə > e / _N
• ə > ɯ / _r
• si > is / V_
• s > x / (#,V)_W [-κ]
• x > x / _P (yielding ⟨sh⟩ instead of ⟨h⟩)
• ʒ > d͡ʒ / _V[+s] / _G
• r > ʒ / _i [+s]
• d# > r
• k > x / _l
• l > ɾ > r / _V [+s] (sporadic)
• l > ∅ / _CC
• (n)dj,(n)tj > d͡ʒ
• d͡ʒ > t͡ʃ / _K
• ts,tx,fs > sj,zj,f / _N
• ts,tx,fs > s,x,f / _C
• ts,tx,fs > tj
• f > ∅ / #_
• V > Vː / [light]_ [+s]

Harmonising Vs come from /ə/.

These additional sound changes apply beforehand to words derived from Proto-Ov.

• C = any consonant
• K = voiceless consonant
• V = any vowel
• B = back vowel

• ŋ > k / _K
• kʰ > x / _V
• pʰ > f / _V
• tʰ > s / _V
• C,Cʰ > C
• je > ī / [-κ]
• i~j > ʒ / _V / ɹ_
• ʒ > s / [must unvoice]
• ɨ > ɯ
• eː > iː
• a > ɑ > o / _l|_r
• ao,eo > aʕ,eʕ
• l > a / B_
• o > w / _V
• qm > βˠ
• qn > zˠ
• q,χ > x

• ɹ > ʒ / _i|_e
• ɹ > f / C_
• Vɹ > Vː
• ɹ > z
• V > Vː / _V

Etymological spelling base

This is the spelling of Middle Öshri as it was still fully phonetic, and what the current orthography
directly derived from.

• ⟨a⟩ /a/
• ⟨ë⟩ /ɯ/
• ⟨ö⟩ /ø/
• ⟨b⟩ /b/
• ⟨d⟩ /d/
• ⟨dj⟩ (mod. ⟨dh⟩) /d͡ʒ/
• ⟨e⟩ /e/
• ⟨f⟩ /f/
• ⟨g⟩ /g/
• ⟨h⟩ /x/
• ⟨i⟩ /i/
• ⟨k⟩ (mod. ⟨c⟩) /k/
• ⟨l⟩ /l/
• ⟨m⟩ /m/
• ⟨ḅ⟩ (mod. ⟨mh⟩) /βˤ/
• ⟨n⟩ /n/
• ⟨ḍ⟩ (mod. ⟨nh⟩) /zˤ/
• ⟨o⟩ /o/
• ⟨p⟩ /p/
• ⟨r⟩ /r/
• ⟨rh⟩ /r̥/
• ⟨s⟩ /s/
• ⟨sj⟩ (mod. ⟨sh⟩) /ʃ/
• ⟨t⟩ /t/
• ⟨tj⟩ (mod. ⟨th⟩) /t͡ʃ/
• ⟨u⟩ /u/
• ⟨z⟩ /z/
• ⟨zj⟩ (mod. ⟨zh⟩) /ʒ/
• ⟨ā⟩ /aː/
• ⟨ī⟩ /iː/
• ⟨ū⟩ /uː/
• ⟨y⟩ (mod. ⟨i⟩) /y/
• ⟨ȳ⟩ (mod. ⟨ü⟩) /yː/

Final ⟨h⟩ was later dropped, as well as ⟨m⟩ and ⟨n⟩ before a fricative. Most of the time, /p, t, k/ in N_# are
protected and nowadays written as ⟨b, d, g⟩ so as to show the sound are unchanged (see Proto-Öshri *bənt
→ mhend); exceptionally, they become ⟨f, s, sr⟩ (see Proto-Öshri *bənt → mhensnëhus). There is also a
later Vw → wV/ CC_, yielding for example shneu instead of the expected *shnöde, from *tsnewdem
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Orthography

The digraphs ⟨eu⟩ /o/ and ⟨ao⟩ /ɐ:/ may appear in the reloaned forms from Old Öshri in fĳield-specifĳic
lexica.

The middle dot is used to avoid ⟨V̄V⟩ structures. Thus, we have hlī·si instead of *hlīisi. Historically, the
middle dot was used as a separator (see the earlier hlī·isi) and not as part of a grapheme. The middle dot
cannot be used word-fĳinally; thus, ⟨nh⟩ or ⟨mh⟩ is used instead, as in -ūmh /û/.

Öshri has undergone a popular spelling reform in 1927 that led to its being almost entirely phonetic.
However, the Thousand FlowerWar started in 1937 saw the reinstatement of the traditional orthography in
1939 as a sign of the new regime's prestige. When it was overthrown in 1949, the return to the traditional
orthography was not abolished and changes planned in the educational systemwere postponed due to the
administrative turmoil that was going on, and never ended up applied. Thus the traditional spelling kept
on being taught, and only a few popularly adopted words like gūiu survive in today's vocabulary.

Allophony
Some relevant extent of allophony, related to the orthography of the language being etymological, is used

throughout this article’s phonological transcription.

Consonants

Digraphs ⟨nh⟩ /ʒ/ and ⟨mh⟩ /ɣ/ can yield one another's sound [ɣ] and [ʒ] if placed respectively before a
back or front vowel.

All word-fĳinal plosives undergo an allophonic shift: voiceless plosives turn into fricatives (zhrep [xɾef],
shret [xɾes], gac [gɐʃ]), except if they are preceded by a fricative (odacst [wɐkʰstʰ]) and voiced plosives
become voiceless plosives (thgūib [θkʰuːɪp̯], umhud [út], löug [løʊ̯k]).

Voiced /g/ becomes [h] intervocalically (mīgor /miːhoɾ/). Voiced plosives /b, d/ disappear
intervocalically, as well as /ɣ/ but only if the same vowel is on either side of it, yielding a diphthong (zhibü
/fĳjy/, rudis /ɾʊʏ̯s/) or a tonal vowel if it is the same one on either part of the consonant, as is always the case
with /ɣ/ (umhud /út/, umhudu /ǔ/, see below). In conservative dialects without tones, intervocalic
/b,d,g,ɣ/ emerge as [β, ð, ɣ, ɣ], or [β, ð, ɣ, j] before front vowels.

Although ⟨sh⟩ and ⟨zh⟩ both produce /x/, they do not share the same allophones. The former yields [f]
in contact with a front vowel and becomes silent before a consonant (except at the beginning of a word),

whereas the latter becomes [h] before a consonant (although nowadays this outcome tends to become
silent as well) except at the beginning of a word.

The digraph ⟨hl⟩ produces [ɬ].

Vowels

There are a few instances of vowel-lengthening allophony, such as ⟨g⟩ being silent inV_rV (seemhogrung
/ɣoːɾʊŋk/) as well as ⟨mh⟩ and ⟨nh⟩ word-fĳinally (see thamh /θɐː/ and renh /ɾeː/).

Tonal /ɐ,ɪ,ʊ/ occur as [a,i,u].

Assimilation

Clusters ⟨zhr⟩ and ⟨shr⟩ produce [ʒ], dialectally [r̥], [ʃ] or [ð], except at the beginning of a word. The
cluster ⟨sr⟩ produces [ʃ]. The cluster ⟨rl⟩ simplifĳies into /ɾ/, or /ɾʼ/ in the dialects that have it.

A voiced consonant in contact with a voiceless one, regardless of either one's mode of articulation, will
always assimilate into the latter. Thus, gusdüb is pronounced as [ˈgʊs.typ]. However, note that normally
voiced plosives do not aspirate when assimilated into a voiceless consonant.

Tones
Öshri developped tones as a replacement strategy for repetitive syllables with the same vowel, that could

go up to /VːVːVːVː/ (e.g. /e:e:e:e:/), partly because pure and triangular harmonies often feed into those
words where /b, d, g/ are entirely dropped intervocalically, as well as /ɣ/ between the same two vowels.

The language now has a set of three tones: V(ː)V(ː)V(ː) clusters inherited a rising tone /V̌/, smaller
V(ː)V(ː) clusters now have a falling tone /V̂/ and simple VV clusters now use a plain high tone /V́/
equivalent to a very prominent and conditional kind of stress (see §Stress). Keep inmind that V here is one
single vowel assuming a given cluster.

Assuming H as a high tone, R as a rising tone and D as a falling tone, it is important to keep in mind that
HC(C)H becomes DC(C)H, meaning for example that doboröböd (talk-VOLT.3) does not yield */dóɾǿt/ but
/dôɾǿt/.

None of the dialects that retained voiced intervocalic plosives underwent tonogenesis. Some that
dropped those consonants use a three-way distinction between short, long and overlong vowels.

Diachrony

Öshri's tonogenesis is peculiar in that it was caused only by the dropping of intervocalic sounds that gave
rise to long, overlong, and twice overlong vowels reinterpreted through pitch. The diachrony of dūrībīdīb
(think-VOLT.3PL) highlights the genesis of the phenomenon.

• /duːriːbiːdiːb > duːɾiːðiːβiːp > duːɾiːíːiː > duːɾiːíː > duːɾǐ/

Diachronically, V(:)V(:)V(:)V(:) clusters had a falling-rising tone which was merged with the descending
tone /V̂/ derived from VːV(ː) clusters.

Note that V:V clusters emerging on morphological grounds (and not phonological grounds) are
simplifĳied to /V́/ instead of /V̂/. Thus hū /huː/ does not yield *hū·l */hûl/ (standard respelling of *hūul) in
its defĳinite form, but huul /húl/; conversely, Proto-Öshri *klī'si becomes Öshri hlī·si /ˈɬî.sɪ/.
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A a Ë ë Ö ö Ü ü B b D d DH dh E e G g H h I i
/ɐ/ /ʊ/¹ /ø/² /y/³ /b/ /d/ /ð/ /e/ /g/ /h/ /ɪ/
C c L l Mm MHmh N n NH nh O o P p R r RH rh S s
/kʰ/ /l/ /m/ /ɣ/ /n/ /ʒ/ /o/ /pʰ/ /ɾ/⁴ /t͡ʃ/⁵ /s/
SH sh T t TH th U u Z z ZH zh Ū ū Ā ā Ī i ̄ F f
/x/⁶ /tʰ/ /θ/ /ʊ/ /z/ /x/⁷ /uː/⁸ /ɐː/ /iː/⁹ /f/

1 Dialectally /ɨ/ or /ʌɪ/̯.
2 Dialectally /ø:/ or /æʊ̯/.
3 Dialectally /y:/ or /iʊ̯/.
4 /ɾʼ/ in the dialects that have ‹rh› as /ɾ/ or /r/.
5 Dialectally /ɾ/, /r/, /r̥/, /ʃ/ or /ð/.

6 Dialectally /ʂ/.
7 Dialectally /ʐ/.
8 Dialectally /ʊə̯/.
9 Dialectally /ɪə̯/



Dialectal studies

Due to the consequent variations in size for the historic vowel clusters that were reduced into tones, the
length of the tonal vowel varies dialectally as well as its exact height. However, the transcriptions used in
this article are quite common and mostly consistent with the dialectal tendencies. The percentages in the
table below show the proportion of the population that used a given specifĳic tone according to a 2017 study
conducted on 10,283 Oshri speakers of diverse dialects.

Stress

Historically, Öshri words were stressed on the fĳinal syllable, except any inflected form that had
penultimate stress if beginning with an open syllable (light), and initial stress if beginning with a closed
syllable (heavy). The prominence of Öshri tones gradually transformed the intensity accent into pitch
accent. However, toneless words retain only an intensity accent.

Words without a distinctive tone are stressed on the penultimate syllable, but it is fĳinal if the fĳinal
syllable is heavy. Heavy syllables are syllables with a triphthong (see zhrepedhoödel /xɾepʰeˈðoʏ̯el/) or a
long vowel (diphthongs do not yield heavy syllables – see zhrepedhodel /xɾeˈpʰeðwel/, which is regularly
stressed). In null-derived pairs of a noun and a verb, this rule does not apply to the noun, which is
diffferenciated from its homophone this way (see fĳithlūn).

In certain minority dialects, /V²/ is heard in stressed syllables to retain the distinction with /V́/ realized
as /V³/. Some dialects seemed to have had stress as /V⁴/ and /V́/ as /V³/, causing stress versus high tone
reversion, but only a few studies brought this up in the 1940s and 1950s; should this distinction ever have
been relevant, it is now extinct.Most dialects with /V́/ realized as /V³/ undergo stress and high tonemerger,
sometimes analysed as high tone dropping.

Vowel harmony
Diachrony

Öshri vowel harmony is horizontal, meaning it causes aperture harmonization, unlike Turkic and Finnic
vowel harmonies that are vertical with a harmonization of the point of articulation and/or rounding. The
apparent orthographic discrepancy in Öshri can be explained diachronically.

Old Öshri

In Old Öshri, the vowel harmony was almost fully functional, with the exception of /ao̯ ~ ɑː/ that stood
alone. /eu̯/ had earlier simplifĳied to a single vowel, shifting to /ʌ/ and enabling its harmonization with /e/,

but the aforementioned /ao̯ ~ ɑː/ hadn't undergone the full shift yet.

Some later modifĳications in the vocalic system of the language lead to some simplifĳication of the
harmony.

Middle Öshri

The Middle Öshri vowel harmony has /ao̯ ~ ɑː/ shift to /ɐː/, which is still out of harmony. /æ/ also came
out of harmony as it merged with /a ~ ɑ/ into /ɐ/ (harmonising is now entirely regular). /ʌ/ merged into /o/
and both are now spelled ⟨o⟩, causing /e/ to switch its harmony group (former harmony was e>ʌ, whereas
the new harmony is e>o). The same phenomenon occurred with the merging of /ɯ/ into /u/, except that
the spelling was retained: nowadays, both ⟨ë⟩ and ⟨u⟩ are /u/ and the harmony is retained graphically,
albeit not phonetically.

Upon reading the second chart, mind the shift of ⟨y,ȳ⟩ /y,yː/ to ⟨i,ü⟩ /i,y/.

Synchrony

Harmony will apply to certain sufffĳixes. They usually comprise a dummy vowel represented by V (as in
-shpVr or -Vb) which will be replaced by the right vowel depending on the type of harmony and the
preceding vowel. The lexicon entries specify which harmony each afffĳix falls under.

In practice, there are three types of vowel harmony. Diffferent paradigms or afffĳixes may apply diffferent
harmony. Examples from the masculine root zhibü are provided below.

• -gVng, an adjectival ending equivalent to “-like”, applies reciprocal harmony, which turns zhibü into
zhibügung, “cat-like”.

• -rVng, the instrumental marker, applies triangular harmony, which turns zhibü into zhibüring.
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Tone
Phonetic
realization

Incidence
Total incidence of
chosen realizations

V̌

V¹¹³ 39%

93%V¹²⁴ 37%
V³¹³ 9%
V¹³¹ 8%

V̂ V⁴¹ 54% 89%V⁴²¹ 35%

V́
V⁴ 30%

85%V⁴³ 28%
V³ 27%



• -shpVr, an adjectival ending denoting a quality, applies pure harmony, which turns zhibü into
zhibüshpür.

Certain afffĳixes have two harmonising vowels, such as -VPdhVR.

Harmony may distinguish between seemingly identical afffĳixes. For example, -shpVrᴾ is the afffĳix
mentioned above, whereas -shpVrT is the dative marker, with zhibüshpir meaning “for cat”.

In this article, the type of harmony is givenwith a superscript uppercase letter as seen in the subheadings
below.

Reciprocal harmony (�)

The reciprocal vowel will apply to the ending.

• i → ë
• ī → ū
• ü → u
• e,ö → o
• ë → i
• u → ü
• ū → i
• o → e
• a,ā → a

Triangular harmony (�)

One of three vowels will be used depending on the preceding vowel.

• (e,ö,ü,ī,i) → i
• (o,ë,u,ū) → u
• a,ā → a

Pure harmony (�)

The last vowel will be reused.

• i → i
• ü → ü
• ī → ī
• e → o
• ö → ö
• ë → ë
• u → u
• ū → ū
• o → o
• a,ā → a

Note that reproducing vowel length in the pure harmony is becoming obsolete in younger generations.

Consonantal mutations
There are fĳive types of consonantal mutations applying to the initial consonant of a word (if any)

similarly to vowel harmony under various morphological contexts.

My documentation uses custom glosses for each mutations, indicated here in the subheading.

Softening (MUTS)

• n,l → l
• p → b
• t → d
• c → g
• th → dh
• s → z
• sh,zh → h

Fronting (MUTF)

• n → m
• p,b → u
• th,dh → ∅
• c,g → t,d
• t,d → p,b
• s,z,sh,zh → th,dh
• l → r

H-bound (MUTH)

• c,g,s,z → h
• th,dh → sh,zh
• t,d → th,dh
• m,n,r,l → hm,hn,hl,hr

Nasal (MUTN)

• c,g,sh,zh → h
• th,dh → tn,dn
• t,d,s,z,l,r → nt,nd,nz,nz,nl,nr
• p,b,m,n → mb,mb,mm,nn
• h → hn

Prothetic (MUTP)

• m,n → tm,pn
• p,b → shp
• t,d → ct,gd
• c,g → nc,ng
• s,z,sh,zh → ts,dz,tsh,dzh
• th,dh → cth,gdh
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Challenge
Construct a language phonology, with phonotactics and example words/sentences, as detailed as you

can make it, using only the phonemes shown below.

You may make any phonotactic constraints you wish, but you must use these phonemes and only these
phonemes in designing your phonology.

The goal of this challenge is to showcase to people how diffferent two phonologies can be even with the
same inventory.

Since the phonemes are identical for all entries, they will not be replicated on every entry’s pages. Please
assume that all entries had the inventories specifĳied within them at some point, and that they did not
completely forget to include them.

No, really, they all included them, I just felt it was utterly unnecessary to specify them again and again.

Editor’s note

Labial Alveolar Velar/Uvular Glottal
Nasal m n
Stop p b t d k g
Fricative f v s z ch h
Approximant l w

i

ẽ e

ɑ ɑ̃

u

o õ
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Phonology
• /s z/ can act like either plosives or fricatives phonotactically; in ambiguous environments, they are
fricative

• the realization of the alveolars is usually laminal alveolar
• /x/ is actually uvular [χ]
• /h/ is not a true fricative and thus behaves slightly diffferently
• nasalization applies to a whole word
• nasalized /i e a o u/ are /ẽ ẽ ã ã õ/ (note that the change is in the phonemes, which afffects allophony)
• /a ã/ are actually back [ɑ ɒ̃]
• /ẽ õ/ are diphthongized [ɛ̃ ɪ ̯̃ ɔ̃ ʊ̯̃]

The maximal syllable structure is (F)(N/P)(L)V(N/L)(F!h)(P), but a cluster may never exceed 3
consonants. Words must end in a single non-plosive alveolar consonant, in /w/, or in a vowel.

The allophony is highly extensive in the language. Liaison makes them apply across word boundaries,
unless marked with a cross †. Here is an exhaustive list:

• in stressed phonemically open syllables, vowels lengthen
• clusters assimilate for voice according to the last non-nasal and non-liquid consonant, which is
reflected phonemically

• nasals assimilate for place of articulation with the following consonant
• /t d k g/ become [s z x ɣ] before /i u/ †
• /b d l z g/ become [ᵇm ᵈn nˡ z̃ ᵍŋ] next to a nasalized vowel
• /mp nt ns nk/ become [mb nd nz ŋg] in nasal words
• /v/ becomes [gʷ] after a vowel and before /a/; elsewhere intervocalically, it is [ʋ]
• /z/ becomes [r] between vowels and before a pause
• /x/ is [ʁ] before a voiced consonant, [ʀ̥] intervocalically and next to /x/, and [χ] elsewhere
• /l/ becomes [r] after an alveolar
• /w/ becomes [j] next to a rounded vowel by dissimilation ([ɒ̃] does not count because it is
phonemically /ã/) †

• /h/ + /p t s k/ becomes [pʰ tʰ s kʰ] †
• /h/ + /b d z g/ becomes [ɓ ɗ z ɠ], but next to a nasalized vowel [ˀm ˀn ˀȷ ̃ ˀŋ] †
• /h/ + /m n l/ becomes [pᵐ tⁿ t͡ɬʰ], but next to a nasalized vowel [ˀm ˀn ˀl] †
• /h/ + /f v x/ is dropped †
• /hw/ is [ɕʷ], but next to a rounded vowel, it unrounds to [ɕ] by dissimilation †
• if the situation arises, plosive consonants and /w/ are degeminated, but only phonetically, so
allophonic vowel length is unafffected

• [s z z̃ ] are [ʃ ʒ ʒ̃ ] before /i/ †
• consonants appearing at the end of a word will alveolarize to conform with phonotactics
– /p t k/ and /b d g/ coalesce as /t/ and /d/
– /f s x/ coalesce as /s/
– /v w/ coalesce as /w/

• in clusters, plosives will always be lost, followed by nasals and liquids

Lexicon

Examples

Anhilare

by
Hniz

• av - ‘go, come, walk’
• baf - ‘slow’
• bex - ‘dress up, clothing’
• blas - ‘love, adore, devote, hold dear’
• gil - ‘book, write’
• hõn - ‘negative progressive auxiliary’
• kel - ‘wake, aware’
• let - (ajn.) ‘downward, under, beneath’
• lewk - ‘friend, comrade, outgoing’
• lez - ‘lose’
• list - ‘born, come from, originate’
• lomp - ‘rain’
• miz - ‘negative perfective auxiliary’

• nip - ‘give, present’
• niz - ‘speech, talk, clear, communicate, evident’
• nwux - ‘food, eat, edible’
• pil - ‘live, settle, inhabit, survive, exist’
• sing - ‘fast, quick, speed’
• suz - ‘music’
• swub - ‘brave, courage, bold, stand down’
• tliw - ‘know, be confĳident on, understand

clearly’
• two - ‘collect, gather, bundle, conglomerate’
• x - (cjn.) ‘links predicates together in

processional order’
• zi - (ajn.) ‘from, away, hence, thence’

“Why he has left the city is a mystery.”
/pilto zi htlẽwhõnẽ avaku/
[ˈpilto ʒi tʰrɛ̃ ɪ ̯̃ ˈɕɔ̃ ʊ̯̃ nɛ̃ ɪ ̯̃ ˈɑːgʷɑxu]

"Why he left the city is clear."
/pilto zi htlẽwẽ avaku/
[ˈpilto ʒi ˈtʰrɛɪ̃ ̃w̯ɛɪ̃ ̯̃ ˈɑːgʷɑx]

"Why he hasn't left the city is clear."
/pilto zi htlẽwẽ avu mizhaku/
[ˈpilto ʒi ˈtʰrɛɪ̃ ̃w̯ɛɪ̃ ̯̃ ˈɑːʋu ˈmizɑx]

"We are a brave people, and love our country."
/ãswõbẽ xlisti twoti blãsẽkẽ/
[ɒ̃ˈsjɔ̃ʊ̯̃ːᵇmɛɪ̃ ̯̃ ˈchliʃːi ˈtjoːʃi ˈblɒ̃̃ːsɛɪ̃ ̃k̯ɛɪ̃]̃

"The rain has stopped."
/lon mizidi/
[lom̚‿ˈmiːriʒ]

"It's been raining."
/lãmpẽdẽ/
[ˈlɒ̃mbɛɪ̃ ̯̃d nɛɪ̃]̃

"It'd been raining for a while."
/lãmphãdẽ/
[ˈlɒ̃mpʰɒ̃dɛɪ̃ ̃]̯

"It's raining."
/lompidi/
[ˈlompiʒi]

"It rained."
/lomphadi/
[ˈlompʰɑʒi]

"It's going to rain."
/lomptidi/
[ˈlompʃiʒi]

"It looked like it was going to rain."
/lomthadi/
[ˈlontʰɑʒi]

"It might rain."
/lomptido/
[ˈlompʃido]

"Are you going to the concert?"
/hlewki suzin avtika/
[ˈt͡ɬʰewxi ˈsuːrin ˈɑfʃikɑ]

"Go to the concert!"
/suzin avtik/
[ˈsuːrin ˈɑfʃit]



“I awoke early, dressed hastily, and went down to breakfast."
/hsingi kelhadi x bexhadi x let avhadi s fnwus/
[ˈʃiŋɣi ˈket͡ɬʰɑʒi‿ʁ‿ˈbeːʀ̥ɑʒi‿ch‿let ˈɑːgʷɑʒi‿s fnjus]

"I awoke late, dressed hastily, and went down to breakfast."
/hbafĳi kelhadi x singbexhadi x let avhadi s fnwus/
[ˈɓɑːfĳi ˈket͡ɬʰaʒi‿ch‿ʃiŋgˈbeːʀ̥ɑʒi‿ch‿let ˈɑːgʷɑʒi‿s fnjus]
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"Let's go to the concert."
/olewki suzin avtik/
[oˈlewxi ˈsuːrin ˈɑfʃit]

"Should we go to the concert?"
/olewki suzin avu gotika/
[oˈlewxi ˈsuːrin ˈɑːʋu ˈgoːʃikɑ]

"Is a friend is going to the concert?"
/hlewt suzin avtika/
[ˈt͡ɬʰewt ˈsuːrin ˈɑfʃikɑ]

"Is anyone friendly going to the concert?"
/lewkis suzin avtika/
[ˈt͡ɬʰewxis ˈsuːrin ˈɑfʃikɑ]

"Are any friends going to the concert?"
/olewt suzin avtika/
[oˈlewt ˈsuːrin ˈɑfʃikɑ]

"Are any friendly people are going to the concert?"
/olewkis suzin avtika/
[oˈlewxis ˈsuːrin ˈɑfʃikɑ]

"I have lost the book that you gave me."
/gil niphaku lezhaki/
[ˈgil ˈnipʰɑxu ˈlezɑxi]

"The book that you gave me is lost."
/hgil niphaku lezhadi/
[ˈɠil ˈnipʰɑxu ˈlezɑʒi]
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Phonemic Inventory
Starting offf with the consonant inventory provided, I see immediately the opportunity for some voicing

and lenition processes to makemorphology have interesting efffects on words.Will have to think about the
step before it settled on this inventory to think about how things might end up surfacing this way.

Next, the vowels. The nasalization here is pretty interesting, especially since it doesn’t afffect the high
vowels. Otherwise, it’s a pretty standard inventory.

Syllable Structure
I thought a bit about having a fĳinal /n/ or /l/ for syllables, but decided that the nasal vowels sort of

complicate things because what is now /tãlda/ would likely have been /tanlda/, which is crazy. Another
idea I had was to have there be some sort of vowel harmony afffecting a syllabic /n/, but that’s also a little
crazy.

The syllable structure is (C)V.

Constraints
To add some intrigue, here’s a constraint:

The fricative /h/ never appears word-initially

Phonological Processes
• Intervocalically, /n/ and /m/ become /h/ or /w/, respectively, and the vowels surrounding it are
nasalized. If an afffected vowel is /i/ or /u/, it is also lowered to either /ẽ/ or /õ/

• Before nasal vowels, voiceless stops become voiced
• After high vowels a stop is spirantized to the corresponding fricative, with /d/ going to [l] and /g/ going
to [h]

• If a syllable containing /a/ or /ã/ is followed by a syllable containing /i/, the former’s vowel becomes
[e] or [ẽ], respectively

Examples
• /kama/ > [gãwã]
• /nitani/ > [nizẽhẽ]
• /sikutã/ > [siχulã]
• /põ/ > [bõ]
• /tẽpalipehõ/ > [dẽpelipehõ]

Chrsevs

by
Proto-Sahbę
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This is the phonology of Gvb Mgẽ, or the Gvb language. Gvb includes syllabic consonants and both
consonant and vowel harmony. And some other stufff as well, but those are the most interesting ones.

Here are all the sounds, allophones in [brackets]:

Consonants

[ʍ̝ w̝] could also be transcribed [xʷ ɣʷ]; they’re supposed to be fricatives

Vowels

Syllabic consonants
Nasals and continuants can be syllabic

These syllabic consonants can occur: [m̩ n̩ ŋ̩ f ̩ v̩ s̩ z̩ ɬ ̩ l ̩ ʍ̩̝ χ̩ h̩].

The voiced syllabic version of /w/ is /u/. [ʍ̩̝] is it’s voiceless syllabic version, though that could also be
[ů̝].

/w u/ merge in voiced syllabic positions, but they are still distinct in pre- and postvocalic positions: /wo/
[wo] vs. /uo/ [u.o] and /ow/ [ow̝] vs. /ou/ [o.u]. They’re also distinct in voiceless positions: /tw/ [tʍ̩̝~tů̝] vs.
/tu/ [tu]

Allophony
Gvb has consonant harmony that also creates some nasal and voiceless allophones. But more about

those later, here are other allophonic processes:

• Velar stops become uvular next to /χ/ or next back vowels in the same syllabe
– /kχ/ > [qχ̩]
– /kɑ gɑ gɑ̃/ > [qɑ ɢɑ ɴɑ̃]
– /ɑk ɑg ɑ̃g/ > [ɑq ɑɢ ɑ̃ɴ]

• Sibilants become postalveolar next to /i/ in the same syllable
– /si zi/ > [ʃi ʒi]
– /is iz/ > [iʃ iʒ]

• /w/ is raised to [w̝] syllable fĳinally
– /ow/ > [ow̝]

• /e ẽ/ are lowered to [æ æ̃] when next to /χ/ in the same syllable, or when long (doubled)
– /χe eχ/ > [χæ æχ]
– /ee ẽẽ/ > [æː æ̃ː]

Syllable structure
Syllable structure is (C)X(ː)(C), X is any vowel or syllabic consonant.

Phonemically any sequences of vowels, continuants or nasals are allowed and they are simply syllabifĳied
accordingly. Stops can’t be syllabic, so a word cant begin or end with more than one stop, and there can’t
be more than two stops in a row inside a word.

So even though Gvb allows long sequences of consonants, it’s syllable structure is fairly simple. A
sequence like /phtksfχlw/ will be pronounced in three syllables [ph̩t.ˈksf̩.χɬʍ̝̩].

When two of the same sound appear next to each other, they become a long sound: /oo mm/ > [oː mː].
Long vowels and consonants are allowed in the nucleus: /teep/ > [ˈtæːp], /gmmn/ > [ˈŋm̩ːn]. Long
consonants are also allowed between two syllables: /lftti/ > [ˈɬf.̩tːi].

If more than two of the same sound appear in a row, they are separated into diffferent syllables: /ooo
mmm/ > [oː.o m̩ː.m̩].

If the nucleus is a syllabic consonant, the onset and codas can’t be the same consonant, so no *[mm̩mm̩ː
m̩m]. The nucleus also can’t have lower sonority than the onset or coda. In practice this means [l w] can’t
be in the same syllable with a syllabic fricative and also *[wl ̩ lw̩] are disallowed, only [ul lu].

Open syllables are favoured when possible, so for example /fs/ > [fs]̩, not *[fs̩].

Two diffferent vowels in a row are pronounced in separate syllables: /ei/ > [e.i].

Consonants next to vowels are usually nonsyllabic, unless they can’t be. For example /kɑlp/ > [qɑ.ɬp̩],
because *[qɑɬp] or *[qɑɬ.p] are not allowed.

Syllabifĳication is not phonemic, how a sequence of sounds is syllabifĳied is always predictable. And
pronouncing syllables slightly diffferently doesn’t change meaning. Even if [fs]̩ is correct, [fs]̩ and [fs̩] will
both be understood as /fs/.

teeohbeewye
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Labial Alveolar Postalveolar Velar Uvular Glottal
Nasal m n [ŋ] [ɴ]
Stop p b t d k g [q ɢ]
Fricative f v s z [ʃ ʒ] [ʍ̝] [w̝] ch h
Lateral fricative [ɬ]
Approximant l w
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Harmony
Gvb has voicing and nasal harmonies that apply to entire words, including consonants and vowels. All

sounds in any Gvbwordmust belong to the same harmony group: voiceless, voiced or nasal (nasals are also
always voiced).

Vowels are neutral to voicing. They can appear with both voiced and voiceless consonants, but are always
voiced themselves.

/l w/ are also neutral to voicing, but they have voiceless allophones [ɬ ʍ̝] when they appear in words with
other voiceless consonants.

/g/ is neutral to nasality, it has a nasal allophone [ŋ] when it appears in nasal words (or [ɴ] next to back
vowels).

/χ h/ are always voiceless, they don’t have voiced allophones or counterparts.

/l w g/ and non-nasal vowels belong to the voiced group by default, so a word with only these sounds
would belong to the voiced group.

Themorphophonemesmatter for afffĳixes. A word root can only include sounds from one harmony group.
Afffĳixes only includemorphophonemes, andwhen added to words these simply become the corresponding
sound in the word’s harmony group.

Like this:

• /gvb/ + /-S/ → /gvbz/ > [ˈgv̩.bz̩]
• /wχe/ + /-S/ → /wχes/ > [ʍ̩̝.ˈχæs]
• /mgẽ/ + /-S/ → /mgẽn/ > [m̩.ˈŋẽn]

/χ h/ either don’t appear in afffĳixes, or they change the word into voiceless (like /gvb-χ/ > [ˈkf.̩pχ̩]). Could
go either way, not sure.

Stress
By default stress is on the second-to-last syllable. If the last syllable is heavier than the second-to-last, the

stress is on the last one. Weight is influenced by nucleus length and coda consonants

Examples:

• /dege/ → [ˈde.ge]
• /kɑpl/ → [ˈqɑ.pɬ]̩
• /degee/ → [de.ˈgæː]
• /kɑlp/ → [qɑ.ˈɬp̩]
• /dewgee/ → [ˈdew̝.gæː]
• /dewgeez/ → [dew̝.ˈgæːz]

Examples
More example words (these don’t mean anything)

• /ksst/ → [ˈks̩ː t]
• /lis/ → [ˈɬiʃ]
• /zob/ → [ˈzob]
• /õg/ → [ˈõɴ]
• /skop/ → [s.̩ˈqop]
• /ldv/ → [ˈl.̩dv̩]
• /fppew/ → [f.̩ˈpːeʍ̝]
• /thpeχ/ → [th̩.ˈpæχ]
• /ziɑud/ → [ʒi.ɑ.ˈud]
• /iopχ/ → [i.ˈo.pχ̩]
• /ftχskhpltɑ/ → [ft̩.χs.̩kh̩.ˈpɬ.̩tɑ]
• /vzugdlg/ → [v̩.zuɢ.ˈdlg̩]
• /welgzbvɑ/ → [wel.ˈgz̩b.vɑ]
• /nɑ̃ẽẽõ/ → [nɑ̃.ˈæ̃ː.õ]
• /nmmnɑ̃/ → [ˈnm̩ː.nɑ̃]
• /gẽnngõm/ → [ŋẽ.ˈn̩ː.ɴõm]
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Voiceless Voiced Nasal Morphophoneme
/p/ /b/

/m/
/P/

/f/ /v/ /F/
/w/ [ʍ̝] /w/ /W/
/t/ /d/

/n/
/T/

/s/ /z/ /S/
/l/ [ɬ] /l/ /L/
/k/ /g/ /g/ [ŋ] /K/
/ch/ - - -
/h/ - - -

/i/ /ẽ/ /I/
/e/ /E/
/u/ /õ/ /U/
/o/ /O/
/ɑ/ /ɑ̃/ /A/
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vezruzḷ ḍotpi e “language for segments” is spoken mostly as an isolate in northern wössierne peero
(natively wesixna pehxo) but also spoken in a few surrounding islands and uses a rather simple
phonological inventory to create a complex system of uvularization and nasal harmony.

Uvularization and Orthography
These are paired together because the orthography includes both diacritics for some of the simpler

allophony and the more complex uvularization process. The reason that the uvularized phones do not
qualify as separate phonemes is twofold. For one, most native speakers consider them to be Cχ clusters and
have trouble pronouncing, say, a pχ cluster without coarticulating it, and for another, these uvular and
uvularized phones pattern as clusters rather than single sounds. As and example, q converts to x in clusters
in the verb paradigm because a cluster of three is impossible and the stop is the fĳirst sound to go. What
should be weqse (if q was a single segment) is wexse. This is a consistent behavior across the language
(dzud ‘to give’ + ḷe ‘result of verb’ = dzudle ‘gift’, while itfe ‘to own’ + ḷe ‘result of verb’ = itfeḷe ‘thing that the
speaker owns’.

χ is written ⟨x⟩.

Cχ clusters are written as such:

Placement Allophony
Many sounds have allophones depending upon where they are placed in a word. Most native speakers

display this allophony, although many diffferent dialects have diffferent allophony in this case. I will be
marking rules that do not apply in certain areas with colored asterisks (* * * *).

• χ is [ʁ] between vowels
• w is [ɵ̯] in codas**
• s and z are [ə̯] in codas**

• χw and wχ are [ʁ] as opposed to [ʁʷ]**
• h is [ː] in codas
• h is [ç] before [i u i ̃ ũ]*

Additionally, some basic sounds have a diffferent default pronunciation in some areas. Most interestingly,
in the area closest to the ekö sprachbund (yellow), the voiceless stops /p t k/ are aspirated [pʰ tʰ kʰ], the
voiced stops /b d g/ are plain voiceless [p t k] and the voiced uvularized stops [b͡ʁ d͡ʁ] become plain voiced
stops [b d] with [ɢ] merging with [q]. The plain uvularized stops stay as they are.

Harmony and vowel chart

This chart shows the average production of the various vowels and semivowels in ḍotpi. Although some
dialects have slightly diffferent pronunciations, this seems to be the base that most dialects are derived
from.

Why l,̃ ĩ and ũ are allophones

There are two reasons for this. One is more about what allophony is and the other is more about history.
Let’s start with the more by-the-book defĳinition. l,̃ i ̃ and ũ never appear in the fĳinal syllable of a word or in
a monosyllable, which is important because nasal harmony developed from the end of the word. When
words were loaned from ehōs, it was in the process of losing it's nasal vowels. /ĩ/ and /ũ/ had already
become /i/ and /õ/ in most dialects, so the xinekuh only inherited those three. They had a hard time not
just making a whole word nasal, so harmony developed based on the last vowel in a word. The nasality
spread forwards and nasalized all syllabic sounds ([i u l]̩to [ĩ ũ l ̣̃]) Since /ĩ/ and /ũ/ did not exist, they could
not create harmony, leading to their classifĳication as allophones. This is supported by the sufffĳixation of b
and d de-nasalizing nasal words (sõ ‘to attempt to uproot’ + b AUG = sob ‘to yank or pull with great force’)

For the historical reason, nasal harmony was (accidentally) imposed by invaders.

I’m not joking.

Kluqapekuh, the chain of islands that vezruzḷ ḍotpi e is spoken on, received writing from thewössierne
people shortly before trade with the northern ehōs im. The ehōs im invaded kluqapekuh and passed their
nasal vowels to them in the form of loads of loans. The nasal harmony only manifests in words that had a
historic nasal vowel loaned from ehōs, leading to the conclusion that only the three nasal vowels loaned
from ehōs are phonemic. In some dialects the nasal vowels are thinning out depending on the number of
nasals in the word. Specifĳically, if there are no nasal stops in a nasal word, the word will lose its nasality (in
the yellow dialect).

rainbow_musician

by
vezruzḷ dọtpi e

Labial Alveolar Velar/Uvular Glottal
Nasal [mʶ] ⟨ṃ⟩ [ɴ] ⟨ṇ⟩
Voiceless stop [pʶ] ⟨ṗ⟩ [tʶ] ⟨t⟩̣ [q] ⟨q⟩
Voiced stop [bʶ] ⟨ḅ⟩ [dʶ] ⟨ḍ⟩ [ɢ] ⟨ġ⟩
Voiceless fricative [f͡ch] ⟨f⟩̣ [ch] ⟨x⟩ [chː] ⟨xx⟩ [ch] ⟨x⟩
Voiced fricative [v͡ʁ] ⟨v̇⟩ [ʁ] ⟨r⟩
Approximant [ʁʷ] ⟨rw⟩ [ʟ̠] ⟨l⟩̣
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Example and Derivation
I’ll leave offf the grammar tables for now, as they aren’t particularly important to this phonology

challenge, but there will be a gloss accompanying this translation. ḍotpi is more close to ehōs than
wössierne ekö gramatically, but inmany ways the culture of the xinekuh is closer to thewössierne people,
so it can be considered an isolate with signifĳicant influence from both parties.

Full story

fạ̃nẽl itfeqesi kis̃ã hes. tld fạ̃nẽl ibzedqesi, tld vezruziste-qesi kis̃ã hes dzudisteqesi kis̃ã ṗikes.
fokezekuh kis̃ã etọqesiḍop fạ̃nẽl ãtẽlõlõmzip̃ẽl kwar. rwef itfetopeldeqesi dow fbotveppeliqesi rwefek.

“There was once a boat with a heavy sail.”
fạ̃nẽl itfeqesi kis̃ã hes
[fʶãnẽl itfeqesi kis̃ã heə̯]
fạ̃nẽl itfe-qesi kis̃ã he-s
boat own-3O.3SBJ sail be.heavy-ADJ

“A man came to the boat,”
tld fạ̃nẽl ibzedqesi,
[tlʔ̩ fʶãnẽl ibzeʔqesi]
tld fạ̃nẽl ibzed-qesi,
man boat be.at.PLUP-3O.3SBJ,

“and replaced the sail with a light one.”
tld vezruziste-qesi kis̃ã hes dzudisteqesi kis̃ã ṗikes
[tlʔ̩ veə̯ʁuzisteqesi kis̃ã heə̯ dzudisteqesi kis̃ã pʶikeə̯]
tld vezruz-iste-qesi kis̃ã he-s dzud-iste-qesi kis̃ã ṗik-es
man break-PLUP-3O.3SBJ sail be.heavy-ADJ give-PLUP-3O.3SBJ sail be.light-ADJ

“Without the sail’s weight, the boat became unwieldy.”
fokezekuh kis̃ã etọqesiḍop fạ̃nẽl ãtẽlõlõmzip̃ẽl kwar
[fokezekuː kis̃ã etʶoqesid͡ʁoʔ fʶãnẽl ãtẽlõlõmzip̃ẽl kwaʁ]
fokez-ekuh kis̃ã etọ-qesi-ḍop fạ̃nẽl ãtẽl-õl-õbzi-̃pẽl kwar
ballast sail POSS-3.O.3.SBJ-PLR boat navigate-DIM-3.SBJ-PST CAUS

“It sailed away from the others and was lost.”
rwef itfetopeldeqesi dow fbotveppeliqesi rwefek
[ʁʷef iʔfetopeldeqesi doɵ̯ vboʔvepːeliqesi ʁʷefeʔ]
rwef itfeto-pelde-qesi dow fbotvep-peli-qesi rwef-ek
3.SIN abandon-PST.PRF-3.O.3.SBJ and lose-PST.IMP-PASS-3.O.3.SBJ 3.SIN-REFL
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Phonology
Consonants

Mā Sip has 16 consonant phonemes. It makes use of a voicing distinction in plosives as well as fricatives.
The dorsal plosives /k g/ are velar in most contexts, while the fricative /ch/ is uvular in most. While /h/ is
classed as a fricative here, it behaves diffferently in most aspects, which will be discussed further. There are
two approximants /l w/; other approximants/semivowels are present in the language, but only as
allophonic realizations of vowels in certain environments.

Consonant Allophony

There are a few notable processes at work that have an impact on the surface realizations of the
consonants in Mā Sip.

Aspiration

A few root words contain a consonant cluster with /h/, and many words cluster this way via infĳixation of
an /h/ for certain grammatical constructions. When /h/ is clustered with a voiceless sound, the result is
aspiration. When clustered with a voiced sound, the result is breathy voicing. This also occurs across
syllable boundaries. Aspiration does not occur with /l w g ch h/, but does appear with all other consonants.
Aspiration of /k/ surfaces as [tʃh].

(1) atho [ɑtʰo] ‘flat piece of furniture’

(2) Mhina [mʱin̤ɑ] ‘Mhina (name)’

(3) bhã [bʱɑ̤̃] ‘to express disapproval towards’

(4) khal wihit [tʃʱɑl wihit] ‘to have not finished thinking about’; lit. ‘to meditate on, to leave’

(5) las pho [lɑs pʱo] ‘to have run’; lit. ‘to run, to go to’

Dorsal Backing

The velar consonants back to uvular when preceding an /ɑ/. This process is resisted when the preceding
vowel is /i/, and in this context the [k~q] pronunciation is in free variation.

(6) kala [qɑlɑ] ‘to break’

(7) wega [weɢɑ] ‘wheel’

Vowels

Mā Sip uses a simple fĳive vowel system, with nasalization phonemic on the mid and low vowels. The low
vowel /ɑ/ is further back than usual low phonemes, and this backness plays a role in some allophonic
surface forms seen in the language.

Vowel Length

Vowel length is not a contrastive feature of the language. However, it does appear in certain contexts,
particularly in reduplication patterns. Where it seen, it is analyzed as a sequence of two homogenous
vowels. Interestingly, the nasal vowels are not seen paired for length, though nasal-oral and oral-nasal pairs
do appear.

Euphony Vowels

Every vowel in the language has a euphonious ‘partner’ vowel with which it pairs in certain
constructions, particularly in reduplication. These ‘partnerships’ are usually one-way and sad, like an
unrequited love. /i/ and /u/ are euphonious with /e/ and /o/, respectively, but they themselves are not
euphonious to any other vowels. They are referred to as ‘lonely vowels’, and they behave diffferently than
the ‘paired vowels’. Euphony is ordered in Mā Sip, such that euphonious constructions will always occur in
the order:

high-mid-low-mid-low...

such that the high lonely vowels can only ever occur as the fĳirst element in a euphony construction.

/ɑ/ can be euphonious with both /e/ and /o/, and which one it euphonizes with depends on the nature
of the onset consonent. If it is dorsal, its euphony partner will be /o/; elsewhere, it will be /e/. Euphony
forms appear often in reduplication patterns.

(8) bikni bek [bikni bek] ‘gardener’

(9) mūmoson [muːmoson] ‘big bug’

(10) musunmō [musunmoː] ‘little bug; afffectionate term for a toddler’

Euphony forms are seen as preferred in the language, such that in non-euphony contexts, such as simple
word pairings, there is a preference for choosing a word whose vowels are euphonious with the leftmost
element. This is especially common in ideophones used with children.

(11) wahana wehene [wahana wehene] ‘calmly; without stressing’

Lysimachiakis
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Figure: Vowel Euphony Amongst Paired & Lonely Vowels



(12) talak telek [talak telek] ‘sound of galloping horses; doing something quickly but at a steady
pace’

Denasalization

The nasal vowel phonemes /ɑ̃ ẽ õ/ are denasalized in certain contexts. Following a surface-level [h] (but
not with all phonemic /h/), they lose their nasality. This does not occur when following an aspirated
allophone. They are also denasalized when followed by a coda nasal; if they are followed by a nasal onset
for a following syllable, they maintain their nasality.

(13) bihãs [biɦas] ‘phone’

(14) xẽm [χem] ‘shoe’, but xẽmxãa [χemχãa] ‘boot’

Their status as nasal vowels in these contexts is made clear because of infĳixing and reduplication
patterns, as seen with xẽmxãa above, which allow for the nasality to surface when outside of those
environments.

Syllable & Word Shape

Syllables in Mā Sip take the following basic shape:

There are not many roots that use a direct Ch-onset, but it is a productive feature in grammatical
constructions. Likewise, while an individual syllable may maximally take this form, this does not hold
when looking at actual words. The maximal cluster across morpheme boundaries is CC. What this means,
then is that consonants will be elided if a combination of morphemes would violate this restriction.
Typically, as the /h/ in a cluster often conveys important grammatical information, it resists elision. This
leaves either the fĳirst morpheme’s coda or the second morpheme’s onset. Generally speaking, the least
sonorant element of the cluster will be elided. If this is the onset of the second syllable, the coda of the fĳirst
syllable will fĳirst assimilate in place.

(15) tan [tɑn] ‘to do something repeatedly’ + phai [pʰɑi] ‘to fall asleep’
→ tamhai [tɑmʱɑ̤i]̤ ‘to wake up and fall asleep repeatedly; to get a bad night’s sleep’

(16) kos [kos] ‘to start but not fĳinish’ + phai [pʰɑi] ‘to fall asleep’
→ kofhai [kofʰɑi] ‘to start to sleep (but not fall asleep)’

It should be noted that these cases of elision are rather limited in Mā Sip. Because the language is so
highly isolating, there are only a small number of morphemes that can attach directly like this.

Consonant Cluster Reduction

While consonant clusters are present in a limited way across syllable boundaries, when a word is
diminutivized by any process, cross-syllable clusters are often reduced. As with the /h/-cluster reduction
above, the least sonorant element is typically the one that is elided.

Prosody & Intonation

Stress is not a phonemic distinction made in Mā Sip. Generally speaking, the fĳinal syllable of a given
intonation unit will be stressed, by which Imean it will be pronounced at a higher pitch than the preceding
syllables. If an intonation unit is particularly long, as it may be in a noun phrase with an embedded relative
clause, for example, then there will be a notable steady rise in pitch until the fĳinal syllable is reached.

(17) Mā Sip [màā sǐp̚] ‘being Maa’

(18) to ba wan la sai sei [tó bà wàn là sǎis̯éi]̯ ‘the man who was seen by me’

In certain constructions, this general pitch pattern is shifted. In imperatives, for example, the fĳirst
syllable of the imperative phrase is the highest pitch, with the pitch falling offf over the course of the
utterance. This is, by analogy, also seen in urgent exclamations.

(19) Xamak! [χámàk̚] ‘Watch out!’
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(C₁)(h)V(C₂)
C1 → any consonant
h → /h/
C2 → /m n p t k f s ch h l/
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Introduction
This is my entry to the challenge for the inaugural issue of Segments. In it, everyone gets the same

phoneme inventory and is challenged to expand it into amore fully-fledged phonology. The goals are to see
what diffferent people do with the same segments and to show that a phonology is much more than an
inventory. I had a couple ideas for diffferent phonos with this same inventory. Here’s the process I went
through for deciding one of them.

Inventory

The inventory is the same as provided by Gleb.

Back in January, when Lysimachiakis had the idea for this challenge, I suggested this inventory. Slorany
responded, “this is bland as fuck I love that as a starting point.” So here we are, with our bland as fuck
inventory.

As vanilla as it may be, there are still a few things that jump out at me:

• There’s a /w/ along with /u/ and /i/ but no /j/
• There’s no /ŋ/ (which is a pretty typical gap to be fair, especially among IE languages)
• Nasalization is asymmetrical: not all oral vowels have nasal counterparts
• Gleb put /w/ in the velar column, which is totally reasonable, so I might lean into that and make it
pattern as velar

I had a few ideas for messing with this phono: a largely monosyllabic language with complex onsets and
a tone/register system, amora-timed language with lots of quantity-related phenomena possibly including
overlong vowels, and a language heavy on syllabic consonants (where themissing /ĩ ũ/ were syllabic /m̩ n̩/).

I started working on this in a stream on the CDN. I asked Mareck how Hmong she was feeling. She said
87%. That’s pretty Hmong. So it was decided: idea number one.

Tones
As the fĳirst step on making this inventory special, I wanted to add some tone and register distinctions. A

lot of the time, these things go together, so I decided to make fĳive diffferent patterns that incorporate both.
I also wanted a bit of asymmetry in the distribution, so I decided to restrict syllables with stops in the codas
to only have level tones.

1. High level tone is pronounced with a high, level pitch and modal voice. It’s a bit shorter. High level
one of the two tones allowed in syllables with stop codas.

2. Low level tone starts out as low modal voice and falls to the bottom of the speaker’s vocal range. It
can get creaky at the end, especially in closed syllables. In pausa, low level open syllables may be cut
offf by a glottal stop. Low level is the other tone allowed in syllables with stop codas.

3. Falling breathy tone starts with a level high and then drops tomid. Vowels in falling breathy syllables
are pronounced with breathy voice, and voiced consonants are often pronounced with slack or
breathy voice.

4. Falling creaky tone starts with a quick drop in pitch followed by a slower drop to mid-low. Some
speakers pronounce the entire syllable rime with creaky voice, and others pronounce the vowel
‘broken’ with a glottal stop in the middle.

5. Rising tone starts mid-low, dips to the bottom of the speaker’s vocal range, and then rises to high. It’s
pronounced with modal voice, but some speakers may have creaky voice during the dip.

Here’s a diagram that shows the rough contours of the tones, with dots indicating creak/glottalization.

Phonotactics
I decided to follow the traditional analyses of some SEA languages and think about building syllables in

terms of permissible onsets and rimes.

Onsets

Any individual consonant can be an onset. All consonants except for approximants can be followed by
/l w/, all voiceless stops can be followed by /s h/ and all voiced stops can be followed by /z/. I imagine the
/s z/ intermediates to have come from the missing palatal glide via earlier [ç ʝ]. Voiceless stops followed by
/h/ are realized as aspirated.

There are two prefĳixes that can be applied to onsets: a nasal /n/ can come before onsets except /m n l h/
and assimilates in place. A fricative, either /s/ or /z/ can come before onsets other than fricatives and
assimilates in voicing. Onsets with /sCs/ and /nCh/ are not permitted.

In the table of permissible onsets, I tried not to repeat ones that could fĳit in multiple places, for example
/sl/ is listed in the Cl column for /s/ but not in the sC column for /l/. I fĳigured out these rules on the stream,
but luckily for everyone there I waited till afterwards to make this table. I’ll write /χ/ as ⟨x⟩.

Rimes

Rimes can consist of a vowel followed by an optional coda consonant. Any of /p t k m n/ can be codas.
Nasal vowels only occur in open syllables and high vowels can’t be followed by /k/. I imagine these rules to
be linked with the asymmetrical nasalization in vowels: at some time in the past, there was a third nasal
/ŋ/ that was allowed in codas. High vowels were lowered before velars, and then /Vŋ/ combinations
became nasal vowels. That would explain why there are no high nasal vowels and why nasal vowels only
occur in open syllables.

Since there’s /w/ but no /j/ I’ll say you can have /w/ as an offfglide in diphthongs (or maybe /w/ can be a
coda consonant). Since I’m leaning into it patterning as velar, I’ll say /iw uw/ get lowered to /ew ow/ and

Miacomet

by
Skloh Lam

1. high level
2. low level
3. falling breathy
4. falling creaky
5. rising



since I don’t like /ow/ for this language, I’ll say it merges with /o/.

In the table of permissible rimes, I’ll write /ɑ/ as ⟨a⟩ and follow Hmong in writing nasal vowels doubled.

The rime also carries one of the fĳive tones. Since syllables ending in stops can only have high level or low
level tone, I’ll indicate that by writing fĳinal /ptk/ as ⟨ptk⟩ in syllables with high level tone and as ⟨bdg⟩ in
syllables with low level tone. This is inspired by the 1982 romanization of Zhuang, which does something
similar.

Otherwise, since there are no syllable-fĳinal fricatives, I’ll use the fricative letters to mark tone. I’ll leave
high level unmarked, mark low level with ⟨x⟩, falling breathy with ⟨h⟩, falling creaky with ⟨z⟩, and rising
with ⟨s⟩. I’ll write spaces between each syllable, even in compound words, to keep things unambiguous
(again, taking a page from Hmong).

Allophony
There are a few things that are ambiguously allophony or neutralization, for example, in onsets with

sibilants and codas, they have to match in voicing. Is this an allophony rule where /s/ gets realized as [z]
near /bdg/, a rule restricting the distribution of /s/ and /z/, or some kind of archiphonemic fricative /S/
that’s unspecifĳied for voicing and lets it spread? Who knows! I certainly don’t. Here are a few things I do
know.

• Nasals assimilate in place with the following consonant, so you get things like /mv/ → [ɱv] and /nk/ →
[ŋk]. Since Gleb put /w/ in the velars column, I decided that /nw/ → [ŋw].

• /sl zl/ become [ɬ ɮ] in fast speech.

• In careful speech, /hl/ is realized as [l]̥ but in fast speech it merges with /sl/ to [ɬ].
• /hw/ is realized as [ʍ].
• /ɑ/ → [ɒ] / w
• /ph th kh/ clusters are realized as aspirated stops

Word Generation
Once I had the basics worked out, I decided to try and generate some words. Zompist Gen was most

familiar to me, so I used that. At this point, the stream started flagging (it’s not that interesting to watch
someone type a bunch of letters into boxes on a website) so I decided to call it a day and keep working offf
screen.

I ended up using Zompist Gen to generate forms for somewords, and Zompist SCA² to process the output
a bit to get the romanization I had in mind. I tweaked the categories so they could be used for both
applications. Here are the categories, the syllable types for Gen and the ‘sound changes’ for SCA², in case
you want to play around a bit yourself.

Here’s some of the output.

pek ndit nkaz slab ndad twas ab skez twoox az nkut tez zdes ntob blix
/pek¹ ndit¹ nkɑ³ slɑp² ndɑt² twɑ⁴ ɑp² ske³ twõ² ɑ³ nkut¹ te³ zde⁵ ntop² bli²/
[pék ndít ŋkɑ̤̂ ɬɑ̰̀p ndɑ̰̀t twɑ̰̂ ɑ̀p skê̤ twò̃ ɑ̤̂ ŋkút tê̤ zdě ntò̰p blì]

Morphophonology
During the stream, a couple people including Kilenc, Tonic, and Zethar askedwhat evidence there would

be to support analyzing all of these things as separate segments. On the stream, we talked about a couple
ideas involving afffĳixes interacting in diffferent ways. Since then I also came up with a few ideas. In keeping
with the general Hmong aesthetic, this language will be very light on inflection, so without making too
many commitments to how the language works, here are a few examples with derivational morphology.

Prefixes and Infixes

Although there’s no inflectional morphology, there are several derivational prefĳixes or infĳixes that
change the onset. One common example is the prefĳix s- which changes the valency of a verb. Unusually it
can derive transitives from intransitives, or derive intransitives and reflexives from transitives. It can also
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C Cl Cw Ch Cs nCmp nCl nCw nCs sC sCl sCw sCh
p pl pw ph ps mp mpl mpw mps sp spl spw sph
b bl bw bz mb mbl mbw mbz zb zbl zbw
t tl tw th ts nt ntl ntw nts st stl stw sth
d dl dw dz nd ndl ndw ndz zd zdl zdw
k kl kw kh ks nk nkl nkw nks sk skl skw skh
g gl gw gz ng ngl ngw ngz
m ml mw sm
n nl nw sn
f fl fw mf mfl mfw
v vl vw mv mvl mvw
s sl sw ns nsl
z zl zw nz nzl
x xl xw nx
h hl hw
l
w

Table: Permissible onsets

V Vp Vt Vk Vm Vn Vw Ṽ
a ap at ak am an aw aa
e ep et ek em en ew ee
i ip it im in
o op ot ok om on oo
u up ut um un

Table: Permissible rimes

Categories Syllable types Sound changes
V=aeiou CVT V/W/_[kŋw]
W=aeeoo VT s/z/_D
K=ptkbdg CVNT s/z/D_
D=bdgbdg VNT s//_L
Z=bdgvz OCVT n//_[mnlh]
S=ptkfs OCVNT Zh/S/_
T=cqvrj CGVNT K[qv]/D/_
L=czxhsfv OCGVNT [rj]//K_
C=pbtdkgmnfvszxhlw KRVT c//_
O=ns KRVNT T/L/_
G=lw OKRVNT eŋ/ee/_
R=shlw OKRVT aŋ/aa/_
N=ptkmnŋw o[ŋw]/oo/_



derive inchoative verbs from property words. It can replace onset-initial n-.

(1) Examples of the prefĳix s-
a. nawx ‘to cook, to boil’ → snawx ‘to be cooked, to be brewed, to get

tempered’
b. ntih ‘red, to be red’ → stih ‘to turn red’
c. gwet ‘to break something’ → skwet ‘to be broken’
d. plis ‘to sleep, to stay a night’ → splis ‘to inhabit somewhere’
e. kloh ‘to address someone, to tell someone’ → skloh ‘to discuss, to talk’

Since there’s no valid onset with *sg-, there are a few pairs with g-/sk-.

There’s another similar s- afffĳix which derives causatives, fĳirst-person possessives, and question words,
but which is infĳixed whenever possible. It can replace /l w h/ as the last element of a cluster. It can still be
a prefĳix when it isn’t possible to infĳix, such as before /m l w/

(2) Examples of the infĳix -s-
a. bloox ‘to run (away)’ → bzoox ‘to spook, to scatter’
b. ntih ‘red, to be red’ → ntsih ‘to color or paint red’
c. lam ‘heart, rhythm’ → slam ‘speaker’s feelings’
d. nee ‘person, someone’ → nsee ‘who’

Since both afffĳixes are s- before vowels, you sometimes get homophones. For example from aaz ‘to eat, to
use up, to spend’ you get saazwhich canmean ‘to be eaten, to be spent, to be empty, to be exhausted’ from the
fĳirst afffĳix or ‘to feed, to get someone to use’ from the second one.

There is an h- afffĳix that derives verbs with a sense of repetition, redoing, or changing, as well as second-
person possessives. With voiceless stops, it adds an -h- at the end of the cluster, it devoices voiced sounds,
and it turns l andw to hl and hw.

(3) Examples of the infĳix -h-
a. stoo mplas ‘to get dressed’ → sthoo mplas ‘to change clothes, to get redressed’
b. nglaw ‘to write’ → nklaw ‘to rewrite, to edit’
c. lam ‘heart, rhythm’ → hlam ‘listener’s feelings’
d. awx ‘surroundings, environment’ → hawx ‘ near the listener’

Compounding and Sandhi

Morphemes in this language are almost entirely monosyllabic, but two-syllable compounds, lexicalized
SVCs, and verb-object compounds get treated as single prosodic units, especially when V-O compounds or
SVCs consist of two single-syllable components. There are a few sandhi rules that apply within these
compounds. If a compound has two rising tones, then the fĳirst one dissimilates to become a low level tone.

If the fĳirst syllable in a compound has falling breathy tone, then it becomes high level and the syllable
following it gets the same changes to its onset as with the h afffĳix.

(4) Examples of tone sandhi
a. tos nwas → tox nwas ‘to go to sleep’ lit. ‘hide eyes’
b. ntih zawx → nti sawx ‘red and white’

When the fĳirst syllable of a compound ends in a nasal vowel, the second syllable gets a nasal added to the
beginning of the onset whenever possible. Unlike the n- prefĳix, this can’t replace an initial s-.

(5) Examples of nasal sandhi
a. stoo plas → sthoomplas ‘to get dressed,’ lit. ‘put clothes’
b. aas led → aas nled ‘necessities for comfort,’ lit. ‘food tea’

There are probably more kinds of sandhi, but those’ll have to wait till I pick this up some time in the
future.

Reduplication

Reduplication is highly productive. The most straightforward type of reduplication is whole-word
reduplication. Reduplicating nouns can pluralize them and reduplicating verbs can show repeated or long-
lasting actions. When a single syllable is reduplicated, it acts like a disyllabic compound for the purposes
of sandhi.

(6) Examples of whole-word reduplication
a. nee ‘person’ → nee nee ‘people, crowd’
b. bloox ‘to run’ → bloox bloox ‘to run again, to keep running’

There are some reduplication patterns which copy a word’s onset and tone onto a base consisting of a
rime. For example, reduplication with the base -oo is used to genericize words ormake categoriesmeaning
“X and things like X,” and the base -ek is used to derive verbs that indicate that something was done
completely or thoroughly. Not all tones can be copied onto syllables with stop codas, so falling creaky tones
become low level and falling breathy and rising tones become high level when copied to syllables ending
in stops.

In addition to the regular onset reduplication processes, there are a lot of idiosyncratic modifĳiers/
intensifĳiers that copy the onset of their base word.

(7) Examples of onset reduplication
a. nawx ‘to cook’ → neg nawx ‘to overcook, to cook to death’
b. led ‘tea’ → loox led ‘hot drinks, things like tea’
c. ntih ‘red’ → ntaw ntih ‘deep red, blood red, very red’

Some reduplication processes only copy the fĳirst segment of an onset. The most common one of these is
the diminutive, which is formed by copying the fĳirst segment of the onset to a syllable with the rime -ix and
changing the original syllable to a rising tone (or a high level tone, if it’s checked).

(8) Examples of fĳirst-segment reduplication
a. slam ‘speaker’s heart’ → six slams ‘my little heart, term of endearment’
b. gwep ‘child’ → gix gwep ‘little kid, kiddo’

Last, there are some processes that only copy the ‘core’ consonant in the onset. This is usually the
segment in the cluster with the lowest sonority. For single-consonant onsets, the single consonant is the
‘core’ consonant. For /hl hw/ it’s /l w/. If the onset is a cluster ending in /w l h s/, then the ‘core’ consonant
is the consonant preceding it. Otherwise, if it’s a cluster beginning with /n s/, then it’s the consonant after.
I think that covers all the possible cases, but if it doesn’t let me know.

Some processes also copy the ‘core’ vowel, which is the nucleus of a syllable, but never nasalized. Since
there were relatively recent i, u → e, o changes, there are some cases where /e o/ nuclei in nasal rimes or
before /k/ will get copied as /i u/. This is because the reduplicated vowel didn’t have the right environment
to condition the sound change.

Here are some examples, from a process that derives verbs for actions that are done haltingly,
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incompletely, or for short periods of time by copying the ‘core’ consonant and vowel of a syllable. (Notice
the tone change in 9a, since sandhi no longer applies between the verb and its object, but does apply
between the two syllables of the verb.)

(9) Examples of ‘core’ segment copying
a. ntsix aas ‘to eat food’ → tix ntsis aas ‘to eat a little food, to pick at your food’
b. snawx ‘to surround’ → nax snawx ‘to spend time with, to hang out with’
c. bzog plew ‘to help out’ → bux bzog plew ‘to help a little, to help casually, to help

half-heartedly’

Language Games

There is a language game, called tax sos ska hloh, which comes from the phrase tos sklohmeaning ‘hide
speech.’Here are the rules for converting from regular speech to tax sos ska hloh.

1. Split each starting syllable into onset and rime.
2. If the onset is a cluster whose last consonant is /l w h s/ then move it to become the onset of the

second new syllable. Otherwise add an /s/ to the beginning of the second new syllable.
3. Add an /ɑ/ after what’s left of the onset and copy the tone over to make the fĳirst new syllable.
4. Treat each resulting pair of words as a compound and apply sandhi rules to them.

Here’s a step-by-step example using the name of the language game to walk through it.

1. t-os skl-oh
2. t sos sk loh
3. tas sos skah loh
4. tax sos ska hloh

The fact that this game breaks up onsets like ts, tl, th, and tw into ta s-, ta l-, ta h-, and ta w- is an
argument in favor of treating them as clusters of separate segments rather than single segments with
afffrication, lateral release, aspiration and labialization, respectively.
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• Some art sporting the language in some form (music, sculpture, painting/drawing, poetry...)
• Opinion pieces about the implementation of a conlang in a given work (movie, series, book...)
• Translation games
• News about conlanging and the community
• One page where several conlangs are displayed translating the same text
• “What if...” section where we hypothesize about changes in extant or dead languages
• Inspiration from linguistic theories
• An “errata” category but for content creators (Conlang Critic, Biblaridion, Artifexian…)who sometimes
get stufff wrong

• Interviews

As you can see, this is quite a lot of ideas. And it was all intended for, and I am quoting myself from early
2020 here, “A magazine. A small one. Short. With not too many pages.”

What a dumb idiot I was but, Oh! the bliss of ignorance.

However, the idea was rejected because no one really knew what to do, how to do it, and none of us had
the time.

And, a few weeks later, with both a second session of Conlangs University starting up⁽⁶⁾ and the
pandemic hitting us all in full force, none of us thought about it much longer…

September 2020

In September 2020, 4months after hiring some newmods⁽⁷⁾ to help with the wave of content that hit the
subreddit with the advent of the lockdowns all over the world giving a bunch of nerds some more time at
home, I brought up my idea again, this time knowing that another mod was (almost) as enthused by it as I
was: u/Lysimachiakis (at the time u/Cuban_Thunder) had put this in his mod application back in April:

So I've kinda always thought that the subreddit would benefĳit from some sort of
monthly or quarterly "journal" of sorts. There is a lot of amazing content put out on the
subreddit, but the issue is that visibility can be difffĳicult -- high efffort posts can get lost at
sea while a "flashier" post will dominate the subreddit. It would be nice to have, either
monthly or quarterly, a publication produced by the subreddit where high-efffort posts are
compiled into a longer reading. This could be a stickied post, or an actual LaTeX type-set
pdf (with individual author permissions). It would also give us the chance to set themes.
Like, for example, if we put a call out for articles surrounding, say, usage of voice in one's
conlang, we could compile that into one journal issue focusing on voice, and then set that
as a community resource for ideas and inspiration for others.

Though his idea was narrower than mine, and more focused on highlighting the high-efffort posts of the
subreddit (as they typically don't get as much engagement as less extensive posts), I was ready to fĳind a
middle ground.

After a lot of discussion, we designed a cover, asked a small number of users if we could use their content
in a journalzine, and produced a mockup.

All of that, you've already seen in our initial announcement about Segments..⁽⁸⁾
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Some history
The idea of a magazine or journal was in my head well before I hinted at upcoming big announcements

in my end-of-2020 State of the Subreddit Address.⁽¹⁾ I'd want to say that this idea started haunting me at
the end of 2019, a year that, at the time, saw our fastest and largest growth in users, with an average of 39.38
subscribers per day.⁽²⁾ While we would beat that record in 2020, likely partly “thanks” to the COVID
pandemic, at the time it felt enormous.

But I never acted on that idea. I was busy, the subreddit was bubbling with activity already, other mods
also seemed to be busy... But the numbers from the 2019 growth spoke for themselves: an increasing
userbase meant an increasing demand— an increasing need— for resources and content.

February 2020

On February 6, 2020, I started laying down a few ideas that I wanted to submit to the moderators.

On February 15, I enthusiastically sent a seven-page document to the other moderators that outlined my
ideas. The reception was what you'd expect for 7 pages of text dumped all at once: sighs all around. Oops.

In that document, I outlined:

• Axing the monthly threads for good (implemented⁽³⁾)
• Changes to the rules (not all implemented, see ⁽³⁾ for what was)
• A joke
• Promoting communities (implemented⁽⁴⁾)
• Replacing the defunct CCC⁽⁵⁾ (not implemented)

This last ideawas themagazine, fĳinally outlined. The idea, andwhat I hadwritten about it, was crude and
immature. It also lacked ambition. It would have taken articles submissions from anyone, we (the mods
and/or volunteers) would curate and edit what goes into the fĳinal product, and publish them in a semi-
annual issue.

Submissions could have covered:

• Tutorials
• Someone explaining their language-creation process or inspirations
• A showcase of a language (introduction to it)
• A story in a language (with notes & translations)
• A guide to a writing system
• Some worldbuilding/cultural stufff for the people who speak the language

Postface

Thoughts and reflections of Slorany
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Putting it all together
Editing Segments., formatting and adding every article we got, has been a massive endeavour, an even

larger one than I had anticipated, or signed up for.

But it's not one I balked at: even as the workload grew ever heavier, I was glad— and, frankly, excited—
that a project we had thought would only attract a handful of people was so successful.

At fĳirst, we expected to get enough material for “50+ pages”. Here's a direct quote, from myself: “We're
kinda aiming for 50+ pages, aren't we?”, which wasmet by this reply from Lysimachiakis: "I would certainly
hope so but can’t really control howmany people decide to join".

Oh, how amusing the naïveté.

After the call for submissions was posted, and given I now knew howmuch work it was to put an article
together from a reddit post or a pdf for the layout we had conceived, I set a soft limit for the number of
pages the journal would be: 100 pages, ±20 depending on howmany of them there were in total: if we had
many short ones, I'd keep it below, but I would try to include as many large, high-quality ones as possible.

Lysimachiakis said he “[would] be thrilled to get a 100 page journal”, on February 1st.

The submissions started coming in, and estimates for the number of pages the fĳinished magazine would
be grew... High, and fast. Merely a week after the call was posted, a rough estimate gave us around 70 pages.

And at the start of March, a bit over a week before the submissions were to close, 102 pages.

And then the submissions came in and in... And on the last estimate, on March 25, after the challenge
entries were also closed, I announced we were breaking 200.

Remember when I said I was willing to do around a hundred? Yeah, that went well... And out the window,
really quick. I wasn't going to back down now that we had something going. Something great!

All in all, it took me around 200 hours of work to edit everything together, including around 10 hours for
the mockup (accounting for the design of the cover, taking feedback from the rest of the team...). I did not
have time to submit an article of my own, much to my sadness, nor did I have time for another project I
initially wanted to rewrite and edit for Segments..
It's been a lot of fun, and a learning experience as I was still learning how to use my publishing

software:⁽⁹⁾ while I already had some minimal experience with it, I had only done small pamphlets,
traditional books for short stories, and brochures or posters.

We've tried to respect authors' formatting choices as much as possible, overlaying our standards on top
of the submissions and trying not to alter them.

Conclusion
Editing Segments. has been a massive endeavour, but a welcome one. The work could get repetitive,

dull, and sometimes event boring, but every article I edited and added to the sum total of this magazine
brought more than enough satisfaction to make it all worth it, by far.

Even though I had to do most of it alone— I was the only one with the publishing software; I wanted to
complete the fĳirst issue with it, because editing layout with a WYSIWYG editor is much easier than with
LaTeX— I enjoyed it thoroughly.

And, while I was going through every article trying to fĳix the small mistakes and typos I could see, a lot
was done by our initial reviewers and our proofreaders, credited at the end of the issue.

A few things will change, however, for the next issue. From rules for colour scheme (some articles used

colours that were jarring on our layout, others used colours that matched but weren't colourblind-

friendly), to image size (and quality), to standard uses for bold and italics... Oh, and it'll be down entirely
in LaTeX, instead, so the rest of the team will fĳinally be able to help with the formatting!

I really hope you enjoyed reading this fĳirst issue of Segments., and are looking forward for more.
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Preface

Thank you for reading Segments! We hope you will join us again for Issue #02:

Verbal Construc�ons

The submission period will open in May 2021!

Keep your eyes out for announcements in different conlang communi�es with more
details on content guides, submission guidelines, deadlines, and more!

In the mean�me, start thinking up ideas on what you may want to explore about how
verbs & predicates work in your language!

Coming Attractions
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Intended as both an educa�onal resource and a way to showcase
the best work the r/conlangs community has to offer, Segments.
was started in 2020 on an ini�a�ve by u/Lysimachiakis and u/
Slorany, with great amounts of help from the rest of the subreddit’s
modera�on team.

https://reddit.com/r/conlangs
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